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Manufacturing in modern society has taken on a different role than in previous generations. Today’s 
manufacturing processes involve many different physical phenomenon working in concert to produce the 
best possible material properties. It is the role of the materials engineer to evaluate, develop, and 
optimize applications for the successful commercialization of any potential materials. Laser-assisted cold 
spray (LACS) is a solid state manufacturing process relying on the impact of supersonic particles onto a 
laser heated surface to create coatings and near net structures. A process such as this that involves 
thermodynamics, fluid dynamics, heat transfer, diffusion, localized melting, deformation, and 
recrystallization is the perfect target for developing a data science framework for enabling rapid 
application development with the purpose of commercializing such a complex technology in a much 
shorter timescale than was previously possible. A general framework for such an approach will be 
discussed, followed by the execution of the framework for LACS. Results from the development of such a 
materials engineering model will be discussed as they relate to the methods used, the effectiveness of 
the final fitted model, and the application of such a model to solving modern materials engineering 
challenges. 
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Foreword 
Materials have, for more than 8,000 years, driven the successes and failures of humanity. For millennia, 
ancient human ancestors utilized stones, bones, and clay to make usable tools. But these tools were fragile 
and often brittle. They were difficult to form into shapes much more complicated than simple needles or 
spear tips. All of that changed around 6000 B.C. when the ancient city of Ur discovered deposits of this 
soft and shiny substance [1]. It was strong like wood, but formable like clay; they had discovered copper. 
This discovery quickly led to the practice of beating the metal into a shape and then annealing it with heat 
from a wood fire. Over more than 2500 years, ancient humans practiced the art of forming these first 
metals—not only copper but gold and silver as well. As the citizens of Ur began forming copper by melting 
it and pouring it into various shapes, ancient Egyptians were taking the gold and silver alloy electrum and 
forming it into jewelry worn by the wealthy and the powerful [2].  
Still, it was not until nearly 500 years later near 3000 B.C. that ancient humans finally discovered their first 
practical metal alloy: bronze [1].  This likely accidental mixture of tin with copper proved to be the first 
alloy that was strong enough to actually make tools. While it could not hold an edge, it was certainly far 
easier to form than rock or bone and was much more durable as well. With the development of this new 
material, mankind was ushered into a new era: the Bronze Age. Daggers, buckles, spearheads, jewelry, 
bowls, utensils—all made from bronze were the currency—and power—of the global centers around 
Mesopotamia.  
Over 1500 years later, in 1400 B.C., the Hittites discovered a new material. By burning this certain ore in 
a charcoal fire and repeatedly hammering it they could reduce the ore to an extremely strong metal 
without every melting it. This discovery, another revolution in the materials world, led to an even greater 
revolution in the human world. For the first time a new material was synthesized that was stronger and 
more formable than any material that had come before. Copper, gold, wood, stone—none was as useful 
as this new metal-alloy today called iron. Only 200 years later these same industrious ancients discovered 
that they could increase the hardness of the outer edges of a blade by putting more wood into the furnace 
during the final stages of production. With these new swords, enemies crumbled before the mighty 
Hittites and for many years iron and steel remained king.  
In 1740, more than 2000 years after these first humans began using iron and carbon to form steel, 
mankind began the first industrialized processing of steel. This strong, formable metal with controlled 
compositions revolutionized the way that humans thought and created. Stronger wheels, harder swords, 
cannons, muskets—the advent of steel enabled the industrial revolution as we know it today. More than 
100 years later, in 1833, Michael Faraday discovered the first semi-conductor, but it wasn’t for another 
143 years that Intel began using these materials in their processors and only a few short years after that 
and this new material application ushered in a brand new era of human existence: the information age 
[3]. 
Now, more than 8000 years after the first metal was discovered, humanity is still in a race against itself to 
discover the next world-changing material. If, as history has shown, the development and application of 
new materials is critical to maintaining power and control then naturally the drive for faster innovation is 
key. Unlike ancient man though, we are not unprepared. We now have a plethora of analytical and 
computational tools at our disposal to complete the task set before us. With these new tools, we are 
developing more and more exotic materials, which in turn require more complicated manufacturing 
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equipment. More than 5000 years after the first metal was cast and we are still researching ways to 
improve the technology; by contrast, a new technique like additive manufacturing, which has existed 
commercially for less than 30 years, is still expected to perform at equivalent standards as these ancient 
and well-studied processes. These new processes though are, by the nature of their origin, inherently 
complex. They combine multiple working conditions—temperature and stress—under time-sensitive 
steps in order to produce a single component that must not only meet certain property requirements, but 
also be repeatable over years of continued production.  
The double-edged sword of technology is such that, as complexity of manufacturing increases, the 
capacity for computation and analysis is simultaneously expanded. With this increase in computational 
power enabling the use of algorithms that can overcome the ‘big data’ challenge, the need arises for a 
framework and platform for the application of these methods to materials processing problems. The 
mission is not simply to use data to solve problems, but instead to use these machine learning and data 
fusion methods as a pipeline for knowledge creation. The crux of this thesis is the development of such a 
methodology to enable modern researchers to achieve the sort of high throughput innovation expected 
in the laboratories of today. This work serves as a small step in establishing an architecture for enabling 
modern materials engineers to utilize data from myriad sources for the purpose of high rate intelligent 
processing of complex processes.  
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Nomenclature (Listed in Order of Appearance) 
LASER-ASSISTED COLD SPRAY 
(LACS) 
The manufacturing process employed in this study as an ideal 
complex modern manufacturing process that uses fine powders 
traveling at supersonic speeds to produce coatings and bulk 
structures. 
EXPERIMENTALIST/THEORIST The domain expert responsible for generating the data set 
MATERIALS ENGINEER 
The domain expert responsible for identifying features and 
developing engineered features 
DATA SCIENTIST 
The domain expert responsible for applying and selecting 
algorithms best suited to data set. 
ATTRIBUTES 
All variables that can be used to understand and explain a 
modeling process. These include both the inputs and the outputs 
to the model. 
FEATURES/PREDICTORS All of the attributes that are used as inputs into a model. 
TARGETS/RESPONSE All of the attributes that are used as outputs for a model. 
DATA SET 
The collection of attributes (features and targets) of a given 
preparation and form. 
ALGORITHM 
The mathematical construct (such as neural network or decision 
tree) that is fitted to create a model. 
MODEL 
The algorithm or set of algorithms that takes a set of features and 
returns the response or target attribute(s), generally used as the 
full set of algorithm + data + fitting + results 
Also may refer to the scientifically engineered features that are 




New features that are created by combining two or more existing 
features using basic mathematical operations. 
SCIENTIFICALLY ENGINEERED 
FEATURES 
New features that are produced by leveraging existing features in 
a high level physics-based theoretical model. 
PROCESS FEATURES 
Those features that are related to the processing of the system, 
not material related. 
MODELED PROCESS FEATURES 
Those scientifically engineered features that are specifically 
related to the process—generally includes items like time and 
temperature. 
DEFINED FEATURES 
Those features that are preset/determined from the 
manufacturing process 
MEASURED FEATURES 
Those features that must be physically measured using 
techniques described in this thesis 
EXTRACTED FEATURES Those features that are obtained from literature 
GENERALIZABILITY 
The notion of selecting and engineering features that can apply to 
as wide a domain as possible, particularly cross-system in 
materials manufacturing processes 
GRANULARITY 
The concept of selecting and engineering features that provide 
the appropriate amount of information for a target of interest 
without being either too abstract or too simple. 
DATA SET PREPARATIONS 
Methods of altering the data to a form suitable for analysis—
includes base, normalization, and Principal Component Analysis 
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DATA SET ENHANCEMENTS 
Methods of improving features of a data set including 
generalization with engineered features, unit consistency, and 
modification of pass groups. 
ERROR CRITERION 
The method used to evaluate a model against the actual response 
data 
SCORE 
The measured deviation of the actual versus predicted values 
using the error criterion of choice. 
TRAINING DATA The data that is used to fit a model 
TESTING (HOLDOUT) DATA The data that is used to perform a final evaluation of the model 
BIAS The tendency of a model to miss key attributes of a data set 
VARIANCE 
The tendency of a model to overfit, or predict responses present 
in some (training), but not all (testing) data. 
CROSS VALIDATION (CV) 
A method to reduce overfitting in a model by iteratively training 
and testing on a subset of the training data. 
DATA LAYER 
A set of features that are connected together by some 
fundamental physical nature, for example powder features, 
substrate features, and alloy properties are all different layers. 
PASS GROUP DILEMMA 
The notion that a sample may have an unlimited number of pass 
groups wherein each group may have completely different 
processing conditions, including an infinite number of passes 
within that group. 
GT1 
The method of resolving the pass group dilemma that eliminates 
all pass groups greater than 1, but adds a binary feature 
indicating whether or not a given sample had more than 1 pass 
group 
COMBOGT1 
The method of resolving the pass group dilemma that takes 
predicted features from the thermofluid and 1D heat transfer 
models for the greatest pass group of a sample and applies them 
to the first pass group. All pass groups except the first are 
removed, and a binary feature is added indicating whether a 
sample had more than one pass group. 
THERMOFLUID MODEL 
The 1D model that uses a starting gas temperature and pressure 
with nozzle geometries in order to calculate gas temperature and 
velocity throughout the process. Subsequently uses gas 
properties to calculate particle temperature and velocity up to 
the point of impact. See Appendix G. 
1D HEAT TRANSFER MODEL 
The 1D model that assumes a fixed 1D set of nodes parallel to the 
spray direction spanning the substrate and coating, which is used 
to predict various temperature and thickness features of the 
coating using the laser temperature, raster speed, substrate 
geometry, etc. See Appendix G. 
BINARY ADHESION 
The target related to whether or not a coating adheres to the 
substrate 
THICKNESS 
The target indicating how much material has been deposited 
normal to the substrate surface. 
HARDNESS The target that is a measure of the resistance to deformation 
POROSITY 
The target that is the total area in a cross section that is not 
dense (not reported in this work) 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 A Modern Manufacturing Process 
Beyond ancient material processing techniques like casting and forging, modern manufacturing comprises 
a host of varying technologies. At the largest scale there are variations on the ancient techniques in the 
form of such processes as stamping, die casting, high-pressure die casting, and semi-solid casting to name 
a few. Each of these methods utilizes a myriad of techniques to improve upon the base performance. Gas 
bubbling, preheating, vacuum furnaces, ultrasonic waves, laser treatments, gas treatments, and surface 
coatings are just a few of the methods that modern engineers have leveraged in order to exceed the 
capabilities of the basic unit.  
Digressing from the linear development of ancient processes, there is another suite of techniques that 
leverage modern developments in engineering capabilities. Friction stir welding utilizes a hard metal 
spindle rotating at high speeds to soften and join materials [4]. This process combines a host of 
fundamental material and engineering disciplines including kinematics of motion, kinetics of diffusion, 
kinetics of heat transfer, solidification, and recrystallization. Ultrasonic welding utilizes sound waves and 
the resistance between two materials at an interface to join them together [5]. Complex interactions from 
sonic wave interface heat generation and solid state diffusion result in the need to understand material 
interaction, wave propagation in a solid medium, and thermal diffusion. Modern additive manufacturing 
equipment (3D Printing) comes in a host of shapes and sizes. Vacuum electron beam welding, selective 
laser sintering and metal-inkjet printing are just a few of the many forms that these have taken [6–13]. 
Each of these processes utilizes fine feedstock, often powder or wire, and joins these small disparate parts 
together through some form of a heat source. The metals fuse together and after many thin 2D layers, 
the fusion resembles a usable 3D structure. However, during this fusion there is solid diffusion, liquid 
diffusion, recrystallization, heat transfer, and optical wave dynamics to name just a few of the relevant 
physics involved.  
Modern manufacturing processes have become exceedingly complex, pressed forward by the desire for 
rapid, high fidelity structural components. Consider laser-assisted cold spray (LACS) as a prime example 
of this increased complexity in manufacturing. The process itself is initially simple to understand; it is a 
thermal spray process that entrains fine metal particles into a high temperature, high pressure gas stream 
and carries this particle-gas suspension through a rocket nozzle where acceleration to supersonic speeds 
is achieved. As the gas slows down after exiting the nozzle, the particles remain at velocities on the order 
of Mach 3 until impacting the targeted surface. Upon impact these particles undergo extreme 
deformation and bond to the surface and to other particles [14–17]. At the same point of impact as the 
particles, a heating laser is used to adjust the thermal energy of both the deposited material and the 
substrate. In this way, the process can be controlled by two key components: thermal and kinetic energy 
[18–21]. Figure 1 describes the layout for this process in more detail. 
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Figure 1: Laser-assisted cold spray process layout. 
1.2 Laser-Assisted Cold Spray: The Exemplar 
From a first order approximation, it can be understood that by controlling the kinetic and thermal energy 
of LACS it should be possible to understand and control the process. Given the nature of manufacturing, 
the mission is fundamentally to create useful products. This means the development and understanding 
of basic material properties like adhesion strength, porosity, and hardness for a wide range of materials 
and end-use applications is critical. Initial forays into this new technology have shown that the timeline 
required for optimization of materials can span weeks, months, or even years for a given material system 
with specific property requirements.  
Many of these applications are already in use in the Department of Defense (DOD) and industry at large, 
making major impact in the areas of corrosion protection and repair across many different platforms. The 
Army Research Laboratory (ARL) has been driving the repair of corroded DOD components for nearly two 
decades. One of the major applications for cold spray in this area has been the repair of corrosion-
damaged magnesium transmission housings used in 
Blackhawk Helicopters. The US Army has estimated that 
the repair and maintenance of these housings costs 
more than $8 million annually. Using cold spray, ARL was 
able to demonstrate and implement an effective repair 
procedure, reducing the unit cost of repair and time for 
replacement by an order of magnitude [22]. Repair of 
titanium hydraulic tubing, B1 bomber FEB panels, and 
submarine actuators are but a few of the many 
corrosion and wear repairs being used in the field today 
[23].  
 
Figure 2: Tantalum donor tube for army gun barrel 
explosive cladding [24]. 
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In many cases, cold spray has been found to be an 
extremely useful intermediary step for other 
complicated or expensive manufacturing techniques. 
For example, cold spray has been used to consolidate 
tungsten-tantalum alloys into donor tubes (Figure 2) to 
be used for explosive cladding of gun barrels [24]. 
Reactive material shape charge liners have been 
consolidated for use in the oil and gas industry for a 
fraction of the price of other manufacturing techniques 
[23]. On a less reactive front, cold spray has been used 
as a repair technique for dies used in the polymer casting 
industry. These dies tend to be expensive and time 
consuming to replace, making them ideal candidates for 
a quick and easy repair methodology [25]. 
The solid state, low temperature nature of the CS 
process enables the technology to be used in a wide 
array of electrical and magnetic applications. By 
remaining at low temperatures, the fundamental 
microstructures and thus magnetic domains of 
individual powder particles can be maintained [26]. An 
additional and perhaps less intuitive use of this 
technology is its ability to repair and restore 
temperature sensitive artifacts and artwork such as in 
Figure 3. A host of applications related to deposition of ceramic and ceramic-metallic (cermet) coatings 
have been founding spanning applications from hard-chrome replacement to solar cell panels [27].  
Laser-assisted cold spray as a process has developed around three primary needs. First, many cold spray 
applications require the use of expensive helium as the primary carrier gas in the system. The cost and 
scarcity of helium being what it is, this has proven prohibitive for many centers that lack a helium recovery 
system. By utilizing a laser to soften the material, it is possible to use nitrogen as a more cost effective 
carrier gas such that materials will still deposit despite the lower velocity resulting from the use of nitrogen. 
Along the same lines, the thermally softened deposition zone created by the laser enables high strength 
–high temperature materials such as Ti-6Al-4V and Inconel 625 to be deposited despite their difficulty to 
effectively deposit using traditional cold spray. For a more in depth discussion about LACS and CS 
applications as well as their positioning in the competitive landscape, refer to Appendix B. 
Finally, cold spray as a process is a double-edged sword; on one hand, the repeated particle impacts 
produce extreme levels of work in the material resulting in compressive residual stresses, which are 
beneficial for coatings and crack reduction applications. However, this same increased stress results in a 
greater hardness and often produces a brittle coating that can be prone to delamination along the 
interface of the coating. The laser can actually be used as a tool to locally heat the deposited particles, 
thus performing in situ-stress relief. Figure 4 shows Inconel 625 samples that were consolidated via LACS 
at similar processing conditions where the primary difference was whether the laser was leading or trailing 
the powder footprint.  
 
Figure 3: Restoration of antique sculptures of Isaac 
Cathedral in Saint Petersburg [26]. 
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Figure 5 shows the three major 
methods of LACS processing. The 
pre-treat is primarily for heating 
the deposited material and 
substrate prior to deposition in 
order to soften the zone of impact 
enabling impinging particles to 
create greater deformation of the 
deposited layer and thus 
enhancing deposition. The post-
treat serves to exclusively heat the 
just deposited layer, which is able 
to relieve the locally accumulated 
residual stresses similar to a stress 
relief anneal for a large part.  
Finally, the in-situ treatment 
serves as a combination of both of 
the other methods and will be the 
default operating condition in this 
thesis. A fourth possible use for a laser in LACS that will not be discussed further in this work is the use of 
a high-energy short-pulsed rastering laser for the purpose of ablating the locally developed oxide layer on 
the surface of a powder or substrate [18]. For more discussion about the various parameters and 
processing conditions relevant for LACS, see Section 4.1.2. 
Naturally, the research lifecycle for developing the types of applications discussed above decreases with 
user experience, however this requires human expert knowledge that is easily lost and difficult to transfer. 
To combat this, many in the industry have begun modeling the cold spray and laser assisted cold spray 
process using various physics based models. These models span each of four major categories: the 
materials, the fluid dynamics of gas-particle flow, the particle impact, and the bulk properties.  
Material property prediction is key, particularly for powdered materials in LACS because the majority of 
the process occurs in the solid state. This means that the starting structure directly influences the final 
 
Figure 4: Plot of change in particle area vs. hardness for Inconel 625 deposited 
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Figure 5: Three major methods of laser-assisted cold spray processing showing the a) pre-treat, b) in-situ treat, c) post-treat. 
 
(a) (b) (c) 
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properties. The Army Research Laboratory (ARL) funded Cold Spray Group at WPI has been directly 
responsible for leading the efforts on this front [28,29]. The fluid dynamics of the nozzle and exhaust have 
been extensively studied using numerical isentropic [30–38] and CFD [33,36,39–43] approaches with 
varying degrees of complexity and accuracy. The simplest of these, 1D isentropic flow along the centerline 
of a converging-diverging nozzle, has proven to be reasonably accurate to use as a tool for designing 
experiments and loosely predicting certain bonding criteria [36]. 
The impact of the particle is an extremely complex process involving high strain rates, high stresses, fine 
particle sizes, material jetting, and elastic rebound effects. Nevertheless, these single particle impacts 
have been investigated using various finite element methods [16,44–46]. Unfortunately, there has been 
little to no work to date on how these single particle impacts are able to translate more fully into 
predictable bulk properties. This is due largely to a lack of understanding regarding the fundamental 
bonding mechanisms, the influence of defects, and the effects of texture on the bulk deposit. Research 
on that exact problem has a team of more than 20 scientists from multiple universities attempting a 
variety of atomistic, finite element, and experimental approaches in order to understand the underlying 
principles governing cold spray.  
In order to commercialize and enhance the developmental process of LACS there is a more pressing need 
to understand these four modeling categories than time allows. An analysis, presented in Appendix B led 
to the conclusion that a statistical learning approach that utilizes the well-understood fluid flow 
components of the physical models and then fills in the missing impact information would be most 
beneficial to the commercial sector. By recognition of patterns and trends in the data, the model as 
described in Figure 6, will ultimately provide a predictive tool that can expedite the optimization of 
processing parameters for new materials and applications. 
 
Figure 6: Flow diagram for processing of data and training of model to develop predictive tool. 
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2 Introduction to Machine Learning 
2.1 Machine Learning as a Discipline 
Machine learning was described by Arthur Samuel in 1959 as “the subfield of computer science that gives 
computers the ability to learn without being explicitly programmed” [47]. A modern definition of machine 
learning, is perhaps more difficult to describe precisely as many sources tend to take slightly subjective 
opinions as to what exactly machine learning is. Generally speaking, machine learning is the convergence 
of three major fields--computer science, neuroscience, and statistics, used to understand, analyze, and 
predict a target variable based on a set of feature variables.  
As early as 1939, with the creation of “Elektro the Smoking Robot” by Westinghouse (Figure 7), humans 
have been fascinated with the convergence of machines and intelligence [48]. This “artificial intelligence,” 
as it has been so aptly described has inspired generations of researchers and scientists to press the 
boundaries of what might be possible. Early on researchers believed that their work could quickly lead to 
human-level intelligence in man-made machines. In 1941, Isaac Asimov 
published his “Three Laws of Robotics,” forever entwining robotics and 
machine learning together in this field of artificial intelligence. Shortly 
after this, in 1943, McCulloch and Pitts published their work on the 
proposed model of the human neural processing system [49]. This early 
work opened the door for what only eleven years later emerged as the 
first artificial neural network by Wesley Clark and Belmont Farley [50]. 
This notion of “artificial intelligence” took rigorous hold in the mid-late 
1950s with the formation of MIT’s Artificial Intelligence Laboratory by 
Marvin Minsky and the organization of Dartmouth’s Artificial 
Intelligence Conference. The perfect mixture of science and fiction 
propagated throughout the era with works such as Asimov’s I, Robot in 
1950 and 2001: A Space Odyssey in 1968. Only a short time later, in 1973, 
AI entered what was considered its “First Winter” where research 
dollars and corporate investments began to diminish. Even still, by 1980 
Star Trek, Star Wars, and Battlestar Galactica had all inspired audiences with the ideas of ultra-intelligent 
machines assisting (or hunting) humanity. AI laboratories were present in major universities including 
Stanford and MIT. By this time, methods of learning including neural networks, back propagation, adaptive 
linear elements, genetic algorithms, and perceptron models had all been developed and even the term 
“data science” had finally been coined [50–54]. 
For the first thirty years of the field, AI closely linked machine learning and robotics. Inspired by Rodney 
Brooks in 1990, for the next 30 years, researchers began tackling what is known as the “bottom up” 
approach where, instead of trying to design a full system of artificial intelligence grounded in the physical 
world, researchers began to focus on simple “intelligent” machine learning, generally in the digital world 
[55]. Here sub-systems of intelligence are developed that perform basic tasks, like handwriting analysis or 
speech recognition. It is this bottom-up approach that continues today with advent of the field of data 
science where robotics has largely been removed from the equation of machine learning and instead the 
focus is placed on using these tools to directly solve problems in science, engineering, and technology. 
 
Figure 7: Elektro the Smoking Robot 
[48]. 
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2.2 Machine Learning & Materials Science 
It is in this context of solving locally complex, but globally simple problems that machine learning finds its 
home in the field of materials science. The development of theoretical models in materials science and 
engineering is fairly well established in terms of continuous, deterministic models. Diffusion, nucleation, 
growth, and phase stability all have rigorous theoretical developments based on theories of free energy 
proposed by Gibbs in 1873 [56]. Macro level phenomena such as stress and fluid flow have similarly 
developed constitutive equations for extremely basic calculations, however become increasingly complex 
upon analysis in multiple dimensions. Importantly, these calculations become even more complex at the 
intersection of materials that quickly change phase because the short timescales imply unstable and 
metastable conditions where traditional analyses begin to fail. For example, in flow stress the constitutive 
“Johnson-Cook” equation is used [57]. Here experiments are designed to develop constants that may be 
used to more accurately predict solid material flow under reasonably high strain rates. As rates increase, 
even these models begin to fail and new ones must be developed. The same is true for a wide range of 
fluid dynamic calculations where certain equations apply only to very specific regimes of flow according 
to various conditions such as Nusselt and Reynold’s numbers.  
Applications of machine learning in materials science are in many ways, developed along a similar path to 
those basic constitutive equations. In fact, the most basic of constitutive equations following the form of 
y=mx+b would in fact be considered a “machine learning” approach assuming it was appropriately 
evaluated. Realistically, even the Johnson Cook model described before is likely the result of an algorithm 
fitted via a machine learning approach (multiple linear regression, polynomial regression, etc.). However, 
modern computation and algorithm development have enabled far more than simple linear models to 
take place. In materials engineering there are five major areas of machine learning use: extraction of 
information, prediction of characteristics, analysis of images, selection of an item, and prediction of a 
process. 
In extraction of information, typically the researcher is evaluating a data set and attempting to discover 
useful information. Most often, this will involve a feature reduction tool, such as Principal Component 
Analysis (PCA), or a clustering algorithm such as K-Means used in conjunction with a type of high-
throughput experimental technique [58–62]. One important form of high throughput experimentally 
derived data comes not from physical experiments, but from theoretical experiments such as Density 
Functional Theory (DFT). In this case, the theoretical/virtual experiments are fairly accurate atomic-micro 
scale models, but require extremely long computational times. As a result, researchers may use feature 
extraction on a small set of DFT calculations to extract some information about the area that they are 
investigating [60].Generally, these investigations tend to be unsupervised methods as the data set often 
isn’t yet complete or doesn’t have a specific target. Instead, the methods described are used to extract 
important features from the data to determine what should be evaluated for the generation of a larger 
prediction-oriented data set. 
The other major use for machine learning in materials science is that of characteristic prediction. In this 
current language, characteristic prediction often describes prediction of a basic property such as fatigue 
life [63], but often may describe a system level characteristic such as surface roughness [64]. Characteristic 
prediction almost always requires a supervised technique with specific inputs and outputs. Being the 
broadest of the five categories, characteristic prediction also experiences the greatest variation in 
modeling methods used. From the mid-1990s until around 2010, neural networks were an extremely 
popular form of model prediction [65–69]. Generally, these neural nets utilized a Bayesian-type 
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probability network. Since around 2005, use of other algorithms in materials science has increased, 
including the use of decision trees and support vector machines [67,70,71]. Unfortunately, there have 
been a few studies in this area that perhaps lack some statistical rigor. In one example, researchers 
reported a model with 100% accuracy on approximately 60 samples. While this level of accuracy is 
certainly plausible given simple targets, it doesn’t extrapolate or interpolate well and the methods used 
in fitting the model may be considered somewhat suspect [72]. 
Image analysis, while extremely common in data science and computer science as a whole, is relatively 
new to materials science. This likely stems from the difficulty in extracting useful information from 
micrographs in a repeatable manner. Different preparation routines yield different images, which in turn 
yield different results. Quantification of grain size has, for many years, been limited to drawing lines across 
an image and physically counting the intersections of grains with the lines [73]. Now the challenge is to 
determine how to identify and quantify useful features in micrographs automatically. In some cases, 
neural networks have been used to sort images into various classes [74]. More generally though, materials 
scientists need to have experience with 
image pre-processing and segmentation 
prior to any machine learning algorithms 
can be employed for classification or 
analysis [75]. An excellent example of this 
challenge is shown in Figure 8, where a 
vertical crack has formed in the coating. 
Unfortunately, such a crack looks to a 
computer just like the rest of the 
background, or even the graphite flakes 
in the cast iron. The materials engineer 
has to know first that a crack has occurred, 
then must know that it is different from 
the other ‘dark’ objects, and finally must 
know how to apply proper thresholds and 
geometric constraints in order to be able 
to select that specific feature of the image. Then, finally, once all of the pre-processing has been 
performed the images can be tied into a set of data for machine learning to extract information. 
Whereas extraction is related to the assessment of features, in a dataset, selection is related to 
determining the ideal output for a given scenario. Often this is the end prediction of a characteristic-based 
model, but is generally discussed in a different manner to the actual development of the model. In some 
cases, researchers are determining gaps in the known literature, often through a combination of 
theoretical tools such as DFT, and experimental databases such as the Inorganic Crystal Structure 
Database (ICSD) [76,77].  
Finally, and most relevant to the remainder of this text, is the use of machine learning for process control 
and prediction. Typically, this type of modeling is performed at a different scale than the previous four 
methods. At the process level there are concerns not only with materials, but also defects, instabilities, 
and with incongruities in data collection and analysis. These models can be for a single set of alloys or 
generalizable for all materials in a process [78]. While characteristic prediction and feature extraction are 
commonplace areas of machine learning use, process modeling remains a somewhat novel field. 
 
Figure 8: WC-Co on cast iron showing difficult algorithmically capture 
crack forming through coating. 
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With the above five machine learning segments of materials science, there are two more important areas  
of concern as relates to the marriage of these two fields. First is the abundance of literature related to 
overviews of work in this field from major contributors such as Krishna Rajan, Tim Mueller, and Wilhelm 
Maier [62,79,80]. These works cover aspects from algorithm development, combinatorial experimental 
techniques, and data collection/storage. In light of these wonderful contributions, the second area of 
concern relates to the abuse of machine learning in materials science. In the early 2000s, the misuse or 
misrepresentation of results from machine learning predictions were so prevalent that they resulted in a 
scathing critique of the field in 2007 [81]. With these past concerns in mind, and the recent overviews in 
hand, the work to follow will emphasize the process and methodology used to provide reasonable results 
to the materials scientist. 
2.3 The Role of the Technologist 
Bearing in mind the previous critiques of machine learning in materials science, it is worth noting that 
there are three primary roles to play at this intersection. The first, naturally, is the experimentalist or 
theorist who generates the data set initially. While not nearly enough emphasis is placed on this aspect 
during most articles, the next section will address this in detail. The second role is naturally the data 
scientist, who is responsible for developing and applying the algorithms to a set of data. The final role is 
that of the technologist or domain expert, who is responsible for taking the data in its raw form, and 
modifying it to be of relevance to the data scientist. Essentially, this requires using scientific rigor (and 
sometimes intuition) to develop what are often called “engineered features” from previous descriptors. 
For example, in many materials science areas it is not linear time that is important, but rather the natural 
logarithm of time that provides the greatest information. Such an intuition can be extracted from the basic 
Avrami type equation [69]. In another example, the domain expert evaluated the formation of certain 
precipitates as being linked to the fractions of niobium and titanium relative to the amount of interstitials 
(carbon and nitrogen), allowing the researchers to extract more information from this one “stabilization 
ratio” than the model would be able to extract independently from those four concentrations individually 
[82].  
Practically, each of these three roles should be a “domain expert” in their own field and perhaps one of 
the greatest detriments to further implementation of these methods together is that there are few 
individuals, or even laboratories, in which there is an expert in all three of these roles. Often two of three 
is possible, but all three is truly a remarkable feat that when properly leveraged can deliver models with 
revealing results. 
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3 Developing the Platform for Process Modeling in Materials Engineering 
There are many articles and books that discuss machine learning and 
materials science, both collectively and independently [80,83–85]. 
These four works should be referenced whenever further explanation 
or interest arises. Additionally, Pedro Domingos has provided an 
excellent philosophical overview on developing a machine learning 
model [83]. There are five major steps to the procedure of modeling 
a materials science/manufacturing based process with machine 
learning: collection, storage, treatment, model selection, prediction. 
Each of these steps will be discussed in detail and grounded in best 
practices according to data science. While presented as a linear 
concept, it is important to recognize that the process is truly cyclical 
in nature, with steps often iterating multiple times before resulting in 
a satisfactory solution. 
3.1 Collection of Data 
This is the area of machine learning that has perhaps the least rigor applied to it. In many fields of science, 
particularly pharmaceutical, the idea of high throughput experimentation has been extremely relevant in 
driving the field to its current heights [86,87]. Traditional experimentation implies establishing a 
hypothesis based on a theoretical physical framework, designing an experiment to disprove that 
hypothesis, and finally evaluating the results. For most of human history, this approach has been utilized. 
In the past, the theoretical framework was often limited, 
resulting in what many view somewhat negatively as the 
“Edisonian” approach to problem solving. Here, rather than 
spending time on a theoretical framework, the researcher 
instead focuses on producing hundreds or thousands of 
experiments to achieve their desired result. While many today 
would prefer to use a purely theoretical approach, Figure 9 
shows the impact of the Edisonian approach coupled with 
modern computational and theoretical capacity in the patent 
productivity of several major pharmaceutical companies 
between the 1980s and 1990s, with a tremendous spike in 
productivity around 1989 corresponding with the beginning of 
the combinatorial high-throughput experimental approach 
[87]. Even in modern materials science related fields such as 
catalysis and battery development, combinatorial approaches 
have been thoroughly developed [62]. As an example of what such a setup might look like for a more 
traditional materials science problem, Figure 10 shows a method that Minami et al. used to evaluate a 
series of thermoelectric materials. This follows the quintessential attribute of all high-throughput studies, 
which is that samples must be both quickly produced and accurately evaluated. In other experiments, 
researchers use large arrays of assays to evaluate several different mixtures simultaneously with tools 
such as infrared spectroscopy, x-ray diffraction, or conductivity.  
For the average manufacturing process, the systems themselves are far too large and complex to allow 
for the production of hundreds of samples simultaneously. As discussed in the previous sections, these 
 
Figure 9: Patent applications over 
time for three major 
pharmaceutical companies, 





Figure 10: Combinatorial method for 
evaluation of thermoelectric materials [135]. 
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modern manufacturing processes involve multiple different physical phenomena across a range of length 
scales, and as Farrusseng et al. point out, the very nature of solids makes atomic scale predictions a 
challenge due to metastability, instability, and atomic interactions [88]. For example, in 3D printing the 
atomic scale is important for evaluating surface energies to enable sintering, absorbing optical radiation, 
and diffusing into a solid. However, at the microscale these same atoms are forming grains of varying sizes. 
At the mesoscale there becomes the worry of stress and relaxation. Finally, at the macro scale there are 
concerns about large-scale porosity, surface finish, and geometrical tolerance. These properties of the 
produced part do not even include the variability introduced by the machine itself.  
In manufacturing processes, instead of focusing on specific attributes that can be used to describe the 
working scale (as done in catalysis), it is useful to take a reverse approach wherein the key criteria of the 
process are evaluated first and then all necessary inputs are extracted from those criteria. Below, detailed 
steps on the selection of key criteria in manufacturing processes with intent to develop a robust model 
will be discussed.   
3.1.1 Customer Needs 
The majority of manufacturing processes have an end product or application for which they were first 
designed. Casting was first developed to produce jewelry, while forging was used to produce weaponry. 
The same is true of modern manufacturing processes like 3D printing where some printers are focused on 
Inconel aerospace while others are focused on titanium biomedical implants. Regardless, the first step to 
developing an understanding of a manufacturing process is to evaluate the customer needs. For example, 
in a part designed for operation in a jet engine, high temperature fatigue and creep are likely to be of 
prime interest. On the other hand, surface roughness may not necessarily be of as great an interest. Bear 
in mind that these targets must be quantifiable, however that does not mean they must be inherently 
technical; cost and production time can easily be two targets of interest for a given customer.  
3.1.2 Feature Space 
Once the key output parameters have been 
selected, the researcher should work 
backwards to ascertain what features will be of 
critical importance to the collective outputs. 
This can be done through either scientific 
intuition or a theoretical framework. At this 
stage, it is critical to determine two key factors 
in the parameter design: granularity and 
generalizability, as shown in Figure 11. 
Granularity refers to the appropriate 
“resolution” at which various properties should 
be investigated—in other words, does the 
feature of interest give sufficient information 
to produce an understanding or contribution to 
the target variable of interest. A feature may 
provide either too detailed information (e.g. 
atomic radii instead of crystal structure) or too 
little information (e.g. gaseous element when 
gas ionization energy is needed to predict 
 
Figure 11: Diagram of generalizability with various LACS 
features found in Section 4, with their associated 
generalizability of granularity. 
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plasma temperature). Generalizability on the other hand refers to the ability of a feature to address 
multiple output properties. For example, in an assessment of creep strength in steels, Sourmail et al. 
evaluate elemental composition in a scale of 0-100% [82]. This is because the scope of their work was 
limited to a small range of iron based systems making it unimportant to generalize across new material 
systems. However, if generalization were the goal then individual atomic features would need to be 
selected, as for example, in a coulomb matrix or other “fingerprinting” technique [89].  
In the case of scientific intuition, access to a domain expert becomes critical. Often there are features in 
a manufacturing process that can escape the eyes of the scientist, for example humidity in the room or 
the identity of the individual performing the experiment that day. However, as has been true for the 
development of many expert systems, the technicians actually performing the experiments are often the 
best individuals to speak with in ascertaining key parameters. On the other hand, when taking a 
theoretical approach, a review of the pertinent literature will be the first step in ascertaining the 
appropriate fundamentals to evaluate. Often there will be a series of constitutive functions or expressions 
that various researchers have developed, which indicate those features that best serve to predict various 
attributes of a given manufacturing process.  
For example, spot welding is a technique 
whereby two metal components are pressed 
together with electrodes on either side of the 
parts. A high current is forced between the 
electrodes and due to resistance at the 
interface, the two metal pieces heat up and 
locally weld together. A common 
approximation for the resistance of the 
interface is based on the amount of contact 
area as in Equation (1). Here, 𝜌  represents 
the interface resistance between two metals, 
n is the number of conducting spots in a 
radius with average radius ?̅? , and 𝛼  is the 
Holm radius [90]. In this scenario, it can 
quickly be determined that theoretical interface resistance and surface roughness will both be critical 
measures. Unfortunately, while roughness is relatively easy to measure, the exact values of ?̅? and 𝛼 may 
be difficult to evaluate.  
𝑹 = 𝝆 ∗ [
𝟏





One possible solution to this is to develop a local relation to predict 𝛼 from various forms of surface 
roughness. This would essentially be a miniature model within the larger model. Another approach is to 
actually utilize full-scale theoretical equations to effectively generalize across a wide range of 
material/manufacturing systems. For example, plasma temperature in plasma spray technology can be 
recorded, as can combustion temperature in HVOF; however, those two temperatures are not necessarily 
indicative of the same material phenomenon. Figure 13 shows such a comparison, where each system 
would have the same basic material traveling at similar speeds. However, the temperatures of each 
heated zone would be different. Instead of trying to compare the materials and conditions at the heating 
 
Figure 12: Schematic for resistance spot welding showing the 
interface between electrode and sheet metal as well as interface 
of two sheets with different resistances at each interface [90]. 
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zone, a simple thermofluid model could be developed to 
record starting temperatures in each process and 
evaluate the influence that those temperatures have on 
the gas and particles. By then using those models to 
evaluate the particle impact temperature and velocity, it 
is possible to generalize and discuss relations between 
two systems that would otherwise be directly 
incomparable.  
3.1.3 Feature & Target Assessment 
Once the features (predictors) and targets (outputs of 
interest) have been listed, then an evaluation of these 
various attributes must be performed. First, the method 
of measurement for all attributes must be determined. 
Often there may be multiple ways to measure an 
attribute, however all methods should be listed for 
evaluation purposes. Once all attributes and 
measurement methods have been listed, these should 
be assessed according to characteristics described in Table 1.  
Table 1: Criteria for evaluating process attributes 
Cost 
Evaluate the monetary expense of a given measurement—will this be within the 
budget for the project given the number of possible iterations? 
Speed 
How long will each measurement of each attribute take? Is there one attribute 
that has a much greater time scale than others? If this is a choke point then 
perhaps it should be eliminated. 
Repeatability 
Some measurements are quick, but vary between operations. If so, is it possible to 
take enough tests to average out the responses? 
Noise 
Any noise from the measurements will contribute to noise and ultimately error in 
the model. If an extremely accurate model is desired then it is necessary to select 
measurement methods that are equivalently accurate. 
Importance 
While this is subjective, there are some attributes that simply cannot be 
eliminated because of their importance in the process (i.e. pour velocity in 
casting). In contrast, there are some attributes that may be extremely reliable, 
quick, and low cost, but may offer no real information about the target process. 
 
After the above criteria have been evaluated, it is important to revisit the previous criteria of granularity 
and generalizability. Will the attributes chosen provide enough information to predict the target variables, 
and will they be appropriately translatable across the manufacturing space of interest? 
3.1.4 Evaluation of Attribute Effectiveness 
Once attributes and measurement techniques have been selected, it is important to evaluate whether or 
not those chosen attributes properly describe the manufacturing process. The best way to evaluate the 
techniques will be to run a small study in a narrow focus of the larger scope of the work. This study can 
take several forms including a Taguchi style orthogonal test or a binary analysis of variance (ANOVA) type 
test [85]. Regardless of which is selected, there should be a quantifiable metric that can indicate whether 
 
Figure 13: Schematic comparing combustion (HVOF) 
thermal spray vs. plasma thermal spray where left 
of the dashed line would be system specific 
conditions while to the right would be normalized 
cross platform conditions. 
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or not a feature influences the target. Measure all features and targets using the methods chosen above. 
Perform each measurement several times to guarantee statistical rigor. Once all measurements have been 
performed, evaluate the influence of each feature and the appropriate error to determine relevance. The 
purpose of this pre-screening is to avoid wasting time on any unnecessary measurements and also to 
avoid having no features that actually influence the target variables. This can happen if false assumptions 
during feature selection are used, or the wrong domain expert is leveraged for advice. 
3.1.5 Complexity vs. Completeness 
Once the features and targets have been evaluated, it is necessary to discuss the complexity of the task 
at hand. While there is no hard and fast rule regarding the number of samples necessary to predict a 
feature, a few rules of thumb can be developed, with suggested relative amounts shown in Figure 14. For 
a relatively simple target that is generally describable by a single function, around 100 samples should be 
appropriate for a single, narrowly defined material system. For every new material system, there will be 
diminishing returns on the number of new 
samples needed, as some data will begin to 
overlap. If, on the other hand, a much more 
complex phenomena is to be predicted then the 
researcher will easily require between than 250 
and 500 samples for a single material system. As 
the complexity and quantity of materials scales, 
so does the number of samples necessary to 
accurately predict the model. Again, this 
assumes that the features chosen to predict the 
target are actually relevant and do not 
contribute to additional noise in the data. A 
further discussion of feature relevance is below.  
3.1.6 Full Scale Experimental Approach 
Finally, once the features and targets, along 
with their appropriate measurement methods, 
have been decided it is necessary to determine 
the methodology by which the future dataset 
will be collected. There are four major methods 




Figure 14: Diagram of relative complexity vs. completeness for 
various material related modeling efforts. 
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Table 2: Experimental approaches used to develop databases for manufacturing process prediction. Figure 95 through Figure 
100 in Appendix H show images of several different design of experiments (DoE) methods. 
Randomization 
Across the full processing map, identify the full range of all continuous and 
categorical variables. Develop an algorithm that randomly selects samples from 
the entire feature map. Evaluate any samples that may be physically impossible 
and replace with a new, randomized feature.   
Factorial 
For each feature, select a set of levels (values within a continuous set of possible 
inputs for that feature) that accurately describe the working space then evaluate 
for each possible combination of features and levels. The downside of course is 
that there may be complex interactions that occur between selected levels. 
Orthogonal  
 
(Taguchi and other 
Response Surface 
Design Methods) 
As with factorial, select a set of levels for your features that accurately define the 
working space. Now, however, the number of levels can be increased because 
the orthogonal nature of the study allows for selected randomization within the 
features. The result is that not only has a large portion of the process map been 
evaluated, but also the data itself can be used as a Taguchi-style signal to noise 
analysis that can yield useful information regarding the features even before 
machine learning modeling begins [91]. 
Active Learning 
A more recently developed approach utilizes a set of machine learning models to 
continuously evaluate the data produced to date to determine the next iteration 
of samples. A variety of implementations of this exist, for example, a small set of 
data is collected and used for fitting of a neural net, linear regression, and ridge 
regression model. A set of new samples are generated using each of the three 
algorithms and the error between the three models is evaluated. Samples that 
have the greatest error will then be experimentally produced. The process will 
be iterative—training the models, generating the samples, and evaluating the 
error until a desirable level of error is reached at which point the actual model 
development may begin [80]. One should note that this method could easily 
introduce overfitting into the data itself, regardless of the model choices. 
Application 
Driven 
In many commercial settings, a single machine is dedicated to both R&D and 
application development. As a result, performing a complete DoE on a range of 
parameters not necessarily guaranteed to provide suitable results might not be 
possible. A suitable counter to this is to develop samples that form a cluster 
relevant to an individual application. Various optimization algorithms (such as 
genetic algorithms) may be used to locally resolve routine application 
development. Once this local problem is resolved then the researcher can move 
to another application and repeat the process until sufficient data has been 
generated. Note that these clusters may result in an extremely imbalanced 
database with some high concentration materials and others that have extremely 
sparse data. To deal with this it is necessary to have extremely generalizable 
features at a medium level of granularity. 
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3.2 Database Design 
“A major bottleneck in high-throughput techniques is no longer the development of experimental 
procedures for the preparation and testing of materials, it is often data management and data analysis. 
Although the development of the computational methods has progressed rapidly in recent years, many 
laboratories are hesitant to use these methods because of a lack of manpower, complexity, and lack of 
access to established software” --Wilhelm Maier [62] 
The greatest consumption of time in nearly any modeling performed on experimental data collected over 
a wide range of time and individual researchers is the continuity and uniformity of data. Most researchers 
make adequate use of spreadsheets and notebooks to keep track of experiments from batch to batch, but 
an unfortunate crisis arises when trying to merge these various batches together. Table 3 shows six key 
criteria for determining the appropriate form a database should take for the designated research project 
to avoid costly delays in data cleaning when the modeling phase begins. 
Table 3: Key criteria for determination of database practices. Each criteria is listed in bold, with options for that criteria 
italicized below. 
Scale 
Carefully evaluate the layers of data needed. A data layer will describe a set of 
features that all point to a single response. For example, a set of target variables may 
be one layer. The process features will be another layer. Basic materials used as 
feedstock (wire, powder, block, etc.) will be another layer. Any descriptions about 
alloys of material designations could be another layer. Descriptions of an atomistic 
nature related to atomic radii or electronegativity could be another layer still. These 
will be determined by your attribute selection described previously. If only one or two 
layers are required, then a basic spreadsheet system will work. However, if more than 
two layers are present it will be necessary to develop a more robust, interconnected 




Depending on the scope of the work at hand, there may be one or many researchers 
working on the project. Depending on the location and nature of these relationships, 
different database forms may be selected. If an individual is the only researcher then 
a local data structure will be fine. If a team of researchers at the same institution are 
performing the work, then a local machine or local network may be sufficient. 
However, if a team of individuals across multiple research sites will be collaborating 
then a cloud based (or globally accessible network) solution is absolutely necessary. 






As with every tool, there are a range of pricing options available for a database. On 
the low end, a free tool like Google Sheets may be sufficient for a single layer data 
structure. On the upper end, a custom enterprise solution may be developed to meet 
specific customer needs. In the middle is the utilization of a simple database 
development platform like Microsoft Access that, while not free, is functionally 






Two of the biggest issues in a dataset are missing data and non-uniform data. The first 
is relatively simple to reconcile if a database is developed in-house; regularly evaluate 
the dataset and fill in any missing information. The second, however is a more 
challenging issue as the more contributors there are, and the longer the duration of 





a project, the greater the likelihood of errors when inputting data into the database. 
To combat this be sure that fields critical to the study are required to be completed, 
and are required to match a certain input mask. If data is missing or does not match 
the appropriate mask then the researcher should be alerted so they may complete 
the data set.  
Presentation 
For many researchers it is much easier to use a well-designed, intuitive user interface 
(UI) for data input than it is a simple spreadsheet interface. Several criteria become 
of interest when discussing the “user experience” of a database. First, is a UI 
necessary? If there are many researchers of varying technical skill using the database 
then the likely answer is a resounding yes. Second, is it necessary to be able to filter 
and query results? If the database is only for data storage, then it is fairly simple to 
design a basic backend and UI structure that are pleasing to the eye. However, if the 
database will also be used for analyzing data then it is critical to use a tool that is 
designed for creating queries. This is where knowledge of SQL and other database 







An interesting area of discussion not often addressed is that of automation. From the 
very beginning of an experimental setup there should be as much focus on data 
automation as possible. Any sensor that produces a digital output should be 
automatically recorded in the data structure wherever possible. Doing so prevents 
transcription errors and the ever-present procrastinator that ultimately forgets to add 
information to the database. An emphasis on this data rigor from the beginning of the 
experimental exercise will prevent numerous headaches in the future. 
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3.3 Proper Preparation and Treatment of Data 
Once a dataset has been chosen or generated, there are a 
number of steps that should be taken to ensure that the 
greatest amount of information is contained within the 
dataset. First, is data cleaning; this essentially involves 
removing any missing data as well as identifying major holes 
within the set. Pairwise plots and histograms are common 
representations of attributes, examples of which can be 
found in Figure 15 that are useful for analyzing the dataset 
for inconsistencies. For example, in the histogram of Figure 
15a, it is clear that there are several datasets that are modal. 
While this could indicate a binary variable, it could also 
indicate that there are gaps in the feature map where, 
perhaps, additional experiments should be performed.  
Once the data has been properly cleaned with missing data 
points eliminated, there are several options for preparing the 
data. Many model types will require data normalization to 
function. This is most true with methods like artificial neural 
networks and kernel based methods. By contrast, decision 
trees often perform worse after normalization. 
Normalization can take many forms. Two of the most 
common are zero mean and range normalized, shown in Eqs.  
(2) and (3). Equation (2) in particular is frequently used for 










Another common initial step is to perform what is generally called feature reduction. This stems from the 
need to reduce the overall complexity of the data relative to the quantity of data available, which gets 
into the discussion of the so-called bias-variance tradeoff.  Figure 16 provides a good overview of what 
bias and variance represent. Essentially bias is the ability of a model to “underfit” a set of data, which is 
an indication that a model is too simple to properly interpret all of the nuances of a dataset. On the other 
hand, variance is the ability of a model to “overfit” the data, which is an indication that the model fits 
extremely well for a group of the data, but poorly matches the rest of the data. A more in depth discussion 
of this can be found in Gareth’s An Introduction to Statistical Learning [85].  
 
 
Figure 15: Example of a) Histogram of 
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3.3.1 Feature Reduction 
3.3.1.1 Principal Component Analysis 
Importantly though, these issues of bias and variance set the stage for a discussion on the criticality of 
feature selection. If a given data set is shallow (few data), but fairly wide (many features) then it may be 
necessary to reduce the number of features in order to avoid producing a model that is too complex (i.e. 
overfitting). Perhaps the most common method of feature reduction in data science, and certainly in data 
science for materials scientists is the use of Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [59]. PCA is essentially a 
linear compression of all data in a space by re-orienting the axes to be along the direction of maximum 
information (greatest variance). In doing so, the first axis comprises the greatest amount of information 
in the data (i.e. variance around the line) and from that line of maximum variance can be extracted the 
features which contributed the most to that axis.  
 
Figure 16: An example of the bias-variance tradeoff for three different data sets. The vertical dotted line indicates 
minimum test MSE, and flexibility is a measure of the ability of a model to capture nuances of data [85]. 
 
  
Figure 17: a) Scatter plot of add spending vs. population, with first two principal components, green and dashed blue 
respectively, along the vector of greatest variance in the data [ james2013introduction  ] and b) Example of variance 
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In mathematical terms, a covariance matrix, Σ, of the normalized feature set 𝑥1,𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 …𝑥𝑛,𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 is created, 
where Σ = 𝑥𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 ∗ 𝑥𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚
𝑇  and the normalization term comes from Eq. (2) above. The eigenvectors and 
eigenvalues of the covariance matrix are then evaluated and sorted according to the order of the 
eigenvalues. The individual values of the eigenvector then correspond to the weightings associated with 
each individual feature used in the mapping. The result is that the majority of the variance (information) 
found in the data can be found in the primary principal components. Figure 17a shows an example of PCA 
for two-dimensional data and Figure 17b shows an example of the variance explained by various 
components in PCA. The green line, which represents the cumulative variance explained, indicates that 
after about 14 components, nearly 100% of the information from the original set of 28 features is 
explained, again bearing in mind that each component here is a linear combination of all original features. 
A more detailed and mathematically rigorous explanation can be found in most introduction to statistical 
methods books [84,85]. 
For the materials engineer, PCA is extremely useful for determining those features that provide the 
greatest amount of information about a data set. For example, if a new technician were being trained to 
use a laser welding machine, there might be an overwhelming number of variables when first beginning: 
laser size, shape, wavelength, angle, shield gas, etc. By collecting data about all of these features and then 
applying PCA, the new technician would be able to figure out 
which features would be the most informative from the set. 
Then the technician could decide to focus on those variables, 
or to run some experiments on the features that did not 
provide much information in order to obtain more 
information about those uninformative features. Note though 
that this method does not tell the technician anything about 
which features have the greatest influence on the actual 
properties of the weld. 
3.3.1.2 Kohonen Networks 
A less common approach than PCA, but one that received a 
great deal of emphasis in the early 2000s is commonly called 
a Kohonen Network [92]. For this method, all features vs. 
samples are mapped to a 2d plane. Then a 2D plane of 
“neurons” is established, with each neuron having a 1D vector 
of equal length to the number of features present in the data. 
Each sample is compared to each vector and the distance of 
each weight vector to sample vector is taken. The neuron with 
the smallest distance “wins” and its weights are increased to 
be closer to the sample vector. All other neuron weights are 
reduced slightly. This continues until a sufficient level of 
accuracy is achieved. In the final round, winning neurons are 
mapped with the corresponding sample vectors, and any 
neurons with no samples are left blank. This forms a map that 
can be grouped based on a comparison of the final distances 
between two neighboring neurons as shown in Figure 18.  
 
Figure 18: a) Representation of Kohonen 
network in 2D with sample clustering b) 
Kohonen map with "walls" along the third 
dimension indicating "distance" between 
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3.3.1.3 Non-Matrix Factorization 
Another less common approach to feature reduction is non-matrix factorization (NMF), which performs 
similarly to PCA but does not require orthogonal principal components [93].  
3.3.2 Feature Engineering  and Recategorization 
The final, and arguably most important, step in data pre-processing is to implement any interaction 
parameters that may have been determined. These will include complex interactions as discussed in the 
data collection section (log of time, interaction titanium and niobium for precipitate formation), or may 
include fairly simple approaches such as taking the average of a series of features that are closely linked. 
Bear in mind that the majority of models have no ability to naturally link two related parameters together. 
For example, a tree model has no idea that laser power multiplied by optical absorption of a material will 
result in the actual heat imparted into a system. If there are a series of elemental compositions 
corresponding to various elements, the model has no a priori way of linking the features together. Some 
researchers prefer to use a major upscaling of the data first by applying a myriad of interaction parameters 
(averages, medians, minimums, maximums) for any possible linked data and then reducing out the 
relevant features using a method like PCA or NMF [88]. However, there are other more effective methods 
for randomly upscaling data, such as kernel techniques that will be discussed in the upcoming section. 
Regardless, it is the technologist’s responsibility to ensure that the procedure for developing these 
interaction parameters is as scientifically linked as possible. Any simplistic models or formulations that 
can be used to link otherwise independent variables is absolutely vital to extracting the greatest amount 
of information possible from the data. 
The process of developing these interaction parameters and engineered features must by necessity be 
both iterative and cautious. Iterative because as the researcher continues to investigate the topic and test 
models, new information, interactions, or equations will become recognized and should of course be 
implemented. However, the word of caution is also present to prevent the researcher from extracting too 
much information from the data at hand.  
One approach to developing features is to utilize unsupervised learning techniques to classify subsets of 
features categorically. In materials engineering, there are many features that can be applied at various 
levels, similar to the hierarchy of layers discussed in database design. For example, the number of 
electrons in the outer shell of a metallic element governs many attributes of that metal. However, in an 
alloy it is difficult to properly address the interactions of all elements and electron numbers since they will 
influence one another. Instead of using electrons in the outer shell then, a more generalizable feature 
such as metal crystal structure could be used. Crystal structures are much easier and faster to measure, 
which would allow for greater generalizability and the ability to transfer knowledge between otherwise 
uninvestigated material systems. Now, nickel and cobalt (FCC) based alloys can be linked together, while 
titanium (HCP) will obviously be in a different category. 
While this assignment of crystal structure could be done manually, one way to do this automatically is to 
take subsets of grouped features and apply unsupervised classification techniques. Continuing with the 
outer shell electron example, information could be collected about the electron structure for the major 
elements in the alloy. The whole grouping of predictors (which constitutes one data layer) would then be 
compressed using a method like PCA or Kohonen networks, or passed directly to an unsupervised 
clustering technique. These clustering methods like K-Means or hierarchical clustering can be applied to 
the full or compressed feature space create new classes of “crystal structure” layer features. While it is 
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likely that this division would occur along crystal structure lines, there also may be other unique 
characteristics between alloys on which the algorithm might split. Such an approach will result in classes 
of alloys that will have similar features, but that the domain expert may miss or not expect because of 
preconceptions about how the alloys should be classified. 
This concept of knowledge from one system being leveraged for another is called transfer learning [94]. 
The notion is that the domain expert should be able to identify the proper features that can be used to 
transfer knowledge across systems, whether these systems are material based or manufacturing system 
based. This concept goes hand in hand with the idea of generalizability addressed previously. In the case 
of using unsupervised algorithms as described next, this transfer learning is done automatically by having 
the domain expert group relevant features together and then allowing the algorithm to determine the 
domain of transfer. 
3.3.2.1 The K-Means Algorithm 
In K-Means, the number of desired classes (K) is 
first defined by the researcher. Then the 
algorithm randomly assigns every point in the 
space a class identifier, 1…K. Using a distance 
formula, the centroids of each class are 
calculated and then each sample is reassigned 
to the centroid to which it is closest. The goal of 
K-Means is to minimize the total distance 
within a given cluster. Figure 19 shows an 
excellent example of this variation over steps in 
the algorithm where the centroids are 
repeatedly altered until minimizing that in-
cluster distance. The number of clusters, the 
random assignment of initial points, and the 
choice in features (from feature reduction) will 
greatly influence the end clustering 
assignments [85]. 
 
Figure 19: Example of K-Means Clustering centroid and cluster 
evolution over time [85]. 
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3.3.2.2 The Hierarchical Clustering Algorithm 
Unlike K-Means, hierarchical 
clustering does not require the 
pre-assignment of cluster number 
to the algorithm. Instead, the 
researcher will assign a threshold 
at a specific “height” in the 
clustering process. This height 
corresponds to the number of 
times clusters have been formed 
and is not a direct measure by 
itself of the number of clusters. 
Second, the researcher chooses a 
dissimilarity metric, which will 
commonly be Euclidean distance. 
Then distance between samples 
for each sample in the set is measured and those samples closest together are fused. This would be a 
height of one. Next, the two clusters closest at the second level are fused. This procedure continues until 
the height metric is reached (i.e. number of clustering layers) at which point the algorithm finishes and 
the samples are assigned their respective clusters. Figure 20 shows how this process might function in 
reality with the bottom of the dendogram representing individual samples and each of the fusions moving 
upwards represent possible clusters. The final cluster count split at a height of 5, resulting in three distinct 
clusters. 
3.4 Model Selection 
3.4.1 Classification vs. Regression 
The first step in selecting a model is to determine the type of target variable that is being predicted. Bear 
in mind that there may be multiple targets, however for simplicity it is recommended to begin with each 
individual model fitted for only one target. The two types of models are classification and regression. 
Classification models predict categorical targets, most commonly in a binary form. Regression models are 
used for continuous data where a finite numerical response is desired. It is worth noting here that a 
categorical target variable can be altered to a probabilistic response, and in turn evaluated using a 
regression model. 
In this discussion, the emphasis is on predicting a target variable in the chosen manufacturing process. 
However, there are circumstances where other techniques besides strict prediction may be useful. When 
a model is fitted using a target variable, as in this work, it is considered a supervised learning technique. 
Supervised learning is essentially teaching the algorithm what is “right” or “wrong”. Alternatively, an 
unsupervised method requires no target variable and instead infers information about a dataset based on 
only the features of the data. PCA, Kohonen Networks, and K-Means, as described above, are both 
examples of this unsupervised technique. 
3.4.2 Selection of Error Metric 
Once the mode and method of prediction have been determined, the next step is to select an appropriate 
error criterion. Again, in an unsupervised approach, there will not be a true error metric, but in supervised 
 
Figure 20: Demonstration of hierarchical clustering at various layers of a 
dendogram with samples on the bottom being clustered as the tree is "built" 
up to the top [85]. 
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learning this is a critical step. While the most common regression error metric is mean squared error (MSE), 
it is worth discussing in detail those criteria that are most relevant for general manufacturing processes 
for both classification and regression techniques. For the purposes of this discussion, 𝑦𝑖  is the measured 
value of each item in the target array, ?̂?𝑖  is the value predicted by the model for each item in the target 
array, ?̅? is the average for all items in the measured array, and 𝑛 is the length of the target array. The 
items with a light grey background are peripheral information while those with a yellow background are 
actual error metrics. Error can be generally described through Eq. (4) as discussed below as the sum of 
the variance, bias, and noise terms. 
Error 
𝑬𝒓𝒓𝒐𝒓𝒊
= 𝒗𝒂𝒓(?̂?𝒊) + 𝒃𝒊𝒂𝒔(?̂?𝒊)
+ 𝒗𝒂𝒓(𝝐) 
The expected error of a system over many 
training iterations is the combination of variance, 
bias, and irreducible noise. Variance is discussed 
below, bias is essentially related to sampling 
methods, and the noise term  𝝐  is related to 










This is a measure of the deviation in a feature 
about its mean. High variance means a more 
complex model is likely needed [84]. 
(5) 
Sample Bias 𝑬[𝒚] − 𝒚 
The bias is the deviation of a target value from its 
expected value. For a population, bias would be 
if the sample average deviates from the 
population average [84]. 
(6) 
 
In classification, error metrics are generally considered for binary classifiers, meaning that there are only 
two possible responses for a target variable. The metrics discussed below can be extrapolated to more 
than two categories using an “all versus one” approach, which is discussed in more detail in Gareth James’ 
An Introduction to Statistical Learning [85]. There are many more classification error metrics that may be 
used, but Eqs. (7) to (16) represent a handful of the more common ones. Generally speaking, error metrics 
should be measured such that lower values mean less error. However, sometimes such a metric is less 
desirable. In Eq. (7) for example, accuracy is a very intuitive value for a classification routine where there 
is no negative outcome to either a false positive or false negative (as discussed in Eqs. (8) to (12) ). 
Precision, recall, and specificity are all metrics that may be used when the occurrence of one of these 
errors is preferred to other—particularly true when predicting targets related to failure analysis 
predictions or biomedical reactivity. Finally, the area under the ROC curve in Eq. (16) is a common metric 
when trying to the determine ability of a model to discriminate between positive and negative values (i.e. 













Simple classification metric used to determine 
how many items in a target array are correctly 
predicted.  Beneficial if only concern is accuracy. 
Note that most errors should follow the practice 
of low values corresponding to low error, 
however accuracy discussed in this work will be 









Simple classification metric used to determine 
how many items in a target array are incorrectly 
predicted.  Beneficial if only concern is accuracy. 








𝒚𝒊 = ?̂?𝒊 = 𝟏) 
The number of targets correctly predicted to 







𝒚𝒊 = ?̂?𝒊 = 𝟎) 
The number of targets correctly predicted to 






𝒚𝒊 = 𝟎 ≠ ?̂?𝒊) 
The number of targets with a negative response 






𝒚𝒊 = 𝟏 ≠ ?̂?𝒊) 
The number of targets with a positive response 





Simple metric measuring the ability of a model to 
not falsely suggest a positive target as negative. 
Note this is a useful metric when the negative 






Basic metric indicating effectiveness at finding 






Measure indicating ability to properly classify 
negative outcomes. Useful if the negative 










∗ (𝑻𝑷𝑹𝑻 − 𝑻𝑷𝑹𝑻−𝟏) 
ROC AUC is essentially a measure of the ability of 
the model to discriminate between a binary 
target value. This metric is questionable as the 
full ROC curve is meant to be used for analysis 
and any single metric extraction of the ROC curve 
loses information. Note TPR and FPR are true 
positive rate (TP/P) and false positive rate (FP/P) 
respectively [96]. T and T-1 are the corners of the 
trapezoids making up each measurement point. 
(16) 
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For cases of regression based machine learning, there are a different set of error metrics than are used 
for classification. In this case, there are three primary metrics used: mean squared error (MSE), root mean 
squared error (RMSE), and r2. The primary distinction between these three is that MSE, while the most 
common, will give you the least intuitive response. RMSE will give an error response that is in the same 
units as your target variable. Lastly, r2 will give the most useful response for comparing scores for models 









Most common metric of error for regression, 
note that its units are in y2 and so may seem 









Another very common metric of error for 
regression, but converts MSE into y units so that 
they are more intuitive. For manufacturing 
related work, this will be preferred over MSE 
[85]. 
(18) 






A basic “building block” measure of the variance 









A basic “building block” measure of the accuracy 








Considered a measure of lack of fit. Note error is 
squared so it is not possible to tell if model is 
under-predicting or over-predicting just from the 
error criteria. Note this is measured in units of y, 
which gives a good intuitive indication of how 






r2 is the common statistic that most know from 
linear regressions performed in excel. This is a 
dimensionless metric that can be used across 
various y targets to determine which is predicted 
most accurately. The metric itself measures the 
proportion of variability in Y that can be 
explained from X. 1 is a very good value (i.e. 
RSS=0) and 0 is a poor fit (RSS=TSS) [85]. 
(22) 
3.4.3 Model Options 
The materials researcher is not expected to maintain a state of the art knowledge regarding the latest 
algorithm development; however, it is necessary to be aware of the larger classes of algorithms, their 
purposes, and their pitfalls. In particular, researchers should familiarize themselves with the machine 
learning libraries associated with any of the major data science languages. The primary three languages 
in research are R, Python, and Matlab. If working at a research institution, a tool like Matlab is very 
powerful because of the continued professional development of libraries available to subscribers. The 
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downside is that Matlab is expensive for an individual’s personal use. Python and R are fairly similar, 
however, R is generally regarded as a better statistical tool as that is its developed purpose. If a researcher 
intends to only do statistical and data science analyses then R is likely an excellent choice since it is largely 
open source with a few paid packages that can dramatically extend the capabilities. Python is the most 
general of the three languages and in terms of comparison to R, it offers similar capabilities with regards 
to data processing, but offers improved capabilities in application development and data pre-processing. 
Whichever language is chosen, it is best to continue using that language for at least 3 months in order to 
be familiar with the syntax and packages available.  
Once a language is chosen, there are a number of libraries available for use with machine learning. Any 
specific references to a package or library in this text will be in terms of Python’s Sci-Kit Learn Package, 
which offers a wide range of classification and regression algorithms that are simple to use and very well 
documented [97].  
By this point in the process, a researcher will have established a set of data, processed the data to a 
reasonable degree, determined the type of target variable to be predicted (classification vs. regression), 
and selected an appropriate error metric. The next step is to determine the proper model. While one 
would hope that there could be clear-cut rules about model selection, the reality is that at this stage in 
development there is no hard and fast rule to follow. Instead, there is a fairly simple procedure that can 
be utilized to ascertain the best model: 
1. Select a subset of models to evaluate 
2. Select a validation method 
3. Evaluate and optimize high-performing models 
4. Train and Test optimized models 
3.4.3.1 Selecting a Model Subset for Evaluation 
At this stage, there are three primary classifications of basic models that should be reiterated. First, most 
models can be designed for either classification or regression. Second, a model can be either supervised—
meaning that the model is trained on a set of target data, unsupervised—meaning the model has no 
knowledge of target variables, or semi-supervised—where information exists regarding some target 
variables, but not all. The third classification can be considered that of the models themselves. While there 
are many ways to describe the further segmentation of models using terms like parametric, non-
parametric, kernel based, etc., the simpler way to discriminate between model types is to simply evaluate 
each by its merits independently and form an opinion of the appropriate model types based on their 
effectiveness with the data set at hand. Table 4 goes through a few of these model attributes. Regression 
and classification are simply the methods that may be used by the models. Linear and non-linear describe 
the types of decision boundaries that may be drawn. The informative metric indicates that information 
regarding the importance of various features may be extracted. Complexity is a subjective quantity 
indicating the relative complexity of the basic unit of a model class. A few points to remember: most 
regression models can be used for classification by rounding the results to a binary state. Multi-class 
classification can generally be converted to an all vs. one type so that “binary” classification methods may 
still be performed. All of the models discussed below will be supervised learning models—the 
unsupervised models most relevant to the materials engineer have been discussed in the previous section 
on feature engineering. 
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With these basic attributes in mind, it is worth providing a high-level overview of how each class of models 
functions. Note that there are dozens of references that provide in depth descriptions of the mathematics 
and use cases. The purpose of this section is not to repeat those works, but to provide enough information 
to give the researcher a basic understanding of the functionality behind the models [62,80,84,85]. 
3.4.3.2 Linear Regression 
Every user of Microsoft Excel is aware of the power of basic 
linear least squares regression. Typically, most researchers 
only use linear regression as a means to predict one-
dimensional data and in truth, it is often done poorly. Rarely 
are traditional rigors of testing and training data applied to 
these simple models, but the reality is that a true measure of 
the results should be evaluated in rigorous fashion. A more 
powerful version of the basic one dimensional linear 
regression model is the multiple linear regression model.  In 
this version, the model calculates coefficients for all features 
in the space based on the minimization of least squares error. 
Equation (23) describes the basic form of the typical multiple linear regression model. 
?̂? = 𝑪𝟏𝒙𝟏 + ⋯+ 𝑪𝒏𝒙𝒏  (23) 
Once fitted, the coefficients for the individual features can be extracted and used as an indication of the 
importance of individual features. This information can be used to recursively refine features used to train 
models, or can be used to determine if any of the measured features designed into the experimental 
procedure are not yielding usable information. Bear in mind that a feature ignored in linear regression 
may still be extremely useful in another more complicated model. One final note, while linear regression 
only provides fitting of a linear model, the features used can be essentially any function; as a result, it is 
possible to form extremely powerful linear regression models with appropriate feature engineering. 
Table 4: Basic attributes for different classes of models. 
  
      
 
Linear Regression Y N Y N Y 1  
Logistic Regression N Y N Y Y 1  
Ridge Regression Y N Y N Y 1  
Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) N Y Y N Y 2  
Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (QDA) N Y Y Y Y 2  
K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) Y Y N Y N 3  
Support Vector Machines (SVM)-Kernel Based Y Y Y Y N 3  
Decision Trees Y Y N Y Y 4  
Artificial Neural Networks Y Y N Y N 4  
 
Regression Classification Linear Non-Linear Informative Complexity 
 
Figure 21: Representation of basic 2D linear 
regression. 
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 As an example, consider the case of a simple 1d model (i.e. one predictor) with a single response (one 
output), as might be found with a correlation for hardness vs. tensile strength. A least squares line can be 
drawn through the data and r2 value returned to properly assess the model. The result allows the 
researcher to predict tensile strength from hardness for a given material system. Expanding the number 
of predictors to include things like carbon composition, chromium, manganese, etc. would allow for 
transfer of this relationship beyond the single material of the 1D example. 
3.4.3.3 Logistic Regression 
Linear regression was a useful basic tool for continuous data, however it will not function well when 
predicting categorical data. Logistic regression on the other hand can, in many ways, serve as a continuous 
step function to describe the probability of an event occurring, given a certain x. Equation (24) gives the 
basic form of the logistic equation where instead of predicting a value, (?̂?) as in linear regression, instead 
the probability of a binary response (Eq. (25)) is given. This probability (from 0 to 1) can then be used to 






𝒑(𝒙) = 𝑬[𝒀 = 𝟏|𝒙]  (25) 
 
Figure 22 shows how this regression classification would work 
in two dimensions. The algorithm essentially looks at the 
probability distribution for each of the classes (from 0 to 1) and 
then produces the logistic response function with coefficients 
C fitted to minimize the error in the probability prediction. In 
this way, at any point along the independent variable it is 
possible to predict the probability of the dependent target 
response. The biggest issue here is that the form of the 
function is limited in terms of its flexibility.  
Following the example from a regression of hardness vs tensile 
strength, this same data could be used to predict a binary 
classification such as whether the failure was brittle or ductile. 
The hardness and tensile strength could both be used as predictors. Each sample in the training group 
would be characterized using microscopy methods to determine if the failure was ductile or brittle, and 
then the model would be fitted and tested on new samples so that in the future the microscopy method 
would not even be needed in order to classify brittle versus ductile failure in a tensile specimen.  
3.4.3.4 Ridge Regression 
Ridge regression is very similar to linear regression with one basic exception. Ridge regression adds an 
extra complexity term to the squared error calculation for linear regression so that minimization of the 
error can be influenced by the complexity term,  𝜆 > 0 . Note that if 𝜆  is zero then ridge regression 
becomes basic linear regression. Here the addition of this term in the error reduces sensitivity to noise in 
some of the features by forcing the coefficients of the features to be generally smaller as 𝜆 becomes larger. 
 
Figure 22: Logistic regression plot for simple 
2D dataset [136]. 
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3.4.3.5 Lasso Regression 
Lasso has a similar formulation to ridge regression with one critical variation. Instead of squaring the 
weight of the complexity weight term (𝛽), the absolute value is taken, resulting in the minimization 
function shown in Eq. (27). The end result is that some of the weights in the complexity term are actually 
driven to zero, thus allowing Lasso to serve as a genuine parameter selection method.  













3.4.3.6 Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) 
LDA is a classification method sometimes used as a method of feature reduction. First, it is assumed that 
the distribution of all responses in a target variable are of a normal distribution. This is a common 
occurrence in the real world, however in the measured material world this may not be true due to 
systematic error in the measurement equipment. In LDA, a modification of the standard Bayes Classifier 
is used. Bayes decision 
boundary in a 2D dataset 
is defined as the point 
where the probability of 
either class is 50%, 
assuming prior 
knowledge of the actual 
probability distributions. 
In reality, the actual 
probability distributions 
are rarely known. 
Equation (28) below is 
the Bayes probability of a 
target belonging to the 
positive class given the feature value, x. This assumes that the population mean 𝜇, class probability 𝜋, and 
population standard deviation 𝜎 are all known for each class, k. Equation (29) utilizes the same form as 
the Bayes classifier, but instead infers the class mean, standard deviation, and class probability from the 
training data. The result is that the more data present, the greater the likelihood that the sampling data 
will represent the actual probability distribution. However, unless the separation between classes is great, 
the accuracy of the model will ultimately reach a limit where no amount of data is helpful. At this point 
other, more complex decision boundaries will need to be drawn for classification. Note again that if the 
actual distributions of each class are not normal then the accuracy of the LDA algorithm will suffer. With 
 
Figure 23: a) Idealized normalized distributions for two different classes, where 
probability of that class is the y-axis and the normalized feature value is the x-axis. b) A 
random sampling of 20 observations from each class with the dashed line showing the 
Bayes decision boundary and the solid line showing the LDA decision boundary [85]. 
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more predictors (x), the same probability technique is applied, only the covariance matrix (Σ) replaces the 
standard deviation of the training dataset, as Eq. (30) indicates. An important point with LDA is that the 
covariance matrix applies to ALL classes. In other words, for all classes the variance is identical.   







+ 𝐥𝐨𝐠 (?̂?𝒌) 
(28) 

















+ 𝐥𝐨𝐠 (?̂?𝒌) 
(30) 
To help understand the value of LDA, consider the possibility that various stainless steel alloys could be 
classified by taking hardness measurements under varying loading conditions. Each loading condition 
would have roughly the same standard deviation given that the measurements are all similar tests. By 
testing at various loads though, different material responses could be elucidated and used to predict 
different classes of stainless steels (for example austenitic vs. martensitic). 














𝐥𝐨𝐠|𝜮𝒌| + 𝐥𝐨𝐠 (?̂?𝒌) 
(31) 
The formulation for quadratic discriminant analysis is essentially identical to that of LDA with one very 
important exception. Whereas LDA assumes that there is only one covariance matrix that represents the 
variance of all classes, QDA assumes that each class has its own covariance matrix (in one dimension this 
would mean that there is a different standard deviation for each class). Under this new assumption, the 
probability of a sample falling into the positive class is shown in Equation (31) where the term “quadratic” 
stems from the fact that the first term 𝒙𝑇 ∗ 𝒙  allows the 
formation of a quadratic decision boundary as shown in 
Figure 24.  
For the materials engineer this distinction is particularly 
poignant because while the assumption of normal 
distribution for a predicted target is difficult, it is not 
impossible. However, the reality of real world physical 
measurements is that very rarely will two predictors have 
the same deviation. As a result, LDA may be a good choice in 
low dimensional space with some exclusive data sets where 
concerns about overfitting are prevalent, but when choosing 
between the two methods, QDA will be the proper choice 
more often than not.  
While LDA was useful for the example of multi-load hardness 
tests, LDA would struggle if trying to classify various types of 
cast irons by two extremely distinct features such as 
hardness and graphite flake size. In this case, the standard 
deviation of the hardness would be much different than the 
 
Figure 24: A 2D representation of the 
classification problem where the green line 
represents the QDA decision boundary, the 
dotted black line is the LDA decision boundary, 
and the purple line is the Bayes decision 
boundary [85]. 
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standard deviation of the flake size, so while LDA would not work to classify between say grey cast iron 
and ductile iron, QDA could be used since there is no interdependency upon the covariance matrix.  
3.4.3.8 K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) 
KNN is one of the most powerful and yet simple algorithms in the researcher’s toolbox. It is most 
frequently used for classification, although there are some algorithms available that apply it to regression 
problems. KNN does not rely on any closed form, continuous solution and so as a result, it can map 
decision boundaries that other classification techniques will not be able to achieve. The downside of 
course is that since this is more of an optimization problem, there are numerous “levers” to play with that 
can result in either overfitting or underfitting of the dataset. For all of the remaining algorithms it will be 
very important to apply the model selection guidelines that will be discussed in the upcoming section.  
KNN works by labeling target data with 
the appropriate classes, which in this 
case are not limited to binary responses. 
Then, when a new data point is shown 
to the model (x in Figure 25a), it 
evaluates that point’s location in n-
dimensional space and determines the 
closest (measured by distance) “k” 
neighbors in the feature space. The 
researcher of course is selecting the 
value of k, presumably using a model 
selection technique. Whichever of the k 
neighbors has the greatest number of 
labels in that set is the “winner” and 
that label/class is assigned to the new, predicted data point.  Figure 25b illustrates what the decision 
boundary might look like for a nearest neighbor count of 3. Note that as the number of nearest neighbors 
increases, generally the smoothness of the decision boundary will increase as well. This is an easy way to 
avoid overfitting, however eventually the decision boundary will approach that of a QDA type classifier 
for two classes. On the other hand, a low value for K may have a tendency to exaggerate the decision 
boundaries and overfit the data. For the materials engineer this algorithm will find many uses as it is both 
flexible and non-linear. It will be able to capture information in any geometric form. The danger is that 
relatively little information can be extracted about the model resulting in the famous “black box” issue.  
A great use of KNN is for multiple class problems that may not have readily recognizable relationships. For 
example, classifying titanium alloys as 𝛼, 𝛼 + β, or 𝛽 can sometimes be challenging, especially as more 
and more elements are added to the composition. While the average titanium metallurgist would know 
the difference microstructurally, a technician working as a mechanical tester may not have access to the 
equipment needed. To help the technician understand the alloys, a materials engineer could create a data 
set with tensile strength, yield strength, and elongation of various titanium alloys and classify them 
according to their 𝛼/β class. The end result is a quick and simple way for an individual with limited 
knowledge of titanium or the specimen’s composition to determine the proper classification of an alloy.  
 
Figure 25: Illustration of K-Nearest Neighbors Classification in two 
dimensions where a) shows the introduction of a new point, x and b) 
shows the decision boundary for the data when k=3  [79].  
 
(a) (b) 
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3.4.3.9 The Kernel Trick 
Before diving into Support Vector Machines 
specifically, it is worth taking a moment to 
describe what the “Kernel Trick” entails in data 
science. Essentially, kernels are functions that 
can be used to map a set of features into a new, 
higher dimensional feature space. This can be 
done with a variety of functions, however the 
most common are linear, polynomial, Gaussian, 
and radial basis function. Figure 26 is a prime 
illustration of the benefits of the so-called kernel 
trick. In the single dimensional space of (a), there 
is no accurate linear separation of the data. 
However, when that line is expanded out into 
multiple dimensions (𝑥2), it becomes possible to 
classify the data accurately using a single line. 
Generally speaking, the primary rule with kernels 
is that they must be of the form of the inner 
product < 𝑥𝑖, 𝑥𝑗 >  for  𝑘(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥𝑗) where k is the kernel function. The salient point here is that, while in the 
original feature space a linear separation was impossible, in the kernel feature space a linear separation 
is possible and so the kernel trick can be applied to any linear separator, commonly support vector 
machines, ridge regression, and even principal component analysis. Table 5 illustrates some of the more 
popular kernels. Note that all constants (c, d) must be positive. 
Table 5: Some common kernels that are used to transform the original feature space [80]. 
Linear Kernel 𝑥𝑖 ∗ 𝑥𝑗 + 𝒄 (32) 
Polynomial Kernel (𝒄𝟏 ∗ (𝑥𝑖 ∗ 𝑥𝑗) + 𝒄𝟐)
𝑑
 (33) 
Gaussian (Radial Basis 








𝝈  (35) 
3.4.3.10 Support Vector Machines 
Support vector machines in their basic form are a classification technique that use a discriminant approach 
to determine the decision boundary. Essentially, the algorithm draws the best hyperplane in n-
dimensional space that separates the data by evaluating some loss function, such as mean squared error 
for regression or accuracy for classification. The major difference between linear least squares and SVM 
regression is that rather than measuring error between 𝑦 and the hyperplane of predicted values,  ?̂? (the 
target), SVM measures the distance between a subset of all the samples of all the features. Figure 27 
illustrates this separation extremely well, where the only data points from each feature used are those 
 
Figure 26: Example of advantages of the "kernel" trick in 
applications of machine learning to separate data a) the 
original data b) the data in its new kernel feature space [80]. 
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that fall within the “margin” of the dotted lines. This makes 
SVM particularly effective for large datasets as the 
optimization is only done with the data located along the 
hyperplane. Note that in two dimensions, the hyperplane 
will be a line, in three dimensions a plane, and so on and so 
forth, but as the number of dimensions becomes larger, the 
procedure is still the same.  
When applying the kernel trick to SVM it becomes possible 
to expand the data feature space to a higher dimensional 
space wherein a linear separation (by hyperplane) may be 
possible. Therefore, while in the original feature space the 
data may be linearly inseparable, in the expanded kernel 
feature space it may actually be possible to separate the 
data.  
One caveat to SVM; there is a parameter, C, known as the 
tuning parameter. As a result, once SVM has been chosen as 
the model of choice it is often necessary to apply some form 
of DoE to the model in order to determine the best 
parameter for the dataset in question. Generally speaking, the tuning parameter determines the number 
of data points that may fall within the margin. If C is large, then the margin will be wider to accommodate 
more points, but if C is small then fewer points will be allowed. Because the nature of SVM as a 
discriminant, only those points that are misclassified and within the margin actually influence the 
hyperplane. 
In the case of regression, the tuning that is performed on the hyperplane behaves the same way as in 
classification only instead of optimizing the accuracy, a metric such as MSE is being minimized allowing 
the coefficients in the kernel expanded space to be calculated through this minimization process. SVM 
can be used for both classification and regression and is particularly useful with large datasets or for a 
linear model that tends to underperform. This is especially the case when using the kernel trick in 
conjunction with SVM to try and extract as much information as possible form a given set of predictors.  
3.4.3.11 Decision Trees 
Decision trees are an extremely diverse group of models that stem from the idea that a subset of data can 
be infinitely split in half to increase accuracy on a prediction, whether regression or classification. The 
danger to trees is that they can overfit very easily, however the benefit is that they can take on nearly any 
functional form that is needed to accommodate the data. A basic decision tree evaluates each feature in 
a dataset and determines the value in the feature that provides the greatest reduction in error, typically 
RSS for regression and accuracy for classification. Figure 28 provides an illustration of this process, where 
the split at 𝑡1 along the 𝑥1 axis provided the greatest reduction in the error of each expected value, 𝑦𝑖,𝑅1  
in that region compared to the mean of all points in that region, ?̅?𝑅1. Subsequent splits at 𝑡2 along the 𝑥2 
axis and so on create the greatest reduction in total error at each split. The pictorial dendogram-type plot 
that commonly represents decision trees is shown in Figure 29. Here it is easily visible where each decision 
split is made along each axis in the two dimensional example of Figure 28. It is easy to see how these 
 
Figure 27: Illustration of the margin 
classification used in SVM where the area 
between the dotted lines is the margin, the 
points within the margin are the support 
vectors, and the solid line is the hyperplane that 
best separates the data [85]. 
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models could quickly become very lengthy with large data 
sets and a large number of predictors. This is why the danger 
of overfitting with trees is so strong.  
To counter this issue there are several possible options. First, 
most packages supporting decision trees come with the 
ability to limit the depth of the tree (e.g. number of splits in a 
branch), the total number of data points to form a leaf (end 
nodes), and the total number of features used to split. These 
are parameters that may be tuned as described in the 
upcoming section. 
Other extremely popular alternatives to reduce overfitting 
are called tree ensembles. One version of this, called random 
forests, trains the trees using a bootstrapping method 
(described in the next section) and instead of evaluating all 
features for the best split, looks at only a random subset of 
the possible features to split on. A number of these trees are formed and their predictions averaged to 
alleviate any overfitting, but with the consequence of slightly increasing the bias.  
Decision trees are extremely useful in materials engineering 
due to not only their intuitive nature, but also the ability to 
extract information from them. It is easy to determine which 
features play the greatest importance from the very nature 
of the learning procedure. Additionally, the resulting graphic 
is often very similar to the way that an engineer thinks when 
designing an experiment. For example, consider an 
experiment where laser temperature in a weld melt is altered 
over time. Rather than inspect the microstructure of every 
point along the weld line, most experimenters will first 
inspect the middle of the line and then the extremes. If there 
are any differences then the next logical choice is to evaluate 
the microstructure at ¼ and ¾ the distance and so on until the 
different microstructural regions have been determined.  
Continuing with the example of welding, a decision tree 
would be perfect for creating a predictive model if a researcher was interested in predicting whether or 
not cracks formed in a certain alloy when varying features like speed, spot size, power, surface preparation, 
etc. This is particularly true if the researcher was interested also in figuring out which of the parameters 
were the most influential determining whether or not cracking was occurring.  
3.4.3.12 Artificial Neural Networks 
By far the most popular of all machine learning models in materials science are neural networks. Whether 
this has to do with their actual effectiveness or their popularity in modern media remains to be seen. 
While many efforts at using these models have been extremely effective, others have incited some 
reviewers to write scathing reviews about their use cases in materials science [81]. Neural networks are a 
class of algorithms that were inspired by the function of the human brain after an article by McCulloch 
 
Figure 28: An example of the decision 
boundaries for several cuts of a 2D dataset 
with basic decision trees [85]. 
 
 
Figure 29: Dendogram type graphical response 
for the decision tree of Figure 28 [85]. 
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and Pitts on a mathematical model for neuron activity in the brain [49]. While the actual derivation of this 
model is beyond the scope of this work, it is worth understanding the inspiration for these models, which 
was developed long before many of the other modern machine learning algorithms.  
The basic unit of a neural network is the neuron, or node. 
When a series of input neurons (features) are connected 
to a single output node via an activation function they 
form what is known as a perceptron, as shown in Figure 
30a. When multiple layers of these perceptrons are 
combined together, they are generally called a multi-layer 
perceptron (Figure 30b). There are a number of extremely 
relevant parameters in the neural network that must be 
addressed by the researcher in order to optimize an 
algorithm. These include the number of layers, the 
number of nodes at each layer, and often a regularization 
term (similar to Ridge Regression) that prevents any node 
from being weighted too heavily. Most modern neural 
networks are trained with what is known as back 
propagation, where after each training the error criteria 
is evaluated and the weights across each node are 
adjusted to minimize that error. For classification, the 
activation function is often a simple binary step function 
similar to Equation (36) where the weight, w is assigned 
to each neuron and the output of that neuron is the 
response of the activation function, received as the input 
by the next neuron. Inputs from each neuron in the 
previous layer are summed in their target neuron where 
the activation function is again applied until the final layer 
is reached. The error of this final output is then noted and 
weights are adjusted according to an optimization 
algorithm, often stochastic gradient descent or Limited 
Memory (LM) BFGS. In the case of regression neural networks, a step function would naturally limit the 
ability of the response to take on a continuous value.  
𝜶(𝒙) = 𝟏 𝒊𝒇 𝒘 ∗ 𝑥 > 𝑻 






Instead, the sigmoid function in Equation (37) is used to characterize a continuous function with a 
moderately flexible response given alteration of both w and 𝜃. For both activation functions, x is the sum 
of the weights and outputs from all previous nodes directed to the current node. The complexity of these 
models, similar to trees, is what makes them extremely sensitive to feature, form, and function 
parameters. That said, the ability of these models to conform to the features used is powerful, particularly 
in regression where, as compared to trees, a truly continuous output response space is actually possible. 
 
Figure 30: Example of a) simple perceptron model 
b) multilayer perceptron model [80]. 
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It is for this reason in particular that it is not a surprise so many materials science applications have 
leveraged neural networks. Today there are many different types of neural networks besides the basic 
multi-layer perceptron model.  
Radial basis function networks use an RBF kernel as described in the Kernel Trick section as the activation 
function in place of the sigmoid function. This is often used in conjunction with a regularization parameter 
as in ridge regression to prevent weights from becoming too large. The RBF kernels are typically applied 
to the input parameters while the output neuron activation remains a sigmoid function [98]. 
Recurrent networks, Hopfield networks, Boltzmann machines, and stochastic neural networks are just a 
few of the many iterations of neural networks that exist today [99–101]. 
A great example of the use of neural networks in materials science is the approximation of retained 
austenite in austempered ductile iron [69]. By using composition, temperature, and time as the inputs for 
the model, the researchers were able to develop a neural network that could effectively predict retained 
austenite—even more important though is that the researchers actually used the fitted model to create 
several contour plots of retained austenite as a function of key parameters. 
3.4.4 Evaluating the Model 
Once a set or subset of models have been selected for evaluation, there are several techniques that may 
be used to determine which of the models are best for serving as the final fitted model. The key with any 
evaluation technique is to guarantee that in the process of evaluating the model, neither the researcher 
nor the models that have been trained have gathered information from the full data set. This warning has 
two points. The first is that the model should never be evaluated based on the full set of data. The second 
is that in all of the testing that the researcher does across dozens of models, it may become possible to 
start gaining an intuition for the dataset and the researcher may start engineering features to more closely 
map the shape of the data. While the notion of feature engineering is fundamental to the model 
development process, the development of features that themselves have as much or more information 
than the target can yield a model that may predict well within the existing data set, but will perform very 
poorly with data that exists outside of the original feature map.  
To combat this, one of the oldest techniques in data science is to divide the data into two groups—testing 
(or holdout) and training. A more extreme method is to divide data into three groups: training, validation, 
and final testing. In this way, the same training is used for all models, and then the validation data set is 
used to do evaluation on the models, finally the testing set is used to determine the true error rate of the 
model as that data has never been seen in either the training or evaluation the model.  Generally, these 
various sets will be randomly selected from the larger data set. Just be sure when doing this to have 
sufficient data in the training set to extract the subtleties of the data. The unfortunate downside to this is 
that it requires a relatively large amount of data to accurately train the models. As a result, a number of 
alternative solutions have been proposed and implemented. 
3.4.4.1 Cross Validation 
Cross validation (CV) is one of the most commonly used model evaluation techniques because it is both 
simple and effective. The most common form of cross validation is called K-Fold Cross Validation wherein 
the whole data set is divided into K clusters either randomly or systematically. The model is trained on K-
1 of the K clusters, and then tested on the Kth cluster. This is done for each of the K clusters that exist. By 
reporting the error associated with each K validation, it is possible to get a measure for how sensitive the 
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model is to the data on which it is trained. A large deviation in the CV is a strong indicator that the model 
is experiencing overfitting, while a tight distribution of errors likely means that the model will behave 
consistently.  
Another popular form of cross validation is leave-one-out CV, wherein the number of folds from K is equal 
to the number of samples N. Doing so provides a good distribution of testing error results, but may not 
accurately capture the true testing error so the majority of the data is still used in training each time.  
Particularly in the cases of samples that have been collected over a long period of time or in particular 
clusters by material or application, it is important to randomize this selection process. It may be beneficial 
to actually cross validate on a training set of data and then reserve a final grouping of data for true, final 
model testing. If doing so, this training set should, based on previous experience, be a randomly chosen 
subset of around 80% of the full dataset. 
3.4.4.2 Bootstrap 
Bootstrapping is a resampling technique that relies on selecting N samples from the original data set to 
serve in a new training dataset, 𝛼. The catch is that after drawing each sample in the set of N samples, the 
sample is returned to the pool of data from which to choose. This is called drawing “with replacement” 
and is a common expression in most probability and statistics courses. The idea then is that the same 
sample could appear in the training set 𝛼 more than once. Generally, the value of N is set to the total 
number of samples in the data set. By repeating this process B times, there are B datasets on which 
training error has been calculated that can be averaged to produce a standard error for a given model. 
Note that classification and regression problems will use different error metrics, but any basic loss 
function will suffice. There are many different ways to randomly select the samples for the 𝛼 
bootstrapped data sets, however these all involve basic tricks that expand upon the core described here. 
Bootstrap is a powerful technique as it provides a way to simulate additional data without falsely 
representing any individual data point. The danger of this is that the data may become biased towards a 
sample that is frequently re-drawn, hence the need for a large value of B, the number of bootstraps 
performed. However, even with large numbers of bootstrapped data sets, the final model may be biased 
if the original distribution of data is itself biased. 
3.4.4.3 Reusable holdout [102] 
There is a growing argument among many in data science that any iterative training on a model wherein 
the researcher views the results and then makes an alteration to the data based on this response causes 
a deviation from the true results. According to this line of thinking then the only data that can be used as 
a holdout (test) data set is data on which the model has never been trained. The reality is that even for 
most materials engineering related projects where the data can be produced experimentally, it is not 
reasonable to expect the experimentalist to generate a new group of data after every iteration.  
However, in the event that the optimization of the model is following the active learning method 
described in the data collection section, it may in fact be possible to abide by this rule. If, as is normally 
the case, the data set being used is relatively fixed then there is a solution derived from data privacy that 
alleviates this issue. Fundamentally, the problem is that holdout data should never be viewed by the 
algorithm or researcher, but keeping data that the model has never seen separate from the rest of the 
data is a challenge on its own. Instead, training data is used as normal during model learning. Then, instead 
of testing the model on the holdout set, the model is actually tested on a modified holdout set. This 
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modification is essentially a small amount of noise added to each feature in the data that keeps all of the 
same statistical qualities of the original data (mean, deviation, etc.), but without ever actually revealing 
the original holdout set. In this way, every time the model is “tested,” the thresholdout set is used, each 
time revealing a “new” set of data. 
Figure 31 shows an example of 
the benefits of this kind of 
method. Here a set of data was 
randomly generated (i.e. true 
accuracy cannot be more than 
50%) and then split 50/50 into 
testing and training data. A 
linear model was then fitted 
using the training data with 
error reported from testing the 
data 100 times at each variable 
count level. When, instead of using the testing data the thresholdout data is used, the results in Figure 
31b show a clear benefit in terms of the model accuracy more closely modeling the true response of the 
system.  
3.4.4.4 Notes on Resampling Methods 
While the challenge of avoiding such phenomenon as data snooping and “researcher degrees of freedom” 
is real in data science, these concerns should be less consequential in the world of materials engineering. 
In terms of the error contributions of Equation (4), the greatest contributions may very easily come from 
system noise. As a result, the bias of the system will most likely be minimal relative to this quantity. This, 
however, does not preclude the materials engineer from closely following resampling best practices in 
order to develop the best model possible. A materials engineer working on a data related project should 
still evaluate models using a cross validation or bootstrapping technique and, if possible, maintain some 
fraction of data in reserve that the model can be tested on in the end that is 100% unseen data. 
3.4.5 Optimizing the Model 
Once a model type has been chosen, it is frequently necessary to optimize certain parameters that may 
be associated with a model. These may be tuning parameters, weighting arrays, cost variables, etc. 
Following closely with the previous comments on resampling methods, it is still important during model 
optimization to follow resampling best practices. The first step in optimizing a training model is to 
determine the parameters of interest, their relative interactions, and relative importance. The next step 
then is to determine a method for discovering the best parameter set. While there are many methods of 
investigation, two primary ones will be discussed below. 
Likely the most common method, particularly for learning rate and cost parameters is to investigate the 
parameters in a factorial-type log based interaction. Typically, each of the two or three tuning parameters 
will be evaluated on a log scale over a range similar to 10−4 to 102. Obviously, these values will vary for 
different models and parameters, but this range typically gives a strong starting point. Many researchers 
prefer to display these results in a heat map for easy visualization. In this way, a very large parameter 
space can be investigated very quickly. Once a set of parameters has been found that matches the desires 
of the researcher, then a narrower search may be performed for the optimal fitting parameters.  
 
Figure 31: Demonstration of the power of reusable holdout where a) shows model 
accuracy with standard methods and b) shows the accuracy results on a 
thresholdout model [102]. 
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The other option is to utilize an optimization algorithm such as simulated annealing or genetic algorithms 
and iterate across the model until the error from these fitting parameters is minimized. Unfortunately, 
such optimization will often result in overfitting or, for large data sets, far too much computational time 
to be reasonable.  
A third method, of course, is to utilize some prior knowledge about the nature of the data, the algorithm, 
and the parameter to select a baseline from which to begin. After many iterations of training data, some 
researchers will begin developing their own intuition about what parameters will work best.  
3.4.6 Final Training and Testing 
Once the model has been selected and optimized, the final step is to report testing error on the newly 
fitted model. Ideally, this testing error should be the result of a never-before-seen holdout group of data, 
or a set of fresh data. Unfortunately, by this point in the modeling process most researchers will have 
unintentionally violated the resampling best practices in one way or another. The best resolution then is 
to record not only testing error, but also the training error associated with the data. Additionally, the full 
methodology used during training and testing should be described in detail in order to avoid misleading 
readers of the study. More importantly for the materials engineer, these details need to be recorded in 
order to assess the veracity of any claims drawn from this data set and analysis.  
An open letter written in 2013 called for all scientists to pre-register their studies in order to avoid the 
exact concerns discussed above [103]. Essentially this request is for scientists to plan the entire data 
collection, cleaning, feature engineering, and analysis ahead of time so that it is not possible to produce 
false inferences. This is, of course, nearly impossible since most experimental and analytical procedures 
in the engineering world tend to take on a life of their own. The fact remains though that the misuse and 
abuse of machine learning tools has caused sufficient concern in the scientific community to warrant such 
extreme measures, it is critical to apply best practices wherever possible.  
3.5 Model Prediction 
Once a fitted model has been produced, the final step is to use the model as a genuine engineering tool. 
Several ways in which these models can be leveraged are extremely relevant to the materials engineer.  
Perhaps the most popular usage of machine learning in modern materials science is strictly as a tool for 
predicting material properties [58]. This seems to occur most frequently within a given material system. 
This is an important distinction as there is a tremendous difference between a machine learning model 
that can interpolate within its existing feature space and a model that is sufficiently robust to extrapolate 
outside of the feature space. This is particularly challenging in materials, as there are clear differences in 
material behavior between classes such as ceramics and metallic, or even more specifically between FCC 
metals and BCC metals. 
Another major area of use in model prediction is the extrapolation of data that is difficult or time 
consuming to acquire. The two most common examples of this are related to density functional theory 
(DFT) calculations and fracture/fatigue [82]. For DFT, the driving factor behind the desire to use this 
approach is the computational time associated with the development of simple atomic level interactions. 
Fracture and fatigue tests are experimental methods that require a great deal of time and consistency in 
order to develop proper results. By developing models that use simpler features such as hardness and 
tensile strength to predict fracture or fatigue the experimentalist can save a tremendous amount of time 
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and money. Other extrapolation approaches attempt to use large existing data sets to extrapolate into 
uncharted areas of the dataset [77]. 
Many studies use machine learning models (both supervised and unsupervised) for extracting feature 
importance. While this can be done without ever developing the predictive model [104], it is also possible 
to develop models in which the model itself is actually used to do digital sensitivity analyses. Whether this 
is in the form of analysis of variance (ANOVA), a student t-test, or a standard Taguchi noise assessment, 
the model can be used to very quickly determine whether or not a variable will influence the predictor. 
However, interpretation of these results should be done cautiously because the sensitivity is actually 
related to the model, and if the actual system sensitivities are masked by the structure of the model or 
another feature then that assessment will be flawed. 
In some instances, a fitted model can be used for narrowing the window of experimental results [88]. 
While this is similar to predicting properties of a system, it is actually a much broader and perhaps more 
advisable approach because the researcher is not expecting the model to be 100% accurate, but rather to 
be a guiding tool in the process of developing reliable experimental data. This is one of the best uses of a 
machine learning model developed on finite experimental data that has an integral component of noise 
to the initial data set. 
For some experimentalists, the purpose of an experiment is to develop a further understanding of the 
fundamental physical characteristics of a system. A fitted model can enhance this understanding in a 
number of ways. First, in some models such as linear regression it is possible to extract coefficients for 
individual features. By analysis of these coefficients, it may be possible to extract information regarding 
unknown material specific constants. In cases such as genetic programming, the functions generated by 
the algorithm may actually fit with some known phenomenon that can then be matched to the new 
system. Second, the model may be used to attempt to mirror proposed theoretical trends [105]. While 
this may seem obvious, it is important that both the model and theory align well across all aspects of the 
sytem. If there is a deviation of one or the other then there is a strong possibility one of the two methods 
is missing some key variable or feature of the system. 
Some researchers have leveraged fitted material models to discover useful new inputs features (often 
materials) from the model [106]. One approach is to find feature input zones that have high variance, but 
beneficial properties. Another method is to use the model to simply test new materials or material related 
input properties on the model and determine whether or not the predictor results in useful information.  
Understanding system limitations is one of the core capabilities of a materials engineer. While most uses 
of machine learning models in materials science tend to be for single point statistics or curves, it is also 
possible to develop various property based material maps. The notion is that these maps, similar to the 
guidance of phase diagrams and TTT curves, can be used to quickly and efficiently determine the nature 
of the system that is being investigated at any point in time.  
One of the uses of these fitted models that is extremely relevant in the context of manufacturing systems 
is to actually use the models to control process parameters. While this is sometimes used in real-time 
situations, it is most frequently applied to guiding the technician who might operate the equipment [107]. 
By developing algorithms that can quickly and accurately assess the status of a system it is possible to 
build extremely effective applications for guiding decision making on the floor.  
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3.6 A Recap of Model Development for Materials Engineers 
While there are a number of steps to developing a proper machine learning model, the above guide should 
provide a complete, but easily understandable overview of the entire process. Every model developed for 
a materials engineering application begins with identifying the source of the data—will it be 
experimentally derived or adapted from an existing data set? Regardless, the next step is to identify which 
features will be most important to the targeted feature, bearing in mind the ideas of generalization and 
granularity for the chosen features and their respective measurement techniques. 
Once the features and measurement methods have been determined, then it becomes important to 
determine the method by which the data will be collected and the schema used for data storage. Whether 
it is an application focused method or an active learning DoE (see Appendix H for graphical representations 
of DoE methods), the important point is to be sure to collect as much relevant and diverse data as possible 
and maintain consistency throughout data input. Once the data set has been generated then it is 
necessary to clean the data and begin engineering relevant features of the data using either statistical or 
theoretical methods to link related data.  
Finally, proper model selection and evaluation techniques should be used such as cross validation and 
reusable holdout. Once the model has been chosen and optimized then of course the model should be 
applied towards enhancing the domain knowledge. Whether this knowledge generation comes in the 
form of property prediction or experimental guidance, it is vital to the community at large to use the fitted 
model to increase knowledge of the field or process. Too many modeling efforts in materials engineering 
publish information about the development and accuracy of the model and then hypothesize how it might 
be used without actually demonstrating the usefulness of the fitted model. 
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4 Laser-Assisted Cold Spray: A Machine Learning Example 
LACS has already been established as a prime candidate for utilizing the machine learning modelling 
approach described in Section 3. To review, it is a process wherein metal powder particles are entrained 
in a high pressure, high temperature gas, and accelerated to supersonic speeds through a deLaval nozzle. 
These particles then impact onto a substrate, where the zone of impingement is heated by a laser of 
approximately the same diameter as the powder footprint. This process naturally fits the pattern of a 
complex manufacturing process that was originally discussed as the motivation behind this work. This 
section will go through Section 3 and systematically apply each concept to LACS. Data collection, database 
development, preparation and treatment of data, and model selection will all be discussed in detail. 
Model predictions and results will be discussed and evaluated in Section 5. 
4.1 Data Collection in LACS 
4.1.1 LACS Customer Needs 
The majority of applications related to cold spray and Laser-Assisted Cold Spray are coatings, however in 
recent years LACS has attracted some interest as a near net shape manufacturing tool. This near net 
shaping tends to be on relatively simple geometries such as flat plates or tubes, for depositing large 
quantities of material without significantly altering the microstructure of the powder or substrate. The 
major applications in the space tend to focus on wear resistance, corrosion protection, and dissimilar 
metal joining.  
All of the primary customer driven applications show the same basic requirements for initial approval: 
hardness, porosity, and adhesion. While not a property by itself, for most coatings and near net 
applications the final thickness of the part was particularly important. Wear resistant coatings are 
sensitive to surface roughness and so must be carefully controlled. In applications with rotating wear 
components not only the roughness, but also the flatness and runout must be controlled. While tensile 
properties are often of interest and discussed in literature, none of the customer applications related to 
LACS requested tensile data as an initial qualification.  
While many corrosion applications require a specific test such as salt fog spray, the customers focused on 
this space were more interested in properties like hardness and porosity than in the actual corrosion 
properties. This is largely because the materials being used in these studies are common grades that have 
well documented corrosion data. While there will be some deviation from standard corrosion due to inter-
particle bonding and high levels of residual stress, the baseline corrosion properties will be determined 
more by porosity and other defects than by the stress state of the coating. 
With the above assessment qualifying general customer interest in application requirements, Table 6 
indicates the relative interest from all customers for each of the major target variables. The top four—
bond strength, porosity, thickness, and hardness—will be considered as the primary target variables for 
the remainder of this work.  
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4.1.2 LACS Feature Space 
Taking the four major target variables from 
customer needs, the next step is to identify key 
features (variables used to predict targets) that 
will best explain the target variables. Obviously 
if there was one cohesive closed form solution 
for predicting these targets then the problem 
would be simple, however if that were the case 
then the rigorous development of this model 
framework would be unnecessary. Instead, the 
first step will be an open review of the 
literature with two goals in mind. First, what 
are the researchers in the field discussing and 
second, what are the major theoretical 
equations used in assessing various targets in 
literature.  
4.1.2.1 Literature Analysis 
The literature overview found in Section 1.2 of 
this thesis contains 27 of some of the most 
influential works in the cold spray and LACS 
fields covering a wide range of topics including 
modeling, characterization, and equipment 
design. These 27 are just a few of the more than 200 papers that have been published and reviewed for 
this work. However, following the theme of machine learning and data science that this work has 
emphasized thus far, a further detailed written review of those documents is beyond the scope of the 
present effort. Instead, the word cloud diagram shown in Figure 32 will be used as one of the many ways 
to begin extracting information from large bodies of text.  
Table 6: Key customer defined target variables sorted for importance to customer. 
Bond Strength 
Measure of ability of deposited material to adhere to the 
substrate   
Porosity 
Measure of the free volume in a deposit where powder does not 
fully connect (opposite of density)   
Thickness 
Total amount of material deposited perpendicular to the plane of 
the substrate (z-direction)   
Hardness 
Resistance to deformation from a diamond tip pressed into the 
cross-sectioned and polished material (Vickers 10s, 250g)   
Surface Roughness 
A measure of the variation of the surface height locally (ie how 
much does the surface height deviate locally from its mean height 
globally)   
Corrosion 
Resistance 
Resistance to chemical attacks, commonly salt water measured in 
terms of material lost per time   
Tensile Strength 
Ability of material to withstand tensile (negative) loads. UTS is the 
strength of the material when it breaks under tension.   
 
 
Figure 32: Word cloud generated from 27 primary LACS and CS 
references in this current work, larger fonts indicating more 
frequently used terms. 
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By beginning with the four primary target variables (hardness, porosity, thickness, and adhesion strength) 
and working backwards, it is possible to determine what key words in these texts might be related to the 
primary variables of interest. Naturally, such a word cloud is primarily useful to a researcher that 
understands the significance of the words themselves and so some preliminary reading of the literature 
is necessary prior to undertaking such an analysis. In the case of this word cloud, several primary attributes 
are apparent including material, powder, substrate, properties, and impact. Cross-referencing this list 
with the target variables of interest indicates that the materials used in the process will likely play a key 
role in every single attribute. Both the powder and the substrate will have material properties that will 
independently be important. 
Impact, shock, pressure, thermal, velocity, deformation, dynamic, yielding, and bonding are another set 
of key words that can be extracted from the word cloud. These words fall into two different categories in 
the LACS process: fluid dynamics and impact dynamics. Shock is likely a reference to the shock waves 
produced at the outlet of the supersonic gas flow. Pressure is an indication of the gas pressure used in the 
cold spray system, which in conjunction with temperature and nozzle geometry governs the velocity (and 
temperature) of a particle upon impact. Velocity and thermal are both included in this second tier of words 
from the word cloud. The impact words coincide with bonding indicating that yielding and deformation 
of the materials upon impact will be a key area of investigation.  
Another method of extracting information from a set of text documents is to use a theme explorer like 
that found in the reference manager, Qiqqa.  Figure 33 shows this brainstorm where the documents have 
been divided into 7 major themes, with the corresponding documents branching out from these major 
themes. Notice that some documents are comprised of multiple themes while others are dedicated to 
just one or two themes. Using the key words in these themes, the terms substrate and powder again 
surface. Additionally, specific materials like copper, aluminum, and titanium are all referenced indicating 
that various materials will be important. Velocity, critical velocity, and nozzle are all referenced in the key 
words, furthering the notion that process variables like the gas conditions and nozzle geometry will be 
critical. Lastly, there are a few key words related to lasers and adhesion indicating that some component 
of the laser influence will need to be analyzed as well.  
4.1.2.2 Functional Analysis 
The textural analysis of key literature has revealed several major areas that demand further investigation. 
Remember that hardness, porosity, thickness, and adhesion strength are the targets of focus. From the 
text analysis the temperature, pressure, and velocity was found to be important. Material properties of 
both the substrate and the powder were shown to be extremely influential in terms of sheer quantity of 
mentions. Lastly, several words relating to impact and deformation mechanics were found across both 
the word cloud and the theme exploration. 
Beginning with the impact dynamics that seem to be so important, further exploration into the documents 
containing references to these items reveals the notion of critical velocity, which was previously 
mentioned in the theme analysis. Two different equations for critical velocity can be found in the overall 
collection of documents [16,17]. In cold spray, the critical velocity is considered to be the minimum 
velocity for which a given material will contain sufficient kinetic energy to cause deformation in the 
material at a given impact temperature.  
𝑣𝑐𝑟 = 667 − 14 ∗ 𝜌 + 0.08 ∗ 𝑇𝑚 + 0.1 ∗ 𝜎𝑢 − 0.4 ∗ 𝑇𝑖 (38) 









− 𝐹2 ∗ 𝑐𝑝 ∗ (𝑇𝑚 − 𝑇𝑖) 
(39) 
For both equations, the primary parameters of interest to the model development will be those that are 
actually measurable quantities. In this case, all but 𝐹2 and 𝐹1, which are experimentally derived constants, 
and 𝑇𝑅, which is a constant reference temperature (room temperature), will fit this description. Table 7 
addresses these remaining features of interest extracted from critical velocity equations (38) and (39). 
An interesting point to note in these 
two equations is that despite the equal 
emphasis of importance between the 
substrate and powder in the textural 
analysis, there is in fact no term in 
these equations that accounts for the 
condition of the substrate. This 
concept will be revisited shortly.  
Given the importance of critical 
velocity as a guiding metric in the cold 
spray process, the next logical area of investigation would then be the velocity itself. Investigation of the 
papers contributing to the concepts of velocity, supersonic, and modeling reveals a set of papers that are 
focused on various techniques for modeling the fluid dynamics of cold spray. While CFD based analyses 
are interesting, they are not particularly helpful with the type of information extraction being done here. 
Instead, an article by Li et al. that focused on a numerical investigation of the particle and gas velocity 
under varying supersonic expansion conditions will be discussed [30]. The gas phase of velocity uses 
Navier-Stokes for a cylindrical system in conservation form, shown in (40) with the conservations of mass, 
momentum, and energy for a fluid system in Equations (41) to (43). Finally, Equations (44) and (45) are 



























𝝆 ∗ 𝒖𝟐 + 𝑷
𝝆 ∗ 𝒖 ∗ 𝒗




, 𝑮 = [
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𝝆 ∗ 𝒗𝟐 + 𝑷






𝝆 ∗ 𝒖 ∗ 𝒗
𝝆 ∗ 𝒗𝟐
(𝑬 + 𝑷) ∗ 𝒗
] (41) 




𝒖 ∗ 𝝉𝒛𝒛 + 𝒗 ∗ 𝝉𝒛𝒓 − 𝒒𝒛




𝒖 ∗ 𝝉𝒛𝒓 + 𝒗 ∗ 𝝉𝒓𝒓 − 𝒒𝒓
] (42) 
Table 7: Features of interest extracted from critical velocity equations. 
𝝆𝒑 Theoretical material density of the powder 
𝑻𝒎 Melting temperature of the powder 
𝝈𝒖/𝝈𝑻𝑺 
Ultimate tensile strength of the powder 
material 
*𝑻𝒊 Impact temperature of the particle 
𝒄𝒑 The specific heat capacity of the powder. 
*While 𝑇𝑖 is considered a parameter, it is not a fundamental or independent parameter as shown 
in upcoming sections 























































𝑷 = (𝜸 − 𝟏) ∗ (𝑬 −
𝟏
𝟐
∗ 𝝆 ∗ (𝒖𝟐 + 𝒗𝟐)) (44) 





Utilizing these conditions, it is then possible to develop a numerical consideration for the particle motion 









𝟑), 𝑹𝒆𝒑 < 𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎 (46) 
𝑪𝒅 = 𝟎. 𝟒𝟒 𝑹𝒆𝒑 > 𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎 (47) 















𝑫𝒆 ∗ 𝝆′ ∗ 𝝆𝒆
𝝆𝒑 ∗ 𝒅𝒑
) ∗ 𝑪𝑫 ∗ (𝒖
′ − 𝒖𝒑
′ ) ∗ 𝒖′ − 𝒖𝒑
′   (49) 





Tracking backwards and ignoring any stepwise variables (velocity and gas density) it is clear that the 




  will depend on the particle’s drag (𝐶𝐷), the 
density of the gas at the exit (𝜌𝑒), and the diameter of the particle (𝑑𝑝).  These in turn are dependent 
upon the Reynold’s (RE) number and Mach (MA) number of the gas, which are dependent on a variety of 
gas conditions from Equations (40) to (45) including the gas constant, 𝛾, the gas temperature, the gas 
viscosity 𝜇, and the gas pressure. The final dependencies here are for the nozzle geometry, found as r in 
Equation (44). Note that r is from a predefined nozzle shape.  
One set of equations conspicuously missing from this development are those of particle temperature. 
However, given gas temperature as calculated from gas pressure and velocity conditions in conjunction 
with the particle time of travel in the flow stream then it should be possible to extract particle temperature 
from the gas temperature. In fact, an article by Champagne et al. performs exactly this calculation as 
shown in Equation (51) [108]. Here key parameters such as particle specific heat (𝑐𝑝), gas conductivity 
(𝑘), particle cross surface area (𝐴𝑝), the mass of the particle (𝑚), and the diameter of the particle (𝑑) 










) ∗ (𝑻𝒈 − 𝑻𝒑) 
(51) 
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The key variables that contribute to particle velocity and 
temperature are summarized in Table 8. Generally, 
these variables comprise four categories: gas 
conditions, particle geometry, particle material, and 
nozzle geometries. A natural extrapolation of these 
notions, given the nature of a numerical study, is that as 
the particle travels further along the axis of inspection it 
will eventually achieve equilibrium with the gas 
temperature and velocity, thus the distance from the 
work piece to the nozzle exit will also be important. This 
is in fact the study of several articles [39,109]. 
Investigation of these documents reveals another 
extremely interesting phenomenon, which is that of the 
bow shock that is present near the surface of the LACS 
work piece. Essentially, there is a zone of stagnant, compressed gas that is of much higher temperature 
than its surroundings. The effect of this compressed layer is to slow down and heat up any particles that 
might be traveling through the region.  
While the particle characteristics are well 
described from inspection of the velocity 
equations, this notion of a bow shock opens 
the doors for a new discussion. Given that a 
bow shock forms on the surface of the 
substrate (as well as throughout the 
supersonic gas column), it is reasonable to 
assume that the conditions of the substrate 
will give rise to various possible bow shock 
conditions. A further investigation of this 
shock condition reveals that the angle of the substrate relative to gas flow will be particularly important 
as shown in Figure 34 [110]. Given the nature of the importance of the wall angle on shock conditions 
then the radius of that impact zone would naturally influence the shock formation as well.  Table 9 
summarizes all of the variables that are significant for the control and formation of the bow shock layer 
beyond those also relevant for particle impact velocity and temperature. 
Continuing in the vein of the importance of the substrate geometry, there is another as of yet overlooked 
mode of energy transfer in the form heat transfer from the gas to the substrate. Generally, heat transfer 
from a supersonic impinging jet varies out from the center axis of the plume along its radius, however the 
governing equation for heat transfer throughout is essentially the same, given by Equation (52). The 
Table 8: Summary of all basic variables contributing 
to the velocity and temperature of a particle. 
𝒅𝒑 Particle diameter 
𝜸 Gas constant 
𝑻𝒈 Temperature of the gas 
𝑷𝒈 Pressure temperature 
𝝁 Gas viscosity 
𝒓 Nozzle radius 
𝒌 Gas conductivity 
𝒄𝒑 Particle specific heat capacity 
𝑨𝒑 Particle surface area  




Figure 34: Illustration of shock formation for a) oblique walls and b) 




Table 9: Summary of bow shock related variables of 
importance. 
𝜽 Angle of substrate to nozzle 
𝑹 Radius of curvature for substrate 
𝑳 
Distance from nozzle exit to 
substrate impact 
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) + 𝒉 ∗ [𝑻𝒂𝒘 − 𝑻(𝒙, 𝒚, 𝒍, 𝒕)] ] 
(52) 
One point to note here is that h, the heat transfer 
coefficient, is incredibly sensitive to position under 
the nozzle plume and geometry of the substrate. 
While there are some Nusselt correlations available 
for a supersonic impinging jet on a flat plate, a wide-
form solution is lacking in literature for other 
geometries [112]. The wall temperature, 𝑇𝑎𝑤 , is 
largely defined by the temperature of the 
compressed shock layer. The remaining variables 
critical to heat transfer from the gas to the substrate 
are found in Table 10. Because substrate thickness is 
included as an important parameter here, it can 
quickly be concluded that conduction in the x and y 
directions will also be important (as indicated in the 
theoretical equation). Thus, the length and width of 
the substrate will be important as well. Two additional terms are included here because there is one key 
aspect of the cold spray process not addressed by this equation; as powder is deposited, surface heat is 
no longer transferred to the substrate, but rather the deposited layer. While the specific heat capacity 
and density of the particles have already been addressed in previous equations, the layer thickness and 
thermal conductivity have yet to be addressed and are thus included in this summary.  
One item not addressed here, given a mismatch between deposited powder and substrate, is the thermal 
interface resistance between the two. Unfortunately, there is not much in cold spray literature to address 
this issue. However, given the discussion of heat transfer across the substrate and deposited material 
there is one term in the heat transfer equation for cold spray that is naturally lacking in the formulation 
of heat transfer in laser-assisted cold spray— the heat transfer due to the laser. This node of the theme 
map in Figure 33 should be explored. 
A loose formulation of the added heat transfer from the laser in LACS can be found in a prior work by Birt 
et al. and listed in (53) and (55) where the laser power 𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑟  is reduced by the amount of power 
attenuated by the particles interacting with the laser beam as depicted in Figure 35 [91]. 
𝚫𝑬 = [?̇?𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒗 + ?̇?𝒍𝒂𝒔𝒆𝒓 + ?̇?𝒑𝒐𝒘𝒅𝒆𝒓] ∗ 𝒕 (53) 
?̇?𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒗 = 𝒉 ∗ 𝑨𝒔 ∗ (𝑻 − 𝑻𝒈) (54) 




∗ ?̇? ∗ 𝒗𝒑𝒂𝒓𝒕𝒊𝒄𝒍𝒆
𝟐  (56) 
Table 10: Summary of variables in heat transfer from gas to 
substrate, as well as additional variables relevant for heat 
transfer from gas to deposited material. 
𝝆𝒔 Substrate material density 
𝒄𝒑𝒔 Specific heat capacity of the substrate 
𝒍 
Through-thickness of the substrate 
(parallel to direction of nozzle flow) 
𝒌𝒔 Thermal conductivity of the substrate 
𝑳 Length of the substrate 
𝑾 Width of the substrate 
*𝒍𝒅 Thickness of the deposited layer 
𝒌𝒑 Thermal conductivity of the powder. 
*Note that while deposit thickness will be important for conduction it 
is also dependent on several other parameters. 






A further development expressed in the article by Birt et al. extracted from Equations (53) to (57) is that 
there are three parameters in this set that are completely independent from the gas velocity. The essential 
extrapolation is that gas temperature and gas velocity are, throughout cold spray literature, cited as the 
primary drivers of particle consolidation, but that there are other unaddressed parameters that influence 
the total thermal load being deposited. These parameters, considered the independent thermal 
parameters (ITPs) are powder mass flow rate (?̇?), raster speed (𝑣𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑑), and the laser power (𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑟). 
Given the importance of deposit thickness on the overall conduction through-thickness (substrate & 
deposit), one more equation of interest developed by Birt is that of predicted thickness, 𝑥, given for a 
single pass shown in Equation (58). While no new parameters can be extracted, there is one variable 
missing from this function that could contribute to the thickness on a per pass (𝑥𝑝) basis. The influence 
of the index (or hatch spacing) is shown in Equation (59) for its contribution to total thickness on a per 
pass basis. 
 




𝒗𝒇𝒆𝒆𝒅 ∗ 𝝆𝒑𝒂𝒓𝒕𝒊𝒄𝒍𝒆 ∗ 𝒅𝒏𝒐𝒅𝒆
 (58) 
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𝒙𝑷 =
?̇? ∗ 𝑫𝑬 ∗ (
𝒅𝒏𝒐𝒅𝒆
𝑰 )
𝒗𝒇𝒆𝒆𝒅 ∗ 𝝆𝒑𝒂𝒓𝒕𝒊𝒄𝒍𝒆 ∗ 𝒅𝒏𝒐𝒅𝒆
 
(59) 
𝒙𝑻 = 𝐱𝐩 ∗ 𝐧 (60) 
To recap the current status of the functional exploration guided by the literature keyword overview, 
variables of importance have been extracted from critical velocity, velocity, gas dynamic behavior, gas 
heat transfer, conductive heat transfer, laser heat transfer and finally mass buildup. Comparing this set to 
the theme and keyword images of Figure 32 and Figure 33, it seems that the largest area of information 
as of yet missing is that of bonding. While critical velocity enables material flow, there have not been any 
citations regarding how that material flows or how a powder adheres to a substrate, or to other particles.  
 
One of the primary papers on adhesion from the theme chart has a solid review of both experimental and 
theoretical bonding. One of the guiding equations for the deformation in this process is the Johnson-Cook 
plasticity model [46]. While this model is not presented in the paper, the citation trail ultimately leads to 
an article by Assadi et al. which addresses the Johnson-Cook model itself in more detail [17]. The model, 
shown in Equations (61) and (62), only governs the flow stress (𝜎) of the material while A, B, C, and m are 
all constants, 𝜀 is the plastic strain rate, and 𝜀̇∗ is the normalized equivalent plastic strain rate.  






Table 11: Summary of variables in heat transfer from laser component of laser-assisted cold spray. 
?̇? Powder mass flow rate 
𝒗𝒇𝒆𝒆𝒅 Raster speed of the spray spot relative to the substrate 
𝑷𝒍𝒂𝒔𝒆𝒓 Laser power 
𝑰 Index or hatch spacing of the process 
*𝑫𝑬 Deposition efficiency of the process, related to critical velocity. 
𝒂𝒑 
Optical absorption of the laser energy by the impinging material (0 to 1 depending on 
material, temperature, and wavelength) 
𝒂𝒔 Optical absorption of the laser energy by the impinging material (0 to 1 depending on 
material, temperature, and wavelength) 
𝒏 Number of passes during processing 
*Deposition efficiency was found to be dependent on parameters determined in critical velocity equation. 
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While none of these values is particularly useful since 
each one is material dependent or a calculated term, 
the article does list other material properties that are 
of interest to the simulation of bonding. Among those 
are density, specific heat, melting temperature, 
thermal expansion, young’s modulus, and Poisson’s 
ratio. While most of these values have been 
previously extracted for the powders (from critical 
velocity), few of these have been discussed in terms 
of the substrate and three new ones of particular 
interest are the elastic modulus, thermal expansion, 
and Poisson’s ratio. These three are very strong 
indicators of elastic/plastic behavior, which naturally 
leads to another property of the “stress-strain” 
curve—material yield strength. All of these variables are summarized in Table 12. 
Again reviewing the theme and keyword clusters, most of the major categories have been discussed: 
impact, material, powder, substrate, properties, velocity, deformation, pressure, shock—these have all 
been addressed via equations used in the literature. At this point, a review of some of the more critical 
papers from the theme exploration is necessary in order to ensure that all aspects of the CS and LACS 
process have been addressed. Two unique types of articles are present in the theme clustering—those 
that link strongly to multiple themes, and those that target one theme very strongly.  
One of those documents that bridges many these is a work by Grujicic et al. who developed a CTH model 
of the particle impact phenomena [15]. One interesting point brought up here is that many metals have a 
natural protective surface oxide, particularly on the surfaces of particles. These oxides may contribute to 
altered deformation conditions than expected from pure metals. Additional discussion at the intersection 
of laser processing and adhesion is the idea that a laser 
can be used for either heating or surface ablation 
depending on the spot size, pulse, and laser power 
used [18].  Further investigation of these articles 
reveals that not only can the laser be used for ablation 
or heating of an oxide surface, but that it can also be 
used to alter the surface roughness that plays a key 
role in determining how the bond line at the interface 
between the particles and the substrate will form [19]. 
Table 13 summarizes the additional variables not previously discussed through any of the functional 
feature extraction. 
Table 14 summarizes all of the features discovered that are largely independent. Two properties—
deposited layer thickness and particle impact temperature—were removed from this list because they 
were found to be dependent on other features that were extracted during the exploration process. 
Inspection of the features reveals that, following along the most common key words in the word cloud, 
the features fall into three major categories: substrate, powder, and process. Within each of these, there 
are subcategories such as properties, characteristics, and controlling features, however the discussion at 
that level of granularity will occur later. Referencing the list in Table 14 against Figure 36, it can be readily 
Table 12: Summary of variables from Johnson-Cook and 
numerical particle impact modeling. 
𝜶𝒕𝒉,𝒔 Thermal expansion of the substrate 
𝜶𝒕𝒉,𝒑 Thermal expansion of the powder 
𝝈𝒚𝒔,𝒔 Yield strength of the substrate 
𝝈𝒚𝒔,𝒑 Yield strength of the powder 
𝑬𝒔 Young’s modulus of the substrate 
𝑬𝒑 Young’s modulus of the powder 
𝝂𝒔 Poisson’s ratio for the substrate 
𝝂𝒑 Poisson’s ratio for the powder 
𝝈𝑼𝑻𝑺,𝒔 Substrate ultimate tensile strength 
𝑻𝒎,𝒔  Melting temperature of substrate 
 
Table 13: Summary of variables from key literature 
bridging multiple themes, particularly related to lasers and 
adhesion. 
𝒍𝒐,𝒑 Thickness of the particle oxide layer 
𝒍𝒐,𝒔 Thickness of the substrate oxide 
𝒅𝒍𝒂𝒔𝒆𝒓 Diameter of the laser spot 
𝒇 Laser pulse frequency 
𝑹𝒂 Surface roughness of the substrate 
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seen that the process related parameters have been effectively extracted from literature through the 
theme exploration and word cloud. While this feature extraction process is never truly complete, the 
initial literature portion has been effectively executed, gleaning the majority of key variables. 
Table 14: Summary of all independent variables extracted from textural, functional, and literature analysis. Red highlights are 
powder related, green highlights are process related, and blue highlights are substrate related--corresponding to the major 
categories from textural analysis. 
𝜌𝑝 




Raster speed of the spray spot relative 
to the substrate 
𝑇𝑚 Melting temperature of the powder  𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑟 Laser power 
𝜎𝑢/𝜎𝑇𝑆 
Ultimate tensile strength of the 
powder material 
 
𝑘𝑝 Thermal conductivity of the powder. 
𝑐𝑝 
The specific heat capacity of the 
powder. 
 
?̇? Powder mass flow rate 
𝑑𝑝 Particle diameter  𝐼 Index or hatch spacing of the process 
𝛾 Gas constant 
 
𝑎𝑝 
Optical absorption of the laser energy 
by the impinging powder (0 to 1 
depending on material, temperature, 
and wavelength) 
𝑇𝑔 Temperature of the gas 
 
𝑎𝑠 
Optical absorption of the laser energy 
by substrate 
𝑃𝑔 Pressure temperature  𝑛 Number of passes during processing 
𝜇 Gas viscosity  𝛼𝑡ℎ,𝑠 Thermal expansion of the substrate 
𝑟 Nozzle radius  𝛼𝑡ℎ,𝑝 Thermal expansion of the powder 
𝑘 Gas conductivity  𝜎𝑦𝑠,𝑠 Yield strength of the substrate 
𝑐𝑝 Particle specific heat capacity  𝜎𝑦𝑠,𝑝 Yield strength of the powder 
𝐴𝑝 Particle surface area   𝐸𝑠 Young’s modulus of the substrate 
𝑚 Mass of the particle  𝐸𝑝 Young’s modulus of the powder 
𝜃 Angle of substrate to nozzle  𝜈𝑠 Poisson’s ratio for the substrate 
𝑅 Radius of curvature for substrate  𝜈𝑝 Poisson’s ratio for the powder 
𝐿 
Distance from nozzle exit to 
substrate impact 
 
𝜎𝑈𝑇𝑆,𝑠 Substrate ultimate tensile strength 
𝜌𝑠 Substrate material density  𝑇𝑚,𝑠 Melting temperature of substrate 
𝑐𝑝𝑠 
Specific heat capacity of the 
substrate 
 
𝑙𝑜,𝑝 Thickness of the particle oxide layer 
𝑙 
Through-thickness of the substrate 
(parallel to direction of nozzle flow) 
 
𝑙𝑜,𝑠 Thickness of the substrate oxide 
𝑘𝑠 
Thermal conductivity of the 
substrate 
 
𝑑𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑟 Diameter of the laser spot 
𝐿 Length of the substrate  𝑓 Laser pulse frequency 
𝑊 Width of the substrate  𝑅𝑎 Surface roughness of the substrate 
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Figure 36: Process layout of LACS revisited. 
4.1.3 LACS Feature & Target Assessment 
Within each class of features (substrate, powder, process) there are three major forms of data “gathering” 
as determined by the 
physical capabilities of the 
LACS System at IPG 
Photonics: Defined, 
Measured, and Extracted. 
Defined features are those 
that have the ability to be 
defined by the system. 
While the control 
mechanisms may be 
“measured” in one way or 
another, it is assumed that 
these measurement 
methods are accurate, 
reliable, and quick meaning 
that any further discussion 
of their utilization is moot. 
Measured features are 
those that must be 
physically measured via 
some means in order to 
determine their status. 
Extracted features are 
those that can be easily 
Table 15: Defined features of interest; Importance:1=Most, 3=Least; Generalizability: 
N=Not Generalizable, Y=Generalizable; Granularity: -1=Insufficient, 0=Appropriate, 1=Too 
























Gas temperature 1 N 0 1
Gas pressure 1 N 0 1
Nozzle radius 1 Y 1 1
Angle of substrate to nozzle 2 Y 0 2
Standoff Distance 1 Y 0 2
Raster speed 1 Y 0 1
Laser power 1 N 0 1
mass flow rate 1 Y 0 3
Index 2 Y 0 1
Diameter of laser 3 Y 0 2
Laser pulse frequency 3 Y 0 1
Radius of curvature for substrate 2 Y 0 2
Substrate thickness 1 Y 0 2
Length of the substrate 3 Y 0 2
Width of the substrate 3 Y 0 2
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obtained from literature, even if there is some dependence on another parameter. For example, many 
gas properties are dependent on gas temperature, but even those temperature dependent properties 
may still be extracted from literature. An important distinction here is that a literature-extracted 
parameter cannot be different from the actual feature being used in the process.  
Table 15 addresses the defined features of interest for this set of parameters. These parameters are the 
ones that can be easily recorded based on the system settings and in fact are the only truly independent 
features in the full set. In a DoE, these are the parameters with maximum control. Of interest here are 
those features that are not generalizable, do not have a granularity of 0, or possess a noise value of 3. 
These include gas temperature, gas pressure, nozzle radius, laser power, and mass flow rate. Gas 
temperature and pressure are inherently not generalizable because they are measured/controlled in 
different locations for different systems. However, given that the position of these control points is known, 
then the measurements become sufficiently generalizable. These features will remain as stated, but with 
the caveat that the position be known. Nozzle radius is too granular because it implies knowledge of the 
radius at every point along a converging/diverging nozzle. Instead, the inlet diameter, choke diameter, 
outlet diameter, inlet length, choke length, and outlet length will provide sufficient information about 
most nozzles to be appropriately granular and generalizable. Note that this approach would not work for 
a parabolic shaped nozzle, however those are extremely expensive to produce and thus not terribly 
popular in industry. While the power of a laser output is equivalent for all systems, it is not an inherently 
desirable control parameter. For example, a laser power of 1000 Watts over a diameter of 8mm does not 
provide any practical information in the material world. While power into a system is important, it is more 
important to know the temperature at which a system is operating. To control temperature the laser 
power would have to be modulated with time, which would be very difficult without some sort of primary 
measurement. Thus to encourage generalizability across systems and materials, a dual-wavelength 
pyrometer will be used to control temperature by automatically modulating the laser power. Note that 
this temperature is not 100% accurate because different materials at different temperatures will have 
varying emissivities, however if the same pyrometer is used across systems then the feedback control will 
remain constant. The final defined feature of concern is the mass flow rate due to its inherent noise. The 
noise stems from poor feeding mechanisms and powder that is inherently non-flowable. Barring further 
equipment enhancements, the best way to reduce the dependence on mass flow is to measure the 
property that is contributing to noise, which in this case is flowability. 
To summarize the measured features: 
 Position of gas temperature and pressure measurements must be recorded 
 Nozzle inlet, choke, and exit lengths and diameters should be recorded in place of radius 
 Part surface temperature should be recorded in place of laser power 
 Flowability of the powder should be recorded to account for deviations in mass flow rate 
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Table 16 shows the features of interest extracted from the primary sources that must be measured for 
each new system. These features are primarily material/processing dependent making them much less 
controllable from an experimental perspective than the defined features. For these parameters, it is 
necessary to determine a method for measuring each one that is within the scope of work for the project. 
In this case, the optical method of measurement will likely be the best approach for particle diameter, 
although it will be used after sieving to a defined size range. This technique is discussed more in Appendix 
D. Microtracs and coulter counters are too expensive and sieving as a measurement method by itself is 
extremely variable as it only looks at a given range. A single diameter measurement by itself will have 
insufficient information to describe the powder, so a size distribution metric will need to be used. The 
most common method is to report “D-Values” or the particle size that accounts for X% of a size distribution. 
For LACS, the 10, 25, 50, 75, and 90 percentiles should be sufficient.  
Particle surface area was a feature defined in the heat transfer from gas to particle, however actually 
measuring the surface area of a particle is extremely difficult in scenarios where the particle is non-
spherical and would not be useful in many other circumstances. Realistically, both proposed methods 
would be prohibitively expensive given the wide variation of particles available. The mass of the particle, 
while possible to measure via several methods, is simply too time consuming to measure on an individual 
basis and realistically provides no more information than the material density and diameter would. 
Table 16: Primary measured features of interest; Importance:1=Most, 3=Least; Generalizability: N=Not Generalizable, 
Y=Generalizable; Granularity: -1=Insufficient, 0=Appropriate, 1=Too Much Info; Speed: 1=Fast measurement, 3=slow 
measurement; Repeatability: 1=Measurement average always same, 3=Measurement average rarely the same; Noise: 
1=Minimal Deviation, 3=Too Much Deviation; Cost: 1=Cheap,3=Expensive. A discussion of the selection measurement 














































Microtrac 2 1 2 3
Sieve 3 3 3 2
Optical 1 2 2 1
Coulter Counter 2 1 1 3
Optical 3 3 3 1
Sputter-Mass 3 2 2 3
Mass-Average 3 3 2 1
Individual-Average 3 1 1 3
TEM 3 2 1 3
AFM-Cond. 2 2 2 2
Eddy Current 1 3 2 2
TEM 3 2 2 3
Ultrasonic 1 2 2 3
Confocal Microscope 2 1 2 2
AFM 3 2 3 2
Profilometer 1 2 3 1
-1
3Particle oxide layer
Thickness of the substrate oxide 3













Particle surface area 2
Mass of the particle 1
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However, there do exist particles that are naturally porous due to the production process. Measuring 
particle porosity could be performed in an optical method, similar to measuring particle sizes. Another 
approach, however, would be to measure the apparent density of the material under a range of 
compressed states. The tap density would give a strong measure of the particle morphology and the 
compressed density would give a measure of the internal porosity in the powder, since all other non-
geometric free space would be eliminated from compression [113]. 
The particle oxide likely provides too much information for a given system as it will vary from particle to 
particle and different oxides have different structural behaviors. However, the surface characteristics of 
a powder are still important, particularly when accounting for storage methods and age of a powder—an 
area relatively undiscussed in literature. Since the powders will already be measured for apparent and 
compressed density—there is a technique known to many in the powder metallurgy industry wherein the 
conductivity of the powder is recorded as a way to measure surface oxides. Not only would this measure 
oxide thickness, but it would also measure any moisture absorption or adsorption to the surface of the 
powder. More importantly, the technique would discern any changes in powders over time without visual 
inspection [114,115]. A discussion of the conductivity and compressibility measurement technique is 
available in Appendix D. 
Any methods for measuring the substrate oxide thickness directly are too time consuming and will be too 
dependent on substrate pre-processing to provide much useful information, especially considering the 
amount of impact energy contained in a particle deformation event. The surface roughness has been 
shown in literature to be extremely important, however more information than just the average variation 
about a mean height is needed to fully qualify roughness. Luckily, the research team has access to an 
Olympus confocal microscope and Mountains software that is capable of extracting two features of 
interest that are better metrics of the form and height of surface roughness: SDQ and SDR [116]. Appendix 
D covers the surface metrology methods in greater detail.  
To summarize the assessment of measured features: 
 Particle size distribution will be measured optically 
 Surface area, mass, and oxide thickness of the particle will be replaced with compressibility and 
resistivity of the powder in a die-powder-resistor setup 
 The substrate oxide will not be measured 
 Roughness will be measured with confocal microscopy and assessed for Sa, SDQ, and SDR 
Table 17 addresses all of the features that can be extracted from literature—particularly whether or not 
those parameters are state dependent and processing dependent. Of the features listed, the gas features 
are not particularly helpful in this system because the emphasis of LACS is on a single gas composition 
(nitrogen). Any deviation from nitrogen as a gas would be more effectively quantified categorically rather 
than with three different continuous variables. Alternatively, the information could be effectively 
captured through scientific feature engineering techniques. Powder density is the only variable in this list 
that would be insufficiently granular, a problem that has unwittingly been addressed by the decision to 
evaluate particle surface characteristics by measuring apparent and compressed densities.  
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One other class of variables of interest due to poor reliability in literature data is material absorptivity and 
Poisson’s ratio. Absorptivity is highly temperature and wavelength dependent resulting in very scarce data 
on the subject. Since it was decided that temperature would be a controlling parameter instead of laser 
power, this issue is essentially avoided. Poisson’s ratio is a measure of the proportional loss in dimension 
normal to an applied load. In metals, this data is relatively sparse and when the data is available, it is most 
commonly a rough estimate. More to the point, the variability in that data is minimal (0.290 for 1018 steel, 
0.32 for aluminum 6061). Poisson’s ratio will instead be addressed as a process dependent variable, and 
assessed with those similar features described below.  
Table 17: Primary literature extracted features of interest; Importance:1=Most, 3=Least; Generalizability: N=Not 
Generalizable, Y=Generalizable; Granularity: -1=Insufficient, 0=Appropriate, 1=Too Much Info; Reliability: 1=Trustworthy data 
sources, 3=Data sparse or unreliable; State Dep: Y=Property is dependent on state (i.e. temperature or pressure), N=Not state 








































Gas constant 1 Y 1 1 Y N
Gas viscosity 2 Y 1 1 Y N
Gas conductivity 1 Y 1 1 Y N
Powder True Density 1 Y -1 1 Y N
Powder melting temperature 1 Y 0 1 N N
Powder specific heat 1 Y 0 1 Y N
Powder thermal conductivity 2 Y 0 1 Y N
Powder absorptivity 2 Y 0 3 Y N
Powder thermal expansion 2 Y 0 2 Y Y
Powder Poisson’s ratio 3 Y 0 3 Y Y
Powder UTS 1 Y 0 3 Y Y
Powder yield strength 1 Y 0 3 Y Y
Powder young’s modulus 1 Y 0 2 Y Y
Substrate yield strength 1 Y 0 2 Y Y
Substrate Young’s modulus 1 Y 0 2 Y Y
Substrate UTS 1 Y 0 1 Y Y
Substrate material density 1 Y 0 1 Y N
Substrate specific heat 2 Y 0 1 Y N
Substrate thermal conductivity 3 Y 0 2 Y N
Substrate absorptivity 3 Y 0 3 Y N
Substrate thermal expansion 2 Y 0 2 Y Y
Substrate Poisson’s ratio 3 Y 0 3 Y Y
Substrate melting temperature 1 Y 0 1 N N
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The features that are processing dependent are particularly important because powders are even more 
dependent on processing conditions than are bulk materials. This importance results from powders having 
such a small mass enabling them to be heated and cooled very quickly, which allows for the formation of 
a number of metastable phases. Additionally, locally varying cooling rates and solidification rates can 
induce thermal residual stresses in the powders. An assessment of these behaviors in titanium powders 
revealed a number of different structures and properties that were highly particle size dependent as well, 
again likely linked to the cooling rates of particles of different sizes [117]. These features have been 
extracted to Table 18 with various measurement methods discussed.  
Powder and substrate thermal expansion are quantities that depend on both processing and composition, 
but are also state dependent. Measuring powder thermal expansion requires expensive hot stage 
equipment in the best case scenario, which unfortunately is unavailable at this time. While a strain gauge 
approach would work for the substrate thermal expansion, such data is relatively available in literature 
Table 18: Primary literature extracted features of interest; Importance:1=Most, 3=Least; Generalizability: N=Not 
Generalizable, Y=Generalizable; Granularity: -1=Insufficient, 0=Appropriate, 1=Too Much Info; Speed: 1=Fast measurement, 
3=slow measurement; Repeatability: 1=Measurement average always same, 3=Measurement average rarely the same; Noise: 














































Strain Gauge Heating 2 3 3 2
Hot Stage SEM 3 1 2 3
Hot Stage XRD 2 2 2 3
Powder Poisson’s ratio 3 Y 0 Tensile + Compression 3 2 2 3
Scaled Bulk Tensile 2 3 2 3
AFM FIB Tensile 3 3 3 3
Nanoindentation 1 2 3 3
Scaled Bulk Tensile 2 3 2 3
AFM Tensile 3 3 3 3
Nanoindentation 1 2 3 3
Scaled Bulk Tensile 2 3 2 3
Nanoindentation 3 3 3 3
AFM Tensile 1 2 3 3
Strain Gauge Heating 2 1 2 1
Hot Stage SEM 3 1 2 3
Hot Stage XRD 2 2 2 3
Substrate Poisson’s ratio 3 Y 0 Tensile + Compression 3 1 1 3
Tensile 2 1 1 3
Nanoindentation 1 3 3 3
Tensile 2 1 1 3
Nanoindentation 1 3 3 3
Tensile 2 1 1 3




























Powder yield strength 1
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for the types of materials and conditions considered in this work. As a result, thermal expansion will be 
extracted from literature, rather than measured.   
Powder and substrate Poisson’s ratio have already been discussed as being extremely sparse in literature. 
Unfortunately, measuring Poisson’s ratio requires knowledge of both compressive and tensile moduli, 
which makes determination of that particularly challenging for powdered materials. As a result, and given 
that the ratio is not present in calculations of critical velocity, Poisson’s ratio will be ignored for this work. 
Powder yield strength, UTS, and elastic modulus are all essentially extracted from the same stress-strain 
curve of tensile data. Unfortunately, the methods available for measuring tensile strength of powders is 
extremely limited. One group is in the very early stages of developing an AFM-based technique wherein a 
micro-tensile bar is machined out of a powder using a focused ion beam, however initial results from this 
work have proven extremely challenging. The other option is to produce a scaled tensile bar that has the 
same microstructure as the powder. However, the common method of evaluating microstructural 
similarity would likely be visual inspection and hardness. Thus, the evaluation of nanohardness as a metric 
for extracting information regarding all three features becomes extremely promising and possible because 
of a partnership with WPI’s ARL Cold Spray group that has a nanoindenter on location. In some literature 
Young’s modulus and stress-strain curves are extracted from the data produced during nanoindentation, 
however given the questions that arise in literature regarding this technique the focus will be on using as-
measured nanohardness and nanomodulus. 
Substrate yield strength, UTS, and elastic modulus are all processing dependent, however will be less 
variable than those of the powders. Unfortunately, there is still a serious issue with evaluating the tensile 
strength of various materials across varying geometries. For example, the processing of a tube results in 
a different yield strength than the processing of a cylinder, which would have a different yield strength 
from an actual tensile bar. In literature, most tensile data exists for materials in a given heat treat 
condition (e.g. T6 Aluminum versus T0 Aluminum), which makes reliability on the literature-extracted data 
relatively difficult. Instead of focusing on re-measuring readily available and time-consuming data, a 
simple Rockwell hardness measurement was selected to determine local deviations in surface conditions 
from the literature extracted data. 
To summarize the literature extracted data: 
 Gas constants will not be used since most data will focus on nitrogen as a carrier gas 
 Poisson’s ratio will not be used due to difficult measurements 
 Absorptivity (of laser photons) will not be used due to insufficient data and lack of necessity 
 All other properties will be recorded from literature using room temperature data, with an 
understanding that state and processing dependent data could improve the results 
 To increase understanding of processing dependent properties of powders, nanohardness 
measurements will be taken 
 To allow for information regarding differences in substrate surface conditions under various 
processing conditions, Rockwell hardness measurements will be made.  
After a complete assessment of all extracted features, Table 19 lists those features of interest that will be 
collected via either measurement, literature extraction, or system definition. 
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Table 19: Complete summary of all substrate, powder, and processing features. 
 
The final step for this section is to perform a similar assessment of the target attributes: hardness, 
thickness, porosity, and adhesion strength. Table 20 evaluates several manufacturing methods for each 
of the target attributes.  
Table 20: Assessment of al target variables determined from customer application requirements. 
 
Nanohardness will carry too much noise and take too much preparation. Macrohardness will not be able 
to measure hardness for these coatings, which in conjunction with its discontinuous scale makes 
measuring extremely hard and soft materials impossible. Microhardness has several options—Knoop and 
Vickers being the most common. Vickers hardness was ultimately selected because it will not introduce 
as significant stress concentrations as the corners of a Knoop indenter might. Appendix D discusses the 
various hardness testing methods. 
Thickness is a seemingly simple measurement, however getting a true picture of the thickness is difficult, 
especially when considering that particles are on the order of 10-40 µm, which is barely on the edge of 
what is measurable with most manual techniques. Instead, by using optical techniques (cut, mount, polish, 
Radius of curvature for substrate Powder density Gas temperature
Substrate material density Powder melting temperature Gas pressure
Substrate specific heat Powder UTS Angle of substrate to nozzle
Substrate thickness Powder specific heat Standoff Distance
Substrate thermal conductivity Particle diameter Raster speed
Length of the substrate Powder thermal conductivity mass flow rate
Width of the substrate Powder thermal expansion Index
Substrate thermal expansion Powder yield strength Diameter of laser
Substrate yield strength Powder young’s modulus Laser pulse frequency
Substrate Young’s modulus Powder flowability T & P Position
Substrate UTS Particle size distribution Nozzle Inlet, Exit, Choke Diameter
Substrate melting temperature Tap and compressed powder density Nozzle inlet, choke, exit length
Substrate surface roughness and hybrid parameters Tap and compressed powder resistivity Surface temperature














































Nanohardness 3 2 2 3
Microhardness 2 1 1 2
Macrohardness 1 1 1 1
Optical 2 2 2 2
Manual 1 3 3 1
Archimedes 2 3 3 1
X-Ray 3 1 2 3
Optical 2 2 3 2
Laser Shock Adhesion 1 3 3 2
Triple Lug Shear 3 2 1 3
3 Point Bend 2 2 2 2
90 Degree Bend 2 3 2 1
Visual Binary Test 1 3 2 1
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image), the thickness can be extracted from images down to sub-micrometer resolution. The downside is 
that the variability globally will be much larger, however the local variability can be well captured. 
Porosity measured by the Archimedes method (fluid displacement) is extremely effective for open cell 
porosity, however not only is most LACS porosity not connected, but it is also often sensitive to corrosion 
from various fluids. An X-Ray technique would be effective at capturing porosity in 3-Dimensions, however 
given that most pores are on the size scale smaller than a particle (<50 µm), most measurement 
equipment would be prohibitively expensive and time consuming for sample collection. This leaves the 
use of an optical technique after sectioning and polishing, which is fully described in Section V. 
Adhesion strength is a very common request in application development for a wear or corrosion coating, 
however it is also one of the most difficult to measure. Triple lug shear, three point bend, and 90 degree 
bend are all extremely effective techniques, but they require a coating of a certain thickness deposited 
onto a flat plate of a defined thickness. The feature exploration done previously clearly indicates that 
geometry is a key parameter in coating development, which makes measurements on only flat plates a 
poor model for all geometries. The laser shock adhesion test (LASAT) is a relatively new test that uses a 
laser pulse to produce a thermal shock wave that should cause delamination at the interface of a coating, 
however this shock is extremely thickness and material dependent with insufficient literature to make it 
a reliable technique [118,119]. The glue button pull test is commonly used for polymers, however cold 
spray coatings frequently exceed the glue strength (~10ksi) which makes them essentially useless and 
time consuming. This leaves visual inspection after full sample preparation (sectioning, mounting, 
polishing) as the only fast and simple technique to determine adhesion. Unfortunately this results in a 
binary categorical value rather than a quantitative response, however given that the guiding function of 
cold spray has been critical velocity, it seems fitting that a new machine learning method could be 
developed for LACS “Critical Conditions” instead of critical velocity. 
To summarize, the target measurement techniques: 
 Hardness will be measured via Vickers Microhardness 
 Thickness will be measured optically via micrograph 
 Porosity will be measured optically via micrograph 
 Adhesion strength will be measured as a binary variable via micrograph 
All measurement techniques are described in detail Appendix D.  
4.1.4 LACS Evaluation of Attribute Effectiveness 
Typically, a detailed DoE specifically for the established set of attributes described above should be 
performed, however in some cases that is not possible and instead prior knowledge and prior work must 
be used to validate chosen attributes. In this case, the team working at IPG Photonics had a strong 
background in cold spray and laser-assisted cold spray through prior work experiences. Several articles by 
Birt et al. in titanium cold spray and LACS proved the importance of all of the process and powder related 
parameters [91,117,120,121]. However, the work on WC cermet powders identified the need for two 
additionally categorical features: Cermet and Cermet grain size. These will help distinguish between 
materials that have extremely different modes of deformation and adhesion (metallic vs. cermet). 
Additionally, the differing grain size is the grain size of the WC in the cermet where the deformation of 
the cermet is inherently linked to the size of the individual carbide grains. Figure 37 shows what this 
distinction in grain size looks like for two different WC-17%Co powders.  
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A set of experiments was performed comparing 
surface preparation of stainless steel discs. Four 
different preparations were considered: 220 grit sand 
paper, 9 µm polish, 6 µm polish, 1 µm polish. The 
results indicated that surface preparation was clearly 
important with the mirror finish actually resulting in 
the worst adhesion, while the 220 grit sand paper 
achieved the highest deposition. However other 
substrates were tested after sectioning with a band 
saw (extremely high roughness) resulting in almost no 
material deposition. The results indicate that for each 
powder there is an appropriate surface roughness 
that will result in an optimal bond. 
A major area of investigation during this initial study 
was whether or not the method of binary adhesion 
was appropriate. During this time several different 
devices were fashioned, however the end result was 
that the importance of substrate geometry overrode 
the value of having a quantitative metric. One test 
that may merit further investigation in the future was 
the use of a large hardened steel ball pressed onto the 
interface of a cross sectioned specimen. Figure 38 
shows a diagram of this setup—the primary issue is 
that the material thickness greatly influences the 
results, however if combined with an optical 
technique to measure the area of the indent then it may be possible to utilize such a technique to generate 
reliable data. Again, however, the value of reliable, high throughput metrics was considered to be of 
greater value than the continuous function and thus binary adhesion remained as the test of choice. The 
“decision boundary” for this binary adhesion is shown in Figure 39. 
Even though it was decided that porosity should be measured using optical techniques, there are still a 
host of options during imaging that can influence the end result. Appendix D discusses the various lighting 
and objective techniques that were used to achieve the most consistent results. The end technique settled 
upon was one that took a series of high 
resolution green light filtered images at 10X 
magnification and then stitched those 
images together. This stitched image, 
shown in Figure 40, was then converted to 
an 8-bit mask and then thresholded with 
porosity recorded.  
 
 
Figure 37: Example of WC fine grained (a) and coarse 





Figure 38: Schematic of geometry independent adhesion test 
concept. 
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The remaining targets (hardness and thickness) are common measurements. However, one important 
note is that these initial hardness tests were performed using a manual Vickers hardness tester. It was 
immediately recognized that such an approach for the remainder of the study would be unsustainable 
due to time constraints. Buehler was contacted and they were kind enough to allow research of batches 
of future samples to be performed at their Lake Bluff Site using the latest in automated Vickers hardness 
tests, the VH3100. 
Any features not discussed in these previous studies were considered either too dependent (e.g. material 
properties being dependent on a specific material) or too fundamental (e.g. gas pressure as a simple 
measurement) to warrant an independent examination. However, much of the work presented in the 
feature selection section discusses these different parameters and should be referenced if any concerns 
arise. 
4.1.5 LACS Complexity & Completeness 
The goal for the LACS Model Development is to develop models across as many materials and powder 
types as possible, while also being able to generalize between LACS machines. With such a robust goal, it 
is important to establish an estimate for the number of samples that might need to be produced. In reality, 
there is no simple rule for determining the number of samples because each model and each data set is 
 
Figure 39: Set of recorded images indicating a) No adhesion b) Adhesion—note that that as long as greater than 50% of 






Figure 40: Set of images showing a) The stitched image recorded at 10x magnification under green light b) The 8-Bit mask 
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unique. With that caution in mind though, three papers in literature were selected as analogues for LACS 
because of their similarities to processing. Unsurprisingly given its commonality in materials science, 
artificial neutral networks were used in all three cases. 
The first article developed a method for predicting the shrinkage and remaining porosity in a powder 
sintering process [78]. The authors used 200 data points in a single material system (iron) with inputs 
being the final product of the sinter, and outputs being the sintering conditions. While the method seems 
backwards, it matched with the author’s desire to create a means of selecting processing conditions for 
sintering. While the neural network was not optimized, the model was used to predict the processing 
conditions of brand new data. The results were all within 15% error for all predicted quantities. As a first 
pass with limited model or feature development, 200 samples seems to reasonably predict complicated 
phenomena in a manufacturing process for a narrow range of iron based alloys (copper and carbon 
additions). 
The next article developed both a theoretical and a neural networking model for prediction of grain size 
in friction stir welding [122]. In this case, the neural network topology was selected by “trial and error” 
during the training phase. The inputs to the system were taken from the finite element model to be strain, 
local strain rate, temperature, and the Zener-Hollomon Parameter. Six different processing conditions 
were taken, but in each of the 6 processes, 60 localized zones of the four input parameters were predicted 
using the DEFORM model, resulting in essentially 360 data points for the model to use. The algorithm was 
then tested in three never-seen processing conditions. The model clearly captured the inherent non-
linearity of the system with an MSE of around 100 for brand new processing conditions. This combination 
of theoretical and experimental data seems very effective in producing accurate models with what would 
otherwise be limited data. In doing so, the model has been made extremely generalizable across 
processing conditions and sufficiently accurate to use as a guide for predicting microstructural properties. 
The third article used a neural network to predict particle velocity in an atmospheric plasma atomization 
process [123]. Several inputs were used that were both categorical and continuous, focused on those 
variables that were easily controlled via the system itself. The article follows traditional data science 
practices of training, validation, and test data and thus requires, as the researchers indicate, a “large 
database,” however, they also apply a Gaussian Kernel to the input of the data in an attempt to expand 
the amount of data available. While the exact number of data points used here is not stated, it can be 
estimated that from the number of testing samples and the proportions of the training (60%), validation 
(20%), and testing (20%) sets that the full dataset is approximately 80 samples. The description of the data 
set is fairly sparse, but seems to focus on a single material with varying processing conditions. The results 
indicate an error of 10% or less across all of the various target variables.  
Generally speaking, none of the target variables from these three articles is any more complex than those 
being investigated for LACS. Instead, it is the scope of the work that is largely different. Consider the range 
of samples and complexities here—80 samples for a material agnostic prediction, 360 samples for a 
material dependent, theoretically enhanced prediction, and 200 samples for a single material with small 
elemental additions. The assessment seems to indicate that for a complex phenomenon at least 100 
samples will be needed. When the process is also material dependent, that number jumps to around 200 
samples. If a theoretical model can be used to normalize material information then around 300 samples 
would be sufficient to model any material. Extrapolating from here and assuming that there are 
diminishing returns on the number of samples per material as the number of materials increases, then 
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assuming approximately 10 distinct materials it would be reasonable to infer that 1000 samples would be 
sufficient to develop the LACS model.  
4.1.6 LACS Full Scale Experimental Plan 
With an understanding of the targets, features, and the loose number of samples needed it is critical to 
determine the best way to produce those samples. Ideally, the entire space of materials and processing 
conditions would be produced and then random assignments of 1000 samples from this space would be 
selected. This would provide an optimal distribution of not only processing conditions, but also materials. 
Unfortunately, the nature of industrial work dictates that application development takes precedence to 
scientific rigor, requiring more of an application-oriented development platform. The focus then, would 
be on developing a series of four primary application clusters related to the customer applications of 
interest.  
Within each of these clusters, a number of 
different powders, alloys, substrate forms, and 
processing conditions would be evaluated to 
gain as much depth of knowledge as possible in 
that cluster. In order to expand the knowledge 
of these clusters as much as possible, several 
smaller clusters could be developed with 
unrelated materials that serve as data-
connections between the larger clusters of 
knowledge. Figure 41 gives a loose schematic as 
to how such an application-driven clustering 
approach might look. Here two clusters related 
to WC cermets and titanium metal would be the 
primary applications, with smaller application 
clusters for NiCr and Inconel materials. Then two smaller connecting clusters could be produced around 
stainless steel and a refractory, 10W-Ta. Other materials like aluminum, low carbon steel, and copper 
would also help to round out the knowledge domain.  
The actual methods used to develop applications within each cluster will vary greatly depending on 
customer needs. The most common approach will be to target previously used system parameters altered 
slightly to match material properties like melting point and yield strength. Another method being 
developed concurrently to this thesis is to actually utilize an optimization algorithm within a defined 
working space to determine idealized processing parameters. In this approach, a measure of deposit 
“goodness” is evaluated based on the 4 primary target variables (adhesion, porosity, thickness, hardness) 
on a scale from 0 to 1 [124]. Each of the quantities are physically measured and then an algorithm (Mine 
Blast Algorithm) is used to propose the next set of processing conditions. In this way, the local application 
oriented clusters can still be randomly sampled to produce maximum information.  
4.2 LACS Database Development 
For the very first titanium application clusters, all of the data was stored in a simple spreadsheet. However, 
within one month of use it became obvious that the spreadsheet was inadequate due to multiple users, 
unintended entries, and missing entries. The framework from Section 3.2 was used to determine the form 
of the data structure, reiterated in Table 21.  
 
Figure 41: Schematic of application oriented clustering data 
sampling method. 
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Table 21: Framework of Section 3.2 used to determine appropriate form and function of the data structure. 
Scale After recognizing the number of variables used and difficulty maintaining 




Multiple users was going to be essential, however the majority of users would be 





Because most corporate institutions have a subscription to MS Office, an MS 




Consistency Wherever possible required and masked fields were implemented. In order to 
encourage input of data, a user interface was developed for data input. 
Required Fields 
Masked Fields 
Presentation While input was important, there also needed to be analytic capabilities—
especially the ability to cross reference processing conditions, materials, and 





Automatic data upload from spreadsheets was implemented so that the 
database did not need to be accessible to record data off site. However, process 
level automation was not possible due to the complexity of the LACS 
Manufacturing Cell. 
 
The structure of the database was determined by inspection of all features and attributes from the 
selection section. Figure 42 shows the basic layout of the structure where the background represents five 
“layers” of data and each box represents a separate table that contains data about that header. Note that 
these colors correspond to the colors assigned to the attributes in the feature selection section 
(Blue=Substrate Features, Red=Powder Features, Green=Process Features, Purple=Target Attributes). The 
lines connecting each of the tables represent the links wherein a single identifier from the downstream 
table represents all of the data for that entry of the upstream table. In other words, the “Alloy” field in 
“Orders” represents an alloy from the Alloys table, which possesses all of the material properties relevant 
for that alloy. The Order # used in the Powder and Substrate tables contains all of the information from 
not only the Order table, but also the relevant information from the Alloy table. This is a standard database 
structure, however by implementing such a feature it greatly simplifies the amount of data entry required. 
Figure 43 shows a screenshot of the completed database for the primary process entry fields. The end 
result was a database that not only could serve as input and storage for all of the attributes needed, but 
also a tool for analysis. The “Review” tab has the ability to cross-reference every single attribute in the 
database with one another, as well as micrographs stored locally. A clean UI format for the cross 
referencing was implemented so that the average technician can inspect the data and make informed 
decisions without needing to leverage any SQL code. Additionally, the database can directly export all of 
the collected data into a single CSV document that is directly accessible by any data analysis tool.  





Figure 42: Schematic of database table and layer structure (Blue=Substrate Features, Red=Powder Features, Green=Process 
Features, Purple=Target Attributes). 
 
 
Figure 43: Schematic of database table and layer structure (Blue=Substrate Features, Red=Powder Features, Green=Process 
Features, Purple=Target Attributes). 
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4.3 Preparation and Treatment of Data in LACS 
4.3.1 Overview of Data 
All of the attributes (features and targets) discussed in the previous sections were measured, captured, 
or recorded in the database presented in Section 4.2. A CSV of the full data set was exported and then 
imported into python for further cleaning and analysis. Table 22 highlights several key metrics of the data 
set. One particular point to note is that when storing data it was recognized that it should be possible to 
consolidate different layers of a sample using different processing conditions, or even different powders. 
As a result, there are two different metrics to determine pass index: the pass group, and the number of 
passes. Each pass group within a sample has a distinct set of processing conditions, including a defined 
number of passes. A sample could have a single pass group, but multiple passes within that group. The 
“1st Passes” heading in Table 22 stems from the notion that many of the rows of sample data are from 
pass groups of two or more, which essentially contribute duplicate data as the target values for all pass 
groups of the same sample will be identical. The statistics show that in terms of total distinct samples, 947 
were produced—very nearly achieving the initial target 
of 1000 samples. When counting each distinct pass group 
as an entry there are more than 1307 entries. However, 
the challenge of keeping track of samples and recording 
data rigorously proved to be a serious challenge 
throughout this study as indicated by the total numbers 
of samples for entries that include a target variable of 
interest: Hardness, Binary Adhesion, or Thickness. Note 
that these values include all features—by eliminating 
some features that have a few missing values this 
number can be increased, however the baseline of 
entries available are those presented in Table 22. One 
critical item missing from the list of target attributes is 
porosity. While all of the relevant images for the 
measurements was captured, it was found that the 
variability in surface reflectivity, color, and coating 
thickness made using a single coherent image analysis 
platform extremely difficult. This issue and the methods 
produced to date are discussed more in Appendix D. 
One key statistic to notice is the fraction of positive 
responses to binary adhesion. The 79% indicates that 79% 
of all the samples produced resulted in bonding between the substrate and the deposit according to the 
optical measuring technique. This should be a point of praise for the process, however from a modeling 
perspective this value is quite high, making it difficult to assess whether a model is actually performing 
well, or simply guessing a unitary response consistently. The next several pages will provide a more in 
depth discussion of each of the major sets of data: Substrate, Powder, and Process. The discussion here 
will focus on primary measured property variants—for more information on the statistics of the alloys and 
geometries used, refer to Appendix C. While not each feature in every category will be discussed, the ones 
Table 22: Overview of high level data statistics; All 
passes shows statistics for every single pass (even 
when different from the previous layer) as 
compared to '1st Passes' which has all non-uniform 





# Powders 44 
 
# Substrates 41 
 
# Powder Alloys 17 
 
# Substrate Alloys 10 
 
# Samples 1307 947 
# Binary Samples 882 605 
% Binary Positive 79.40% 79.30% 
# Thickness Samples 959 660 
# Hardness Samples 603 402 
# Features 100 
 
# Powder Features 45 
 
# Substrate Features 34 
 
# Process Features 21 
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of principle concern will be covered. Note that the labels used in these plots will be the coded variables. 
While most are intuitive, a list of their actual definitions and properties is in Appendix A.  
The histogram plots in Figure 44 represent the distributions of features related to the 41 substrate types 
used in this study. Each feature has its own plot and distribution. In general, there are two principle 
takeaways from these distributions. First, the substrate properties are naturally dependent on the 
substrate itself. It is not possible to simply “vary the substrate thermal conductivity” to get a better 
distribution of the properties. Thermal conductivity is a property that is intrinsic to the material and since 
there are a finite number of readily available materials, most of these feature values are difficult to access.  
The second point to note is that even for those features that can be continuously varied such as surface 
roughness and thickness, the results are still not the Gaussian-type distribution that would be ideal for a 
data scientist. This issue is primarily because the experimental plan is focused on application clusters, 
 
Figure 44: Overview of data statistics for substrate features only. The x-axis for each plot is in the basic units of that feature 
(feature listed in the title at the top of each subplot). The y-axis is the count of the powder that possess the given feature.  
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which results in the majority of data focusing on a few substrate alloys with a very specific emphasis on 
geometry, thickness, roughness, etc. 
While the majority of substrate features were extremely modal, the data distributions for the powder 
features, shown in Figure 45, are generally better. The same points regarding property dependence 
mentioned in the substrate assessment also apply to the powders. However, for the powders the 
measured features are much more dependent on simple traits like powder size, which can essentially be 
continuously varied to achieve specific properties. There are three primary points of interest for the 
powder variables. First is that there are two binary variables represented here: Cermet and Grain size. 
These two plots indicated that the majority of powders investigated are large grained cermets (1,0). 
However, despite the stark differences in powder type, the majority of flowability, density, resistivity, and 
size data are all well distributed across the full range. Some of the intrinsic properties such as thermal 
conductivity and thermal expansion are again modal for the same reasons discussed before. Finally, one 
point to note is that the tap resistivity (PowderTapRest_Avg) of the powder has only values at or near zero. 
 
Figure 45: Overview of data statistics for powder features only. The x-axis for each plot is in the basic units of that feature 
(listed in the title at the top of each subplot). The y-axis is the count of the powder that possess the given feature.  
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While this result is meaningless in terms of data science, it is useful from a materials science perspective 
to know that the measurements produced from resistivity are all baselined from zero, making it easy to 
assess improvements.  
Figure 47 shows a pairwise plot for seven of the primary processing features. The processing features are 
truly the only variables for which the research team had 100% continuous control over, so it is important 
to review this data for zones of modality or dependence between variables. For example, spray angle is a 
fairly modal response because it was not until halfway through the study that spray angle became relevant 
to an application being developed. The same result is true of laser position. The important takeaway from 
these plots is that the primarily controllable processing variables (gas temperature, laser set temperature, 
 
Figure 46: Pairwise plot of key processing variables. Each plot is a scatter of the x-feature and y-feature for corresponding 
columns and rows. Histograms on the diagonal represent the frequency of occurrence of the feature on the x-axis.  
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raster speed, mass flow, and index) do not seem to have any obvious correlations. Obviously, the 
distribution of values along a continuous scale is less than desirable, however the lack of any correlations 
is extremely promising. The histograms listed across the diagonal represent the frequency of values 
corresponding to the index on the x-axis. A better representation of that data is shown in the violin plots 
of Figure 47.  
Each violin plot represents the range of data for a given feature.  The top represents the maximum value 
and the bottom represents the minimum value of the data set. The width of the “violin” represents the 
distribution of the data. The plots help to identify distributions of data on a more continuous scale than 
the histograms above. In this case, it is apparent that most features tend to focus around a core set of 
values, with a few extreme values. This distribution follows closely with the originally proposed application 
cluster method of data collection where different clusters likely represent specific application-oriented 
data points.  
The next set of figures will examine how the features are related to the target variables of interest. 
Because each target variable has a slightly different feature and sample set it is important to review those 
independently of one another. The first of these, shown in Figure 48, shows the correlation of Binary 
Adhesion with each feature on a violin plot. In this case, the left side of each violin represents the samples 
that did not adhere, while the right side represents those samples that did adhere. The purpose of this 
 
Figure 47: Violin plots of key controlling process variables—Values represent minimum, mean, and maximum of feature data. 
Width of plots represents relative frequency of occurrence. The large dashed line represents the median, while the smaller 
dashed lines represent the lower and upper quartiles.  
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plot is to determine if any of the distributions are significantly different for samples that did and did not 
adhere. The Raster Speed feature is an example of a distribution that varies in magnitude, but not in 
position for either positive or negative response. Substrate Hardness (SusbtrateSubHard_HRC_AVG) on 
the other hand is an example of a feature level that dominates other features, indicated by the strong 
positive response distribution at a hardness of 47 HRB. Here there is a peak for the positive response, but 
no peak for the negative response. Fortunately, this discrepancy makes sense since a soft substrate-like 
aluminum would encourage bonding much more than a hard material.  
Another interesting distribution discrepancy occurs at a spray angle of approximately 60 degrees, where 
nearly all coatings fail the binary adhesion test. Likely, this indicates a lower limit on the angle at which 
adhesion us possible. While it is easy to pick and choose examples of this dominance at certain feature 
levels, it is important to remember that there are likely confounding variables hiding behind these 
distributions. For example, the substrate width (SubstrateSubWidth_ID) has a strong positive response 
peak at approximately 80 mm. This happens to coincide with an application cluster of large cast iron discs 
that saw strong adhesion not because of the width, but because of the cast iron material.  
Two other feature sets of interest are particle size (L#_Size) and the compressibility/conductivity 
(Density/Rest) studies. A detailed discussion of each of these can be found in Appendix F.  To summarize 
each of those discrepancies: 
 Powder size in general does not correlate to a sample consistently adhering, however when 
further classified to Cermets with fine grains the results indicate that powders of a specific size 
tend to adhere more frequently than other sizes, likely due to the greater homogeneity of those 
powders. 
 Conductivity and compressibility effectively segment cermets of large and fine grains from metals. 
This separation is particularly effective when accounting for not only the individual values, but 
also the change in value from no compression to 2500 PSI compression.  
The feature-by-feature comparison to thickness is shown in Figure 49, where immediately a fundamental 
issue is extracted; there is an experimental bias in the data resulting in the majority of metallic powders 
being significantly thicker than those of cermets. During fitting, a model could start learning this trait and 
in the future predict that powders of a certain type correspond to a certain thickness. The reality is that 
this is simply an unintentionally introduced bias resulting from a particular application cluster that was 
focused on extremely thin coatings. Fortunately, there are still several thin-coating metallic samples 
meaning that it should be difficult for the models to learn this bias, however during model training it may 
be helpful to remove the binary encoders for Cermet and GrainSize from the feature set. 
The hardness responses, shown in Figure 50 indicates that the measurements are generally much more 
continuous than those for thickness. While there is still an obvious delineation between the cermets and 
the metallic powders, there is much greater mixing of the data in this case. In general, there seems to be 
a slight trend towards increased hardness as laser surface temperature and mass flow rate increase. 
While RasterSpeed and IndexStep have previously been discussed as variables of importance for 
microstructural transformation, they seem to have less of an effect on hardness than might be 
expected.    




Figure 48: Violin plots of all features used to describe Binary Adhesion Predictor. Green plot represents distributions of those 
samples that didn’t stick, while orange represents distributions of those samples that did stick.  
 
 




Figure 49: Scatter plots for all features on the x-axis with the target variable thickness along the y-axis. The feature for each 
plot is listed as its title, the units for that feature are in the x-label position. Marker categories correspond to powder types: 
Green Circles=Fine Cermets, Blue Squares=Coarse Cermets, Red Triangles= Metal Powders. 
 
 




Figure 50: Scatter plots for all features on the x-axis with the target variable coating hardness along the y-axis. The feature for 
each plot is listed as its title, the units for that feature are in the x-label position. Marker categories correspond to powder 
types: Green Circles=Fine Cermets, Blue Squares=Coarse Cermets, Red Triangles= Metal Powders. 
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4.3.2 LACS Feature Reduction 
4.3.2.1 Full Feature Reduction 
With as many as 90 features in the base set of 
attributes, there is a definite risk of overfitting in 
this data set. The first thought for many materials 
engineers is to try fitting a basic model like linear 
or logistic regression and extracting features of 
interest from that model. This would, however, 
violate data science best practices, as features 
would be added/removed based on knowledge 
gleaned after fitting. Features removed based on 
one model type may actually end up having 
varying degrees of importance for other model 
types. Instead of removing features, Principal 
Component Analysis (PCA) was investigated as a 
feature reduction technique.  
The explained variance plot in Figure 51a indicates 
that the information contained in the 90 features 
of the original data set can essentially be reduced 
to 12-15 Principle Components, with the first three 
components providing the vast majority of the 
information. Figure 51b shows the individual data 
points projected onto the first two principal 
component axes. The first two components seem 
to begin separating the data into a few fairly 
separable clusters, however two factors make this 
plot questionable. First, a review of the features 
representing maximum variance in each 
component for the first three components is 
shown in Table 23 reveals that the first PC is mostly 
related to powder size and substrate alloy 
composition, while the second and third PCs are focused on alloying element and composition for the 
substrates. This implies relatively little contribution of the process itself to the total amount of information 
available in the system, which is concerning given the physical importance of system level parameters.  
 
Figure 51: PCA for features of data set with no target 
variables a) Variance explained (blue individual, green 





Table 23: Features representing maximum variance for top three principal components. PC's are features in principle 
component, score is the associated value from the PCA eigenvector. 
PC 1 Score PC 2 Score PC 3 Score 
D10 Size 0.48 Sub E5 % 0.39 Sub Element2 0.5 
Sub Element4 0.34 Sub Element6 0.26 Sub Element1 0.43 
Sub Therm. Cond. 0.29 Sub Therm. Exp. 0.24 Sub Length 0.4 
Sub Element5 0.29 D10 Size 0.23 Sub E1 % 0.35 
D25 Size 0.26 Sub E6 % 0.23 Sub E3 % 0.29 
D50 Size 0.24 Sub Element4 0.22 Sub Element5 0.19 
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The key features shown in the PCA analysis coupled with the 
overlap of the binary adhesion data and the dependence of 
various processing conditions on materials used naturally 
leads to the realization that a continuous distance metric for 
the materials is needed to replace the alloy information. 
One approach is to develop full-blown elemental 
description features such as Coulomb matrices that describe 
atomic radii, electron configuration, etc., however given the 
general scope of this work such an approach would be too 
granular. Instead, the measured and literature data, which 
are all continuous, can be used as the true distance metric 
and all material identification can be removed from the full 
feature set. The results shown in Figure 52 clearly indicate 
improved separation once the extraneous alloy information 
has been removed. Table 24 shows the key features for this 
modified, alloy-free data set. Worth noting is the fact that 
while material properties still dominate in the form of 
particle size, cermet grain size, and substrate literature 
values, there are some of the more important process 
features present towards the bottom of the third principal 
component. 
The same approach was applied to PCA projected data for 
the target variables in Figure 53a,b, and c for Binary 
Adhesion, Thickness, and Hardness respectively. The 
projection is slightly different for each of these because the 
entries are slightly different with each target. Even though 
Binary Adhesion forms several nice clusters, each cluster is a mixture of positive and negative responses, 
making it difficult to classify the results, at least in two dimensions. Thickness and Hardness, on the other 
hand, seem to have a better separation of thick and thin samples based on the principle components. 
Thus, in terms of feature reduction, it may be useful especially for the continuous targets to use those as 
the feature set instead of the original features. In future sections, whenever mention is made of “PCA-
Prepared,” these are the reduced features being referenced.  
 
Figure 52: PCA for features of data set with no 
target variables and all material descriptions 
removed and all  a) Variance explained (blue 
individual, green cumulative) b) Plot of data 




Table 24: Features representing maximum variance for top three principal components after removal of alloy 
information. PC's are features in principle component, score is the associated value from the PCA eigenvector. 
PC 1 Score PC 2 Score PC 3 Score 
IsCermetFineGrain 0.65 Sub UTS 0.38 Sub Density 0.52 
D10 Size 0.45 SubYieldStr 0.36 SubSpecHeat 0.39 
D50 Size 0.33 SDR Surf Rough 0.34 RasterSpeed 0.34 
Sub Therm. Cond. 0.28 Sub Hard 0.31 Width 0.3 
PowderNanoHard 0.22 Sub Therm. Cond. 0.24 Laser Surf. Temp. 0.23 
Sub Therm. Exp. 0.19 Sub Density 0.23 SprayAngle 0.23 
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4.3.2.2 Cluster Feature Reduction 
One method of feature reduction is to collect a grouping of samples from a given “data layer” and assign 
a new set of predictors based on those features. While the LACS processing features can be effectively 
reduced using feature engineering, the LACS Powder and Substrate features are much less easily reduced 
arithmetically or scientifically. Instead, however, the powder and substrate features can be reduced using 
an unsupervised classification technique combining PCA and K-Means. In this case, all of the powder and 
substrate features were extracted so that there were 44 and 41 individual data points with 45 and 34 
powder and substrate features respectively. Any identifying information regarding these individual 
powders or substrates was then removed, except for the powder grain size binary predictor. This included 
internal identifiers, alloying elements, and alloy compositions. Only the measured or literature extracted 
data remained to identify the different powders. PCA was applied to each set independently. The number 
of components for each set was assigned based on at least 95% of the variance being explained by the 
given number of components. The number of components/classes was 5/5 for powders and 8/4 for 
 
Figure 53: Projection of PCA feature set targeting three targets of interest a) Target is Binary Adhesion with yellow diamonds 
representing adhesion and black circles representing no adhesion b) Average Coating thickness with red indicating thin 
coatings and blue thick coatings c) Hardness with red indicating soft and blue indicating hard particles. 
 
(a) (b) (c) 
 
Figure 54: Projection of PCA feature set for a) substrate with 8 components and 4 categories and b) powder with 5 components 
and 5 categories. 
 
(a) (b) 
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substrates. The results of this classification are shown in Figure 54. The number of categories was 
determined primarily from the number of distinct forms for each of the feature sets. In the case of the 
substrates, the primary categories are divided into groups largely based on alloy and geometry. For the 
powders, the categories are primarily based on alloy and grain size. Again, however, there are no 
identifying feature for either of the data sets (except cermet grain size for powders), indicating that the 
data selected for collection sufficiently describes the materials to individually identify alloys and 
geometries. However, the granularity of description is much more appropriate for powders than for 
substrates. This is in part due to the large differences between properties for cermets and metallic 
powders. The vast majority of substrates on the other hand are iron based, which makes compositional 
separation much more difficult. A new measured predictor is likely needed to better define substrate 
classes. For substrates, the categories 0-3 represent iron based solid geometries, aluminum alloys, 4000 
series steels, and copper alloys respectively. For the powders, the classes 0, 2, and 3 represent cermets. 
Category 3 mostly represents fine-grained cermets. Categories 1 and 4 are metallic powders with 4 
representing titanium based powders and 1 representing nickel and stainless steel powders. This 
classification in particular is of interest given the separation of metallic powders along a fairly specific 
crystal structure basis. Table 25 shows the key features that are used in the first two principal components 
from each of the figures in Figure 54. The score for each of the features in the component is from the 
corresponding value in eigenvector. Of primary interest is the importance of thermal expansion in defining 
substrate variance. This is reasonable given that the minor addition of alloying elements can dramatically 
change the coefficient of thermal expansion. Such information may indicate that more bulk, electro-
chemical type properties should be used to better define the substrates. For example, eddy current 
conductivity is a quick and easy method for assessing a variety of properties for a bulk material. It is 
important to note that surface roughness is a strong contributor to these primary principal components. 
For the powders, the standard deviation of the nanohardness measurements is one of the highest 
influencers in the first principal component, even more so than nanohardness itself. This is because the 
method of capturing nanohardness data involved thousands of individual measurements across many 
powder particles. Figure 55 shows images of a metallic and cermet powder, indicating the reason for such 
variation when considering that hardness indents will measure not only the material, but also the 
supporting matrix. It is equally important that all of the measured features of the powders be involved in 
the first two principal components, again indicating that the powders are very well characterized with 
these few methods.  
Table 25: Key features used in PCA assessment for first two components of substrates and powder classification. 
 
Variables Score Variables Score Variables Score Variables Scores
0 Thermal Expansion 0.7 Thermal Expansion 0.58 0 NanoHard STD 0.58 D25 0.41
1 Sa Surf. Rough. 0.42 Melting Temp 0.48 1 Grain Size 0.45 Density 0.41
2 Hardness 0.33 Sa Surf. Rough. 0.4 2 NanoMod STD 0.36 1500Cond. 0.38
3 Melting Temp. 0.27 Hardness 0.31 3 D25 0.32 NanoHard 0.32
4 Thermal Condu. 0.22 SDQ Surf Rough 0.23 4 NanoHard 0.27 500Density 0.29
5 SDQ Surf Rough 0.22 SubstrateSubWidth_ID 0.17 5 D90 0.18 500Cond. 0.28
6 SDR Surf Rough 0.12 Specific Heat 0.12 6 Flowability 0.14 SpecificHeat 0.23
Component 1 Component 2Component 1 Component 2
Substrates Powders
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4.3.3 LACS Feature Engineering 
Another aspect of data preparation is the modification of 
features such that the data is a more easily interpretable 
form than before. This so-called “feature engineering” is 
critical for the materials science expert in a modeling 
exercise. In the case of LACS, there are two major areas of 
focus. First are those sets of parameters that can be 
combined to form more generalizable or informative 
statistic based on engineering principles. The second are 
simpler, arithmetic operations that improve the 
interpretability of a data set. 
4.3.3.1 Engineered Features 
Typically, an engineered feature involves either a small 
component of a scientific or engineering principle that can 
be used to extract either more general information, or 
modified information that is relatively closer to the final 
target being predicted. In LACS, for example, the gas 
temperature recorded is inside the nozzle, prior to the 
choke point. Given that the goal is to predict targets 
related to the particle impacting on the surface of the substrate, the particle impact temperature would 
be a much more useful metric than would be the system temperature. In doing so, not only would several 
features be eliminated, but the end results also contain more information in the zone of interest about 
the target.  
Table 26 is an overview of all the features that were engineered based on scientific principles. Because the 
development for some of these features is quite lengthy, the full development is in Appendix G. Generally, 
the primary features that contribute to the development of these engineered features are removed unless 
the feature can also be used to predict other physical phenomenon not represented by this new feature. 
For example, while substrate volume is a useful new feature, particularly in terms of total heat absorbed, 
the substrate thickness is still a very important parameter for determining adhesion, as the thickness is 





Figure 55: Images of two different powders a) metallic 
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Table 26: Overview of all scientifically engineered features. 
Conversion Name Conversion Description 
Powder Velocity, Temperature 
Use isentropic nozzle relations to determine gas flow 
conditions, then use lumped capacitance and force of drag on 
spherical particle to calculate particle impact temperature and 
velocity. 
Gas Velocity, Temperature 
Use isentropic nozzle relations to determine gas flow 
conditions. This feature is critical for generalization of LACS 
between systems and even to different nozzle and standoff 
distances. 
Substrate Temperature Conditions 
Use gas flow conditions, laser, and substrate thermal properties 
to calculate temperature gradient in deposited material and 
substrate. 
Substrate Volume 
Convert dimensions and geometries into the total volume of 
the part 
Expected Thickness 
Assume 100% deposition efficiency so that mass flow rate and 
the time on the part gives the total mass deposited, from which 
thickness can be extracted. 
Critical Velocity 
Use equations from literature to determine velocity at which 
the powder will have sufficient energy to deform. 
Fraction Powder Above Critical 
Velocity 
Given the curve of powder sizes, determine the threshold for 
size that has sufficient velocity to deform and find the area of 
the curve below that threshold. 
Critical Velocity for Substrate 
As both substrate and powder are capable of deforming, use 
the same calculation to determine critical velocity of the 
substrate material, with a small modifier to account for 
increased difficult in deformation due to bulk material. 
Critical Velocity For Laser Temp 
Instead of using the particle impact conditions, use the laser 
surface temperature and recalculate critical velocity 
Time on Part 
Use raster speed, index, number of passes, and part geometry 
to determine the total time spent on the part. 
Average Kinetic Energy Calculate kinetic energy for a D50 particle size 
Average Thermal Energy Calculate thermal energy for a D50 particle size 
Total Energy (Kinetic + Thermal) Calculate total energy for a D50 particle size 
Stress from thermal expansion 
differences 
Calculate stress associated with a heated particle and substrate 
being locked together, with stress induced upon cooling. 
 
4.3.3.2 Arithmetically Engineered Features 
Generally, arithmetic engineered (AE) features are meant to create relationships between different 
features such as ratios for relative comparison or differences to indicate a range. Table 27 provides an 
overview of all the AE features used in this study. Note that many of these values are based on some sort 
of physical significance while others are simply comparing two related values.  
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Table 27: Overview and description of functions for arithmetic feature engineering. 
Conversion Description Conversion Function 
Laser-Powder Temperature Ratio: Compare the 
surface temperature to the powder melting 
temperature. Many properties such as yield strength 
and modulus change relative to the current 




Laser-Substrate Temperature Ratio: Same material 




Heat Transfer Path: Ratio of laser temperature versus 
expected thickness of a material, stems from the idea 
that the primary heat conduction will be through the 





Raster Overlap: A count of the number of times a 
raster will pass over the same point on a part—affects 




Diameter Ratio: The ratio of the laser and spray 
diameters is important in determining what fraction of 




Critical Velocity Ratio: If the ratio is greater than one 





Particle Size & Roughness Ratio: There is an 
assumption that particle size and the size of the 
surface roughness (being in the same units) are 
directly relatable. Since Ra is the average variation in 
height, 2*Ra would give the depth and height of the 
valleys of a surface 
𝟐 ∗ [𝑺𝒖𝒃 𝑺𝒖𝒓𝒇 𝑹𝒐𝒖𝒈𝒉 𝑺𝒂]
[𝑷𝒐𝒘𝒅𝒆𝒓 𝑫𝟓𝟎 𝑺𝒊𝒛𝒆]
 
Laser Diameter Class: Because the data is fairly sparse, 
it may be better to convert laser diameter to a binary 
classifier 0 for small diameters, 1 for large diameters 
{
𝟏 𝒊𝒇 𝒙 > 𝟓
𝟎 𝒊𝒇 𝒙 ≤ 𝟓
 
Spray Angle Class: Because the data is fairly sparse it 
may be better to convert spray angle to a binary 
classifier for 1 if the angle is normal and 0 if it is 
oblique. 
{
𝟏 𝒊𝒇 𝒙 = 𝟗𝟎
𝟎 𝒊𝒇 𝒙 ! =  𝟗𝟎
 
Laser Position Classifier: The data for spray position is 
sparse, so the data is converted to leading (+1) 
concentric (0) and trailing (-1). 
{
𝟏 𝒊𝒇 𝒙 > 𝟎
𝟎 𝒊𝒇 𝒙 = 𝟎
−𝟏 𝒊𝒇 𝒙 < 𝟎
 
Geometry Round: There is a difference in stress 
distributions for components that are radial versus 
those that are flat. 
{
𝟏 𝒊𝒇 𝒙 = 𝑹𝒐𝒖𝒏𝒅𝑯𝒐𝒍𝒍𝒐𝒘|𝑹𝒐𝒖𝒏𝒅 𝑺𝒐𝒍𝒊𝒅
𝟎 𝒊𝒇 𝒙 ! = 𝑹𝒐𝒖𝒏𝒅𝑯𝒐𝒍𝒍𝒐𝒘|𝑹𝒐𝒖𝒏𝒅𝑺𝒐𝒍𝒊𝒅
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Geometry Rotational: There is a difference in heating 
and raster patterns for parts that rotate continuously 
versus parts that have linear raster patterns. 
{
𝟏 𝒊𝒇 𝒙 = 𝑹𝒐𝒖𝒏𝒅𝑯𝒐𝒍𝒍𝒐𝒘|𝑹𝒐𝒖𝒏𝒅 𝑺𝒐𝒍𝒊𝒅|𝑫𝒊𝒔𝒄
𝟎 𝒊𝒇 𝒙 ! = 𝑹𝒐𝒖𝒏𝒅𝑯𝒐𝒍𝒍𝒐𝒘|𝑹𝒐𝒖𝒏𝒅𝑺𝒐𝒍𝒊𝒅|𝑫𝒊𝒔𝒄
 
Average powder: Five statistics for powder size may 
be too much, so all statistics are removed except D50. 
𝑫𝟓𝟎 𝑺𝒊𝒛𝒆 
Range: Sometimes only the maximum, minimum, and 
range will be used for understanding a powder. 
𝑫𝟏𝟎 𝑺𝒊𝒛𝒆,𝑫𝟗𝟎 𝑺𝒊𝒛𝒆,𝑫𝟗𝟎 − 𝑫𝟏𝟎 
Weighted Average: Instead of taking a numeric count 
of the particles, the weighted average of all particles is 
taken. 
. 𝟏𝟕𝟓 ∗ 𝑫𝟏𝟎+.𝟐 ∗ 𝑫𝟐𝟓+.𝟐𝟓 ∗ 𝑫𝟓𝟎+,𝟐
∗ 𝑫𝟕𝟓+.𝟏𝟕𝟓 ∗ 𝑫𝟗𝟎 
Hardness Ratio: Comparing the ratios of the two 
hardness value indicates which material will be more 




Kelvin Conversion: All temperatures should be 
converted to Kelvin, especially for any ratios being 
performed. 
𝑻𝒆𝒎𝒑 + 𝟐𝟕𝟑 
Increase in Conductivity: While the individual values 
of conduction are useful, it is the difference in 
conduction that is most useful. 2500 and 500 psi are 
used because the tap conductivity is always zero for 
materials. 
𝑷𝒐𝒘𝒅𝒆𝒓𝟐𝟓𝟎𝟎𝑪𝒐𝒏𝒅 − 𝑷𝒐𝒘𝒅𝒆𝒓𝟓𝟎𝟎𝑪𝒐𝒏𝒅 
Increase in Density: The change in density 
corresponds to how well powders are able to slide 
passed one another and stack together. 
𝑷𝒐𝒘𝒅𝒆𝒓𝟐𝟓𝟎𝟎𝑫𝒆𝒏𝒔𝒊𝒕𝒚
− 𝑷𝒐𝒘𝒅𝒆𝒓𝑻𝒂𝒑𝑫𝒆𝒏𝒔𝒊𝒕𝒚 
Density Ratio: The ratio of measured density to actual 
theoretical density indicates the amount of free space 




Flowability Ratio: The flowability measures are fairly 
arbitrary values. More information can be extracted by 
normalizing them on a scale from 0 to 1. Caution 





Arrhenius T: Many properties in materials are related 





Impact Temperature Ratio: Compare the powder 
impact temperature to the powder melting 
temperature. Many properties such as yield strength 
and modulus change relative to the current 





4.4 LACS Model Selection 
4.4.1 LACS Target Type 
LACS has four primary target variables: hardness, porosity, thickness, and binary adhesion. As mentioned 
before, porosity will not be included in the current modeling effort due to the complexity of handling a 
wide range of images in a consistent fashion. More information on the challenges with porosity are found 
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in Appendix D. The remaining three targets, however, will all be discussed in detail. Of the three, binary 
adhesion is the only categorical target of these and thus will be a classification problem. Hardness and 
thickness meanwhile will be regression focused problems. No models performing prediction of multiple 
targets simultaneously will be used. 
4.4.2 LACS Error Metric 
Due to having classification and regression targets, both types of error metrics need to be assessed. In the 
case of LACS Binary Adhesion (the classification target), the only truly important criteria is whether or not 
the model is accurate. This model is being used to support experimental procedures so criteria such as 
precision or recall are unnecessary. Instead, the error metric for binary adhesion will be simple accuracy, 
where accuracy is defined as the number of correctly classified instances. 
The error metric for the regression targets requires a bit more discussion because these targets use 
dramatically different units. With these targets having physical significance, it is also important to have 
error metrics that are in units usable by the output. Equally important, however is to be able to compare 
which of the models has the true least amount of error, which can lead to a discussion of the features 
used to best capture that target and what features need to be included for better predictions of the other 
targets. To accomplish both these tasks, the model assessment and optimization phases will be performed 
with r2 as the error criteria. This is a unit-free criterion that is well understood by members of the materials 
science and data science communities. However, in final model testing and evaluation the RMSE will be 
used as the error criteria since the values reported here are in the same units as the target itself leading 
to an intuitive understanding of both the prediction and the associated error. 
4.4.3 LACS Model Options 
After reviewing the data in the set, it is fairly clear that simple models will be insufficient for capturing 
most of the data. Additionally though, it will be important to be able to interpret the results of the model 
in order to gain a deeper physical understanding of the LACS process, perhaps for improvements in the 
experimental procedure or even in the system design itself.  
To accomplish this, a series of models will be evaluated for each target type (classification and regression). 
Extremely basic models (linear and logistic) will be selected as baselines. Trees and random forests will be 
utilized for their interpretability. In the case of regression targets, ridge regression will be used due to its 
ability to control coefficient dominance, which may occur given the bias in the data collected for thickness 
data. Lasso will be used in the regression models for further avoidance of overfitting. KNN will be used in 
both regression and classification targets for its ability to map unique decision boundaries in a relatively 
simple manner. Basic multi-layer perceptron neural networks will be considered for both classification 
and regression due to the flexibility of being able to design various model topologies. Finally, Kernel SVM 
with a Radial Basis Function will be used because the initial PCA evaluations indicated that in low 
dimensional space the data was not easily separable, especially in the case of the classification binary 
adhesion target.  
Several different parameter levels were chosen for each of these models in an attempt to evaluate the 
maximum amount of variability and accuracy for each model. The final list of models for both classification 
and regression is shown in Table 28. 
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Table 28: Summary of models used for classification and regression target sets. 
Classification Regression 
Logistic Regression Linear Regression 
Decision Trees Decision Trees 
Random Forests Random Forests 
K-Nearest Neighbors Ridge Regression 
Multi-Layer Perceptron Lasso Regression 
RBF Kernel Support Vector Machines K-Nearest Neighbors 
 Multi-Layer Perceptron 
 RBF Kernel Support Vector Machines 
 
4.4.4 LACS Model Evaluation 
While the classification and regression techniques use different error metrics, the method of actually 
evaluating the models will be the same. The data set will be randomly divided into a training and testing 
set with 80% of the data in training and 20% of the data in testing. Then the training data set will be used 
with 5-Fold Cross validation where each fold is randomly chosen from the 80% of the training data. The 
reserved 20% of data for testing is never used for evaluating the model. Note, however, that each time 
the model is generated the data sets are randomly re-selected.  
When actually evaluating the models, two statistics will be investigated. First is the model error 
performance—accuracy for classification and r2 for regression. Second is the model standard deviation 
across all 5 folds of the cross validation. A high standard deviation is a strong indication of overfitting in 
the model. Additionally, high performance by the simpler (linear and logistic) models is likely another 
indicator of overfitting in the data set.  
Several different data sets and preparations will be used to evaluate the models. The first will be the data 
as originally produced. The second preparation will be the base set with all data normalized. The third will 
be a normalized set with all features reduced to 95% explained variance PCA components. The model 
fitting and prediction will occur in the PCA space and any assessment of the actual feature response will 
be converted back to the physical space.  
The first data set then will be the base feature set with no engineered or reduced features. The exceptions 
to this rule will be those features that are categorical with multiple classes and must be converted to 
binary features, and those models such as element and element fraction, which are not truly continuous 
features and have too many classes to be converted into binary predictors. 
The next data set will use each of the three steps above, but with the powder and substrate data replaced 
by the PCA classes discussed in the feature reduction section. The third data set will again use the basic 
and engineered features. The fourth data set will utilize only the engineered features. The final data set 
will use the engineered features along with the PCA/KMeans clustered powder and substrate features. 
Finally, all data sets will be evaluated by a series of decision tree models in order to assess the importance 
of various features. While these assessments will not be used to directly select or eliminate features, they 
will be used from an engineering perspective for any insights that might inspire new and improved 
scientifically engineered features for enhancing model assessments. Table 29 reviews all of the different 
data sets that will be used for model assessment. Of the first 15 data sets, which are focused on all 
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materials, the top performing data sets and model types will be optimized as per the discussion in the 
next section. 
 
4.4.5 LACS Model Optimization 
Once the top performing models and data sets have been determined, each model type will be optimized 
based on its specific parameter sets, which have been discussed in Section 3.4.3. This optimization will be 
performed using a map of levels across each parameter. The models will be assessed using the same 80% 
of training data with the final 20% reserved for end testing. Each of the interaction levels will be assessed 
with 5-Fold Cross Validation where both error and standard deviation will be used in the evaluation for 
optimization. The results of each assessment will be reported in a heat map. 
4.4.6 LACS Final Model Testing 
The final models will be evaluated using two different metrics. First, each model will be evaluated using 
the remaining 20% of data as of yet unseen by the trained models. For classification targets, this error will 
be reported as accuracy and for regression targets, the error will be reported in terms of RMSE so that 
the units will be in terms of the target itself. The second method of evaluation will be a comparison to 
data from a system not used in this study. 
The final reported results will contain: 
 Error for the cross validated model 
 Error predicting powders within the original data set (training) 
 Error predicting powders outside of the original data set (testing)  
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5 LACS Model Prediction 
Thus far in the effort to develop a predictive tool for Laser-Assisted Cold Spray, the modeling efforts have 
essentially focused on defining the problem and pathway to solution. The appropriate key predictors in 
the LACS process were identified along with suitable measurement techniques. The data was collected, 
stored, and cleaned. After cleaning, the data was assessed based on data spread and correlation, which 
led to the selection of certain engineered features and feature selection tools. Recall that there were 
clustered features, arithmetic features, and functional features all engineered in the dataset, which 
resulted in several base sets that could be used depending on the desired level of feature engineering.  
5.1 Data Set Enhancement Methods 
As suggested from the beginning of this work, the role of the materials engineer in the development of a 
data science model is to define the appropriate generalizability and granularity of the feature set. In the 
case of LACS, three primary methods were applied to help enhance generalizability and granularity.  
5.1.1 Influence of Processing Features on Predictor Accuracy 
The first of these was an early realization that LACS equipment is inherently location- and machine-
dependent. In other words, a Laser-Assisted Cold Spray system used in Oxford, MA would function 
differently than an LACS system in State College, PA. Even if the systems were manufactured by the same 
company, differences in feeding mechanisms, plumbing lengths, exhaust, etc. could all change the flow 
behavior of particles in the LACS process. To reduce this site-dependency, a set of thermo-fluid and heat 
transfer models were developed as part of the scientifically engineered predictors so that scientifically 
modeled ones could replace all process-based parameters. The basic concept is that by using models to 
predict key processing features such as particle impact temperature, particle impact velocity, and 
substrate peak temperature, the results could be generalized across not just any IPG-LACS system, but 
also any cold spray system because the influence of all processing conditions is converted to basic 
temperatures, times, and velocities that are system agnostic.  
Figure 56 compares the results of this analysis for a data set with no processing features, basic processing 
features, and model predicted processing features in the blue, yellow, and red bars respectively. A set of 
31 models for each preparation (column), data set (color), and target (row) were evaluated using 5-fold 
cross validation (CV). Each subplot contains the appropriate target scores along the y-axis for the each of 
the average of the 31 models, the maximum score from all models, and the score with the lowest standard 
deviation for all of the model scores along the x-axis. The basic results indicate that there is not a clear 
dependence of accuracy on processing features, which by itself is a rather surprising revelation. This 
indicates that far greater importance is placed on the materials than the process. However, for each of 
the data sets and preparations, there is a general decrease in standard deviation moving from no 
processing features up to modeled processing features. While the effectiveness of prediction for the 
various models may not improve, this reduction in error between models indicates that the fundamental 
purpose of the modeled features has effectively eliminated the need for using system-level processing 
features.  
For those results in which the score bar is essentially zero and the error bar spans the full height of the 
plot, some of the models (often neural networks) are reporting a negative r2 value, essentially indicating 
that the fit is worse than just drawing a straight line through the data. It is important to note that those 
results dramatically influence the average, but that the maximum score and minimum standard deviation 
values are still quite viable and simply indicate the differences in success at prediction for different models.  
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Another point of interest is that for different targets, the processing parameters have varying importance. 
For example, in binary adhesion the included processing features merely serve to improve model accuracy, 
but since the base positive response rate is on the order of 79%, there is relatively little room for 
improvement beyond this point. For thickness, on the other hand, the addition of the processing features 
dramatically improves both the accuracy and the CV standard deviation. Hardness, similarly to binary 
adhesion, seems to be much less dependent on the processing conditions with even the CV error only 
being marginally improved based on inclusion of processing conditions. 
While the results initially are somewhat disappointing from the perspective of the data scientist, the 
materials engineer is able to draw quite a bit of information from these results. First, those features that 
are highly material dependent are naturally less correlated to the processing conditions. Binary adhesion 
is going to be largely dependent on the relative hardness and surface roughness of the substrate versus 
the powder. While the processing conditions may cause a few results within a set of materials to change 
the adhesion status, this level of influence is overall hidden by the remaining noise of the system. Hardness, 
 
Figure 56: Comparison of basic data set with no processing features, basic data set with processing features, and modeled 
features with original processing features removed. Y-axis is the scoring criteria for the given target (binary adhesion, 
thickness, and coating hardness). Error bars are denoted by standard deviation of 5-Fold Cross Validated scores for each 
model. AvgModelScore is a measure of the average score for 31 distinct models. MaxScore is the top score of all the models 
for that set and target. MinSTD Score is the score with the lowest standard deviation. The left column of models have no 
further modifications, the central column have all features normalized, the third column was performed with 12-Component 
PCA. 
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similarly will extract a base value from the intrinsic hardness of the material. Processing conditions, while 
known to influence the results, will be far less important than the baseline hardness of the material itself. 
5.1.2 Influence of Unit Format on Model Accuracy 
The second enhancement for evaluation is less critical to a basic data set, but is absolutely vital to the 
development of interaction parameters: unit coherency. In this case, many of the initial features were 
reported in terms of results that were most comfortable for human review. For example, powder sizes 
are generally reported in micrometers because 30 is much more pleasant to view than .00003 meters or 
even 3E-5m. While this is generally fine for most models that are normalized or do not depend on scale, 
the results of arithmetic and functionally engineered features will be heavily influenced by the unit 
balance. To accommodate this, the initial data set was converted so that all results were in the basic SI 
units: meters for distance, seconds for time, joules for energy, kilograms for mass, etc.  
Figure 57 compares these results for the two primary data sets (colors) across all three targets (rows) and 
3 preparations (columns). The scores and errors are listed similarly to Figure 56 with error stemming from 
 
Figure 57: Comparison of basic data set to a set with the feature units converted to basic SI units. The Y-axis is the scoring 
criteria for the given target (binary adhesion, thickness, and coating hardness). Error bars are denoted by standard deviation 
of 5-Fold Cross Validated scores for each model. AvgModelScore is a measure of the average score for 31 distinct models. 
MaxScore is the top score of all the models for that set and target. MinSTD Score is the score with the lowest standard 
deviation. The left column of models have no further modifications, the central column have all features normalized, the third 
column was performed with 12-Component PCA. 
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the standard deviation of 5-Fold CV. The overall results from this comparison indicate that the units have 
relatively little influence on binary adhesion as a target. On the other hand, for the continuous variables 
thickness and hardness, there are much more apparent differences. This is particularly true for thickness, 
which is itself an attribute altered by the unit conversion from micrometers to meters. Given this change 
in scale, it is not a surprise that the accuracy of the thickness model is adversely affected. Hardness, on 
the other hand, is relatively unaffected by the unit update. This again likely has to do with the 
dependencies of each target on a different set of features. Thickness will be dependent on more of the 
processing conditions, which will be directly affected by the unit conversion, while hardness is more 
closely linked to material properties like hardness, which will be unaffected by unit conversion since they 
are already in their basic form.  
5.1.3 Handling Multi Pass Samples 
Finally, and most important of the initial three data set 
modifications, is proper handling of the multi-pass dilemma. 
This dilemma, described visually in Figure 58, shows that for 
some samples there can be an unlimited number of layering 
options. The first pass group could be composed of titanium, 
while the second pass group could be composed of Inconel, 
or the first pass group could be sprayed at one set of slower 
conditions while the other could be sprayed at faster speeds. 
The important distinction here is between passes and pass 
groups. An individual pass group could have an infinite 
number of passes.  
As indicated in the database developed in Section 4.2, the 
way to maintain this distinction is to have multiple entries for 
each sample corresponding to the proper pass group, as 
shown in Table 30. By storing the data in this fashion, it 
prevents the necessity of an infinitely variable number of 
fields for a given sample. Unfortunately, the consequence of storing data like this is that there is no simple 
way to account for multiple pass groups in a model. Similar to data storage, if a model were to view each 
pass group independently there could be a virtually unlimited number of input feature options resulting 
in a poorly defined model.  
To accommodate this, three different methods were applied: first, all samples with pass groups greater 
than 1 were eliminated. Since many metrics of adhesion and hardness are related to individual layers close 
to the substrate, this is a simple albeit over-zealous approach to simplify the problem. The second method, 
called GT1, was to remove all pass groups greater than 1, but to introduce a binary variable that indicates 
whether there were more pass groups in addition to the first one. The third approach, called comboGT1, 
was to model the thermal profiles of all pass groups using the 1D heat transfer routine described in 
Appendix G. After each pass group, the final temperatures and estimated thicknesses were passed to the 
subsequent pass groups as initial conditions. The thermal properties for the final pass group of a sample 
were then passed to the first pass group and all other pass groups were eliminated from the data set. 
Each of these three modifications was compared to the complete data set with no modifications to the 
pass group. 
 
Figure 58: Illustration of multi-pass group 
dilemma. 
Table 30: Table representation of database 
challenge in storing multiple passes. 
Sample PG #Pass Speed Index 
5.11B1 1 5 300 1 
5.11B1 2 3 100 5 
5.13B1 1 1 100 2 
5.14B1 1 3 1000 .5 
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Figure 59 shows the results of these comparisons where, similar to the previous two discussions, the 
results for each of the four data sets are compared for all three targets and three different model 
preparations. The issue of some of the modified features resulting in negative r2 values is made apparent 
in this data set, but again is simply an indication that one or two models performed poorly. Most often, 
the model for the continuous targets that performs worst is a linear model, simply reaffirming the original 
assumption that the data used in this set is extremely non-linear. More to the point, however, is that for 
each target variable there is a different response to the use of a different pass group handling method. 
For binary adhesion, the results seem to indicate that the altered pass group approaches generally reduce 
not only model scores, but also model errors. By contrast, thickness is dramatically improved in terms of 
both score and accuracy by the inclusion of the pass group alterations, however the most effective 
method appears to be the simple removal of all pass groups greater than one. Finally, for hardness, the 
results indicate that its behavior is more similar to that of binary adhesion, indicating a greater 
 
Figure 59: Comparison between: basic data set with all pass groups (lt blue), all pass groups greater than 1 removed (red), all 
pass groups greater than 1 removed with a binary feature indicating this fact ( yellow), and modeled temperature and 
thickness predictors associated with the full sample assigned to pass group 1 with other pass groups removed (dk blue). The 
Y-axis is the scoring criteria for the given target (binary adhesion, thickness, and coating hardness). Error bars are denoted by 
standard deviation of 5-Fold Cross Validated scores for each model. AvgModelScore is a measure of the average score for 31 
distinct models. MaxScore is the top score of all the models for that set and target. MinSTD Score is the score with the lowest 
standard deviation. The left column of models have no further modifications, the central column have all features normalized, 
the third column was performed with 12-Component PCA. Note that the full column and full error bar are both a result of one 
or two models that have very large (1E9) negative values. 
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dependence on material properties of the base layer than of the multiple layers. Generally, the full data 
set with no pass groups eliminated performs the best. One interesting point is that the results for both 
the basic ‘GT1 set and ‘comboGT1’ perform similarly. Close inspection of the data reveals that using the 
comboGT1 data for the whole sample in the first pass group slightly improves the response and CV error 
over just the basic pass group elimination + binary feature.  
While these results again initially seem misleading, the reality is that there are fairly simple physical 
interpretations for each of these phenomena. Binary adhesion will once again be most dependent on the 
material properties, so including the extra data in this set will help to improve the model accuracies by 
reaffirming adhesion qualities for these multiple pass group examples. It has been shown in many trials 
of this study that greater layer thickness will increase the likelihood of a binary adhesion failure. However, 
this may be accounted for by using the number of samples associated with the first pass group, hence 
reducing the need for theoretical predictions of thickness.  
Final sample thickness, on the other hand, will be very different for those samples with multiple pass 
groups. By eliminating all of those samples with multiple pass groups and focusing exclusively on those 
samples with only one pass group, it is possible to accurately predict the thickness of those samples. The 
results from hardness seem to show that while the basic unmodified set has slightly better scores, the 
cross validated error of the models is improved with the GT1 and comboGT1 enhancements. Detailed 
investigation shows that CV standard deviation is reduced the most with the comboGT1 set. 
5.1.4 Data Set Enhancement Summary 
To summarize these initial dataset enhancements, it is apparent that many perceived “enhancements” 
actually serve to complicate the data set. Whether this is due to inaccuracies in the models or methods 
remains to be seen, however for all future model development, the following data set modifications will 
be used: 
 Binary Adhesion: Limited processing predictors, no update to SI units, and no sample pass group 
elimination 
 Thickness: Basic processing predictors, no update to SI units, samples with pass groups greater 
than 1 eliminated (GT1) 
 Hardness: Basic processing predictors, no update to SI units, comboGT1 enhancement applied 
5.2 Data Set Feature Engineering Options 
One of the key benefits to developing a set of machine learning models, particularly linear based and tree 
models, is the ability to extract information regarding the relative importance of various features in the 
model subset. While the previous section enabled a discussion of the relative influence of a wide range of 
features, the relative importance of individual features has not been explored yet. It is generally ill advised 
to perform feature selection using this type of approach due to the tendency to introduce bias into the 
system, however a materials engineer will be able to extract a better understanding of the relative 
influence of various physical phenomena, which may be reasonably applied to improve the models or 
features. 
5.2.1 Feature Importance for Binary Adhesion 
With binary adhesion being largely material-centric, the expectation is that the important features should 
be those related to material properties, with a minor influence from processing conditions. To help 
understand which conditions are most influential, four different data sets were used: a basic set with no 
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modifications, a basic set with 12 component PCA, a set with all features, and a set with all basic features 
plus the comboGT1 pass group modification. The individual features included in each of these data sets is 
plotted against the tree models used, with a heat map produced where color corresponds to relative 
feature importance extracted from 5-Fold Cross validation of the tree models. In the case of PCA based 
sets, the important principal components are extracted from the tree feature importance and then the 
eigenvector scores from the appropriate component and feature are extracted and multiplied by the tree 
feature importance to create a feature-based importance score.   
Figure 60 and Figure 61 show a pair of images that were developed using this tree-based feature 
importance study for binary adhesion. Reviewing Figure 60 shows one primarily important feature for the 
basic model set: Powder Tap Density. However, this feature is not the only one determined by the models 
to be important; others include the substrate hardness, surface roughness, mass flow rate, laser 
temperature, raster speed, powder nanohardness, and powder D10 size. The important point to take 
away from this plot is that for the basic data set, the parameters that are likely to be important based 
upon a physical understanding of the process behavior are indeed considered important by extraction. 
However, a few variables are blatantly missing from this evaluation including powder material hardness, 
powder density, gas temperature, and the number of passes. Even laser set temperature is a relatively 
unused predictor. These last five attributes would all be considered extremely important during design of 
an experiment, as they are known to influence adhesion.  
This leaves two possibilities for interpretation of the results: 
1. The nature of the samples produced during data generation is that they are focused on specific 
areas of investigation with fairly narrow spray windows. Because the general variance of laser 
temperature is only a range of about 20%, there is less information extracted from this than would 
be possible if each material had been uniformly sampled across the full laser temperature space. 
This also leads to a secondary effect where material properties dominate—in particular one such 
as powder tap density, which is a very good indicator of material type and can become strongly 
linked to overall performance instead of serving as one piece of the overall performance. 
2. The total set of sampling data is valid and in fact only these few properties are actually of value in 
predicting binary adhesion.  
A quick way to evaluate these two hypotheses is to investigate the parameters that are deemed important 
after applying principal component analysis to the same data set. In this case, shown in Figure 61, the 
features considered to be important are of a very different set. For the PCA evaluated set, Spray Diameter, 
Laser Position, number of passes, substrate surface roughness, substrate material properties, substrate 
hardness, and several particle size distributions tend to become more important with no single feature 
dominating as in the non-PCA set. One key point to make here is that collections of dependent features 
(such as the set of particle sizes) tend to all be deemed important, however these may be leading to false 
inferences in terms of actual results. Thus, one takeaway from these attributes is that linearly dependent 
features should not be used in application to PCA sets. The other point is that by focusing on different 
features in the PCA set, it may actually be possible to combine models in the future (PCA and non-PCA) to 
enhance overall results.  
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Two more sets listed in the Supplemental Images section, Appendix H 
 as Figure 101 and Figure 102 are for the full set of processing predictors, and full set of processing 
predictors with the pass group modification respectively. These new features indicate a couple of 
interesting items. Overall, the models perform similarly to the basic parameter set with a few exceptions. 
Powder tap density is still a primary predictor in both sets, but now powder conductivity of a few levels is 
as well. Powder D90 Size becomes important in a few models and various nanoindentation statistics show 
some level of importance as well. The critical point to note here, however, is that many of the new 
predictors are shown to have greater importance than the basic material properties, as was originally 
assumed based on the score based estimates presented in Section 5.1.1. Statistics such as the interface 
stagnation temperature, the time at stagnation temperature, and the average interface temperature are 
all shown to be important. Critically, the pass group conversion method used in Figure 102 shows that 
most of the added predictors increase in importance when they are included in the model, indicating that 
the comboGT1 modifier as a method of accounting for multi-pass group samples may in fact be a viable 
approach.  
5.2.2 Feature Importance for Coating Thickness  
Similar to the case of binary adhesion, thickness also has one predictor that generally demonstrates a 
strong importance, though in this case rather than tap density it is actually spray diameter. Other 
important features, as indicated in Figure 62, include laser surface temperature, mass flow rate, index 
step, substrate density, number of passes, powder flowability, several powder density/conductivity 
characteristics, and a number of powder literature based values including powder density.        
 
Figure 62: Heat map of the feature performance for coating thickness target with specified features across the x-axis and 
tree models across the y-axis. Colors denote relative feature importance with light blue indicating no importance and 
purple indicating significant importance for baseline features including powder, substrate, and processing features. Note 
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Laser diameter as a primary feature of importance seems initially to be erroneous and, similar to 
powder tap density from binary adhesion, leaves two possible interpretations: 
1. The spray diameter is largely falsely correlated to the sample thickness either through coincidence 
or through unintentional sampling bias. 
2. The spray diameter is in fact critical to determining the final coating thickness. 
The reality is that, in contrast to binary adhesion, both hypotheses are likely correct. First, consider that 
the spray diameter is linked very closely to the material deposited. A heavy material that reaches its critical 
velocity easily, such as tungsten carbide, will have a larger spot size than will a lighter powder that requires 
more impact energy to adhere. This results from the fact that the further away from the central axis a 
particle is, the slower that particle is traveling and in most cases, the smaller that particle will be. Thus 
while spray diameter is a measured value, it is actually highly dependent on other processing conditions 
including gas temperature and material properties. Unfortunately, this value is NOT consistently 
measured and is more of a binary metric than a continuous predictor (large vs. small spot). In general, a 
large spray spot is also accommodated by increasing the laser diameter. However, the laser diameter does 
not show any importance in this model set likely indicating that the direct correlation between the two 
means that spray diameter has already accounted for the information available in the footprint diameters.  
Appendix H shows three additional images for PCA, predicted processing features, and pass group 
modified features as Figure 103, Figure 104, and Figure 105 respectively. Unlike in binary adhesion, where 
the PCA modified data set does not include the same predictors as the basic set, PCA modifications for 
thickness do include many similar features including the spray diameter. Several additional linearly related 
features like surface roughness and particle size are again included. Substrate density and substrate 
specific heat are particularly important features, as are substrate geometric features and the number of 
passes. Different sets of models tend to extract different features as primarily important, but in general a 
feature deemed important in one model is found to be important to some degree in all models. With the 
addition of new features, the spray diameter is still considered important, as are many of the other 
powder-focused features found in the basic set. Again, a few of the modeled process features are found 
to be important and when the pass group modification is applied, these are found to be even more 
important. One of the strongest predictors is the pass group modified ‘time on part’, which simply 
indicates for how long the powder will be sprayed on the piece. This time on part, coupled with mass flow 
rate, and modified by a few other deposition efficiency features could certainly be a strong predictor of 
overall thickness.  
5.2.3 Feature Importance for Coating Hardness 
As with binary adhesion and coating thickness, coating hardness, shown in Figure 63, has one primary 
feature of importance for several models: the powder conductivity compressed to 500 psi. Again, this is 
likely a material based separation that is occurring to divide materials into various categories. However, 
the prominence of powder conductivity as a predictor of hardness may be quite natural given that the 
conductivity will measure not only surface defects, but also potentially intraparticle porosity or 
disconnections between powder grains. Additional features of interest are the mass flow rate and raster 
speed, as would be expected. Substrate thickness along with several different powder properties were 
found to be important. Interestingly, powder nanohardness and powder literature extracted hardness 
play relatively little importance in the results. This fact by itself is puzzling given that most functions for 
hardness of a material would start with the basic hardness and then modify that hardness based on 
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percentage cold worked or time at a given temperature relatively to the annealing temperature of a 
material. However, it is possible that the models are noticing the fact that LACS properties are largely 
governed by defects rather than intrinsic material properties. Lastly, it is at least promising to note that 
the model does focus on powder based material features indicating that at least some correlation has 
been drawn to material dependencies. 
Appendix H again shows the three supplemental images for PCA modified features, predicted processing 
features, and pass group modified features shown in Figure 106, Figure 107, and Figure 108. The PCA 
modified results show some interesting characteristics. First, spray diameter is again extracted as being 
important, as are several other substrate-focused parameters including surface roughness and geometric 
features. Particle size is much less evaluated in these samples. Interestingly, the number of passes is 
consistently the most important feature. This makes sense physically given that the extra particle impacts 
will increase the overall strain and thus hardness in the system, however the rest of the features extracted 
for these results, particularly the fact that no powder based features are extracted, seems to be an 
indication that PCA based methods for hardness are not likely to be successful.  
The inclusion of new processing and pass group modified features behaves similarly to the baseline 
hardness results with emphasis on powder processing conditions and powder conductivity as the primary 
predictor. One feature in the pass group modified data set that has been shown important for the first 
time is the binary predictor ‘Is Cermet’ that simply indicates 1 for yes and 0 for no. This should be a perfect 
separator for hardness, however only in the larger feature set is it revealed as having importance. 
 
Figure 63: Heat map of the feature performance for coating hardness target with specified features across the x-axis and 
tree models across the y-axis. Colors denote relative feature importance with light blue indicating no importance and 
purple indicating significant importance for baseline features including powder, substrate, and processing features. Note 
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Additionally, nanohardness standard deviation shows some importance, which given its ability to classify 
powders as described in Section 4.1.3, is surprising that it didn’t show up in other sets. Finally, a smattering 
of other predicted features is shown to be important for different models. 
5.2.4 Summary of Feature Importance Discussion 
In some instances, the extraction of feature importances from these various data sets and targets has 
contradicted the results from the evaluation of model performance for various basic data preparations. 
The initial work indicated that modifications such as those done for the pass groups had relatively little 
influence. However, in each of the three targets in this study it was shown that the use of the pass group 
modifier consistently improved the relative importance of the individual features without necessarily 
detracting from the important features as designated in the base set. Thus while the accuracy of the 
models may not necessarily have been improved, the information gleaned from this modification is 
certainly being utilized. It may simply be that the overall accuracy is only mildly improved relative to the 
inclusion or exclusion of some other key features. 
Principal component analysis has been shown to yield much more widespread features of importance, 
without the emphasis of just one or two primary features. However, these features are often linearly 
related and/or related more towards a confounding link to a material than as an actual predictor itself. 
However, the fact that this approach frequently reduces overall model CV error and targets non-standard 
features may be an indication of the value of using a voting type ensemble of models for a final result. 
Finally, it should be noted that linearly related features should be removed or engineered for the future 
data sets. In the case of baseline tests, the linearly related parameters were ignored and thus superfluous, 
while for the PCA modified data sets they were included thus consuming possibly valuable information 
space. 
5.3 Data Set and Model Selection 
Given the information extracted from the feature importance evaluation and the initial data set 
assessments, a few points from the originally proposed trials in Table 29 should be amended.  
1. Any directly interdependent features should be removed or engineered so that the remaining 
features are no longer directly related. 
2. The full set of modeled and predicted process features should be used wherever appropriate—
not just one or the other 
3. Features with only a few sparse levels will be converted to either dummy binary variables, or more 
generalized binary variables (e.g. large vs. small spray diameters).  
4. Additional engineered features from 4.3.3 should be included in the engineered features models 
The full results for each of the three targets for prediction among the full data set (all materials) will be 
displayed in a series of bubble-plot style heat maps. These heat maps list the data set descriptions 
corresponding to Table 29 across the y-axis and the relevant algorithms used in the study across the x-
axis. For algorithms that have the same name, there are slightly different model-level parameters used. 
These parameters will be optimized for the best model/dataset combinations in the upcoming section on 
model optimization. In the plot area there will be a series of squares where each square color correlates 
to the color bar cross-validated mean score at the right and the square’s size corresponds the cross 
validated error of the model/data set intersection. A large square corresponds to a low error and a small 
square corresponds to a high error. Points that have no square at all indicate model/data set intersections 
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that have extremely large cross validated error. Thus the ideal model/data set candidate is on that has a 
large, dark square at its intersection.  
5.3.1 Binary Adhesion 
The results of the binary adhesion model study are shown in Figure 64, clearly indicating that certain 
models/data sets perform better than others. BA_DF5_PCA for example is the PCA version of data set 5 
from Table 29 and seems to generally perform poorly as compared to some of the other data sets. 
Considering various model types, several of the logistic and decision tree models have low standard 
deviation for the cross validated scores, but relatively poor scores (large, teal square). The random forests 
have several strong predictions, indicating that these should likely be the focal point of investigation. The 
last two KNN models also have several high-performance results. In fact, the best overall model score 
comes from the basic preparation of the second data set (score=0.88). Regarding the data sets, the top 
results come from the second data set, which was prepared with the powder and substrate clustered 
results—an approach known at this point to reduce CV error.  
5.3.2 Coating Thickness 
For the thickness target, random forests again perform extremely well across many data sets. For 
thickness, however, data sets three and four tend to perform better. These sets include the engineered 
features without using the PCA classified powder and substrate predictors as before. Surprisingly, none 
of the ANN functions seems to come close to matching the random forests in terms of score. One KNN 
regression model that uses a large number of neighbors with the scores evaluated using a distance voting 
metric rather than a direct counting approach performs almost as well as the random forest models. 
Random forest models have a top the top score at 0.7339. There is one support vector regression model 
that seems to perform well, however it doesn’t perform as effectively as either the random forests or the 
KNN regressor and so is likely not worth exploring further. 
 
Figure 64: Results of analysis for data sets (y-axis) and specific model types (x-axis) after 5-Fold Cross Validation where the 
color represents the average of the scores and the size of the square represents the standard deviation of the scores. A large, 
dark square indicates a model/data set intersection that has low model error and low cross validation standard deviation. 
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5.3.3 Coating Hardness—Full Data Set 
The most obvious observation for the hardness target in Figure 66a is that PCA modified sets generally 
perform well in terms of error. Data sets 3-5 seem to function the best for random forest algorithms, but 
generally seem to be more accurate for normalized and basic preparations. Despite these performances 
though, the maximum r2 value of 0.56 is not very promising. This target is the first in which Lasso and 
Ridge have performed reasonably well. This is less an indication of the success of those models and 
more an indication that there is significant difficulty in actually modeling the hardness targets with the 
given data set. One consideration here is that according to the previous studies, the multi-pass group 
samples were simply left unmodified, however there was enough noise in the data that the completely 
unmodified pass group set was investigated in Figure 66b. The results showed that the modified pass 
groups were actually limiting the accuracy of the models. This lack of improvement in the model with 
enhanced granularity of features further supports the concept of LACS coatings being largely governed 
by defects rather than fundamental properties.  Nevertheless, the top model was random forest with a 




Figure 65: Results of analysis for data sets (y-axis) and specific model types (x-axis) after 5-Fold Cross Validation where the 
color represents the average of the scores and the size of the square represents the standard deviation of the scores. A large, 
dark square indicates a model/data set intersection that has low model error and low cross validation standard deviation. 
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5.3.4 Summary of Model Selection 
While analyzing the trends and patterns of the models and data sets can be helpful in determining some 
of the structures that may be present in these data sets, the time spent optimizing these algorithms should 
not focus on poor-performing algorithms. As such, only the best from each target will be selected for 
optimization, as shown in Table 31. The exception to this will be for Binary Adhesion where a KNN model 
was the highest performance model, however because there were many Random Forest models that 
 
 
Figure 66: Results of analysis for data sets (y-axis) and specific model types (x-axis) after 5-Fold Cross Validation for coating 
hardness where the color represents the average of the scores and the size of the square represents the standard deviation 
of the scores. A large, dark square indicates a model/data set intersection that has low model error and low cross validation 
standard deviation. a) All entries were modified using the comboGT1 method b) All entries were left completely unmodified. 
Note that data fitted in these models had all hardness values of zero dropped as these were determined to be artifacts from 
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performed almost as well it was decided that an optimization of a random forest algorithm could 
potentially yield a better result.  
Table 31: Summary of best results from the three primary targets of the full material data set. 








T-BA_DF2_None KNN .8801 .0298  
Binary 
Adhesion 
T-BA_DF1_Norm RandomForest .8775 .0284  
Coating 
Thickness 
T-T_DF3_Norm RandomForest .7339 .07293 
Second best score, but 
best standard deviation 
Coating 
Hardness 
T-H_DF5_None RandomForest .6814 .0582 
Second best score but 
best standard deviation 
with no pass group 
modification 
 
After reviewing the data for the three targets, some sweeping generalizations may be made about the 
various data sets and models: 
 Random forests were generally the top performers both for score and cross validated error 
 The normalized and PCA data sets generally reduced the overall error of a model, but in direct 
comparison to the un-modified data set tended to result in lower model scores 
 Artificial neural networks, which have shown so much promise in materials engineering 
applications, generally underperform almost all other model types. 
 Lasso and Ridge regression, which are considered valuable methods for developing models that 
reduce overfitting by eliminating unwanted features, tend only to provide reduced error in the 
PCA preparation and rarely in the raw data sets. 
 The more complicated data sets with more features tended to underperform those with fewer, 
more basic features. 
 The abstraction of powder and substrate variables into PCA classifications was generally an 
effective method for reducing noise and increasing model score 
5.4 Data Set Model Optimization 
There are many methods for optimizing a model set, from using a genuine optimization algorithm to using 
a basic grid search approach. While all researchers want the very best models possible, this stage in 
particular can induce overfitting in a model because optimization involves performing ‘tuning’ on the 
hyperparameters of a model. These hyperparameters are aspects of the model that control its form or 
function. For example, a random forest has hyperparameters such as minimum leaf size (i.e. number of 
samples at which a decision (binary adhesion=1 or 0) must be made. In support vector machines the C and 
epsilon parameters are used to set the ‘margin’ range for the support vector, which essentially determines 
how many points are used in the assessment.  
For this set of evaluations, a basic cross validated grid search approach will be used for two reasons. First, 
the grid search method is able to span a wide space of possible hyper-parameter options without requiring 
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too much computational time. Second, by keeping the tuning parameters at a fairly high level the model 
will achieve reasonable accuracy without becoming overfitted to the specific tuning parameters extracted 
during an optimization routine.  
The two model types used for optimization here will be KNN and random forest, with details of the models’ 
hyperparameters described in Table 32.  
Table 32: Summary of hyperparameters for Random Forests and K Nearest Neighbors with descriptions and the values used 
during grid based analysis. 
Hyperparameter Description Values 
Random Forest 
N_estimators 
The total number of trees used 




The maximum number of 
features evaluated when 
determining a split in a tree 
5%,20%,50%,75%,100% 
Max_depth 
Essentially the maximum 
number of splits that can occur 
along a given branch 
5,10,50,None 
Min_samples_split 
The minimum number of 
samples required to allow a 
node to split, even if samples at 
node are impure 
2,5,10,20 
Max_leaf_nodes 
Maximum number of leaf nodes 
(decisions) that are allowed 
None,10,100 
Min_impurity_split 
Determines the necessary 
fraction of samples fitting a 
certain class to determine 
whether or not a split should 
occur (assuming other 




The number of neighbors used 




The weighted values for 
different points in the neighbor 
space—options are uniform and 
distance based where close 
neighbors carry greater weight 
than far neighbors. 
Uniform, Distance 
Metric 
The distance criteria used when 
evaluating ‘closeness’ of 
neighbors. 
Euclidean, Minkowski P=4 
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While the parameters above may be obvious 
to those in the field of data science, many 
outside may not have a full understanding of 
their significance. To help clarify, a few of the 
schematics from Section 3.4.3 will be re-
analyzed. Figure 68 shows an example of the 
three hyperparameters for KNN. In this case, 
it is a classification problem where there are 
two classes (red and blue) with two different 
features. The green dot in the center is a new 
test point being evaluated by the model. In 
this case the number of nearest neighbors, K, 
is five where the distance can be evaluated 
by either Euclidean or Minkowski (p=4) as 
indicated by the respective equations in the 
figure. Once the 5 nearest neighbors have 
been chosen (green circle), then the values 
can be evaluated. In the case of uniform 
weighting, the green dot would be 
considered part of the red class because the 
number of red neighbors is 3 while the 
 
Figure 68: Illustration of K-Nearest Neighbors for a two class 
problem (red and blue) with two features. The new green point is 
evaluated for 5 neighbors illustrating the difference between 
uniform weighting and distance weighting methods.  
 
 
Figure 67: Dendogram type graphical response for a decision tree illustrating the various hyper-parameters that must be 
tuned for a random forest. 
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number of blue neighbors is two. However, if the distance weighting is used instead then those neighbors 
closest to the test dot receive a larger weight as indicated by the size of the corresponding arrows, thus 
the test point would be considered blue with the distance weighting method used.  
Figure 67 shows the various hyperparameters for a random forest where the tree shown would just be 
one of many trees evaluated in the ‘forest.’ In this case, each tree in the forest has been limited to two 
features that would be randomly selected from the total number of features. The depth of the tree in this 
case would be two and the number of leaf nodes would be 5. The tree takes this shape if the minimum 
numbers of samples for a split to occur is more than 15, thus the L5 node cannot be split any further. The 
L1 to L4 nodes though all have more than 15 samples, so must be split no further because the ‘purity’ 
threshold for these leaves is below that of the model, thus requiring no further splits. If the purity or 
minimum number of samples was changed, then the tree could be both deeper and wider. Each of the 
trees in the forest will be similarly designed and then evaluated to produce one coherent response from 
the random forest where the more accurate trees carry greater weight in predicting the response than 
the less accurate trees.  
Each target and model will be optimized using 5-fold cross validation. After validation, the resulting 
parameters will be used to fit a model on the entire training set. The cross validated grid search training 
error, full-training-fitted error, and the final testing error will be reported for each target. The testing error 
will be reported using the 20% of data that was completely unused throughout the entire training process 
in this work. Finally, the results of the predicted and actual test data will be reported for inspection of 
deviations relative to actual target values. 
5.4.1 Binary Adhesion Model Optimization 
Binary adhesion was developed using the second 
data set with no other data preparations. The set 
contained base features as well as 
powder/substrate PCA classified features. Binary 
adhesion is unique among all of the targets not 
only for being a classification target, but also for 
being the only target in which two model types 
were essentially equally viable: KNN and Random 
Forests. The first model to be discussed is K-Nearest Neighbors. This model had a higher accuracy in the 
cross validation training, however it had a slightly higher cross validated error as well. The parameter 
space was investigated using the cross-validated grid technique described above. Table 34 highlights in 
bold those hyperparameters that were selected via the cross validation grid search. The final accuracy of 
the model was found to be 97% for training and 86% for testing as compared to a positive response rate 
Table 33: Confusion matrix for testing and training results of KNN classification for binary adhesion. 










True Negative 138 (19.4%) 4 (0.5%)  True Negative 24 (13.6%) 16 (9.0%) 
True Positive 17 (2.4%) 550 (77.6%)  True Positive 9 (5.1%) 128  (72.3%) 
 
Table 34: Reiteration of the available hyperparameters for 
KNN with the chosen ones selected in bold. 
Hyperparameter Values 
N_neighbors 5, 11,21,43,87 
Weights Uniform, Distance 
Metric Euclidean, Minkowski P=4 
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of 80% and 77% for training and testing respectively. Obviously the results for the training error are 
extremely high, however the 9 percentage point improvement over guessing for the testing error is 
actually a promising result given the nature of estimating binary adhesion being dependent on proper 
sectioning, mounting, polishing, and imaging practices.  
Table 33 shows a confusion matrix for both the testing and training response of the fitted KNN algorithm. 
One primary point stands out from these results. In training, the largest negative influencer was a false 
negative rate (i.e. the number of falsely predicted negatives), while during testing the largest error rate 
occurs for false positives. This could be linked to the difference in native positive and negative rates where 
the training error had two percentage points more of positive responses than did the testing set, however 
it is likely that there is some other mechanism at work in this distinction as well.  
While KNN may have been the top performing 
model in the binary adhesion set, a random forest 
model was nearly equivalent in terms of its 
performance, and given that the remainder of the 
top ten models were random forest types it was 
deemed relevant to perform an optimization on a 
random forest classifier as well. The resulting 
hyperparameters used in the final model are shown 
in Table 36. Note that the models seems to produce 
trees with a fairly small number of predictors, but a 
wide and especially deep tree. The impurity split is 
actually a surprisingly tight tolerance. Further increase in tolerance could lead to better results between 
the training and testing data, however given the reported training accuracy of 95.8% versus a testing 
accuracy of 84.4%, it is unlikely that further tuning would result in a significant improvement of model 
accuracy. One interesting point to note here is that the data positive response rate for the training set 
was 78.6%, while for the testing set it was 82.7%. Given only a 1.7% improvement of testing accuracy over 
the base, there is clearly an element of overfitting to the model. Table 35 shows the confusion matrix 
responses for testing and training with the fitted random forest model.  
Table 36: Hyperparameters selected for binary adhesion 









Table 35: Confusion matrix for testing and training results of random forest classification for binary adhesion. 










True Negative 137 (19.1%) 17 (2.4%)  True Negative 19 (10.6%) 12 (6.7%) 
True Positive 13 (1.8%) 552 (76.8%)  True Positive 16 (8.9%) 132 (73.7%) 
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5.4.2 Coating Thickness Model Optimization 
The data set used all of the basic and engineered 
features after normalization. Unlike the random 
forests for binary adhesion and hardness (next 
section), the tree size for thickness uses an extremely 
small number of features (5%) with only 10 
estimators to produce the final optimized model.  
This is a strong indication that only a small subset of 
features is actually used in predicting thickness, 
which is reasonable given that most material 
properties contribute little to the actual thickness of 
a material, relative to the importance of processing 
conditions.  
Even more interesting than the shape of the forest being produced is the dramatic improvement that 
optimization had for the modeling efforts. While hardness and binary adhesion both have relatively little 
improvement (or in some cases even declining scores), thickness scores are significantly improved during 
optimization.  
Table 38: Error results from thickness predictions reported in r2 and RMSE for the cross validated grid search results, the 
training error of the fully fitted model, and the testing error of the fully fitted model. 
 CV Training Error Full Fitted Training Error Final Test Error 
r2 .7339 .87442 .8850 
RMSE --- 294.1 283.6 
This is likely because the models used for 
binary adhesion and hardness during the 
evaluation section were quite similar to 
those ultimately selected through the 
optimization process while for thickness 
the optimized model is quite different. 
Additionally, the testing error is actually 
improved over the training error indicating 
that the model is well developed and not 
significantly overfitted. The plot of actual 
vs. predicted targets in Figure 69 shows 
that the model generally under-predicts 
the thickness of a coating, but still properly 
predicts the results across the full range of 
values. The RMSE, reported in units of 
micrometers, is a fairly large deviation (283 
µm) considering that a large number of the 
coatings have thicknesses between 10 and 
100 µm and the actual average 
measurement error is only 16.6 µm when 
reported as standard deviation of physical 
Table 37: Results of optimization, reporting the major 
hyperparameters over which optimization occurred. 










Figure 69: Actual vs. predicted thickness target results after 
optimization. 
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measurements. To help clarify the sources of error here, the errors have been re-evaluated for cermet 
and metallic materials respectively. The results show that the RMSE for cermet powders is around 32 µm 
while for metallic powders it is approximately 402 µm. Results such as this make it difficult to determine 
the exact error for a given material system, particularly those previously unevaluated by the system. 
However, the fact that the model errors closely align with the general thicknesses of a given application 
cluster indicates that error is proportional to the magnitude of the prediction.   
5.4.3 Coating Hardness Model Optimization 
The data set used for this final model estimation was 
a full data set using primarily engineered features and 
some limited basic features, with no modifications 
done to the multiple pass group issue. The grid search 
optimization resulted in the hyperparameters shown 
in Table 39. The primary difference between this 
forest and that of the binary adhesion forest is that 
the tolerance for purity of these nodes is much 
tighter. In fact, further expansion of the tree size and 
tolerance reduction will lead to continued 
improvements in the training model, however this is 
another example of further overfitting by random forest models. 
Table 40: Error results from hardness predictions reported in r2 and RMSE for the cross validated grid search results, the 
training error of the fully fitted model, and the testing error of the fully fitted model. 
 CV Training Error Full Fitted Training Error Final Test Error 
r2 .6843 .9041 .6125 
RMSE --- 112.4 226.2 
 
Table 40 shows the testing and training error for the hardness model described above. Of particular 
interest here are the final results reported as RMSE, which is in effect reported in the same units as the 
hardness target variable, Vickers. RMSE here again is a measure of the standard deviation of the 
unexplained variance from the fitted model, which is essentially the noise in the system. Despite the 
efforts to avoid overfitting, the testing error is clearly shown to be higher than that of the training error. 
It is important at this point to frame these measurement values in reality—the average standard deviation 
of the measurements themselves is 108 Hv, with the maximum error of these measurements as high as 
451 Hv. The error is also closely linked to the material and processing conditions used. For example, 
porous coatings tend to have high error due to particles being poorly bound together. Thin coatings, also 
can be difficult to properly judge hardness as the entire coating can be removed from the surface. Finally, 
hard cermet based coatings tend to be brittle and if cracks are present, these tests can easily create 
fractures that will create further noise in the results.  
Table 39: Results of optimization, reporting the major 
hyperparameters over which optimization occurred. 
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Figure 70 shows a comparison of actual 
versus predicted values and reveals trends 
similar to those just discussed. Samples at 
the lower and upper ends of the hardness 
spectrum are much more closely bound 
than those in the 400-1200 Hv range. This 
again is because at the lower end the 
samples tend to be thick metallic materials 
that are easier to measure. At the upper 
end, the cermet must be a well-cohered, 
reasonably thick sample in order to 
generate consistent results, which will 
ultimately lead to more consistent 
predictions in the final model.  
As a quick evaluation, testing was 
performed on only those samples with a 
hardness less than 400 Hv, resulting in an 
RMSE of 161.8 Hv. The results are improved, 
but not nearly as much as expected. 
However, Figure 71 reveals the reality of 
the challenge in predicting the hardness of 
these materials as the greatest error contributions will come from those cermet powders (highlighted 
blue) that were measured to be in the range of 200-400 Hv, but are predicted to be in the range of 500-
1000 Hv. The reality is that the prediction is 
probably more correct in this case than the 
measurement because the base hardness 
of a cermet powder is around 900 Hv. 
Anything significantly below that value is a 
result of defects in the actual coating that 
are not accounted for in the feature set. 
One possible solution to this issue is to 
include high level targets as predictors for 
lower level targets. In this sense, thickness 
is a very obvious high level target as it can 
be immediately measured using a 
micrometer. More generally, both binary 
adhesion and thickness are measured on a 
cross sectioned image. These are truly the 
first targets to be measured in any 
situation. Next would generally be porosity 
and finally, the lowest level target would be 
hardness. Essentially, the measured (or 
modeled) binary adhesion, thickness, and 
porosity could be used to predict hardness.  
 




Figure 71: Actual vs. predicted hardness target results after 
optimization for those targets with hardness less than 400 Hv. 
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5.4.4 Evaluation of Optimized Models 
Each of the three target attributes has been fitted with an appropriate model—KNN for binary adhesion, 
random forest for thickness, and random forest for hardness. The results for each model are well within 
expectations given target measurement error, and the error for each model tends to be dependent on 
the material, processing conditions, and magnitude of prediction. For example, metallic powders have a 
different error rate than do cermet powders when analyzed for hardness due to both the general 
thickness of the coatings and the consistency of hardness values when measuring cermet coatings. The 
models are summarized in Table 41. It is clear that all of the models could be improved beyond their 
current status in a number of ways, some of which can be gleaned by inspection of the models themselves. 
In particular, the feature importances and tree dendograms can be extracted from the random forest 
models.  
Table 41: Final optimized model results with associated error based metrics. 





T-BA_DF2_None KNN Accuracy 86% 
77% Positive 
Response 
Thickness T-T_DF3_Norm Random Forest RMSE 283 µm 16 µm 
Hardness T-H_DF5_None Random Forest RMSE 226 Hv 161 Hv 
 
Because a random forest is an amalgam of decision trees, it can be difficult to determine accurate metrics. 
By examining the splits of each tree in the forest and referencing those against the weighted response of 
each tree, it is possible to extract relative feature importance across the entire forest. One tree in such a 
forest is shown in Figure 72 for binary adhesion. This tree was the most accurate for testing error among 
the 100 trees used in the forest. The image shows four major branches that tend to each be associated 
with a response (blue for adhesion, orange for delamination). The central two branches tend to be 
primarily positive responses while the outer two branches tend to be negative responses. What is 
important to note, however, is the process by which the tree is split. At each node all features in the tree 
(which is a fraction of those in the whole forest) are evaluated and the split that would greatest improve 
the MSE is selected.  
In the case of this specific tree, the first split occurs along the standard deviation of the nanomodulus; a 
value that was found to be extremely important in distinguishing between powders during the powder 
clustering exercises. Interestingly, the straight line ‘cermet’ identifier is not used in the primary split 
indicating that some additional information beyond just the powder type is gleaned from the standard 
deviation of the nanomodulus. Regardless, the process continues along each node until the tree leaves 
reach their appropriate end criteria. Again, note that this is one tree among a forest of 100 trees making 
just this single one mostly irrelevant.  
Due to the size of the trees, dendograms for the thickness and hardness trees are split into sections and 
included in the supplemental images Appendix H. These are Figure 109 to Figure 111 for thickness and 
Figure 112 to Figure 115 for hardness. Both of these trees are much wider with less depth than the one 
for binary adhesion. Note that some of these characteristics are controlled by the random forest itself. 
For thickness, the intensity of the color represents the purity of the values in that tree, noting that the 
branches towards the right most side tend to be more pure after splitting along powder properties like 
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yield strength. The left side meanwhile remains fairly heterogeneous after splitting largely along predicted 
processing variables. Interestingly, one of the primary splits occurs on a conversion of the average deposit 
temperature to the Arrhenius form.  
Finally, the dendogram for hardness is similarly color coated with orange intensity representing purer 
nodes. For this tree there are five primary branches split along several relatively unrelated features. Note 
that the hardness tree is much more intuitive to understand as these results were not normalized and are 
thus left in the base units. In general, hardness seems to be able to develop slightly purer final nodes, 
despite noting that the r2 value is less than that of the thickness model.  
While investigating a tiny portion of the trees in the overall forest is an interesting exercise, the more 
effective method of analyzing the results is by evaluating the features of importance for all trees, in all the 
models. Figure 73 is a stacked horizontal bar plot indicating the feature importance of each feature as 
defined by the random forest models. Again, this is a measure that takes the primary splits found in each 
tree and weighs that split against the relative accuracy of the tree in the entire forest. Because each model 
was developed with a different data set, not every feature can be found in each model. Binary Adhesion, 
for example, used the basic data set with the data normalized. Thickness used the third data set with 
normalization, which included all basic and engineered features. Hardness used the fourth data set 
without normalization, which included only the engineered features and those base features not included 
as a component of the additional features.  
The results show that across all targets the powder density, conductivity, and yield strength were 
extremely important indicators. Substrate surface roughness, raster speed, and mass flow were all very 
important for at least two of the predictors. Index step and the number of passes both played important 
roles in the binary adhesion results. The subset of Arrhenius (listed as feature_Arr) and original 
temperature features predicted via the 1D heat transfer model all showed importance, with the Arrhenius 
modified features generally showing greater importance. The definitions of these features is available in 
Appendix A. One interesting revolution was that the laser set temperature played a critical role in binary 
adhesion, but since it was eliminated from the hardness feature set the feature of importance was 
replaced by the laser temperature per unit mass deposited. Over all there are no features found to be 
important that are unsurprising. Perhaps more surprising is that some of the values such as critical velocity, 
cermet, and cermet grain size find relatively little importance across the feature set. A discussion of these 
parameters missing from the overall model results is in Section 5.5. 
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Figure 73: Feature importances extracted from random forest models for each of the three major target attributes. 
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5.5 Summary of Model Development Efforts 
As a quick recap of the efforts discussed in this section, three different target attributes were discussed: 
binary adhesion, thickness, and coating hardness. Each of these targets was evaluated using three 
different data preparations: principal component analysis, normalization, and no modification. These 9 
combinations then underwent evaluation in three different stages.  
First, the dataset/target combinations were evaluated relative to three different model enhancements: 
general predicted processing parameters, unit conversion, and pass group modification. The results 
indicated that processing parameters could be replaced via scientifically developed model predictions, 
and in some cases could even improve the overall results. Unit conversion was found to at best offer no 
change to the results, but in the worst cases actually causes many model types to perform poorly. The 
pass group modification effort struggled to elucidate any clear trends over the whole dataset 
combinations, but it was generally found that the pass group modifiers had the greatest influence on 
thickness targeted models. Binary adhesion and hardness, meanwhile, tended to be relatively unaffected 
by the pass group modifier.  
The second stage of evaluation was an investigation of the feature importance across a set of tree-type 
models. These trees included decision trees, random forests, ada-boost trees, and extra random trees. 
The results from the first stage of evaluation were taken into account by focusing on specific dataset 
preparations for each target, however each target was still evaluated using four different general 
preparations: basic, PCA, basic plus engineered features, and all features with a comboGT1 pass group 
modification. The results showed that for each target there was a feature that was consistently important 
for all non-PCA model types. For binary adhesion, this feature was tap density, for thickness the feature 
was spray diameter, and for hardness the feature was powder conductivity compressed to 500 PSI.  
For each target, the PCA based models all showed more general feature importances, however any 
features that were closely correlated would both appear equally important in PCA data sets, while only 
one of the correlated features would appear in the non-PCA preparations. The engineered features were 
found to be equivalently important to several of the primary material properties despite indications from 
the first stage of evaluation indicating mixed results. Finally, the addition of pass group modifiers was 
consistently found to improve the importance of the engineered features. 
In order to select the model type used for each target, a wide range of models was selected including 
basic decision trees, random forests, KNN, neural networks, and SVM for both classification and regression. 
For classification, logistic regression models were also used while regression based targets included linear, 
ridge, and lasso techniques. Each model was evaluated against 5 different data sets (shown in Table 29) 
and three different preparations (none, normalization, PCA). Each of the model/data set combinations 
was evaluated with 5-Fold cross validation where the average score of all 5 folds was reported along with 
the standard deviation of those scores (CV Error). The results indicated that KNN was the top performing 
model for binary adhesion, but as random forests accounted for the remaining nine slots of the top ten, 
random forests were chosen in addition to KNN for binary adhesion. Random forests were the clear top 
performers for both thickness and coating hardness.  
The KNN data set for binary adhesion used the basic feature set along with the powder and substrate 
PCA/KMeans clustered features without normalization or pass group modification. The RF data set for 
binary adhesion was the basic data set (no engineered features) with normalization and without pass 
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group modification. The RF data set for thickness used all of the basic and engineered features with pass 
groups modified by removing all pass groups greater than 1 and using a binary ‘multi pass group’ indicator 
as a new feature. Lastly, the RF data set for hardness used all engineered features and some basic features 
with no normalization and no pass group modification. 
The four models chosen from the model selection phase were optimized using a cross validated grid 
search wherein the primary hyperparameters of the models were evaluated over 5 fold cross validation 
with the best performing parameter set for each model was ultimately used as the final model. These 
models were fitted and then evaluated using the 20% of data that had as of yet been unused during any 
of the evaluation techniques. The results for binary adhesion was a testing accuracy of 86% for KNN on a 
positive response rate of 77%. The random forest for thickness resulted in an RMSE of 283 µm, as 
compared to an average standard deviation of the physical measurements of 16 µm. The random forest 
for hardness resulted in an RMSE of 226 Hv with an average standard deviation for the physical 
measurements of 161 Hv. 
In general, the assessments of the features and data sets at each stage of evaluation were fairly consistent 
with the exception of the importance of pass group modifications. While physical sensibility dictates that 
these additional pass groups should be critical in determining target predictions, the modelling efforts 
clearly disagree, which likely indicates that a different approach is needed for evaluating multiple pass 
groups. This problem will likely be present in many future modeling efforts and needs to be addressed by 
a combination of data science and materials science. The materials scientist needs to develop models as 
was done here, but in such a way that the notion of “pass groups” or even “number of passes” can be 
eliminated completely. The data scientist simultaneously needs to develop better ways of representing 
arrays of data. One area potentially worth investigating is conditional random fields (CRFs), which have 
been shown to be helpful in time series image analysis linking various images to other images in the time 
series [125].  
Another problem is the interaction and pseudo-independence of various features. While the PCA based 
compression of substrates and powders used in this work was one possible solution, another great 
example of this could be a multi-net neural network where related parameters can be grouped together 
in initial neuron clusters before being passed to the network at large. A great example of this is the use of 
autoencoders in many facets of data science [126]. While not explored in this work, such methods may 
be useful in extracting reliable information from features like pass groups, materials, and processing 
conditions.  
In general, the features suspected to be of value during each stage of evaluation were consistent until the 
final random forest model evaluation. While it was originally suspected that material properties were the 
primary drivers for binary adhesion and hardness, Figure 73 clearly shows that both processing conditions 
and material properties are important. By contrast, thickness seemed to be slightly more material 
dependent than the other two targets. Of particular interest in this overall feature assessment are those 
features that were consistently missing from the assessment of importance: 
 Powder Cermet Grain Size-Likely extracted from conductivity and compressibility data 
 Powder Flowability Ratio-Likely extracted from conductivity and compressibility data 
Other features that are missing tend to be temperature based and easily accounted for via other 
temperature related parameters. However, this importance of conductivity and compressibility data 
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merits an entire study by itself. Given the importance, the natural question is what similar measurement 
techniques may be used to easily generalize across a wide range of material properties? 
Finally, a variety of techniques exist to improve upon the current methods. One such approach, discussed 
in Appendix I is to use the application clusters to develop material specific models. This has been done for 
titanium and cermet powders for each of the three targets, however the scores for each of those models 
individually dramatically underperforms when compared to the original unoptimized model results. While 
this is likely related to an overabundance of features that need to be reduced out, the fundamental nature 
of this result validates one of the earliest efforts of this work: generalization across materials. 
Demonstrating that a mixed material result can improve upon individual material models is a clear benefit 
to this type of machine learning approach. 
However, in the vein of feature reduction for accuracy improvement, there are clearly features in all of 
these data sets that can be removed to reduce overfitting. The approach used in this work was to consider 
classes of features rather than individual features as part of the effort to avoid overfitting or biasing the 
model. However, included in Appendix I is a set of models developed using a feature selection technique 
that essentially selects the best features for a given model. The initial results indicate that such a method 
may be a promising approach.  
Another method of evaluation that could have been used would be nested cross validation. The inner fold 
would be an evaluation of a model’s hyperparameters. The second fold would be the model type used, 
and the outer fold would be the dataset/features used. This type of approach, while extremely 
computationally intensive, would result in a cohesive package of development instead of the constant 
inspection required in the approach used here.  
Overall, the efforts in this work have produced satisfactory models for three target attributes of an 
extremely complicated manufacturing process. The efforts have supported the notion that Laser-Assisted 
Cold Spray is a defect dependent manufacturing process and as such, properties cannot be simply 
attributed to basic material processing steps such as time and temperature; instead other features must 
be accounted for including particle bonding, potential crack formation, and potential local interface 
delamination. These models can be continually updated to further their accuracy and, in fact, are in a 
state right now that can be used to aid in the development process. Using these models for developing 
parameter maps or binary adhesion maps are two excellent uses of this work.  
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6 From Information Comes Knowledge 
“Where is the wisdom we have lost in knowledge? 
Where is the knowledge we have lost in information?” 
-T.S. Eliot 
With the development of a set of models, there are many different practical ways of extracting knowledge 
from this information. A few will be discussed here as being relevant to not only the current work, but 
also to the industrial community. First, the model will be compared against a set of Ti-6Al-4V powders 
deposited using a completely different LACS machine.  
The next knowledge extraction will be a set of processing maps to determine how cermet powders behave 
as mass flow, powder size, and powder compressed density are altered. The processing conditions and 
substrates will be fixed, allowing for varying powder properties to determine what the ideal powder traits 
should be. Because cermet powders vary greatly across both size and shape, this type of map will help 
improve the selection process when identifying specific powders needed for different conditions. 
Finally, one of the most famous maps in cold spray is the “window of sprayability,” a map that indicates 
for a given material the impact velocity and temperatures at which a particle will adhere. A similar map 
will be created for LACS by plotting velocity and temperature on the axes and producing regions of 
‘positive’ vs. ‘negative’ binary adhesion. 
6.1 Abstraction of Model to New Systems  
Twenty-six samples from a previous work on cold spray and LACS were collected to include all of the same 
features as for the original data set [91]. These samples were sprayed at the Army Research Laboratory 
Cold Spray Center in Aberdeen Maryland as part of an effort to optimize the development of titanium 
alloys for the process. Ti-6Al-4V powders were deposited onto a sheet of Ti-6Al-4V that was .8mm thick. 
The samples were deposited by running a single raster line over the same strip 6 times. Laser power, raster 
speed, and mass flow rate were the primary variables being investigated. The coatings were then analyzed 
for thickness, hardness, and binary adhesion.  
A few points regarding this data set are worth discussing. First, these samples were sprayed on a CGT 
commercial cold spray system with a Visotek laser. The primary data set used in this work was produced 
using an IPG custom-built system with an IPG fiber laser. Not only is the system different, but the nozzle 
geometries and standoff distances are also different—a set of features that was essentially not included 
in the original base data set because there were no different nozzles available to the system and the 
standoff distance had been optimized for that specific geometry. Finally, the substrate used here is 
completely outside of the scope of any substrate ever used in this study. It is less than 1 mm thick whereas 
the thinnest substrate used in the primary set was 3 mm stainless steel. Additionally Ti-6Al-4V substrates 
have never been used, only CP Ti. 
This ARL data set was converted via all of the same preparation measures described for each of the target 
models specifically. As a quick recap, the binary adhesion model used the basic feature set along with the 
powder and substrate PCA/KMeans clustered features without normalization or pass group modification. 
The thickness model used all of the basic and engineered features with pass groups modified by removing 
all pass groups greater than 1 and using a binary ‘multi pass group’ indicator as a new feature. Lastly, the 
hardness model used all engineered features and some basic features with no normalization and no pass 
group modification. 
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Table 42 shows the results of the binary 
adhesion predictions along with the 
corresponding mass flow, raster speed, 
and laser power. The model predicted 
binary adhesion values are in the column 
BA-Pred. The current author also made 
predictions regarding the binary adhesion 
values, displayed in column BA-AB. The 
BA-AB column was approximately 61% 
accurate while the model accuracy was 
31%. Given that the author has been 
studying LACS for more than 5 years and in 
fact produced the study on these samples, 
it is surprising that the predictions of an 
‘expert’ in the field could be so poor. 
Moreover, it is disappointing to see how 
inaccurate the predictive model performs. 
One issue of course is that the binary 
adhesion model does not utilize 
engineered processing features, which in 
this case are absolutely critical since the 
samples being tested were produced on an 
entirely different system.  
Closer inspection of the samples 
themselves reveals that, perhaps, the 
model is not actually as inaccurate as it 
seems to be despite the lack of relatable 
processing features. The reality is that the 
especially thin substrate used in these 
samples was significantly warped after 
spraying and inspection of the edges 
reveals that the majority of samples are 
actually starting to delaminate already. 
Moreover, scaled up versions of these 
samples, which were performed at 
essentially the same processing 
conditions, consistently resulted in 100% 
delamination. In fact, one of the major issues reported in the paper cited in this section was the fact that 
not a single bulk sample was able to adhere to the substrate when the substrate was of a reasonable 
thickness. 
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The results for the thickness predictor 
showed an RMSE of 1567 µm. 
Obviously, this is far worse than the 
original model RMSE of 283 µm. 
However, here again further 
investigation of the samples reveals 
that perhaps the model is not as 
inaccurate is it seems. Because these 
samples were produced with an index of 
zero, rastering over the same line 
multiple times, the coating ends up 
being a very steep pyramid. Figure 74 
shows an example of this pyramidal 
structure where the basic measurement 
error is easily on the order of 1000 µm 
for this sample.  
Finally, the RMSE results of the 
hardness model prediction were found 
to be 93.4 Hv, substantially below not only the model error, but also the measurement error. It is 
important to recognize based on these assessments that the accuracy of a model is extremely dependent 
upon the data being input. If the target measurements are noisy then it should be expected that the model 
results will also be noisy. If the data is produced on a system different from that of the primary data set 
then naturally it is necessary to use the general engineered processing features in order to reach an 
appropriate accuracy. Finally, there are some aspects of LACS that are simply not accounted for such as 
this substrate warping phenomena. While features such as thermal stress have been included in the data 
set, residual stress from powder impacts has not. With such an additional feature, it may have been 
possible to recognize that a thin, ductile substrate can actually conform to the stress profile of the coating 
and enable adhesion when normally the coating would delaminate. 
6.2 Cermet Powder Window 
One of the most interesting challenges in the cermet application cluster was that the powders themselves 
tended to be extremely porous. Not only were the powders porous, but they are also had a tendency to 
be genuinely hollow. During a series of trials changing particle size it, was found that specific particle size 
ranges would tend to yield better results, generally because those particles in that range were more 
uniformly filled with cobalt binder. It was also found that there was a specific mass flow rate at which 
dramatically enhanced deposition would occur. Figure 75 shows a series of contour maps at varying mass 
flow, 2500 PSI compressed densities, and particle sizes. The mass flow and density are incremented 25 
times each over the range shown. The first point of interest is that the contours are extremely sharp. 
While there is a small amount of deviation within the color blocks, the edges of the zones are far greater. 
Everything about the model structure and form seems appropriate, so given these results it is likely that 
the model is simply on the very edge of the predicted domain. The results show, interestingly, that a low 
2500 PSI compressed density WC-17Co Cermet with micrograins will generally have a thickness in the 
range of 150 µm, regardless of mass flow rate. It shows that as the particle size gets larger, there will be 
some slight increase in layer thickness, but that overall there is relatively little change. Additionally, denser 
 
Figure 74: Example specimen from the Ti-6Al-4V ARL test samples 
indicating the pyramidal shape. 
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particles that are smaller, up to about 32 µm, will tend to have the greatest thickness. Finally, a threshold 
for dense materials occurs around 260 g/min of powder mass flow.  
At first, these results seem completely counter intuitive. Consider though that if all other parameters are 
constant, a lower density material must mean an even more porous interior powder, which could only 
result in less deposition rather than more. However, review of the compressibility plots in Appendix F 
shows that a cermet below 5 g/cc 2500 density simply does not exist in this study. For a WC-Co cermet 
powder to reach that density, there would have to either be an increase of porosity by 30% or a change 
in composition from 17% Co to something more like 60% titanium. Such a powder would undoubtedly 
have different material properties than are listed in the contour plots described, but if such a powder 
existed, it would most certainly represent a thicker coating than exists for cermet coatings. Therefore, a 
 
Figure 75: Thickness map for WC Cermet powder deposited using LACS with mass flow rate on the y-axis, powder tap 
density on the x-axis, and each subplot represented by a different median particle size. Colors on the plot correspond to 
the legend indicating thickness of the coating in a power-law scale with n=4.  
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fundamental limit of applying these machine learning models is that non-physical predictions will naturally 
yield non-physical results. The models should be used in a way that makes physical and intuitive sense. 
Towards that end, the plot in Figure 75 was redone with a narrower 2500 PSI density and powder size 
range. As can be seen in Figure 76, the range of results here is much more intuitive, where lower density 
materials which will naturally have more cobalt will tend to result in thicker coatings. While the color 
scheme chosen does not show fine thickness distinctions, there is a slight change in thickness that results 
from a change in mass flow. However, there is still a distinct transition in thickness response 
corresponding to powders less than 32 µm and mass flow rates greater than 270 g/min. 
This result is absolutely aligned with experimental results, which have consistently indicated that there is 
a limited particle size range in which optimal results occur, and that mass flow rate changes below a 
 
Figure 76: Thickness map for WC Cermet powder deposited using LACS with mass flow rate on the y-axis, powder tap 
density on the x-axis, and each subplot represented by a different median particle size. Colors on the plot correspond to 
the legend indicating thickness of the coating. This second plot is a narrower range of powders with thickness on a linear 
scale.  
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certain threshold tend to have relatively little influence over the actual thickness results. While the 
physical mechanism behind this behavior has yet to be determined, it is likely related to either the 
increased thermal mass buildup from repeated particle impacts, or the availability of greater quantities 
of binder material after repeated particle impacts with the carbide breaking off. In fact, studies of the 
powders that do not adhere to the surface during spraying have generally shown that the powders tend 
to break down to their individual grains with almost no cobalt binder remaining. It is worth noting as well 
that the narrow range of thicknesses produced here is largely due to the selection of index size and raster 
speed. 
6.3 Ti-6Al-4V Binary Adhesion Window 
One of the major plots used in cold spray is the window of sprayability. This is generally a plot of velocity 
on the y-axis versus particle size or temperature on the x-axis, with contour lines indicating the regions 
 
Figure 77: Binary Adhesion map for Ti64 powder deposited using LACS with red zones indicating adhesion and blue zones 
indicating delamination. 
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within which particle deposition can occur. Similar plots can now be generated using the binary adhesion 
model for a variety of material and processing conditions. Figure 77 shows a plot of this binary adhesion 
map where red indicates no adhesion and green indicates that adhesion will occur for Ti-6Al-4V particles. 
The plot space shows laser set temperature on the y-axis, mass flow on the x-axis, and raster speed within 
each plot. The laser temperature and mass flow resolution is 25 increments each in the domain shown. 
Clearly, the vast majority of parameter conditions (in this specific set) will not adhere. It is worth 
remembering that while laser temperature, mass flow, and raster speed are being altered here, the other 
conditions such as index step, powder type, gas temperature, etc. are all still fixed. Importantly, even 
though the laser temperature is being adjusted this does NOT also adjust those engineered features that 
are dependent upon this value. Regardless, the map confirms what has been found over the course of 
many experimental trials—it is very difficult to get a set of processing conditions at which Ti-6Al-4V will 
stay bonded to a substrate. Ti-6Al-4V is incredibly cohesive (i.e. bonds to itself), but tends to struggle 
during adhesion to a substrate.  
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7 Influence, Impact, and Work for Future 
There is a growing surge in materials science as engineers and researchers across the globe strive to tap 
into the “big data” buzz. Enhanced data storage, targeted metrics, and high throughput analysis are only 
a few of the areas receiving great interest from the academic community. It is not enough to have a large 
amount of data, or the ability to run many experiments, or even to possess a super computer capable of 
parallel processing. Instead, it is the ability of the experimentalist/theorist, the materials engineer, and 
the data scientist to work together to formulate a strategy that can account for all of the major challenges 
in a data pipeline grounded in the physical world. This work is meant to serve as a basic architecture for 
tackling some of the greatest problems in data science for materials engineers. 
7.1 Influence 
Data collection is rarely viewed as “critical” work; in fact, in most applications of data science it is simply 
a matter of finding a data set or piecing a few sets together to get the features needed. However, for 
materials science and engineering to keep pace with the rate of modern developments it will be absolutely 
necessary to begin using high throughput experimental techniques. Thus, the experimentalist is one of 
the most undervalued roles in a forward-looking assessment. Engineers working in this field need to focus 
on a few key areas: 
1. Design experiments that collect as much general information about a feature as possible. For 
example, nanoindenter scratch tests in coatings, which aren’t necessarily useful for true 
properties, but are valuable for comparative purposes (conductivity, traits over range of 
conditions, combinatorial methods) 
2. Develop high throughput techniques for a specific application that can generate many samples 
quickly and evaluate each one in real time. For example, high temperature assays of molten 
aluminum with composition varying in each set, which can be quickly analyzed for microstructure 
using automated sectioning and imaging (ultrasonic, LIBS, conductivity, geometry) 
3. Utilize automation to reduce human error. For example, use of automated sample preparation 
and imaging performed in a serial, continuous fashion.  
The materials engineer serves as the glue that holds the entire data pipeline together. While each role is 
key, the materials engineer is the one truly responsible for identifying the problem and the solution. While 
data may be collected in any form, it is the role of the materials engineer to determine how to present 
and use that data. Given the nature of defining a modeling target, it is also their responsibility to identify 
those features that are most important in predicting that target. The materials engineer then needs to be 
in constant communication with the experimentalist to ensure that the proper data is being collected to 
meet the needs of the current application. Materials engineers have a few key activities: 
1. Identify the desired target and establish the scope of features that should be collected 
2. Select appropriate material/mechanical modeling techniques that can be used to enhance 
existing data, or generalize sets of data to be more applicable across a range of systems 
3. Determine the appropriate methods of engineering features from the existing data set including 
cross referencing data and scientifically combining data to provide more useful information to the 
model. 
Finally, the data scientist has a fairly clear role for the future: execute the modeling efforts for a given 
material data set and target application. The data scientist is responsible for developing new methods for 
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handling the material specific problems. Many solutions such as coulomb matrices and other elemental 
representations have already been developed, but more solutions will be needed for the future. A few 
areas of interest are: 
1. Methods of clustering data prior to the model to demonstrate soft connections between inputs 
2. Techniques for implementing temperature dependent properties 
3. Models that can handle changing parameter sets (i.e. the multilayer dilemma) 
Naturally, none of these roles is discrete. Ideally there is a team of engineers who function together to 
accomplish major modeling efforts in the world of materials science and manufacturing. This present work 
has been an effort to identify the major steps in developing the big data pipeline for a modern 
manufacturing process, but the lessons learned here apply to all model development efforts. Essentially 
these lessons can be reduced to two major takeaways. First, ‘big data’ is a buzz word that researchers in 
the pharmaceutical space have been executing on for more than 30 years, but that doesn’t mean that 
materials science can’t capitalize on its benefits. The key is to ensure that each attempt at big data 
collection and modeling is done with extreme rigor. The reality is that a small amount of misleading or 
noisy data can result in poor performance of a model, as was seen in the case of hardness measurements 
in this work.  
The second point is that big data and machine learning should be tools in every researcher’s toolbox. 
While these tools DO require specific training, they should not be locked away in another field. Materials 
scientists need to embrace these methods as the next generation of statistical analyses like the ANOVA 
tests have been for more than 100 years.  
7.2 Impact 
This present work has attempted to illustrate these two principles in a complete and coherent study, with 
the final goal of using each step in this study as a guiding framework for applying the notions of big data 
and machine learning to practical materials engineering processes. A method for extracting key features 
has been proposed in Section 3.1 that begins with an assessment of the end-customer needs, but relies 
on textual analysis and a basic understanding of the physical relations and functions involved in a process 
to extract the critical information. The concept of generalizing a model across multiple systems and sites 
has been established as has the notion of granularity—the idea that there is an appropriate scale for each 
feature that will be provide the greatest information for a model.  
A rubric for analyzing proposed features in Section 3.1.3 was developed that investigated various 
measurement techniques for a given feature and focuses on those that could be performed quickly, 
reliably, and at a minimal cost. While there are myriad books and articles discussing experimental 
techniques, a few such methods have been proposed in Section 3.1.6, with the application clustering 
approach perhaps being implemented here successfully to create a materials modeling platform spanning 
multiple materials. 
A critical assessment of the current status of ‘data storage’ in materials science was carried out in Section 
3.2 and should absolutely be followed whenever implementing any modeling pipeline approaches, as will 
be the case with most materials engineering modeling efforts. After collection and storage of the data, 
initial cleaning and feature engineering steps were discussed in Section 3.3 with discussion of various pre-
clustering methods attempting to resolve the first point of interest for data scientists from the above 
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comments. Section 3.4 discusses a host of the various models that are available in the machine learning 
toolbox, but it is important to note that the list contained her is by no means exhaustive.  
Section 4 takes all of these concepts and applies every single one to the case of laser-assisted cold spray 
as an exemplar process for developing a machine learning model. LACS is a complex process and given its 
status as pre-commercialization, it would thus benefit greatly from a data driven predictive tool. After 
analyzing literature and expert sources, 42 features and 4 target attributes were selected for collection 
using an application clustering approach. The data was housed in a custom created database to help 
ensure continuity of the data across multiple researchers and locations. The reality is that even with such 
a platform, it was difficult to maintain data uniformity, however with proper training it is certainly possible 
to eliminate incorrect data entry practices.  
With the data collected and stored, a set of feature reduction techniques utilizing principal component 
analysis with k means clustering was used to help link sets of features together related to the powder and 
substrate feedstock respectively. Additionally, two major classes of engineered features were developed: 
scientific and arithmetic. The arithmetic features were based on simple averages or ratios that would help 
to link two relevant features together. The scientific features were those that could take a set of features 
and provide more useful data to the model by utilizing physical principles or existing models. Importantly, 
several of these scientifically engineered features were used to enable generalization of the LACS process 
across multiple systems and even onto traditional cold spray systems (i.e. no laser). All told, 13 scientific 
features and 22 arithmetic features were developed.  
Using these features, several major data sets and data set preparations were created and analyzed in 
Section 5. While there are many methods to determine an optimal model, for this work the method was 
to first determine whether certain data set enhancements such as unit conversion or pass group control 
would be useful. Next, a set of tree based models were used to evaluate how the features included would 
influence the importance of one another. Multiple sets of data were prepared for each target and then 
evaluated over a range of different models. Once the top performing models were determined, then those 
models were optimized using a narrow cross-validated grid search approach. The final model results were 
presented in Section 5.5.  
Upon completion of the modeling effort, several features were found to be of critical importance, which 
should be evaluated carefully by researchers in this area for not only predictive purposes, but also quality 
control. Without analyzing these traits, researchers may find it difficult to determine proper spray 
conditions for new materials.  
 Powder density and conductivity over a range of compressions 
 Powder nanohardness and the standard deviation of nanohardness 
 The yield strength of the powder is shown to be more influential than either UTS or Elastic 
modulus 
 Powder impact conditions (velocity and temperature) are far more important than the system 
related parameters (gas temperature and pressure), or even the actual diameter of the particles. 
 Substrate and Powder Thermal Expansion Rates are important, but even greater information can 
be extracted by calculating the thermal interface stress 
 Substrate surface roughness is the single most important predictor for substrates 
 Substrate geometry, particularly thickness plays an important role 
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 Laser set temperature, mass flow rate, raster speed, and index are all critical processing 
conditions, even though the majority of the information from these three is extracted in the 1D 
Heat Transfer Model. 
 The relative spray diameters of the laser spot and powder spot, as well as the actual measured 
diameter relative to index size 
 Temperature of all materials under varying conditions, particularly as related to melting 
temperature of each material system—modifying these temperatures using the Arrhenius 
equation provides even greater information. 
 The total duration (time) of spray and expected thickness (predicted) of the process 
As an example, if a researcher is attempting to deposit a new material, the above attributes should be 
measured and then compared to existing samples. Rather than only comparing yield strength and melting 
temperature, other statistics like nanohardness and compressed conductivity should be measured and 
THOSE statistics should be used to match to former samples in order to determine which processing 
conditions to use. 
Alternatively, the actual algorithms developed here can be used for optimization or material discovery 
purposes. These will be discussed below in more detail as to the exact methods to use, but even in the 
current form these fitted models are powerful tools for gaining a basic understanding regarding 
appropriate processing conditions for new materials once the data has been collected. 
Finally, the framework proposed here has been used to leverage the combination of materials science 
information and data science methods to extract genuinely usable and practical materials engineering 
knowledge. The models produced with this approach can be used to produce knowledge based maps as 
was  done in Section 6, or to evaluate samples across arrange of platforms or systems. The application of 
materials information, data science methods, and knowledge extraction is truly the point where theory 
and practice finally collide.  
7.3 Future Work 
The framework and knowledge produced here has answered many questions in the area of data driven 
model development in modern materials engineering processes, however as with any work it also raises 
many more questions that require answers of their own. These questions that remain for future work 
span nine major areas: 
1. Powder measurements 
2. Substrate measurements 
3. Materials Data 
4. Processing Improvements 
5. Experimental Methods 
6. Machine Learning Modeling methods 
7. Materials Science Modeling methods 
8. Knowledge Extraction 
9. General Research Protocols 
7.3.1 Powder Measurements 
The powder has only recently become of significant interest to researchers. As the spray process becomes 
better understood it is quickly recognized that the processing method can only be as good as the feedstock 
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materials used. While this work has contributed significantly to simple, inexpensive, and reliable methods 
for evaluating powders, there are a number of ways in which this could be improved. One of the first 
issues that needs to be overcome is the use of higher accuracy methods of measuring particle size, and 
especially powder internal porosity. While the compressed density metric is an extremely useful one, the 
actual internal porosity in a powder has an even greater influence. A method such as CT would be helpful 
in ascertaining these conditions.  
This same CT type approach could also capture data about size distributions that would otherwise be 
missed even by microtrack techniques. Noah Budiansky of Exponent has given a presentation on using 
this type of approach and while it is certainly not inexpensive, it is a method that provides a great deal of 
information that can be extracted for greater interpretation by the models [127].  
When this work was started, it was assumed that all of the powders would be metallic. Halfway through 
the work there was a major application development effort for a cermet based powder. After inspecting 
the powders, it was assumed that features such as tap density and 2500 PSI conductivity would be able 
to account for the internal porosity present in these powders to help distinguish their behavior from other 
powders. Based on the results in Appendix I, this assumption seems to have been slightly incorrect. 
Additionally, there are some features about cermet powders such as yield strength and UTS that are 
extracted from literature as if the powders were 100% bulk materials. Not only are yield strength and UTS 
barely applicable to cermet materials, but they are even less applicable to porous powders. Wherever 
possible, these literature extracted mechanical property values (elastic modulus, yield strength, UTS, etc.) 
should be removed from the dataset and replaced with actual measurements.  
The nanoindentation routine could be improved so that consistent results could be extracted from the 
powders. For example, if powders could be placed on an adhesive backed steel plate, mounted, and cross 
sectioned, then a deep penetrating nanoindentation of powders could be performed, which could then 
potentially be used to extract more information from the powder. Such an approach using the CSM 
method, which oscillates the indenter as it is penetrating the powder, can yield results about the elastic 
and plastic response of the powder anywhere along the depth of indentation. Another useful test would 
be to take bulk particles and attempt to compress them, or actually indent the whole particle. Such a data 
point would be ideal in the case of cold spray and LACS. 
For all powder measurements, both the actual measurement and the standard deviation of the 
measurement should be used as predictors and if possible, linked during modeling in some fashion. This 
will help to distinguish between materials that have truly uniform properties and those that may possess 
the same average as the uniform material, but actually have inconsistent properties. The primary example 
of this is the importance of nanohardness standard deviation in classifying various powders. While WC 
will have a fairly consistent mean, the distribution of hardness values will provide a great deal of 
information about the form of the WC mixed with the cermet. The same will be true of other 
measurements like conductivity, flowability, and compressibility. 
7.3.2 Substrate Measurements 
Unlike the powder, there are definitely components of the substrate that have not been measured 
effectively. While bulk material properties and measurements are abundantly available, it is not clear from 
the results presented here that ‘bulk’ values are especially useful. A great example of this is found when 
considering surface roughness—in this study three different metrics were evaluated, however each one 
was found to be equally influential in the modeling process. According to most surface metrologists, there 
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should be a specific surface roughness criteria that corresponds best to the problem at hand. In this case, 
there should be a surface roughness trait related to the particle size distribution. This relationship is critical 
because a smooth surface for one substrate/powder may provide great adhesion, but a rough surface is 
important for another (consider titanium on steel vs. titanium on ceramic). 
Another area that needs to be evaluated more carefully is local hardness. While Vickers hardness has been 
performed throughout the cross-sectioned substrate, only Rockwell hardness has been performed at the 
surface. Rockwell though is a macro level measurement and the reality is that most interactions of concern 
in LACS are at the micro level. Vickers and Nanohardness measurements should both be performed on 
the surface of the substrate to determine which is the most influential and captures the greatest 
information. 
For all substrate measurements, both the actual measurement and the standard deviation of the 
measurement should be used as predictors and if possible, linked during modeling in some fashion. This 
will help to distinguish between materials that have truly uniform properties and those that may have the 
same average as the uniform material, but are actually possess very inconsistent properties.  
7.3.3 Materials Data 
There is a growing movement in materials science to have complete a database regarding material 
properties under various processing conditions. In this work, only room temperature properties were used, 
however obtaining complete data regarding properties at specific points of interest would certainly 
increase the ability of the algorithms to evaluate the features. A great example of this is superplasticity in 
titanium. While at room temperature, titanium alloys are fairly strong, but at higher temperatures grain 
boundary sliding becomes possible making them extremely formable. A single, room temperature metric 
does not provide this data. However, data about the material properties at the exact impact conditions 
would be most helpful. 
A major hole in materials engineering with laser-based processing is the lack of data regarding optical 
absorption. In the case of this study, optical absorption was ignored by normalizing all data to the dual-
wavelength pyrometer. Realistically though, even this method will cause problems as absorption, 
reflection, and infrared emission change for different materials at different temperatures. This data, 
however, is extremely difficult to find and never coherently presented. A complete data set regarding 
material absorption and infrared emission over a range of temperatures will be critical for increasing 
accuracy of laser-processing models in the future. 
Another area that needs improvement relates to the need for strain-dependent material properties. While 
there is a strong push for collecting this type of data to improve modeling efforts, it needs to occur quicker 
in order for a process such as LACS to be better understood. Phenomena like strain hardening, material 
flow, and jetting behavior are poorly understood so far. As with temperature dependent properties, these 
properties will help make recognition of patterns in powders easier for the models to extract.  
7.3.4 Processing Improvements 
Perhaps one of the greatest areas of improvement would be found in the area of process measurements. 
These improvements span three areas: automation, additional measurements, and reliability. On the 
automation front, it is critical that measurements made via digital tools be available to easily export in a 
quantifiable form to the data storage system. For example, temperature and laser power for every single 
run in this data set were available, but due to the complexity of exporting this data, only four points for 
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each pass were ever captured. While this data is useful, it does not tell the full story of the process 
response. Additionally, by automating the data input and output from the robotic system, errors 
associated with data entry can be reduced as well. 
While many measurements such as gas temperature and pressure have been properly measured, there 
are many peripheral measurements that should be taken. The starting temperature of the substrate is 
one great example—in many cases, the same substrate was used for multiple samples with each new 
sample starting off warmer than the last. A quick measurement of each sample surface prior to beginning 
deposition would enhance the accuracy of the model tremendously. Another example is the humidity in 
the room—this will seriously affect the flowability of the powder through the system entirely unrelated 
to any of the actual powder measurements made. For many of these samples, mass flow rate was 
calculated as a function of a powder-feeder specific voltage. This voltage was then converted to a volume 
flow rate and subsequently a mass flow rate. Measurements such as this should be made consistently 
without changing methods in the middle of a modeling effort.  
Accurate measurements of laser and powder spot size is vital. These measurements have been shown to 
be tremendously influential in analyzing thickness and simply declaring a spot as “large or small” is 
insufficient for true optimization. For any new material, the spot size both with and without the laser 
should be measured for the spray. While these spots are dependent on other metrics such as raster speed 
and mass flow rate, getting a baseline will allow extrapolation of the patterns by the model.  
In this work, only one nozzle type and standoff distance were ever used. While this was still generalizable 
using the thermofluid and heat transfer models, it is important that the raw data in these studies be as 
broad in scope as possible. Limiting to these few measurements absolutely detracts from the final 
accuracy of the model. 
Finally, in the area of reliability one of the major flaws in the current methodology was that the pyrometer 
could not measure below 450 °C and the laser could not reliably function below approximately 1200 Watts. 
This is a fundamental limitation in the system, but there are many materials such as aluminum that would 
have benefitted from a small amount of power over a wide area. Another major area to improve would 
be in the robotic and control side of the system—there is tremendous value in being able to independently 
control gas and laser operation, particularly in the area of thermal treatments.  
7.3.5 Experimental Methods 
One of the biggest flaws in this work was the intense focus on application clusters. While the clustering 
approach is perfectly acceptable, it is important to get as many data points in between clusters as possible. 
Unfortunately, due to pressure for application development, this was not possible, however any future 
studies should define a specific ratio for the amount of data in and out of clusters. From the results of this 
study, a ratio of 5in:1out should be sufficient.  
Even though the data in this work was all captured in a database, data was input into the system at 
different times and imported from different original sources. There is a serious need to have proper data 
management education to all materials engineers who plan to work with large experimental data sets and 
to instill in them the need to keep this data clean, reliable, and complete. A great deal of time during this 
study was spent remedying problems associated with those three concepts. 
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The substrate temperature was mentioned as a major factor, but any researchers in the future should 
ensure that the starting condition of all samples is identical, or is at least distinguishable based on 
captured metrics. This is especially true in a process like cold spray where the starting condition is 
important because materials remain in the solid state.  
7.3.6 Machine Learning Modeling Methods 
There are a nearly infinite number of machine learning modeling techniques available, and an equivalent 
number of methods by which to select the appropriate algorithms. Many of these techniques would serve 
to improve the current modeling results. A great example of this is reusable holdout, which is a resampling 
technique discussed in Section 3. This method would help to preserve the integrity of the data and by 
allowing for more data points to be used during training, would ultimately help to increase the accuracy 
of the testing data.  
As has been extensively discussed in Sections 4 and 5, there is a very real need to develop models that are 
designed to handle multi-pass type scenarios. This may involve multi-layered models such that the outputs 
of the first layer are the inputs to the second layer, but regardless some methodology for handling large 
scale varying feature sets is necessary. One possible avenue to explore are conditional random fields, 
which have been used heavily in image analysis to provide links between multiple entries in order to gain 
some context about the latest prediction [125]. If this cannot be resolved from a data science aspect, then 
materials engineers will need to work on methods of producing generalized features that are relevant 
across multiple passes and pass groups. For example, maximum interface and interlayer temperatures, or 
average layer thickness would be but a few of the generalized multi-pass group parameters that could be 
relevant. 
In the present work, there was a tremendous reduction in error for SVM when moving from a linear kernel 
to a radial basis function kernel. While this was not further investigated in this study, an evaluation of the 
effectiveness of different kernels on the various model forms as related to their relative linearities would 
prove extremely useful. A prime example of this is the proliferation of neural networking models 
throughout materials science, but the clear lack of accurate response in this work. While there could be 
any number of reasons for this poor performance including lack of proper network topography, the 
complexity of the data may be better realized through use of an RBF activation function, as opposed to 
the sigmoid function typically used. Similarly, while PCA performed well as a method for reducing feature 
numbers, a non-linear form of PCA such as RBF-PCA may prove much more effective at applying proper 
distancing measures to the data set. 
Another area of emphasis is the evaluation of continuous response models for the continuous targets 
(hardness and thickness). The random forests results included in this work behaved best in the model 
selection technique, but the end result in Section 6.2 is a discontinuous response. While this may be a 
function of the data itself or the model’s physical interpretation of the parameters being input, further 
evaluation is needed to determine the root cause. An evaluation of other the methods known to provide 
a continuous response space may be more practical for knowledge extraction as performed earlier.  
A major area of interest with respect to modeling is the use of feature-clustering algorithms. As has been 
mentioned previously, there are a few such neural network types such as autoencoders that enable 
features to be grouped together in order to help indicate certain levels of similarity between features 
[126]. Another approach could be the use of statistical relational models such as Markov logic networks 
or Relational Bayesian Networks, which are used to relate various features together during training [128–
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132]. Another area that may warrant exploration given the amount of conditionally independent data is 
co-training—a technique where multiple algorithms are trained together in a semi-supervised fashion 
[133]. Unfortunately, this approach is largely limited to classification techniques. Clearly, a host of 
methods is available for solving many of these problems. This is where the interdependency of the 
materials engineer and data scientist becomes apparent. 
The feature selection approach taken in this study was to utilize various large scale feature sets (basic, 
powder/substrate clustered, engineered, etc.) with different preparations (none, normalization, PCA). The 
assumption was that these features should operate in concert in order keep the model as generalizable 
as possible. Features that may not be important for cermets may be incredibly important for titanium 
powders. However, given that each of the primary models produced used a different data set and 
preparation, it seems prudent in the future to apply some sort of pruning or feature selection routine to 
the features. Appendix I, Section I(ii) used a Lasso-based feature reduction technique to almost entirely 
eliminate overfitting in the model, while still possessing a model score essentially equivalent to the full 
feature set. Clearly, this type of reduction and others could be used with the various models to help reduce 
overfitting. 
Another point of concern that may arise as data sets in materials engineering projects become larger is 
that of appropriate model pre-screening methods. For example, in this work the total data set was 
relatively small, which allowed for the investigation of many different models simultaneously. With larger 
data sets, a better understanding of the data and features would be needed for proper model selection. 
These methods could include discussion about data linearity vs. non-linearity, elimination of co-
dependent features, or analysis of the influence of certain features on the target of interest.  
7.3.7 Materials Science Modeling Methods 
This research should open the door for the interdependence of machine learning and materials science 
models. In this work, two incredibly simple 1D models have been produced and used to generate a wide 
range of temperature, time, and velocity statistics about each individual sample. One area that could be 
explored further is the extraction of alternative metrics from the models. For example, instead of using 
the critical velocity of each particle size range, a calculation could be made about the critical particle size 
needed to achieve the critical velocity threshold. Another possible metric could be maximum difference 
between surface and interface temperature, or between surface and substrate temperature. All of these 
different metrics could be optimized in the same framework as the current modeling effort. 
Another key area to explore is growing the complexity of the physics-based models. For example, in the 
thermo-fluid model, no effort is made to account for particle variation in the radial direction. The reality 
is that smaller particles tend to escape towards this outer radius, resulting in smaller particles traveling at 
even slower velocities. Obtaining a quantifiable statistic for this phenomenon could be useful for 
interpreting deposition efficiency. Along those lines, the critical velocity calculation commonly used in 
cold spray needs to be improved to account for things like substrate temperature and substrate material, 
with as few dependencies on experimentally derived parameters as possible.  
In the case of the 1D heat transfer model, the surface heat transfer has essentially been assumed to be 
constant—a fact that is simply untrue especially when considering the various geometries that are present 
in this study. A closed form Nusselt solution for supersonic impinging jets on flat and round pieces is 
necessary to further increase the accuracy of 1D heat transfer. Additionally, growing this problem from 
1D to 2D would help to improve some of the time and temperature metrics that have been used to date. 
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Currently symmetry is assumed in the x and y directions, but the reality is that both the heating and the 
cooling would be greater if multiple dimensions were assumed.  Another facet of the study that could be 
improved is a method for determining the total fraction of heat produced by a particle during deformation. 
Of course, this requires knowledge of the degree of deformation, velocity, temperature, etc. and so is 
largely dependent on the preceding thermo-fluid model.  
One of the major issues in this modeling effort, as highlighted by the poor model error in Appendix I, 
Section I, is that there is a clear distinction between the deformation behaviors of metallic powders and 
cermet powders. In metals, dislocations are generated and propagated through the bulk of the powder, 
enabling the material to deform. However, in cermets the mechanism depends on individual cermet 
grains sliding past one another through the binder medium. Improving the critical velocity model to 
account for this differing behavior would help to extract some understanding as to why the deposition 
efficiencies for so many of the cermet based samples was less than 5% and would absolutely improve the 
response of cermet data sets to the engineered features.  
7.3.8 Knowledge Extraction 
The exercises in Section 6 have shown that there are a nearly infinite number of uses for these three 
models. One area that is of particular interest would be to develop optimization routines around the three 
models produced here. However, for this method to be effective an additional set of internal models will 
need to be produced. This essentially means that any interrelated parameters will need to have their own 
models or relationships produced so that the case of Figure 75 where non-physical results were predicted 
is prevented. This would require that features such as particle size, flowability, density, conductivity, and 
material properties all be predictable from one another, at least to a given level of certainty. There are 
several other considerations that must be made for guaranteeing that a global optimum is found for a 
given solution. Several approaches are available, as have been discussed in the MQP report on 
experimental optimization methods [124]. Given that multiple equivalent solutions exist even after using 
an algorithm that effectively selects global optimums, then an additional set of criteria may be included 
during the optimization to account for items such as cost or time. 
Additionally, the 1D Heat transfer modeled parameters would need to be updated as part of the 
optimization routine so that any time a new mass flow rate or laser temperature was selected, the 
interface temperatures or time to stagnation temperature could be re-evaluated. Of course this is a 
significant undertaking, but to create a truly 100% predictive model, these are the efforts that will be 
needed. 
Lastly, there is likely a need to develop different models with different data sets to meet different goals. 
The model development will constantly be in flux and should be continually updated in order to maintain 
the highest levels of accuracy across the greatest number of material spaces. For example, to predict 
thickness of a sample within the space of the materials used, random forest will be sufficient, however it 
lacks the ability to extrapolate outside of the known space. If extrapolation is needed then a neural 
network or support vector machine may be a better method. In a scenario where a customer indicates 
that they have a specific substrate and end material property set in mind, but no specific request for the 
powder material then a model could be developed with final material properties and substrate properties 
as the inputs while the powder properties and processing conditions could be the outputs. This mixing 
and matching to utilize the toolset developed here is unlimited and has a great deal of power, but as ever 
should be used responsibly. 
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7.3.9 General Research Protocols 
The goal of this work has been to demonstrate that there is a real need in materials engineering and other 
fields to develop greater rigor when performing research or application development. Too often data is 
collected in a very heterogeneous fashion resulting in researchers repeating themselves every 2-3 years. 
This work has demonstrated that it is possible to homogenize the data collection process by defining the 
problem space up front and rigorously collecting the necessary data. This data then can be turned into 
functional, usable knowledge by the materials engineer and data scientist to help expedite the 
development of future projects.  
These methodologies should be tested and applied to other processes and given the current data set, 
would be especially applicable to fields tangentially related to LACS. Obviously cold spray is a natural 
choice for such an effort as would be warm spray, which is another solid state thermal spray technique. 
Given the increasing interest in powder metallurgy for both coating and 3D printing, an effort should be 
placed to develop greater understanding about the statistical variability of powders being used in these 
processes. This includes microstructure, surface characteristics, composition, and segregation to name a 
few. Additive manufacturing in general is a field that has been intensively studied for more than a decade 
now, but is seeing relatively little advancement in academic circles. A cohesive effort to produce the kind 
of data necessary for this work would be of tremendous value to the field.  
One area that has been ignored in this work is that of model uncertainty. There are three major ways to 
handle this. First, an investigation can be made comparing the holdout error of the fitted model to the 
measurement standard deviation. Generally, these values are given for a whole range of 
measurements/predictions, but if instead of a finite value they can be described as a percentage of the 
predicted or actual value, then a better understanding of model uncertainty can be extracted. The second 
method, available with some classification models such as decision trees or support vector machines, is 
to predict probabilities associated with the class distribution of a given input vector. Finally, one of the 
less common methods is to use the measurements of error associated with individual feature inputs being 
collected. These input errors can then be used to produce a probability density function. One method of 
using these distributions is as a regularization term as done in this work by Czarnecki et al.. In this case, 
they applied this Tikhonov regularization term to a set of models, including ANN, to reduce overfitting of 
noisy data [134]. In the case of this present work, the measurement error of features was overlooked 
because many of the features did not have error associated with them. However, proper confidence in a 
model necessitates that this type of effort be performed.  
Finally, there is a general need in materials science as a whole to begin implementing better data tagging 
and structuring methods across all processes and materials. The reality is that this set of data can be used 
with any solid state spray process. Expanding from there, this data can be used in any thermal spray 
process where particles traveling at a certain speed and temperature. Admittedly, most thermal spray 
processes involve molten particles and so new features would need to be produced to account for this, 
but the basic feature set is still present. Finally and perhaps most interestingly, is that by reducing the 
bonding condition to simple energy balances, this same data set could be used to round out data on a 
process like selective laser melting. Fundamentally, both processes use a combination of thermal and 
kinetic energy to induce bonding. Ultimately, this thermal and kinetic energy can be translated into a local 
driving force at a newly formed interface, which can be extracted from the pressure and temperature of 
the material. 
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The nature of materials is that all phenomena are linked to a few key physical parameters and by 
understanding how these parameters influence macro-level interactions, better feature sets to describe 
a greater number of processes can be extracted. Targeting such a micro- to macro-scale model then would 
truly be the last piece of the mosaic. 
7.4 General Recommendations 
It is important to remember that the models developed in this process are not foolproof; truly, no model 
is. Instead, these models are but one tool in an engineer’s toolbox to help him/her do their job more 
efficiently and effectively. These tools are not a replacement for the human intelligence that uses them. 
That said, these tools could greatly simplify the level of understanding that a human interpreter needs to 
have of the process as a whole.  
The dataset of images that was intended to be used for porosity measurements contains a plethora of 
information from which additional models may be generated. The statistics captured by this method 
include coating surface roughness, crack formation, and porosity for every single sample in this data set. 
In fact, once the stitching algorithm has been properly tuned, there will be more data for these statistics 
than for any of the other targets presented in this work.  
Combining the hardness, thickness, porosity, crack, surface roughness, and binary adhesion models 
together in one predictive model could easily result in a robust tool for generalized prediction over a wide 
range of materials and conditions; especially given the general improvement in performance for each 
model with the addition of multiple materials.  
7.5 Completing the Mosaic 
The efforts undertaken in this work have been truly monumental. More than 30 individuals have 
contributed thousands of hours to produce the data used in these results. When the project was first 
started, it would take more than 400 samples, 3 months, 3 interns, and 2 engineers to develop a new 
material application for LACS. As part of the methods laid out in this work, the key features for all 
feedstock and processing attributes were captured and recorded in the database. While the level of expert 
knowledge in this process has improved dramatically over the past three years, the ability to transfer that 
knowledge from person to person has remained difficult. The data generated over those three years, 
however, has been used to produce a set of three fitted models to predict binary adhesion, coating 
thickness, and coating hardness. While raw data is difficult to assess from the perspective of a new 
operator to LACS, the outputs of adhesion, thickness, and hardness are easily intuited.  
 For binary adhesion, a testing accuracy of 86% was achieved on a data set with a positive response 
rate of 77%.  
 The thickness model had a test RMSE of 283 µm with a measurement standard deviation of 16 
µm.  
 The hardness model had a test RMSE of 226 Hv with a measurement standard deviation of 161 
Hv.  
These models in turn have been used to evaluate a set of T-6Al-4V samples that were deposited on a 
completely different LACS system than the one used for the primary data set. The model in this case 
predicted that all samples in the set would delaminate, however the measurements showed that only 33% 
would delaminate. Closer inspection of these samples after the measurements had already been made 
showed that, in fact, delamination was present on most if not all of the samples along the edges of the 
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coating. Furthermore, these same samples deposited onto a substrate that could not bend consistently 
delaminated 100% of the time. 
This notion was further supported by a binary adhesion map of laser temperature, raster speed, and mass 
flow rate, which showed that there was a very fine window of sprayability that could enable bulk adhesion 
to occur. Finally, a similar map for WC cermets was produced with varying powder sizes, 2500 PSI densities, 
and mass flow rates. The results showed that the model clearly displayed a shelf in deposited thickness 
that was closely linked to mass flow rate, as was experienced in many experimental trials during an 
attempt to optimize for a WC-based application.  
These maps and tests lay the groundwork for future uses of this model, and hopefully many others as a 
mechanism to not only expedite the process of developing an application, but also for enhancing the 
fundamental understanding of the manufacturing process being modeled. This work has always been 
intended to serve as a framework for future data development and machine learning methods applied to 
the broader category of data science in materials engineering. By taking individual pieces of data and 
harnessing machine learning techniques as the tools that they are meant to be, a coherent and functional 
representation of the processing space can be revealed, ultimately providing a greater understanding of 
the fundamental mechanisms present in the process thus reducing both the cost and time of development 
for modern manufacturing.    
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APPENDIX A Experimental Setup & Definitions 
 
 
Figure 78: Experimental setup with some of the core components labeled. 
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Figure 79: LACS Process captured in-situ, with key processing conditions labeled. 
 
 
Figure 80: 3D Microstructure indicating directions used for nomenclature. 
 






The internal identification used for 
sprayed bulk samples 
MountSpecID MountSpecID 
The internal identification used for 
mounted & cross-sectioned samples 
SubstrateID SubstrateID 
The internal identification used for 
substrates 
PowderID PowderID 




One of the three primary target 
values, indicates whether more than 
50% of the coating is attached to the 
substrate in a full width optical 
micrograph at 10x 
Thick_Avg Deposit Thick 
The average thickness of a deposit as 
measured at a minimum of five 
points along the deposited and cross 
sectioned micrograph 
CoatHard_Avg HV 
The hardness of the deposited 
material measured as the average of 
five points using automated Vickers 
hardness testing 
Porosity_Avg Coating Porosity 
The porosity (% area not dense) in 
the deposited zone as measured 




The stagnation gas temperature as 
measured in the head unit just prior 
to the nozzle entrance 
GasPressure GasPressure 
The stagnation gas pressure as 
measured in the head unit just prior 
to the nozzle entrance 
RasterPattern RasterPattern 
The pattern used to deposit the 
material 
RasterSpeed RasterSpeed 
The speed at which the substrate 
surface moves relative to the fixed 
laser head 
IndexStep IndexStep 
The spacing between spray lines 
across the substrate. Sometimes 
called the hatch spacing 
SprayAngle SprayAngle 
The angle of incident of the spray 
path on the substrate, measured as 
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90° normally, decreasing down to 60° 
minimum 
LaserAngle LaserAngle 
The angle of incident at which the 
laser interacts with the substrate--
commonly 70°  
LaserDiam LaserDiam 
The diameter of the laser spot on the 
surface of the substrate at 
approximately 100 mm/s speed 
SprayDiam SprayDiam 
The diameter of the spray spot on the 
surface of the substrate at 
approximately 100 mm/s speed 
LaserPositionX LaserPositionX 
The position of the laser relative to 
the spray spot in the direction of 
rotation, positive is in the direction of 
rotation (leading) negative is 
opposite direction of rotation 
(trailing), zero is on the spray spot 
(in-situ) 
LaserPositionY LaserPositionY 
The position of the laser relative to 
the spray spot in the direction of 
index, positive is towards index, 
negative is opposite index, zero is on 
spot 
PyroPositionX PyroPositionX 
The position of the pyrometer 
relative to the laser spot in the 
direction of raster 
PyroPositionY PyroPositionY 
The position of the pyrometer 
relative to the laser spot in the 
direction of index 
LaserSetTemp Laser Surf. Temp. 
The surface temperature to which 
the pyrometer control is set--feeds 
back to alter laser power accordingly. 
MassFlow MassFlow 
The mass flow rate of the powder 
measured either in-situ via load cell 
or ex-situ average mass per three 
minutes 
nPasses # Passes 
The total number of passes sprayed 
at a given set of conditions within a 
single pass group 
PassGroup PassGrp 
The pass group value (1 for first, 2, 
etc.)--different than pass number 
MultiGroupBin Multi Grp 
The binary variable indicating 
whether or not a sample had more 
than one pass group 
PowderL10_Size D10 Size 
The diameter of powder at the 10th 
percentile such that 10% of powders 
are smaller and 90% are larger 
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Measured Powder Features 
PowderL25_Size D25 Size 
The diameter of powder at the 25th 
percentile such that 25% of powders 
are smaller and 75% are larger 
PowderL50_Size D50 Size 
The diameter of powder at the 50th 
percentile such that 50% of powders 
are smaller and 50% are larger 
PowderL75_Size D75 Size 
The diameter of powder at the 75th 
percentile such that 75% of powders 
are smaller and 25% are larger 
PowderL90_Size D90 Size 
The diameter of powder at the 90th 
percentile such that 90% of powders 
are smaller and 10% are larger 
PowderWeightedVolume PowderSizeWeightedAvg 
The weighted particle size found by 
multiplying each size value by the 
fraction of powders accounted for by 
that value 
PowderTapDensity_Avg PowderTapDensity 
The density of the bulk powder in a 
tapped (not compressed) state 
Powder500Density_Avg Powder500Density 
The density of the bulk powder in 
after compression to 500 PSI 
Powder1500Density_Avg Powder1500Density 
The density of the bulk powder in 
after compression to 1500 PSI 
Powder2500Density_Avg Powder2500Density 
The density of the bulk powder in 
after compression to 2500 PSI 
PowderTapRest_Avg Powder Tap Cond. 
The conductivity of the powder in a 
tapped condition, measured as 
1/Resistance 
Powder500Rest_Avg Powder500Cond 
The conductivity of the powder after 
compression to 500 PSI, measured as 
1/Resistance 
Powder1500Rest_Avg Powder1500Cond 
The conductivity of the powder after 
compression to 1500 PSI, measured 
as 1/Resistance 
Powder2500Rest_Avg Powder2500Cond 
The conductivity of the powder after 
compression to 2500 PSI, measured 
as 1/Resistance 
PowderFlowability_Avg Powder Flowability 
The measured flowability of the 
powder as height of powder 
deposited on a 1" disk 
PowderNanoHard_Avg PowderNanoHard 
Powder nanohardness as measured 
by nanoindentation of 2500 indents 
across 25 particles 
PowderNanoHardStDev PowderNanoHardSTD 
Standard deviation of powder 
nanohardness as measured by 
distribution of 2500 indents over 25 
particles 
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PowderNanoMod_Avg PowderNanoMod 
Powder nanomodulus as measured 
by nanoindentation of 2500 indents 
across 25 particles 
PowderNanoMod_StDev PowderNanoModSTD 
Standard deviation of powder 
nanomodulus as measured by 
distribution of 2500 indents over 25 
particles 
Powder Extracted Features 
PowderAlloy1 Powder Element1 
The primary element present in the 
alloy 
PowderAlloy2 Powder Element1 
The second most common element 
present in the alloy 
PowderAlloy3 Powder Element3 
The third most common element 
present in the alloy 
PowderAlloy4 Powder Element4 
The fourth most common element 
present in the alloy 
PowderAlloy5 Powder Element5 
The fifth most common element 
present in the alloy 
PowderAlloy6 Powder Element6 
The sixth most common element 
present in the alloy 
PowderElement1Percent Powder E1 % 
The weight fraction of the primary 
element 
PowderElement2Percent Powder E2 % 
The weight fraction of the second 
most common element 
PowderElement3Percent Powder E3 % 
The weight fraction of the third most 
common element 
PowderElement4Percent Powder E4 % 
The weight fraction of the fourth 
most common element 
PowderElement5Percent Powder E5 % 
The weight fraction of the fifth most 
common element 
PowderElement6Percent Powder E6 % 
The weight fraction of the sixth most 
common element 
PowderCermet IsCermet 
Binary metric distinguishing between 
a cermet (1) and a metallic powder 
(0) 
PowderGrainSize IsCermetFineGrain 
Binary metric distinguishing between 
a fine grained (1) and coarse grained 
(0) cermet 
PowderDensity PowderDensity 
The theoretical density of the powder 
alloy as extracted from literature 
PowderElasticModulus Powder Mod. Elast. 
The theoretical elastic modulus of the 
powder alloy as extracted from 
literature 
PowderYieldStrength PowderYieldStr 
The theoretical yield strength of the 
powder alloy as extracted from 
literature 
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PowderUTS PowderUTS 
The theoretical ultimate tensile 
strength of the powder alloy as 
extracted from literature 
PowderCompressiveStrength PowderCompStr 
The compressive strength of the 
powder alloy as extracted from 
literature 
PowderHardness_Hv Powder Lit Hard 
The theoretical hardness (Hv) of the 
powder alloy as extracted from 
literature 
PowderMeltingTemperature Powder T Melt 
The theoretical melting temperature 
of the powder alloy as extracted from 
literature 
PowderOpticalAbsorption Powder Opt. Abs. 
The theoretical optical absorption of 
the laser emitted energy of the 
powder alloy as extracted from 
literature 
PowderSpecificHeat PowderSpecHeat 
The theoretical specific heat capacity 
of the powder alloy as extracted from 
literature 
PowderThermalConductivity Powder Therm. Cond. 
The theoretical thermal conductivity 
of the powder alloy as extracted from 
literature 
PowderThermalExpansionRate Powder Therm. Exp. 
The theoretical linear thermal 
expansion rate of the powder alloy as 
extracted from literature 
Substrate Measured Features 
SubstrateSubHard_Avg Sub Hard 
The measured Vickers hardness of 
the substrate in cross section 
SubstrateSubHard_HRC_Avg Sub Hard 
The measured Rockwell (HRB) 
hardness of the substrate surface 
SubstrateGeometry Sub Geom. 
The geometry of the substrate being 
used (cylinder, tube, disc, 
rectangular) 
SubstrateSubLength Sub Length 
The total length of a sprayed 
substrate (in direction of index) 
SubstrateSubThick_OD Thick/OD 
The total thickness of a substrate (as 
measured parallel to the spray 
direction) 
SubstrateSubWidth_ID Width 
The total width of a substrate (as 
measured in the raster direction) 
SubstrateSurfRough_Avg SDQ Surf Rough 
The surface roughness of the 
substrate as measured by confocal 
microscopy, and extracted via 
mountains software as SDQ hybrid 
value 
SubstrateSurfRough_SDR_Avg SDR Surf Rough 
The surface roughness of the 
substrate as measured by confocal 
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microscopy, and extracted via 
mountains software as SDR hybrid 
value 
SubstrateSurfRough_Sa_Avg Sa Surf Rough 
The surface roughness of the 
substrate as measured by confocal 
microscopy, and extracted via 
mountains software as Sa value 
SubstrateSurfTreat Surf Prep 
Internal nomenclature for method 
used to prepare a surface prior to 
spraying (machined, scotch brite, 
ground, polished, etc.) 
Substrate Extracted Features 
SubstrateAlloy1 Sub Element1 
The primary element present in the 
substrate alloy 
SubstrateAlloy2 Sub Element2 
The second most common element 
present in substrate the alloy 
SubstrateAlloy3 Sub Element3 
The third most common element 
present in the substrate alloy 
SubstrateAlloy4 Sub Element4 
The fourth most common element 
present in the substrate alloy 
SubstrateAlloy5 Sub Element5 
The fifth most common element 
present in the substrate alloy 
SubstrateAlloy6 Sub Element6 
The sixth most common element 
present in the substrate alloy 
SubstrateElement1Percent Sub E1 % 
The weight fraction of the primary 
substrate element 
SubstrateElement2Percent Sub E2 % 
The weight fraction of the second 
most common substrate element 
SubstrateElement3Percent Sub E3 % 
The weight fraction of the third most 
common substrate element 
SubstrateElement4Percent Sub E4 % 
The weight fraction of the fourth 
most common substrate element 
SubstrateElement5Percent Sub E5 % 
The weight fraction of the fifth most 
common substrate element 
SubstrateElement6Percent Sub E6 % 
The weight fraction of the sixth most 
common substrate element 
SubstrateDensity Sub Density 
The theoretical density of the 
substrate alloy as extracted from 
literature 
SubstrateCompressiveStrength Sub Comp. Str 
The theoretical compressive strength 
of the substrate alloy as extracted 
from literature 
SubstrateUTS Sub UTS 
The theoretical ultimate tensile 
strength of the substrate alloy as 
extracted from literature 
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SubstrateYieldStrength SubYieldStr 
The theoretical yield strength of the 
substrate alloy as extracted from 
literature 
SubstrateElasticModulus SubModElast 
The theoretical elastic modulus of the 
substrate alloy as extracted from 
literature 
SubstrateHardness_Hv Sub Lit. Hard 
The theoretical hardness (Vickers) of 
the substrate alloy as extracted from 
literature 
SubstrateMeltingTemperature Sub T Melt 
The theoretical melting temperature 
of the substrate alloy as extracted 
from literature 
SubstrateOpticalAbsorption Sub Opt. Absorp. 
The theoretical optical absorption of 
laser energy of the substrate alloy as 
extracted from literature 
SubstrateSpecificHeat SubSpecHeat 
The theoretical specific heat capacity 
of the substrate alloy as extracted 
from literature 
SubstrateThermalConductivity Sub Therm. Cond. 
The theoretical thermal conductivity 
of the substrate alloy as extracted 
from literature 
SubstrateThermalExpansionRate Sub Therm. Exp. 
The theoretical linear thermal 
expansion rate of the substrate alloy 
as extracted from literature 
Thermo-Fluid Predicted Features 
GasImpactTemperature Gas Imp. Temp. 
The temperature of the gas across 
the surface of the substrate after 
crossing the bowshock 
GasImpactVelocity Gas Imp. Vel. 
The velocity of the gas as it impacts 
the surface--does not account for 
flow anti-parallel to the primary axis 
of flow 
ParticleCriticalVelocity_10 PCritVel 10µm 
The critical velocity for the D10 
Particle Size as predicted by 1D 
Thermofluid Model 
ParticleCriticalVelocity_25 PCritVel 25µm 
The critical velocity for the D25 
Particle Size as predicted by 1D 
Thermofluid Model 
ParticleCriticalVelocity_75 PCritVel 75µm 
The critical velocity for the D75 
Particle Size as predicted by 1D 
Thermofluid Model 
ParticleCriticalVelocity_90 PCritVel 90µm 
The critical velocity for the D90 
Particle Size as predicted by 1D 
Thermofluid Model 
PowderCriticalVelocity Powder Crit. Vel. 
The critical velocity for the D50 
particle size, generally used as the 
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average for the full system as 
predicted by 1D Thermofluid Model 
ParticleImpactTemperature Part. Imp. Temp. 
The particle impact temperature 
(modeled) just prior to impact on the 
substrate surface--calculated for D50 
as predicted by 1D Thermofluid 
Model 
ParticleImpactVelocity Powder Imp. Vel. 
The particle impact velocity 
(modeled) just prior to impact on the 
substrate surface--calculated for D50 
as predicted by 1D Thermofluid 
Model 
ParticleTemperature_10 PTemp 10µm 
The impact temperature for the D10 
Particle Size as predicted by 1D 
Thermofluid Model 
ParticleTemperature_25 PTemp 25µm 
The impact temperature for the D25 
Particle Size as predicted by 1D 
Thermofluid Model 
ParticleTemperature_75 PTemp 75µm 
The impact temperature for the D75 
Particle Size as predicted by 1D 
Thermofluid Model 
ParticleTemperature_90 PTemp 90µm 
The impact temperature for the D90 
Particle Size as predicted by 1D 
Thermofluid Model 
ParticleVelocity_10 PVel 10µm 
The impact velocity for the D10 
Particle Size as predicted by 1D 
Thermofluid Model 
ParticleVelocity_25 PVel 25µm 
The impact velocity for the D25 
Particle Size as predicted by 1D 
Thermofluid Model 
ParticleVelocity_75 PVel 75µm 
The impact velocity for the D75 
Particle Size as predicted by 1D 
Thermofluid Model 
ParticleVelocity_90 PVel 90µm 
The impact velocity for the D90 
Particle Size as predicted by 1D 
Thermofluid Model 
1D Heat Transfer Predicted Features 
PredAvgDepositTemp AvgDepositTemp 
The average temperature in the 
deposit as predicted by the 1D Heat 
Transfer Model 
PredAvgPeakDepositTemp PeakDepositTemp 
The average temperature in the 
deposit during laser heating as 
predicted by the 1D Heat Transfer 
Model 
PredIntStagTemp IntStagTemp 
The temperature at the interface as 
time approaches infinity (stagnation) 
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as predicted by the 1D Heat Transfer 
Model 
PredIntTempAvg AvgIntTemp 
The average temperature at the 
interface as predicted by the 1D Heat 
Transfer Model 
PredMaxIntTemp MaxIntTemp 
The maximum temperature at the 
interface as predicted by the 1D Heat 
Transfer Model 
PredMaxPeakDepositTemp MaxDepositTemp 
The maximum temperature in the 
deposit as predicted by the 1D Heat 
Transfer Model 
PredTimeStagTemp TimeAtStagnation 
The time that the sample spends at 
its stagnation temperature as 
predicted by the 1D Heat Transfer 
Model 
PredTimetoIntStagTemp TimeToStagnation 
The time required for the sample to 
reach its stagnation temperature as 
predicted by the 1D Heat Transfer 
Model 
t_part TimeOnPart 
The total amount of time for a part to 
be sprayed as predicted by the 1D 
Heat Transfer Model 
thick_zz PredictedThickness 
The total estimated thickness for a 
coating to be sprayed as predicted by 
the 1D Heat Transfer Model 
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Overview of Supersonic Laser Cladding 
Laser-Assisted Cold Spray (LACS) is a process that heats a pressurized gas to carry powder particles that 
are injected into the gas stream through an accelerating nozzle. Upon exiting the nozzle these particles 
are traveling at supersonic speeds. Just prior to, or during the impact of the particle onto the substrate, a 
5 kW fiber laser is used to locally heat the powder, substrate, and deposited material. There are a wide 
range of influences from this laser including annealing, stress relieving, recrystallization, microstructural 
control, spray resolution control, and oxide ablation. These effects are essentially determined by the 
orientation and power of the laser. 
Overview of Competitive Processes 
There are a variety of processes that compete with LACS, largely because LACS is a product stemming 
from research out of Cambridge University in the UK that originated with one of the competitors, cold 
spray. This work eventually led to a process called laser assisted cold spray and was ultimately patented 
under the LACS name. Because of this development process, there are immediately two precursor 
competitors. Additionally, because of the “cladding” component of LACS, it is natural that many cladding 
processes may also be viewed as competitors. Other competitive processes generally include any process 
that can deposit metal onto a surface. These might include friction stir welding, traditional welding, metal 
additive manufacturing processes, thermal spray, etc. We will first analyze each of these processes overall 
for their perceived pros and cons, and then select the most prominent competitors to LACS and detail the 
trade name specific competition. 
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Table 1 shows several different processes that are all related to joining of metals in some unique capacity. 
Everything from traditional welding to 3D printing falls well within this genre of materials processing. As 
LACS has its origins in laser cold spray, it is assumed to fall under that category. Similarly, since laser cold 
spray has its origins in cold spray, these two processes will be considered the baseline for determining 
what other processes truly can be considered competitors. Laser cold spray is used for repair, coatings, 
joining, and near net shapes. This, of course, matches up with every single other application process. 
However, the reality is that for laser cold spray, the technology isn’t competing in the near net shape 
realm quite yet. Additionally, while it could be sufficient for joining, it really can’t compete with basic laser 
cladding on a per energy cost. Thus we are left, at least for the time being, with applications in the 
“coatings” and “repair” realm. It should be noted that this is additionally the predominant field of cold 
spray and thus laser cold spray processes must focus on the high temperature and refractory metals in 
order to be successful as a separate process. Under these conditions, the competition for laser cold spray 
will include cold spray, thermal spray, and to some extent laser cladding. 
Since every process tends to diverge itself among a variety of trade names, it is also beneficial to consider 
how different organizations have implemented these technologies in their respective industries. Table 2 
goes through each of the competitive processes and the respective competition to the LACS process 
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specifically. As can be seen below, there are a wide range of companies and universities that have 
developed their own brands of material deposition. The first segment, cold spray systems, encompass a 
wide range of temperatures and pressures and thus velocities. Interestingly, Centerline and Inovati are 
both focusing on what is generally considered to be “subsonic” or low pressure cold spray. These systems 
appear capable of depositing high temperature materials including Mo, SS, and Inconel. This is in contrast 
to even some of the high pressure cold spray systems that achieve higher velocities. This may be due to 
the reduction of bowshock effects along the surface, or could be a result of additional heating duration 
within the nozzles.  
The research level laser cold spray systems such as ARL and McGill are capable of much higher velocities 
than LACS. Additionally, they have essentially equivalent levels of control as LACS despite being only 
research grade. However, there are no apparent industry competitors in the laser cold spray field at this 
point in time. The next process, warm spray, isn’t quite at industrial levels, but is in fact right on the cusp 
of commercialization. The process modifies existing HVOF systems by bleeding cool nitrogen into the gas 
streams. In this way the processing temperature is reduced below melting and the material can be 
deposited in the solid state. This process has seen an upsurge due to the ease of implementation and lack 
of complexity. However, because this is a combustion based process it does still maintain some of the 
concerns of an oxygen environment and may still not be suitable for lower melting materials like 
aluminum or copper. The next category is that of laser cladding. This process is far less flexible than LACS 
and won’t induce compressive residuals. However it is also going to have less porosity and is well 
established field. Lastly, the bottom section are two thermal spray processes, HVOF and Plasma Arc Spray. 
These processes fully melt their material, but are capable of depositing high temperature materials, 
refractories, and ceramics. However the downside is the porosity, tensile stress, and oxygen pickup 
primarily attributed to thermal spray processes. That said, this industry is mature enough that many of 
those concerns have been largely addressed. 
Table 2: Institutional Process Competition Chart 
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LACS won’t compete with cold spray in the low temperature materials and may not compete with some 
high temperatures such as CP Ti or Ta. Relative to other laser cold spray systems, LACS is distinguished by 
its commercialized status and enhanced laser. Unfortunately, it falls short of ARL and McGill research 
systems in terms of velocity capabilities (He, higher pressure, higher temperature gas). As such LACS will 
have to focus on enhancing the thermal aspect rather than the kinetic aspect meaning that 
nanostructured and highly dislocated materials will be difficult to produce. This may provide limitations 
in terms of some wear or hardness applications. However if the increased thermal energy can provide a 
cost benefit over the helium gas required to deform some materials kinetically, then there may still be an 
advantage in those spaces.  
Warm spray is one of the strongest competitors on this list. Essentially it is a marriage of thermal spray 
and cold spray, providing the benefits of each with few of the negative aspects. However, the combustion 
process will still see additional oxygen pickup and because most of these systems are home-grown there 
are many difficulties in terms of controlling and optimizing the process. This gives LACS a significant 
advantage in terms of product maturity and market readiness. Laser cladding is obviously the process of 
choice for most joining applications, minor dimensional restoration, etc. However it lacks the 
microstructural control and compressive residual stresses found in LACS. Additionally, by depositing 
material in the solid state, LACS can focus on more reactive materials and will generally be a more 
controllable process. Finally, thermal spray processes have their applications in terms of high temperature 
refractory materials, however there are commonly problems with adhesion strength, porosity, and 
oxygen buildup.  
With these notes on applications accounted for, it seems that LACS has an opportunity to participate in 
applications that require low oxygen pickup and minimal heat input into the deposited substrate. 
Materials should include a portfolio of reactive, refractory, and high temperature materials. Particularly, 
these materials should have properties that are microstructural dependent. Applications should require 
high adhesion strengths, external hardnesses, and limited porosity. Of particular interest may be 
composite materials where the thermal shrinkage may prohibit their use in thermal spray and laser 
cladding operations.  
Overview of Potential Applications 
Table 3: Potential applications for LACS 
Application Name Industry Served Process Used Current Proc Used 
Hardfacing Steel with 





WC-Co for hard-chrome 
replacement 











 High Pressure Cold 
Spray 
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Magnetic sensors  
Low Pressure Cold 
Spray 
 
Antique restoration Automotive 
Low Pressure Cold 
Spray 
 
Mechanical Alloying of 
Tungsten Carbide with 
ferrotungsten 
 Mechanical Milling  
Ni-50Cr coating on boiler 
steels 
 High Pressure Cold 
Spray 
HVOF 
Coating of Shingle Asphalt 
Cutting Knife 
Construction Laser Cladding  
Glass shaping plunger Glass Laser Cladding HVOF 
Pressing Tool Coating 
(Replacing Nitriding) 
Manufacturing Laser Cladding Nitriding 










Biomedical implants with 
porous or composite nature 
Biomedical   
Blanking and die hardcoating Manufacturing   
Co-Cr implants Biomedical 
High Pressure Cold 
Spray 
 
Laser Reconditioning of 
Crankshafts 
Navy Laser Cladding  
Sputtering target    
Surface performance of 
polymer matrix composites in 
wind turbines 
   
Smart material sensors    
TIO2 for photocatalytic 
reactions 
 Low Pressure Cold 
Spray 
HVOF 
Wear coatings for fine blank 
punches 
Manufacturing PVD  
Blanking punch life extension Manufacturing Laser Cladding  
 
The applications list from Table 3 was produced by investigating several papers on state of the art 
materials processing techniques. This list is in its infancy and was originally intended to include market 
information, competitive information etc. As it stands now, it is a basic list of possible applications with 
no further details. Many of these applications involve wear resistant coatings on dies, plungers, shears, 
etc. that undergo repeated stressful impacts. These coatings should be hard, low friction, extremely well 
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adhered, and have little effect on the tool itself. LACS fits this description perfectly as it can deposit high 
strength materials with high bond strength and high hardness. Several applications involve the deposition 
of cobalt-chrome for biomedical purposes. Another application involves tailored microstructures for 
biomedical applications, particularly with the Ti-6Al-4V alloy. Several applications exist for deposition onto 
ceramic, glass, and polymer substrates where other processes may introduce too much heat locally to 
maintain the substrate structure. A few other applications include smart sensing coatings for high 
temperature materials and development of reactive materials. These applications are largely carried out 
by laser cladding and thermal spray, both of which have disadvantages compared to LACS as mentioned 
previously. 
Overview Modeling Components  
The LACS process essentially has two raw materials with which it is concerned: substrate and powder. 
Substrates are generally well-known materials with defined properties. Powder, on the other hand, is 
absolutely critical to understanding and ultimately predicting the final properties of a given application. 
Because LACS occurs in the solid state, everything including particle composition, morphology, 
microstructure, microstructure morphology, size distribution and external structure is critical to 
understanding the resultant properties. In this sense it is necessary to either measure all of these features 
for every new powder, or model the powder production and post-processing steps.  
The next stage of understanding in LACS comes from the fluid dynamic phenomenon of acceleration 
through the deLaval nozzle. Additional “heat treating” effects to the powder should also be understood. 
This stage can be used for optimizing nozzle materials and geometries for a given application. The next 
stage of modeling is the temperature and velocity of the particle from the time it exits the nozzle until just 
prior to impact. This will include cooling effects from the gas, heating effects from the bowshock, and 
heating effects from the laser. In addition to the powder, the substrate properties and temperature must 
be well understood and, provided that the laser is impinging upon the surface, substrate temperature 
prior to impact must be well modeled. The next set of models will be developed around understanding 
the deformation and heating occurring in a single particle. This knowledge can then be scaled to the bulk 
as deposited material where modeling of the overall stresses, bond strengths, temperature profile, etc. 
will need to be understood as the process is occurring.   
These six models in combination will provide a full “through process model” that is capable of providing 
forward and backward feedback during application development. Nozzles, parameters, and material 
specifications can be decided digitally, without any need for expensive experimental development 
approaches. The next sections will go into detail regarding each modeling step including an overview of 
the process at that stage, the fundamentally governing equations, the current modeling techniques, and 
any major gaps in the understanding of those phenomenon that would require special effort to model. 
Powder Production and Processing 
Details of Process 
Powder can be produced through a variety of techniques including plasma atomization, water atomization, 
gas atomization, centrifugal atomization, as well as through chemical synthesis processes [1]. The 
atomization processes typically all involve relatively similar steps. First the raw material is melted. The 
molten material is then atomized using some sort of carrier gas or mechanical motion. These droplets 
solidify with rates on the order of 106 °C/s and then remain in a catch-chamber for a period of time at a 
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semi-elevated temperature [2]. For powders produced via chemical synthesis, these processes typically 
involve either metal salts or acids in solution that, upon application of a thermal or voltage gradient, cause 
the solution to decompose and reform into pure metal or alloyed metal powders [3, 4]. Chemically 
produced powders are more of a sponge morphology while atomized powders are more spherical in 
nature. Atomized powders can however form an agglomerated structure depending on the process [5].  
Following the production of these powders, it is not uncommon to perform a heat treatment. These can 
involve degassing procedures as in metal powder sintering operations, or may involve microstructural 
heat treatment to optimize sprayability. The latter of these is relatively uninvestigated and may be of 
significant interest, particularly for materials like Ti-6Al-4V that are highly microstructural dependent. 
Governing Equations 
The above atomization processes essentially involve solidification and grain growth of a polycrystalline 
material. Chemical synthesis is more difficult to model because rather than solidification, the time limiting 
step is the chemical reaction rate coupled with chemical potentials causing grain formation. As such, for 
the purposes of this initial investigation the focus will be predominantly on the atomized processes. These 
processes all begin with the material molten and some degree of superheating. They are then introduced 
into a gas flow (either forced or natural) that will cause them to lose heat. Initially these won’t be 
particulates, but for simplicity can be modeled as such. The solidification will be governed by the 
nucleation, and subsequent growth of the nuclei. The actual nucleation and growth mechanics will be 
determined by the temperature and temperature gradient during solidification. Additional changes may 
occur as the powder remains at some temperature for a period of time either in the chamber or out of 
the chamber in subsequent heat treating actions. Based on this information, the modeling approach for 
powder can simply be nucleation and growth theory for rapid solidification coupled with thermally driven 
grain growth.  
To understand nucleation and growth, the temperature profile of powder should be understood. This can 
be viewed as a basic heat energy equation. 
?̇?𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑑𝑒𝑟 = ?̇?𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣,𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑑 + ?̇?𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣,𝑛𝑎𝑡 + ?̇?𝑟𝑎𝑑  (1) 
𝑚 ∗ 𝑐𝑝 ∗
𝑑𝑇
𝑑𝑡





Equations modeling each of the heat loss sources from Equation (1) can then be used in Equation (2) for 
determining the temperature gradient through a powder particle. This could be adapted as a lumped 
analysis, or discretized for a more accurate numerical analysis. This temperature gradient can then be 
used for the nucleation and growth equations that are largely governed by free energy, G. This free energy 
determines the critical size for a stable nuclei to form and can then be used to predict the nucleation rate, 
?̇? as in Equation (4) [6]. The temperature at any point is what will drive the change in free energy and 
thus ultimately cause the origination of nucleation. 
∆𝐺𝑡𝑜𝑡 = ∆𝐺𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + ∆𝐺𝑉,𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑 − ∆𝐺𝑉,𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑 + ∆𝐺𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 (3) 
?̇? = 𝑁0 ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−
∆𝐺∗
𝑅𝑇
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When Equation (3) is equal to zero, the system can be said to be at equilibrium. At that point then, any 
further drop in temperature (or other variables) will cause the liquid phase to become locally unstable 
and nucleation will occur. Growth will be similarly controlled where at any point in time the growth will 
occur if the free energy of forming additional volumes of solidified material is “energetically favorable.” 
This growth, however also depends on kinetics and can be controlled by either diffusion or the motion of 
the solid/liquid interface. There are known models for the velocities of solid/liquid interfaces using 
applications of Fick’s first, Equation (5), and second, Equation (6), laws. Here J is considered the 
concentration flux, D is the diffusion coefficient, C is the concentration, x is the position, and t is the time. 
These equations can be applied to a numerical model and used in discrete form to account for the 
velocities of solid/liquid interfaces during solidification.   














It should be noted here that these are the most basic equations for understanding diffusional behavior. 
There are derivatives of these for other growth mechanisms, multi-directional solidification, interface 
controlled behavior, etc. In each case the limiting time step is changed. Additionally, there will be 
preferential growth planes based on nuclei orientations, coherency, and thermal gradients.  
Finally, once solidification has occurred under one of the many growth mechanisms it is necessary to 
account for any additional coarsening due to prolonged exposures at certain temperatures and 
temperature gradients. In fact, even during solidification the free energy of the solidified material may 
change between several different stable phases as the temperature and local compositions are changed.  
Most of the changes within a given grain will be controlled by Equations (5) and (6), however others may 
be a diffusionless transformation, like martensite, and simply occur as soon as nuclei have formed 
according to the free energy equation for that specific formation. Grain growth and coarsening depend 
upon the increased volume of matrix for a given cell versus the total surface area energy of the boundary, 
as shown in Equation (7). Kinetics for this process are governed by the mobility of a given interface at a 
given curvature, Equation (8) [7].  
Current Modeling Techniques 
A variety of techniques exist for modeling processes like solidification and grain growth. Unfortunately, 
the majority of these focus on what are typically much slower rate processes than would be expected in 
powder production processes. Firstly, to understand the phases that are stable at any point in time, a 
calculated phase diagram (CALPHAD) software such as Thermocalc or JMatPro may be used. These 
software packages account for the free energy of any composition at any temperature and return what 
the stable phase for that specific condition might be. Solidification software such as ProCast or Magma 
are typically used to predict solidification of castings, however they may not account for rapid 
solidification of droplets as well. These packages do not typically report the microstructures that would 
be associated for a given cooling condition. TC Prisma, a software recently developed by Thermocalc, 
∆𝐸 = ∆𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑑 − ∆𝐸𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑦 (7) 
𝑑𝑅
𝑑𝑡
= 𝑀 ∗ 𝑃 (8) 
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claims to model all of these processes for precipitates and could be useful for modeling solidification of 
many of these alloys. Lastly, a trio of phase-field modeling package called MICRESS, PhasePOT, and 
PACE3D model the solidified microstructure of a material and can utilize thermodynamic databases from 
Thermocalc in order to obtain more robust results. These software packages also possesses the ability to 
model subsequent grain growth or coarsening after solidification.  
Phase field modeling essentially takes the continuous functions described above and applies them to thin 
regions between “phase fields” and then applies a special assumption in order to solve those equations 
for that region [8]. Alternative methods to phase-field modeling include Monte Carlo and Cellular 
Automata simulations [9]. Monte Carlo simulations typically involve defining a set of grains and 
discretizing them. Elements along the boundary are randomly changed and then analyzed for free energy 
changes. If the free energy change is negative then the change is accepted and otherwise is rejected. In 
this way grains are able to grow element by element according to free energy. Cellular automata methods 
similarly discretize a microstructure, but are then given a series of states defining things like orientation, 
strain energy, etc. These states can then only be changed based on a transition rule defined between cells. 
One cell cannot transform without a neighboring cell having been transformed first. Both of these latter 
modeling techniques are at the research level and while they show significant progress, do not appear to 
be commercially available. 
WPI has developed a portion of a powder prediction model for aluminum using cell sizes to predict cooling 
rates and using those cooling rates to predict material properties of the powder using an additive hardness 
model. This is one of the few known works focused on modeling not just the cooling rate, but also the 
properties of powders. 
Major Gaps 
There are two major hurdles to modeling of powder solidification and microstructure. First is the speed 
and size scale at which solidification occurs in these powders. PhasePOT is the only commercially available 
package that advertises simulation of microstructures under rapid solidification. Typically, the size scale 
of these powder particles is taken to be a lumped model and so variation within the particle are generally 
ignored. However, investigation of any powder particle will show radial variation in the microstructure 
clearly indicating that the “lumped body” isn’t truly lumped.  
The second major hurdle is in determining the exact mechanism of growth or nucleation under any given 
set of conditions. Different alloys will solidify with different mechanisms and different orientations. Of the 
above methods mentioned, only cellular automata appears robust enough to handle solidification and 
growth according to material specific conditions such as preferred growth orientation. However, this 
approach is likely to require delving deep into the understanding and science of modeling. 
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A) Pace3D demonstrates solidification morphologies 
 
B) PhasePOT demonstrates dendritic rapid solidification structures 
 
C) MICRESS shows multi-phase solidification 
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D) Monte Carlo Potts demonstrating grain growth in a cylinder [9] 
 
E) Cellular Automata Modeling Abnormal Growth [9] 
Figure 1: Collection of images resulting from various solidification or grain growth simulation techniques 
Powder and Gas Acceleration through Nozzle 
Details of Process 
As the powder is introduced to the gas stream it will begin to increase in temperature. It is important to 
know the length of time in which the powder is in contact with the heated gas. As the gas and particle 
mixture enter the converging section of the nozzle, they begin to pressurize until they reach the neck. The 
definition of a converging-diverging or deLaval nozzle states that the gas should reach choked flow at this 
point, meaning that the gas has compressed to the point that it limits the speed of flow to Mach 1. From 
here, the gas expands and begins to accelerate through the nozzle until just after it exits, when the gas 
expands to infinite volume and further accelerates carrying the particles along with it.  
Governing Equations 
Fluid dynamics, particularly in regards to nozzle development is a relatively mature field. A great deal of 
literature is available in this area for the cold spray process itself. The velocity of the gas follows a simple 
area ratio expansion as shown in Equation (9) [10]. Equation (10) can be used to account for the velocity 
of the particle as it travels through the gas stream. Essentially, the acceleration term and drag term cause 
the particle to lag behind the gas velocity based on its particle size, gas density, etc. Equation (11) can 
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then be used to calculate the temperature of the gas and Equation (12), Newton’s law of heating for a 
lumped body, can be used to calculate the particle temperature. Note that these are basic 1D modeling 
assumptions that don’t necessarily account for boundary effects from the nozzle or the radial distribution 
of velocities within the gas stream. Additionally, note that the lumped body method assumes 
Bi=hD/K<<0.1, where h is extracted from a Nusselt correlation for a sphere moving in drag conditions, D 
is the particle diameter, and K is the thermal conductivity of the fluid. However, these equations can be 
modified to provide velocity at a given distance from the centerline based on the influence of drag 
reducing the Mach number. 
 
Current Modeling Techniques 
Studies by Victor Champagne and Dennis Helfritch have developed a 1D fluid flow model and compared 
it to computational fluid dynamic (CFD) models  as well as experimental data and found relatively strong 
agreement between the three [10]. Samareh et al. show strong correlations between FLUENT, which is a 
CFD software package, and experimental data not only for velocities, but also for subsonic and supersonic 
structures at the nozzle exit [11]. These results will be discussed in more detail in Powder and Gas 
Deceleration and Heating from Exit to Impact. Stoltenhoff et al. similarly cover detailed CFD vs. 
experimental results using the FLUENT CFD model [12]. The majority of these works all originate from 
rocket dynamic studies, however the origins of these applications in cold spray can generally be linked 
back to the work by Dykhuizen et al. of Sandia Laboratories [13]. His team focused on the initial velocity 
dynamics and optimizing nozzle design for given gas dynamics and applications. Alkhimov et al. take into 
consideration the boundary layer effects within the nozzle and develop analytical solutions for two 
possible conditions: one where the boundary layers merge and another where they do not [14]. Li et al. 
focus predominantly on CFD modeling, however they are able to correlate a number of interesting results 
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Figure 2: Champagne et. al show CFD and 1D Numerical Models closely correlating to the flow regime 
 
The relevant modeling techniques for this include CFD software that solve Navier-Stokes relations with, 
typically, an Eulerian or Lagrangian solver. The two most common software for this are FLUENT and 
COMSOL. FLUENT seems to be the package of choice for modeling cold spray and other nozzle geometries, 
however both COMSOL and FLUENT have similar feature offerings. COMSOL is perhaps the more 
integrated of the two, however FLUENT couples with ANSYS, which is a commonly used finite element 
software package. 
The second approach to modeling these is a more basic numerical approach as was used by Champagne 
et al. This approach can be done using Excel or MATLAB and can be easily integrated with other modules, 
however it is less robust and will be more difficult to account for details such as boundary flow, radial flow, 
shockwave effects, etc. 
Major Gaps 
The fluid dynamics of gas streams and of particles in said gas streams through the nozzle are well 
understood. The means to employ these models exist readily and it is simply a matter of mastering the 
techniques in order to fully understand and incorporate the models into a more thorough investigation. 
One item not considered by any of the previously mentioned models is that particles are at elevated 
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temperatures in frequently non-inert atmospheres. As such there is the possibility for transformations of 
various types to occur. It may be possible to utilize one of the solvers mentioned in the previous section 
on powder modeling to track the effects that this atmosphere may have on the particles prior to exiting 
the nozzle. 
Powder and Gas Deceleration and Heating from Exit to Impact 
Details of Process 
The particle motion portion of the LACS model has been broken apart into two sections. The first, 
described above, involves motion through the nozzle. The second, addressed here, focuses on three 
aspects: particle/gas motion, particle gas/temperature, and external effects such as bowshock heat and 
laser heating. The last component is the reason that the particle flow models have been separated into 
two components. 
The process is relatively straightforward, as the gas exits the nozzle it expands to infinite volume at 
atmospheric (or controlled) conditions. At this point the gas is cooling and decelerating. The particles will 
follow the trend of the gas. Now during this region there are typically a series of diamond-like shockwaves 
within the spray column that have relatively little influence on particle velocity, however as the particles 
reach near the substrate the influence of the substrate ahead of the supersonic gas creates a bowshock 
effect. This is a region of subsonic flow that shows elevated temperatures due to the increase in pressure 
locally. As particle pass through this region they will be heated by the gas and will additionally be slowed 
by the subsonic flow. Particles must have sufficient momentum to be carried through the bowshock and 
still deposit on the surface. 
Additionally, LACS has the laser heating component that is often overlapping with the particle stream. The 
laser will serve to heat the particles and the gas. Depending upon the angle of the laser and spray, as well 
as the governing spot size, the heating influences can be dramatically different and in fact the deposition 
of the powder can be totally changed by this minor heating effect.  
Governing Equations 
To understand the equations governing the gas and particle dynamics from nozzle exit to substrate pre-
impact it is necessary to focus on three major aspects. 
First, the gas dynamics are essential as they govern the particle dynamics. Unfortunately, because of the 
complexity of nozzle exhaust it seems that most models don’t have a simple analytical solution, but rather 
are modeled through Navier-Stokes relation, Equation (13), or some simplifying assumption as shown in 
the following section. In Navier-Stokes, v is the velocity, p is the pressure, T is the stress tensor, f are the 
body forces acting on the fluid, and 𝜌  is the gas density. ∇  is the del operator that denotes partial 
derivatives in three dimensions. This relation is almost exclusively used in a finite difference type method 
using computational solvers. 
 
Knowing density and pressure then an equation of state can be used to determine the temperature at any 
point. In many cases an assumption of the ideal gas law will suffice. At the nozzle exit, the changes in 




+ 𝑣 ∗ ∇𝑉) = −∇𝑝 + ∇𝑇 + 𝑓 
(13) 
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parameters and atmosphere selected [17]. These lead to shockwaves within the stream that can be 
modeled as “oblique” shocks. Once in this region, oblique shock relations like Equation (14) relate the 
Mach number to the angle of shock, 𝜃, the angle of deflection, 𝜑, and the gas constant 𝛾 [18]. 
Normally these equations are implemented in any CFD subroutine, however they can be used numerically 
as will be demonstrated in the next section. As powders travel through this gas plume, it is assumed that 
they behave under the same guiding equations shown in Equations (10) and (12). However, as the particles 
approach the surface of the substrate two effects are noted. First is the heating of the laser, angled to the 
plume of spray. Equation (15) is the basic equation for modeling this behavior where 𝑄𝑡 is the total energy 
absorbed by a particle in time t, 𝛼𝑝 is the absorptivity of the powder, 𝑟𝑝 is the radius of the powder, and 
the integral of P is a function of the laser shape in time and space [19]. Using this equation we can 
introduce another term to the powder heating model as in Equation (1) to model the temperature of the 
powder through the laser beam coupled with heating and cooling effects. 
 
In addition to the laser beam heating of powders, there is also a normal shockwave called a bowshock 
that is generally about 1 mm from the surface of the substrate. This is caused by the supersonic flow 
interacting with the substrate and creates a region of high density and temperature that is almost entirely 
motionless. The Mach number across this shock can be described by Equation (16) [18]. Equation (17) 
then can be used to describe the stagnation temperature of the gas before and after the shockwave, 
which can then be used to describe the temperature of the particle as has been mentioned previously in 
Equation (12). 
 
Current Modeling Techniques 
As was mentioned in the previous section, the vast majority of studies on nozzle exhaust and particularly 
cold spray have been performed using CFD. This is particularly true for the nozzle exhaust where the only 
readily viable equation is Navier-Stokes, which takes a great deal of effort to solve numerically. 
Nevertheless, some researchers have attempted this with varying degrees of success. Li et al. have used 
an in-house numerical solver  with the Navier-Stokes  equations for both the nozzle and exhaust jet [17]. 
Li was able to demonstrate that under various pressure and temperature settings of the gas it is possible 
to get underexpanded or overexpanded exhaust jets. These leads to dramatically different cross-sectional 
flows as shown in Figure 3 
𝑀1
2 = sin2(𝜃 − 𝜑) =
(𝛾 − 1) ∗ 𝑀2 ∗ sin2(𝜃 + 2)
2𝛾𝑀2 ∗ sin2(𝜃 − (𝛾 − 1))
 (14) 
𝑄𝑡 = 𝛼𝑝 ∗ 𝜋 ∗ 𝑟𝑝






(𝛾 − 1) ∗ 𝑀2 + 2





[2𝛾𝑀2 − (𝛾 − 1)] ∗ [(𝛾 − 1)𝑀2 + 2]
(𝛾 + 1)2 + 2
 (17) 
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Figure 3: Taken from Li et al. showing the difference in flow for underexpanded vs. overexpanded conditions where z is the 
distance between the exit and substrate while De is the nozzle exit diameter  [17] 
Other researchers, such as Champagne et al. have elected to declare the gas flow constant during this 
transitional region, only accounting for the normal bowshock influence [10]. However, the more detailed 
CFD studies show significant changes in fluid dynamics during these regions. Samareh et al. use FLUENT 
to model the exhaust jet and also image the exhaust jet. These images corroborate to great effect as 
shown in Figure 4. Li et al. have shown using CFD in two different papers that the influence of this 
transitioning region has relatively little effect on large, dense particles [15,20]. However lighter and 
smaller particles are often a large mass fraction of a powder and as such it is worthwhile to model the full 
interaction regimes, particularly concerning temperature rise due to these various additional features. 
Alkhimov et. al have also performed cold spray nozzle optimization using a slightly more rigorous 
approach that included modeling of boundary layer interactions in the nozzle, and a numerical solution 
for the bowshock effect [14]. However as this is a numerical approach it does not account for the more 
detailed flow patterns shown by CFD. 
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Figure 4: Taken from Samareh et al. showing diamond (oblique) shockwaves throughout the exhaust jet for a) experimentally 
measured and b) predicted plumes [11] 
Major Gaps 
There are two basic approaches to this section. The first is a 1D model with simplifying assumptions. This 
may be optimal for a first order calculation regarding nozzle design, standoff distances, etc. In fact, it may 
be that these simplifying assumptions are relatively accurate considering the distances and velocities that 
are concerned in LACS. However for detailed modeling of powder size and velocity distribution radially in 
the spray jet, it may be necessary to utilize a more advanced CFD routine that can account for many 
variables. However, that involves a great deal of increased computation time. Ultimately this portion of 
the model is more a matter of implementation and learning than of pushing the limits of understanding. 
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Substrate Temperature until Initial Deposition 
Details of Process 
The substrate temperature over time is important in the event that heating or cooling of the substrate 
occurs. Initially the substrate will be at an established temperature, however if the laser beam is used to 
treat the surface or if the gas jet is passed over the substrate prior to deposition this will change the 
temperature and thus properties of the substrate. 
Governing Equations 
The temperature of the substrate is governed by the same basic equation as the powder particles, as 
shown in Equation (1). However, for the substrate the radiative source is actually a laser and the 
convective source is a supersonic expanding jet. Unfortunately in literature there are relatively few 
references regarding a supersonic expanding jet impacting over a perpendicular plate. If nozzle geometry 
is different, then this heat exchange relation will be changed entirely. Typically this relation is in terms of 
a Nusselt correlation where Nusselt is defined as in Equation (18). Here h is the convective heat transfer 
coefficient, k is the thermal conductivity of the fluid, and L is the characteristic length of the substrate. 
The convective heat transfer coefficient can then be used in Newton’s Law of Cooling to determine the 
temperature of a body.  
 
Nusselt correlations are developed for a wide range of conditions relating to non-dimensionalized 
parameters such as Reynolds and Prandtl numbers that are not relevant to the current investigation. 
Unfortunately, no such correlation exists for supersonic impinging jets, however the determination of 
such a correlation is relatively simple. Ryabinin et al. followed a straightforward procedure for measuring 
the Nusselt number at a variety of points along a substrate, however they neglected to develop a 
correlation from their data [21]. Please see Appendix B(a) for more information regarding the experiments 
and background research necessary for such a correlation to be developed. 
For the laser component of surface heating several different approaches can be considered. All modeling 
of heating due to the laser source are related to the general convection-conduction Equation (19) where 
u is the internal energy, h enthalpy, 𝜌  density, k conductivity, ?̇?  a volumetric heat source, T the 
temperature, and V the speed of motion. 
The simplest solution for this equation was posed by Carslaw and Jaegar and is considered for a moving 
point source in Equation (20) [22]. Here 𝜃 = (𝑇 − 𝑇0)/(𝑇𝑚 − 𝑇0)  and PL is the applied laser power. 
Thermal diffusivity is defined as 𝐾 = 𝑘/(𝜌𝑐). R is considered to be the distance from the heat source 
location. 
 This is again a solution for a point source laser. The reality, however is that a heat source generally takes 
up a defined area. This is particularly true for LACS where the laser spot size is expanded to as much as 
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laser heat source in multiple dimensions and for multiple geometries and are covered in an article by Van 
Elsen et al. [23]. Ultimately Van Elsen develops several different solutions for varying geometries of heat 
sources that may be utilized in a model of substrate heating over time and space. 
Current Modeling Techniques 
There are currently no models known by the author for laser cold spray, LACS, etc. However there are a 
variety of models for laser cladding, thermal spray, laser engineered net shaping, and selected laser 
sintering. This will not be described in detail here as they are only indirectly relevant to the modeling 
process, however the attached references can be examined for further information [24–26].  
However, considering the above information it is clearly possible to develop numeric models that can be 
used to account for both convective heat transfer from the supersonic jet and from the laser heat source. 
Additionally, CFD packages such as COMSOL are capable of implementing laser heating and convective 
heating routines. Such a package may be valuable to use for full optimization simulations. 
Major Gaps 
The biggest missing component to this portion is the lack of defined Nusselt correlations for the supersonic 
impinging jet. However, it is a relatively straightforward experiment to determine the values and then 
develop the subsequent correlation. 
Single Particle Impacts 
Details of Process 
At the moment of impact, metallic powders have three critical parameters: material properties, 
temperature, and velocity. Similarly, the substrate material properties and temperature are critical. If 
these five items can be known then the system state can be fully described. However, knowing these 
components depends critically on all of the previously mentioned models.  
As the particle impacts the surface, its velocity, temperature, and properties will determine the exact 
mechanisms of deformation. Generally speaking, the particle will first impact along the central axis of the 
sphere where it will undergo extremely high pressures with compressive stress. Following that initial point 
of contact there will be a flow stress surrounding that point, directing material perpendicularly to the 
interface. This flow will continue until the material reaches the substrate at which point the substrate and 
particle will begin to interact. This interface will experience compressive forces in the spray axis, however 
because of the high forces material will continue to be forced tangentially to the interface line creating 
regions of extremely high shear. Depending upon impact conditions, the deformation may break apart 
outer oxide shells, the high shear may create regions of localized melting, or the shear motion will actually 
carry oxide material away from the bond area. In the areas of high shear, bonding will typically occur, 
however areas of extremely high compressive stress may not bond and will instead rebound after impact. 
These areas are only held in place by the sheared area or by subsequent particle impacts. It should be 
noted that similar behavior occurs for particle-particle impacts, where only the geometries and material 
property conditions are different. Each individual particle can be modeled for temperature rise, stress, 
and strain. 
Governing Equations 
The equations modeling stress and strain of a particle are generally called plasticity models. These models 
account for plastic strain that occurs after elastic strain when a material is deformed. The most commonly 
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used plasticity relation for cold spray is the Johnson-Cook (JC) Equation shown in Equation (21). Here A, 
B, C, n, and m are all material dependent constants. Of particular importance is A, the yield strength. 𝜀𝑝 
is the equivalent plastic strain undergone by the material and 𝜀?̇?
∗ = 𝜀?̇?/𝜀0̇  where 𝜀?̇?  is the equivalent 
plastic strain rate and 𝜀0̇ is the strain rate at which material constants were obtained. 
 
Unfortunately, it is easy to notice immediately where the fallacies lie with the JC model. Parameters are 
going to be highly strain rate dependent and logarithm of strain rate will be linear. This means that at high 
strain rates the model won’t be able to follow any material deviations. Additionally, because there are so 
many material constants it is necessary to obtain the constants for every new material system. Fortunately 
many materials have already been measured, but many more modern alloys have not been tested. 
Rahmati et al. have published a detailed review of the various plasticity models that are available and 
have gone in depth as to why JC is an inadequate model for the cold spray process [27]. While it isn’t 
relevant to this paper to report the full scope of Rahmati’s results, it does appear that the choice of 
plasticity model is highly material and parameter dependent. However, under the circumstances 
presented in Rahmati’s review, the most promising candidate for plasticity modeling appears to be the 
“PTW” model developed by Preston et al. specifically for high strain rate situations [28]. 
 
Here 𝜀𝑝 is the equivalent plastic strain, 𝜏𝑠 is the normalized strain hardening saturation stress, 𝜏𝑦 is the 
normalized yield stress, 𝜃 is the strain hardening constant, d is a dimensionless material constant, and 𝑠0 
is the value of 𝜏𝑠  at zero temperature. 𝜇 is representative of shear modulus, where the modulus is a 
function of temperature and material density. This equation more closely models real strain rate behavior 
in cold spray than does JC as indicated by Figure 5. 
These plasticity models typically require finite element solvers where the velocity of a particle is converted 
into a strain rate and subsequently a strain. The output of the plasticity model is then the stress for each 
individual element that can then be quantified and utilized for the next step in the iteration [29].  
𝜎 = (𝐴 + 𝐵𝜀𝑝
𝑛) (1 + 𝐶 ∗ 𝑙𝑛(𝜀?̇?
∗)) (1 − 𝑇∗𝑚) (21) 
𝜎 = 2 [𝜏𝑠 + 𝛼 ∗ 𝑙𝑛 [1 − 𝜑 ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−𝛽 −
𝜃 ∗ 𝜀𝑝
𝛼 ∗ 𝜑







, 𝜑 = exp (𝛽) − 1 (23) 
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Figure 5: JC vs. PTW model showing close matching between PTW and log of strain rate for experimental data 
Current Modeling Techniques 
There are a number of groups that are currently studying single particle impact models for cold spray. 
Yildirim and a team from Northeastern are modeling the cold spray process for a variety of materials 
utilizing ABAQUS/Explicit and the Johnson-Cook plasticity model [30]. This work focuses largely on 
understanding the effects of impact pressure and rebounding as they compare to the well-known 
experimental observation of the window of sprayability [31]. The results of this bonding simulation for a 
variety of materials impacting at a variety of velocities shows strong support for the material dependent 
“window” as indicated in Figure 6A. 
Grujicic et al. proposed in 2003 two different plasticity models for simulation of cold spray particle impacts 
[32]. They used a software called CTH, developed by Sandia national Laboratories and concluded that it is 
possible in some material conditions that a localized viscous layer of liquid may form at the regions of 
highest shear during impact. This model shows the particle morphology over time during impact in Figure 
6B. 
Several other authors have investigated bonding, particle size optimization, substrate optimization, and 
the influences of various materials interacting [31,33–37]. At WPI, Luke Bassett has developed a model in 
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ABAQUS/Explicit with the Johnson Cook plasticity model to simulate the influence of secondary impacts 
and angle of spray on the strain developed in a single particle, as shown in Figure 6C. 
 
A) Yildirim showing particle impact velocity influence over the occurrence of bonding 
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B) Grujicic showing the shape and jetting effects of aluminum and copper impacts over time 
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C) Bassett showing effects of particle secondary impacts and angled impacts on strain and 
temperature 
Figure 6: Three separate simulation results for the particle impact simulations 
Major Gaps 
While many of these models demonstrate strong qualitative correlation with experimental data, there is 
still a fundamental lack of reliable data being generated by these models. First, they are almost exclusively 
qualitative. Second, the models themselves are often extremely modified in order to make the particles 
actually appear realistic that in many instances it is difficult to even define when a particle is considered 
“bonded.” Lastly, while understanding the deformation undergone by a single particle is important, it is 
far more important to understand how that particle behaves as a portion of the whole deposit. In this 
regard, many of the current FEA modelling approaches will be entirely too computationally expensive to 
be practical. As such a numerical model will be necessary to scale results from single impacts to bulk 
properties, which is the topic of discussion in the following section. 
Overall Deposit & Substrate Thermal & Stress Profiles 
Details of Process 
This section is the critical area of this entire modeling process as it is the one that will be describing the 
final properties of the consolidated material. There are two key components described here that both 
influence one another. First is the actual deposition process where we are attempting to understand how 
the bond strength, porosity, microstructure, and work hardening of the deposited material interact to 
create bulk properties such as tensile strength, adhesion, elastic modulus, conductivity, etc. This portion 
of the model must account for scaling up from the influences of a single particle impact, as described 
above, to the bulk structural properties. 
The second focus is on how these properties may change over time and space as temperatures may 
become elevated for prolonged periods of time due to laser heating, particle impact thermal generation, 
and convective cooling. These thermal conditions may be specifically tailored, or may be strictly incidental 
but regardless will induce such phenomenon as stress relief, recrystallization, and grain growth of the 
structure. 
Governing Equations 
There are currently no published works on this area of research and as such there are relatively few known 
governing equations. Beginning with the case of bulk properties, it may be possible to use an 
additive/subtractive model based on reductions or increases from the strength of the wrought bulk 
material, as has been done by Baillie McNally in her particle strengthening model. Equation (24) is an 
example of this where each of the terms represents some strengthening factor such as base (0), effect of 
grain size (grain), effect of dislocations (work), effect of bulk porosity (porosity), influence of precipitates 
(ppt), and the bond strengths of individual particles as a surface area relation (bond). Some of these 
parameters are governed by well-known constitutive models such as Hall-Petch for grain size in Equation 
(25). Other equations exist for many of these factors, but would have to be modified and many material 
specific constants would have to be developed in order to make the model practical in reality. 
𝜎𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘 = 𝜎0 + 𝜎𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 + 𝜎𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘 + 𝜎𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 + 𝜎𝑝𝑝𝑡 + 𝜎𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑 (24) 
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All of the values for grain size, work, porosity, and precipitates would come from the single particle 
impacts. Porosity would have to be developed from a statistical perspective in order to prevent the need 
for analysis of a part, however it may be possible to create simple correlations using non-destructive 
equipment such as conductivity or ultrasonic testing in order to measure the bulk porosity. Bond strength 
may be drawn from the peak pressures seen in the single particle impacts and then could be converted 
into an area averaged strength relative to the known bulk strength. Alternatively, it may be that under 
certain conditions specific areas of the particle achieve a bond strength known by the covalent or true 
metallic bonds generated by interatomic forces. These could then also be scaled up to surface areas. Such 
a function might look as in Equation (26). Here if the temperature is above melting then we assume a truly 
metallic bond with strength per bond of 𝜎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑐. Then knowing the surface area density of atoms in that 
metal, 𝜌𝑠, and the total surface area with T greater than the melting temperature, 𝐴𝑠, the total bond 
strength can be estimated. These bonding mechanisms could be verified under high resolution TEM. 
 
The second aspect of this modeling section is that of the thermal distributions. This section is essentially 
another heat transfer problem with a number of secondary functions necessary to model the 
strengthening mechanisms mentioned previously. Many of these secondary functions can be reiterated 
from the powder production model. The basic equation for heat transfer in the deposit and substrate will 
be based on Equation (28). Most of these terms have been described before, ?̇?𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡 however is a term 
that accounts for the thermal energy increase of the bulk material based on the thermal energy of the 
impacting particles, as well as the heat generated through friction during the impact. This equation would 
take a form similar to Equation (28) where T, C, V, and 𝜌 are the temperature, specific heat, volume, and 
density of the particle respectively. ?̇?𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 would then be a heat generation term based on the surface 
areas that interact during impact, the amount of strain at those surfaces, and the heat generated by that 
material under such strain. 
 
These formulas would then be used with grain growth, precipitation growth, recrystallization, and stress 
relief models as were described in the Powder Production and Processing section. This of course will 
exclude solidification nucleation and growth equations, but the majority of processes such as grain growth, 
precipitation growth, and recrystallization can be modelled using free energy equations and similar 
techniques to those mentioned in that section. These properties would then be iterated into the original 
strengthening model in order to update the expected bulk strength of the material based on conditions 
created by the thermal distribution of properties in the material. It should be noted that most of these 
equations would need to be implemented numerically in order to accurately simulate the process, 
particularly with regards to thermal profiles, grain size, etc. 
Current Modeling Techniques 
There are currently no known works modeling this full process in order to generate bulk properties. 
However, pieces of almost every component of this model have been implemented previously. The 
strengthening model has been implemented by Baillie McNally of WPI in order to model the 
𝐼𝑓 𝑇𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 > 𝑇𝑚 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝜎𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑 = 𝐴𝑠 ∗ 𝜌𝑠 ∗ 𝜎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑐 (26) 
?̇?𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = ?̇?𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 + ?̇?𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 + ?̇?𝑟𝑎𝑑 + ?̇?𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡 (27) 
?̇?𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡 = 𝑇𝑝 ∗ 𝐶𝑝 ∗ 𝑉𝑝 ∗ 𝜌𝑝 ∗ ?̇? + ?̇?𝑓𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (28) 
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strength/hardness of atomized powders. The authors mentioned in previous sections are using software 
like Pace3D and PhasePot to predict microstructural features under specific thermal conditions. Aaron 
Birt has implemented a short subroutine to understand the thermal profiles from laser cold spray in a two 
dimensional deposit. Several authors have implemented these types of heating routines in processes such 
as LENS or laser cladding [25,26,38]. 
Major Gaps 
This portion of the model seems to lack the most previous literature and as such will require a great deal 
of attention both from a modeling and experimental perspective. It will be necessary to develop potential 
models, validate experimentally, tweak the model, and then reiterate until the models are satisfactory. 
Additionally, there are many components involved in this deposition process that, while not necessarily 
complex individually, become complex due to the myriad of interacting processes. The positive side to 
this portion, however, is that many of the individual facets have been addressed by previous models in 
powder solidification or heating via processing. 
Alternative Modeling Techniques 
Neural Networking 
One possible alternative technique is to utilize experimental correlations rather than physics based 
models. This is how many of the “constitutive laws” that have been developed over the years were 
discovered. One technique that has taken prominence in extremely complex processes is called neural 
networking. Essentially, a variety of inputs are coupled to a variety of measured outputs and correlated 
via complex tangential functions. Because on the use of tangential functions, the neural networks can 
model nearly any function shape. Typically 100-400 data points are used with two thirds being used to 
“train” the network and the remaining third used to validate the network. Training typically involves using 
a regression function of some kind, such as Levensburg-Marquet or least squares regression [39]. Figure 
7 shows an example of how the heat treatment of a specific alloy might be used as the input values to 
predict material properties. This is a relatively simple example, but does elucidate how neural networking 
might be used to predict properties in LACS.  
 
Figure 7: Example of inputs and outputs utilized in a neural network 
Examples of neural networking in materials science abound. Hassan et al. used artificial neural networks 
to predict the properties of copper-aluminum composite materials based on the composition of the 
material to around 5% error [40]. Altinkok et al. used neural networks to predict the tensile properties of 
metal matrix composites, a prediction that is generally regarded to be extremely difficult using physics 
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based modeling [41]. A review paper by Sha provides insight into many of the issues seen with neural 
networking, most of which revolve around the statistics and experimental approach to some neural 
networks [42]. 
As it applies to LACS, it seems that neural networking could be used to bypass the very complex issue of 
particle impacts and how those influence the bulk properties. Instead, the inputs of the system could be 
divided into two parts. The first would be powder properties as measured via nanoindentation and 
classification. The second part would be a fluid dynamic model that would predict the powder 
temperature and velocity up to the point of impact. This model could then be used to normalize all 
different kinetic spray processes so that the model could be used for more than just LACS. Additionally, 
data could be gathered from other processes besides just LACS. The outputs then could be bulk properties 
like adhesion, tensile strength, porosity, etc. It has been shown that in some cases it is possible to even 
extend the neural network for one material to another untested one provided that they behave similarly 
under the established conditions. It could be possible then to train the network for a single FCC, HCP, and 
BCC structure and then use those to predict properties for all simple materials. 
Concluding Remarks 
The above information is an overview of possible process modeling techniques relevant to the LACS 
process. This information must be converted into a decision matrix that will focus the subsequent stages 
of the thesis. As such, the following directions should be analyzed moving forward: 
1. Is there an area of this model that should be focused on based on IPG’s future? 
2. Should this collaboration partner with the ARL-WPI cold spray team? 
3. Is an experimental approach like neural networking preferable? 
4. Could a customized cellular automata method be developed to model LACS? 
Appendix B(a): Developing Nusselt Correlations 
Introduction 
Since the mid 60’s, many researchers have put effort towards developing Nusselt Correlations and other 
physical models for impinging jets onto perpendicular substrates because of their use as highly efficient 
and environmentally friendly cooling mechanisms [43,44]. Unfortunately, most of these correlations have 
been developed for subsonic speeds. Recently, however, a few papers have been written covering the 
supersonic speeds associated with cold spray and other high Mach number processes. These papers have 
generated graphical correlations, but no numeric correlations equivalent to a Nusselt Correlation 
[21,45,46]. The goal of this study is to develop a simple correlation for the cold spray process that will 
output a convective heat transfer coefficient based on the selected input values from the cold spray 
process (temperature and pressure).  
In order to obtain this heat transfer equation, a study will be performed at either Mid-America-Webster. 
This study will be similar to one performed by Limaye et al. that was performed for subsonic speeds [47]. 
The general process involves impinging a supersonic jet onto a constant flux surface and measuring the 
resultant temperatures via thermocouples and thermal imaging cameras. Once the data has been 
collected, it will be analyzed using Newton’s Law of cooling and a few other simple relations to obtain the 
convective heat transfer coefficient. The heat transfer coefficient will then be correlated to the nozzle exit 
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conditions and standoff distance for the specific trials using either a runga-kutta or least-squares 
regression technique. 
Equipment 
For this study to succeed, several pieces of equipment are necessary. First and foremost being the LACS 
system provided by IPG Photonics. More specific to this correlating technique will be the substrate setup; 
This will require a thin sheet of metallic foil (Limaye et al. use Stainless Steel) clamped between two 
conductive bus bars (Al or Cu). A voltage will be passed through this circuit with a power source to 
generate a constant Ohmic Heat Flux in the foil. Depending on the data acquisition technique, an 
insulating backboard may be placed on the foil and if an IR Camera is used then a high emissivity paint will 
be needed to coat the sampling side of the foil. If the IR Camera is not used then it is recommended to 
insulate the back side of the foil and apply thermal couples to the surface of the foil through holes in the 
insulation. 
To acquire the data, several systems will be necessary. First, the outlet conditions at the nozzle will have 
to be measured for velocity using a hot wire anemometer, stagnation temperature using a thermocouple, 
and stagnation pressure using a pitotstatic tube. Second, the impact stagnation temperature and pressure 
on the surface of the foil should be measured. Finally, an array of thermocouples radially incremented 
from the stagnation point will be used to measure the temperature over time of the foil as the impinging 
jet is introduced. Additionally, if available, a Thermal Imaging Camera will be used in order to build a 
spatio-temporal representation of the temperature changes. This will be used for a more precise 
correlation and may also be used in the future to develop a 2D temperature model.  
1. Cold Spray System 
2. Thin Metal Foil 
3. Copper/Aluminum Bus Bars/ Bus Clamps 
4. Power Supply 
5. High emissivity paint 
6. Insulating material (maybe) 
7. Voltmeter 
8. Thermocouples 
9. IR Thermal Camera 
10. Pitot Tubes 
11. Hot wire anemometer 
12. Data Acquisition System 
13. Fixture for stagnation probes 
14. Frame for Substrate 








The setup will be similar to the one above [47]. The exception will be the addition of thermocouples (black 
dots) to validate with the IR Camera.  
Experimental Procedure 
This study will be performed by first getting the cold spray gun warmed up to a steady state condition. 
The nozzle will be placed in front of the substrate with temperatures being recorded by the thermocouples 
and IR Camera until steady state is reached (estimated less than 5 seconds). Once steady state has been 
reached the nozzle exit velocity, stagnation temperature, and stagnation pressure will be recorded. Finally, 
the stagnation temperature and pressure at the substrate will be recorded. This will all be performed for 
a given standoff distance of 5 nozzle diameters from the substrate. The distance will then be set to 10 and 
20 diameters until reaching a final distance of 10 nozzle diameters from the substrate. The carrying gas to 
be used will be nitrogen gas and the nozzle design will remain constant throughout. In addition to the 
acquired data, the present temperatures and pressures in the cold spray system will be recorded as well 
in order to correlate all of the data together. 
In a temporally organized list, the experimental procedure appears as below: 
1. Prepare substrate 
a. Construct frame for thin foil such that foil area measures 4 inches by 3 inches and 
approximately .005 inches thick. 
b. Attach bus bars to frame and foil to bus bars 
c. Paint front of foil with high emissivity paint 
d. Solder thermocouples to back of foil 
Spray Direction 
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i. 1 at stagnation point (Center of foil) 
ii. The remainder 2 Nozzle diameters spacing until edge reached 
1. Approximately 10 thermocouples 
e. Attach substrate setup to CS fixture 
f. Connect substrate circuit with power source 
i. DAQ Output at approximately 3.3 V 
g. Solder wire leads to bus bar 
2. Prepare Data Acquisition System 
a. Code for analyzing data 
b. Construct mount to hold thermocouple and pitot tube for stagnation readings 
i. Connect to LabVIEW 
c. Attach thermocouples to computer and LabVIEW 
i. Write LabVIEW code 
d. Connect wire leads to LabVIEW to record voltage  
e. Connect IR Camera to video monitor and if possible, computer software 
i. If possible, integrate LabVIEW and IR Camera 
f. Connect pitot tubes to LabVIEW 
i. If not possible, have a camera available to record pressure 
g. Verify that IR Camera and thermocouples are reading the same 
h. Verify that hot wire anemometer is in working order 
3. Testing Procedure 
a. Set CS System to 200 C and 15 bar on insulation board blocking substrate 
b. Allow system to reach steady state 
c. Remove protection board 
d. Record velocity with hot wire anemometer 
e. Record stagnation temperature and pressure at nozzle exit 
f. Record temperatures with thermocouples and film sans ohmic heating 
g. Turn temperature of cold spray gun down to ambient and allow it to cool the foil 
h. Replace insulation blocking board 
i. Reset temperature of cold spray gun to desired level, wait for steady state 
i. Steady state indicated by stagnation thermocouple within +-5 degrees 
j. Set voltage level from power source to 3.3 V 
k. Remove insulation blocker 
i. Standoff distance should be 0.5 inches 
l. Record temperatures to steady state 
m. Turn power source off, turn temperature of cold spray gun down to ambient and allow it 
to cool the foil 
n. Once ambient, place blocking board in front of substrate and reheat the CS gun to the 
next test temperature 
o.  Repeat for 0.5, 1.0 , 2.0 inches at 15 bar and 35 bar for 200, 400, and  600 C 
i. Ideally, we randomize some values of temperature, pressure, and standoff 
distance to get intermediate values 
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ii. Additionally, if time permits, using various nozzles with a variety of area 
expansion ratios 
Experimental Matrix will look as below: 
A total of 36 trials will need to be run with each trial taking an estimated 15-20 minutes 
Analysis 
In order to obtain h, we will use Newton’s law of cooling as a boundary condition into a constant flux 






where h is the convective heat transfer coefficient, 𝑇𝑟 is the measured temperature at any radial point, 
and 𝑇𝑎𝑤  is the adiabatic wall temperature found by one of two methods. The first method is to take 
several data points at varying heat fluxes and simultaneously calculating h and 𝑇𝑎𝑤 . The second is to 
measure the temperature of the surface at r when there is no heat flux. According to Limaye et al. both 
methods are equally viable and so the zero heat flux method will be used here. 
𝑞𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 = 𝑞𝑗𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑒 − 𝑞𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑞𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 𝑞𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 + 𝑞𝑗𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑒 + 𝑞𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 
𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑞𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 0 𝑎𝑡 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑦 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 
 
(2) 







We assume here that because of the supersonic speeds that the loss is negligible relative to the overall 
heat flux (Lytle estimates subsonic loss as 4-7%). We could measure natural convection by applying a low 
ohmic heat and measuring the steady state temperature distribution. V is the voltage applied by the 
power source, I is the measured current, and A is the cross sectional area of the metal foil. 
The value for h will vary depending on radial distance from the stagnation point, so for this study we will 
take an area average of the convective coefficient from the maximum to some percentage (TBD) of the 
total. This area averaged convective heat transfer coefficient will then be used to calculate an area 
averaged Nusselt number. 
A Nusselt number, nozzle exit Reynold’s number, and nondimensionalized standoff distance will then be 
calculated. 
Pressure (bar) 0.5 in 1.0 in 2.0 in 0.5 in 1.0 in 2.0 in 0.5 in 1.0 in 2.0 in
15
35

























Once the values for average Nusselt, Reynolds, and Z are known, a correlation will be developed using a 
Runge Kutta solver or least-squares regression. The correlation will be of the form  
𝑁𝑢̅̅ ̅̅ = 𝑍 ∗ 𝑎 ∗ 𝑅𝑒𝑚 (8) 
Where a and m are the values to be determined. It is expected that for a Reynold’s number on the order 
of 1E06, the corresponding h value will be between 2000 and 14000 W/m^2-K.  
Final results will then be compared to the studies performed by Rahimi et al. and Ryabinin et al. who have 
developed graphical correlations for Nusselt Numbers at supersonic speeds [21,46]. 
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APPENDIX D Preparation & Sampling 
III. Powder Preparation Routines 
We will be testing a wide range of powders for a variety of predictive properties. These properties will 
serve as inputs to the statistical learning model that we will be developing.  
i) Size Range 
Powder size can be measured in a number of 
different ways, however many of the more 
sophisticated techniques are extremely 
expensive. While sieving powders is an effective 
way to create size distributions, these 
distributions are still large enough that they 
cannot be considered accurate metrics for size 
determination. To solve both problems, an 
internally consistent method was developed at 
IPG relying on back-lighting of powders. 
This method, shown in Figure 81, adheres 
powders to a clear tape (often Scotch) and places 
it over the microscope opening. Two polarizers 
are placed 90° rotated from one another to force 
the light to be as parallel as possible to prevent 
light scattering from resulting in larger 
measurements than are realistic. The image 
shown at the bottom is the result of this method 
and can then be analyzed using an in-house 
written macro. Below is the exact procedure for 
use. 
Imaging Procedure 
1. Microscope Settings: 20x, no filters, light off 
2. Open NIS elements and begin the live feed 
(+, or the green play button near top of the 
screen) 
3. To prepare powder clean off surface on 
counter and dump out a small amount of 
powder 
4. Spread powder into a thin layer using a glass 
slide or something else thin and flat 
5. Use tape to pick up a thin layer of powder 
and shake off any excess 
6. Place tape over hole in microscope with 
powder facing down 
7. Place 2 polarizing filters parallel on top of tape 
8. Place flashlight on top of filters and adjust brightness until powders are clearly visible with the 
background almost white 
 
Figure 81: Schematic of powder size measurement 
technique using backlit powders across a clear tape to result 
in the image shown at bottom from which powder sizes and 
distributions can be extracted. 
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9. To start taking a series of pictures open capture multipoint (Acquire -> Capture Multipoint -> 
Capture Manually) this will bring up a capture screen next to the live image. 
10. Navigate around powder looking for areas with a good number of powders where they are mostly 
separated from each other 
11. Take a few images using the next button that are representative of the samples 3-10 pictures 
12. Add a scalebar to the image using the scale bar button on the right of the screen 
13. Export the image (File->import/export->export ND Document) 
1. Save these images inside of the samples folder inside of a macro folder 
(EX …\Powders\WC4.1\Macro) 
a. The image type is Tagged Image Format 
14. Repeat this imaging process for all samples that need to be analyzed with each in their own folder 
 
Macro Process 
1. After taking images open ImageJ/FIJI distribution  
2. Open the most recent powder macro- available in LACS ORGANIZATION/MACRO 
(plugins->Macros->run) (currently powder macro 2) 
3. Then choose the outside folder that contains all the powders you want analyzed 
4. Let this process run and all powders will have the corresponding data recorded. 
5. What the Macro Does 
6. By backlighting the powders using a flashlight the images taken are essentially a single powders 
shadow which will correspond to its complete diameter, not just the exposed edge 
7. FIJI then applies a threshold over this image to separate the powders from the background 
8. The built in watershed function of imageJ separates individual particles that may be touching  
9. Using the analyze particles method the major and minor diameters of each particle is recorded 
10. Using this data D10 through D90 as the number of particles in each size range are calculated and 
recorded. 
11. Circularity is also recorded represented as minor axis / major axis  
 
 
ii) Flowability (30 Minutes) 
Traditionally the method employed for measuring powder flowability is 
to use a Hall flow-meter, like the one shown in Figure 82. Unfortunately, 
these types of meters only work with extremely flowable powders. For 
even moist spherical powders it can be a challenge to achieve uniform 
flow. Instead, an alternative method was developed at WPI.   
Figure 83 shows the schematic diagram of the flowability setup. The 
process relies on filling a 1 Inch diameter tube with no less than 10 mL of 
powder. The tube is positioned directly over a 1 inch diameter puck that 
the powder will spread across. The tube is pulled upwards using a pulley 
and counterweight system so that the rate of powder spread is identical 
each time. As a result of different powders having different levels of cohesion (particle tendency to stick 
together), the amount of powder remaining on the puck after the tube is emptied will vary. Additionally, 
the shape of the powder mound can also be used as a determining trait. For example in the image of P101 
in Figure 83, there is a noticeable dip in the angle of the mound. For the purposes of this study, only the 
differences in height have been used as a metric of flowability. 
Figure 82: Hall Flow meter. 













iii) Conductivity & Compressibility  
Conductivity is measured using the device at right shown in 
Figure 84. The device should always be cleaned first and the 
resistivity of across the pair of leads recorded to verify no 
short circuits or powder residue left on the leads. Exactly 5 mL 
of powder should be weighed and poured into the empty test 
column. This allows for the powder to be compressed by the 
hydraulic press.  
The height of the compression rod above the surface of the 
die is recorded and the resistivity of the powder is measured.  
This process is repeated in increments of 500 PSI from 0 to 
2500 PSI. Resistivity and column height are recorded at each 
pressure level. Measurements should be made at static 
conditions and generally within five seconds of reaching that 
static condition. 
The “Powder Resistance” spreadsheet and “Powder 






Figure 83: Schematic of flowability test at left with real results of 2 different samples shown at right 
P101 is a cermet powder, P018 is a spherical titanium powder. 
Figure 84: Schematic of the powder conductivity 
and compressibility tester. 
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iv) Powder Mounted Sample Preparation 
All tests performed so far have utilized the free form of the powder. However, to get baseline cross-
sections of the powder perform nanoindentation it is important to properly prepare the specimens. This 
requires placing the powder into an epoxy, followed by an appropriate polishing procedure. The steps are 
described below: 
1. Collect low viscosity (NOT A FAST CURING) epoxy, mounting cups, and mixing cups 
2. Mix the epoxy in its appropriate ratios (10 to 1 for Metallographic low viscosity epoxy) 
3. Mixing should continue until epoxy is clear with no streaking—cup will also likely be warm 
4. Pour 1-2 mL of powder into the bottom of the mounting cup 
5. Pour enough epoxy into the mounting cup to cover the surface of the powder 
6. Carefully mix the powder and epoxy together 
7. Once thoroughly mixed, slowly pour the remainder of the epoxy into the mounting cup to the 
appropriate volumes needed for sample holders (typically 2/3 full) 
v) Nanoindentation 
After the powder has been carefully cross-
sectioned and polished the nanoindentation 
process can begin. First, the samples should be 
loaded into the sample try on a chem-wipe to 
prevent any scratching of the surface, while 
remaining flush with the mounting block. Next the 
whole block should be inserted into the x-y table 
of the nanoindenter as shown in Figure 85.  The 
powder samples should be oriented in such a way 
that it is possible to locate regions on the powder 
based on distinct markings. These markings may be 
made beforehand as scratches or permanent 
marker marks on the surface of the polished 
sample. This will help to locate the indents later.  
Next a section of the mounted surface that is 
completely devoid of powders should be found. The express test to a depth method will be used with a 
ten by ten array of indents. The depth should be set to 250 nm. The first indent location should be selected 
as the one found above with no particles present. Once this has been done then the objective should be 
centered in the mounted specimen. A powder particle should be identified as the first particle, and an 
indent array placed there. Next, the table should be moved exactly three screens away and another indent 
placed on whatever powder particle is closest to the cursor. In this way an unbiased sampling of the 
powders may be collected. In total, 25 such particles will be identified with arrays of indents placed at 
these locations.  
Once the indents have been recorded, the data must be cleaned. The following code block is used for 
cleaning the data filtering out by the mounted measurements, as well as any outliers based on a standard 




Figure 85: Nanoindenter image--note that the one used in 
this study uses a 4 sample holder instead of the single 
sample as shown here. 
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Dim file As Variant 
Dim src As Object 
Dim obj As Object 
Dim outcnt As Integer 
Dim shtout As Worksheet 
Dim wb As Workbook 
Dim sht As Worksheet 
 
'Function parameters 
Dim i As Integer 
Dim n As Integer 
Dim datafull() As Variant 
Dim datastat() As Variant 
Dim fsht As Worksheet 
Dim fwb As Workbook 
Dim n_indent As Integer     'number of array indents 
Dim n_express As Integer    'number of indents in array 
Dim hcol As Integer         'Hardness column 
Dim mcol As Integer         'modulus column 
Dim ncol As Integer         'end column 
Dim datacurrh() As Variant  'Data for hardness 
Dim datacurrm() As Variant  'Data for modulus 
Dim datacurrn() As Variant  'data for n column 
Dim datacurr() As Variant 
Dim z As Integer 
Dim name_array(3) As String 
'Filter parameters 
Dim avgstd_stat() As Variant 
Dim cut_min(3) As Double 
Dim cut_max(3) As Double 
Dim data_filter() As Double 
Dim data_filter_array() As Double 
Dim avg_total() As Double 
Dim std_total() As Double 
Dim tsht As Worksheet 
Dim mount_hard As Double 
Dim mount_mod As Double 
Dim temp_hard As Double 
Dim temp_mod As Double 
Dim indent_count As Integer 
'End function parameters 
'Establish worksheet objects 
Set wb = ActiveWorkbook 
Set sht = wb.Sheets("Inputs") 
Set shtout = wb.Sheets("Outputs") 
outcnt = 2 
 
 
file = Dir(sht.Cells(1, 2) & "/*") 
While (file <> "") 
'Open new workbook and set sheets------------------- 
fname = sht.Cells(1, 2) & "/" & file 
samplename = Left(file, 4) 
shtout.Cells(outcnt, 1) = samplename 
Set fwb = Workbooks.Open(Filename:=fname) 
 
'End open new workbook and set sheets--------------- 
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'Initialize function parameters---------------------- 
n_indent = 0 
n_express = 100 
hcol = 6 
mcol = 4 
ncol = 8 
z = 0 
shtcnt = "001" 
name_array(1) = "Hardness" 
name_array(2) = "Modulus" 
name_array(3) = "Other" 
 
'End initialize function parameters----------------------- 
 
'Extract indent count----------------------------------- 
For i = 1 To fwb.Worksheets.Count 
    Set fsht = fwb.Worksheets(i) 
    If StrComp(Left(fsht.Name, 5), "Test ", vbBinaryCompare) = 0 Then 
        n_indent = n_indent + 1 
    End If 
Next 
n_indent = n_indent - 1 
'End extract indent count------------------------------- 
 
'Establish array dimensions------------------------------ 
ReDim datafull(3, n_indent, n_express) '1 is hardness, 2 is modulus, 3 is 
other 
ReDim datastat(3, n_indent, 5)     '1-3 are hard,mod,other; indent number; 




ReDim avgstd_stat(3, 5, 2)          '1-3 are hard, mod, other; 5 is (min, 
max, median, average, std); 2 is avg, std of the statistics 
ReDim datacurr(n_indent) 
ReDim data_filter(3, (n_indent + 1) * (n_express + 1)) 
ReDim avg_total(3) 
ReDim std_total(3) 
ReDim data_filter_array((n_indent + 1) * (n_express + 1)) 
'End establish array dimensions---------------------------- 
n = 0 
'Re-establish initial sheet------------------------------ 
Set fsht = fwb.Sheets("Test " & shtcnt) 
Debug.Print (samplename) 
'Begin counting hardness and modulus of sheet 1 as the baseline noise (ie 
mount hardness and modulus) 
 
temp_mod = 0 
temp_hard = 0 
For i = 3 To n_express + 3 
    'Eliminate any initial mount hardness results that are outside the ranges 
of h=hardness or m=modulus 
    If fsht.Cells(i, hcol) < 2 And fsht.Cells(i, hcol) > 0 And fsht.Cells(i, 
mcol) < 10 And fsht.Cells(i, mcol) > 0 Then 
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        temp_hard = temp_hard + fsht.Cells(i, hcol) 
        temp_mod = temp_mod + fsht.Cells(i, mcol) 
        n = n + 1 
    End If 
Next 
'Take the average of the mounted modulus and hardness values 
mount_hard = temp_hard / (n) 







'Establish the mount hardness and modulus 
shtout.Cells(outcnt, 7) = mount_hard 
shtout.Cells(outcnt, 8) = mount_mod 
 
shtcnt = Format(shtcnt + 1, "000") 
'End counting hardness and modulus of sheet 1 as the baseline noise 
 
'Loop through all sheets to extract data into their arrays 
For i = 0 To n_indent - 1 
    Set fsht = fwb.Sheets("Test" & " " & shtcnt) 
    shtcnt = Format(shtcnt + 1, "000") 
    'Extract sample name 
    'sample = Mid(f.Name, 1, 5) 
        'Iterate through column 
        For n = 0 To n_express 
            'Extract Sample Data 
            If (IsNumeric(fsht.Cells(n + 3, hcol)) = True And 
IsNumeric(fsht.Cells(n + 3, mcol)) = True) Then 
                If fsht.Cells(n + 3, hcol) > mount_hard And fsht.Cells(n + 3, 
mcol) > mount_mod Then 
                    'Eliminate any data points that fall outside of the 
parameters listed below 
                    If fsht.Cells(n + 3, hcol) >= 0 And fsht.Cells(n + 3, 
mcol) >= 0 And fsht.Cells(n + 3, mcol) < 10000 And fsht.Cells(n + 3, hcol) < 
10000 Then 
                        datafull(1, i, n) = fsht.Cells(n + 3, hcol)     
'hardness 
                        datafull(2, i, n) = fsht.Cells(n + 3, mcol)     
'modulus 
                        datafull(3, i, n) = fsht.Cells(n + 3, ncol)     
'Alternative data 
                        datacurrh(n) = fsht.Cells(n + 3, hcol) 
                        datacurrm(n) = fsht.Cells(n + 3, mcol) 
                        datacurrn(n) = fsht.Cells(n + 3, ncol) 
                    Else 
                        datafull(1, i, n) = Blank     'hardness 
                        datafull(2, i, n) = Blank     'modulus 
                        datafull(3, i, n) = Blank     'Alternative data 
                        datacurrh(n) = Blank 
                        datacurrm(n) = Blank 
                        datacurrn(n) = Blank 
                    End If 
                Else 
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                    datafull(1, i, n) = Blank     'hardness 
                    datafull(2, i, n) = Blank     'modulus 
                    datafull(3, i, n) = Blank     'Alternative data 
                    datacurrh(n) = Blank 
                    datacurrm(n) = Blank 
                    datacurrn(n) = Blank 
                End If 
            Else 
                datafull(1, i, n) = Blank     'hardness 
                datafull(2, i, n) = Blank     'modulus 
                datafull(3, i, n) = Blank     'Alternative data 
                datacurrh(n) = Blank 
                datacurrm(n) = Blank 
                datacurrn(n) = Blank 
            End If 
             
        Next 
        'End Column Iteration 
        'Acquire indent statistics 
        '1-3 are hard,mod,other; indent number; statistic (min, max, median, 
average, std) 
        datastat(1, i, 1) = Application.WorksheetFunction.Min(datacurrh) 
        datastat(1, i, 2) = Application.WorksheetFunction.Max(datacurrh) 
        If Not datastat(1, i, 1) = datastat(1, i, 2) Then 
            datastat(1, i, 3) = 
Application.WorksheetFunction.Median(datacurrh) 
            datastat(1, i, 5) = 
Application.WorksheetFunction.StDev(datacurrh) 
        Else 
            datastat(1, i, 3) = Blank 
            datastat(1, i, 5) = Blank 
        End If 
        datastat(1, i, 4) = myavg(datacurrh) 
         
        datastat(2, i, 1) = Application.WorksheetFunction.Min(datacurrm) 
        datastat(2, i, 2) = Application.WorksheetFunction.Max(datacurrm) 
        If Not datastat(2, i, 1) = datastat(2, i, 2) Then 
            datastat(2, i, 3) = 
Application.WorksheetFunction.Median(datacurrm) 
            datastat(2, i, 5) = 
Application.WorksheetFunction.StDev(datacurrm) 
        Else 
            datastat(2, i, 3) = Blank 
            datastat(2, i, 5) = Blank 
        End If 
        datastat(2, i, 4) = myavg(datacurrm) 
         
         
        datastat(3, i, 1) = Application.WorksheetFunction.Min(datacurrn) 
        datastat(3, i, 2) = Application.WorksheetFunction.Max(datacurrn) 
        If Not datastat(3, i, 1) = datastat(3, i, 2) Then 
            datastat(3, i, 3) = 
Application.WorksheetFunction.Median(datacurrn) 
            datastat(3, i, 5) = 
Application.WorksheetFunction.StDev(datacurrn) 
        Else 
            datastat(3, i, 3) = Blank 
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            datastat(3, i, 5) = Blank 
        End If 
        datastat(3, i, 4) = myavg(datacurrn) 
         
Next 
'End looping through sheets to put data into arrays 
 
'Obtain statistics of statistics 
For i = 1 To 3 
    For n = 1 To 5 
        For m = 0 To n_indent 
            datacurr(m) = datastat(i, m, n) '1-3 are hard,mod,other; indent 
number; statistic (min, max, median, average, std) 
        Next 
        avgstd_stat(i, n, 1) = 
Application.WorksheetFunction.Average(datacurr) 
        If Not Application.WorksheetFunction.Min(datacurr) = 
Application.WorksheetFunction.Max(datacurr) Then 
            avgstd_stat(i, n, 2) = 
Application.WorksheetFunction.StDev(datacurr) 
        Else 
            avgstd_stat(i, n, 2) = Blank 
        End If 
    Next 
Next 
'End statistics of statistics 
 
'Determine cutoff criteria 
For i = 1 To 3 
cut_min(i) = avgstd_stat(i, 1, 1) + 3 * avgstd_stat(i, 1, 2) '1-3 are hard, 
mod, other; 5 is (min, max, median, average, std); 2 is avg, std of the 
statistics 
cut_max(i) = avgstd_stat(i, 2, 1)  '1-3 are hard, mod, other; 5 is (min, max, 
median, average, std); 2 is avg, std of the statistics 
Next 
'End determine cutoff criteria 
 
'Begin Filter data 
For i = 1 To 3 
    For n = 0 To n_indent 
        For m = 0 To n_express 
            If datafull(i, n, m) < cut_max(i) And datafull(i, n, m) > 
cut_min(i) Then 
                datafull(i, n, m) = datafull(i, n, m) 
            Else 
                datafull(i, n, m) = Blank 
            End If 
         
        Next 
    Next 
Next 
'End filter data 
 
'Begin Determine sample average and standard deviation' 
For i = 1 To 3 
z = 0 
    For n = 0 To n_indent 
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        For m = 0 To n_express 
        data_filter(i, z) = datafull(i, n, m) 
        z = z + 1 
        Next 
    Next 
Next 
'Begin Determine sample average and standard deviation' 
 
'Begin converting linear arrays of data into averages and standard deviations 
For i = 1 To 3 
    For n = 0 To n_indent * n_express 
        data_filter_array(n) = data_filter(i, n) 
    Next 
avg_total(i) = Application.WorksheetFunction.Average(data_filter_array) 
std_total(i) = Application.WorksheetFunction.StDev(data_filter_array) 
indent_count = Application.WorksheetFunction.Count(data_filter_array) 
ReDim data_filter_array(n_indent * n_express) 
Next 
'Begin converting linear arrays of data into averages and standard deviations 
 
'Output data to parent sheet 
shtout.Cells(outcnt, 2) = avg_total(1)            'Hardness average 
shtout.Cells(outcnt, 3) = std_total(1)            'Hardness std 
shtout.Cells(outcnt, 4) = avg_total(2)            'Modulus avg 
shtout.Cells(outcnt, 5) = std_total(2)            'Modulus std 
shtout.Cells(outcnt, 6) = indent_count            'Count 
'end output data to parent sheet 
 
Workbooks(file).Close SaveChanges:=False 
file = Dir 




Public Function myavg(rng() As Variant) As Double 
Dim cnt As Integer 
Dim sm As Double 
cnt = 0 
sm = 0 
 
For i = 0 To UBound(rng) 
    If IsNumeric(rng(i)) Then 
        If rng(i) >= 0 Then 
            sm = sm + rng(i) 
            cnt = cnt + 1 
        End If 
    End If 
 
Next 
myavg = sm 
End Function 
vi) Lookup Values 
A few key fundamental properties of each powder should be recorded, with references recorded and cited: 
1. Density 
2. Melting Temperature 
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3. Thermal Conductivity 
4. Specific Heat Capacity 
5. Yield Strength 
6. Elastic Modulus 
7. Ultimate Tensile Strength 
8. Compressive strength (difficult to find for many materials) 
9. Optical absorption (difficult to find for many materials at specific wavelengths used) 
10. Hardness 
11. Thermal Expansion Rate 
 
IV. Substrate Preparation Routines 
As important as powders are, the substrates onto which the powders are being deposited are equally 
important.  
i) Hardness 
Hardness is to be measured using a Rockwell indenter on the B scale. All samples should be measured 
with a minimum of 5 points on the substrate. Indents should be made on the surface onto which the 
powders will be sprayed in as close to the spray condition as possible. In other words, if substrates are to 
be sprayed in the as-received state with a scotch-brite wipe down, then that is the state in which the 
hardness should be tested. If substrates are to be grit blasted, then similarly the hardness should be 
measured after grit blasting.  
ii) Surface Roughness 
Surface roughness will be measured using the confocal microscope in WPI’s Surface metrology lab. The 
samples will be left in the to-spray condition as they are for hardness. The samples will be placed under 
the microscope and imaged in three different locations at a magnification of 20X. Once the images are 
recorded, they files will be transferred to the MountainsTM  software-the following methods will be applied: 
1. Open mountains software 
2. Drag and drop LEXT file onto mountains 
3. Select image-->Operators-->Extract Layers-->Topography 
4. New image-->ctrl+shift+s-->Save as (old format) sur file 
5. Open Outlier Filtering (select license if needed) 
6. Open sur file 
1. outlier filtering-->Surface 
2. Use defaults 
3. Close popup 
4. Select Surface after OF 
5. File-->Export current surface 
7. Drag and drop new .sur file to mountains software 
8. Operators-->Select threshold (get edges of range) 
9. Operators-->Fill NM Points (smooth) 
10. Studies-->Parameters Table-->RMC-->add hybrid parameters sdq,sdr 
11. Record sdq and sdr 
12. When all completed, save mountains file and go to next sample 
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Essentially, this means that outliers will be filled and smoothed over and the results will be recorded as 




The geometry onto which we are spraying should be measured. Of particular importance is the thickness 
of the substrate. Measurements for plates should be (LxWxH,sL,sW) and measurements for rods should 
be (OD x ID x sprayed length, sL). The first set of dimensions in each case are total substrate dimensions. 
The last “s” dimensions are the sprayed dimensions of the substrate in the event that the sprayed 
dimensions differ from the substrate dimensions. Additionally, the geometry of the part should be stated 
(flat plate, tube, rod). 
iv) Theoretical Properties 
There are a few critical substrate material properties that are needed to get a full understanding of the 
material: 
1) Density 
2) Melting Temperature 
3) Thermal Conductivity 
4) Specific Heat Capacity 
5) Yield Strength 
6) Elastic Modulus 
7) Ultimate Tensile Strength 
8) Compressive strength (difficult to find for many materials) 
9) Optical absorption (difficult to find for many materials at specific wavelengths used) 
10) Hardness 
11) Thermal Expansion Rate 
 
V. Sample Preparation Routines 
After a sample has been produced via the LACS machine, the resulting material needs to be prepared 
according to metallographic standards for proper analysis. Below is a suggested routine that works for 
nearly any sample geometry. 
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1) Make any bulk cuts to a part first using a band saw. Make sure these cuts are at least 1 inch away from 
the region of interest. 
2) Perform precision cuts so that the final cut specimen can be viewed on its x-face as indicated in 
Appendix A. No heating should be introduced during sectioning and if any burn marks appear on the 
cut surface, a new sample and cutting procedure should be implemented. 
3) Mount sample so that x-face is face down in the mounting press—be sure to use proper mount filler 
and settings 
4) After cooling, place proper sample identifier on mounted puck. 
5) Generally samples will be polished in batches, depending on the size of the polishing machine being 
used. 
6) Prepare samples first using a 220 grit grinding paper 
7) Perform a second grind at 800 or 1200 grit if working with a hard material 
8) If working with a softer material, use an aggressive 9 µm polish such as Struers Largo for 3-4 minutes 
9) Polish at 3 µm for 3-4 minutes 
10) Polish at 1 µm for 4-5 minutes 
11) If working with titanium, it is likely that a colloidal silica step will be needed for 1-2 minutes, otherwise 
avoid using CS 
12) Rinse the sample using water and alcohol followed by high pressure air to ensure that no liquid can 
dry and form a film on the surface. 
General Points for preparation 
Sample preparation is critical in all aspects of this work.  Initial sizing cuts may be made using a band saw, 
however all final cuts should be performed on a cooled abrasive wheel. Any planes of investigation should 
be prepared using a final cut and cooled abrasive wheel. The sample should NOT be heated up at all during 
sectioning and no black marks should appear on the surface of the cut specimen. Black marks are an 
indication of excessive local heating. Sectioning should occur with a steady applied force and wherever 
possible samples should be cut so that the coating is cut first followed by the substrate. This prevents 
excessive normal forces applied locally to the deposit that may otherwise cause delamination.  
Mounting for most samples may be done using a hard epoxy or phenolic resin. If a cold mount epoxy is to 
be used then it is critical to ensure proper hardness or the mounting media as near the specimen hardness 
as possible. A similar approach must be ensured with hot mounting media, however an additional concern 
under hot mounting conditions is the movement of samples during compression of the resin. It is 
necessary to ensure the center of the sample remain centered in the mount. 
After mounting, specimens should be carefully ground to 1200 grit using SiC paper. After each step, ensure 
that the all scratches are going in the same direction. Additionally, for the 1200 grit grind, the scratches 
should be rotated 90 degrees to the penultimate grit size in order to guarantee the direction of grinding. 
Finally, a low pressure 1200 grit grinding parallel to the initial 1200 grit grind should be performed in order 
to remove highly deformed materials.  
Polishing procedures will be material specific, however there should be absolutely zero relief in the 
specimens, zero corrosion, and minimal scratches. It must be possible to get an image of the deposit and 
substrate at 5x magnification WITHOUT seeing any scratches present. It must also be possible to get 20 
images at 20x WITHOUT seeing any scratches. 
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For Imaging: 
1. First image the sample at 5, 20, and 100X objectives following the sample nomenclature 
recommendations. No filters or polarizers present. Save this in your folder with the sample’s 
name, in a folder labeled “baseline” 
a. Be sure to have the appropriate scale bar 
i. Do so by setting the “objective icon” 
b. Be sure to have the appropriate light level 
c. You can set the save location by going to acquisition settings in the “Stream Motion” 
software and going to the save portion. Redirect the directory appropriately there. 
2. If any samples aren’t polished well, use the autopolisher 
a. You can likely just run 1 micron for everything except titanium 
b. For titanium polish with colloidal silica 
VI. Target Variable Characterization 
i) Binary Adhesion 
Binary adhesion is measured using a cross sectioned optical micrograph. If in the micrograph more than 
50% of the coating (across the entire interface) is found to be delaminate then the sample can be 




A minimum of 5 points across the entire core portion of the sample should be measured at uniform 
spacing so as to reduce human error in measurement. The measurement should be taken at an image 
resolution that appropriately captures the thickness. In other words, 5X for samples on the order of 1 mm 
thick, and 20X for samples on the order of 200 µm thick. Thinner samples may require imaging at higher 
magnifications. The measurements should be averaged and standard deviation recorded. 
 
Figure 86: Example of binary adhesion samples. Sample on left would just barely pass test because >50% of interface is 
adhered (1) while sample at right is completely delaminated (0). 
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Figure 87: Demonstration of sample thickness measurements for two different samples. 
iii) Hardness 
The majority of hardness tests were performed on a pair of Buehler/Wilson VH3100 machines. These 
machines perform automated hardness testing at a variety of loads. The load was set between 50 and 200 
gf depending on the thickness of the coating. Measurements were made automatically and manually 
corrected if any deviations were found upon inspection. A minimum of 5 measurements were made on 
each coating with the average and standard deviations reported. 
iv) Porosity, Cracking, and Surface Roughness 
Image analysis is an extremely powerful method of extracting information. A given image can provide 
information about porosity, thickness, cracking, delamination, surface roughness, and particle debonding 
to name a few. For the purposes of this study there are three primary steps for getting measurements. 
First the full cross section of an image is captured using the method described below. Next the images are 
stitched together. Finally, images are thresholded and analyzed. The major challenge in this analysis is 
guaranteeing reliable results across multiple material types and geometries. The final challenges that 
prevented use of porosity in this study will be discussed at the end of this section. 
Imaging Method 
1. Microscope settings: 10x zoom, GIF filter (back left corner of the microscope), no other filters 
2. Open NIS elements and begin the live feed (+, or the green play button near top of the screen) 
3. Position the sample with the coating on top of the substrate and make the interface as 
horizontal as possible (this will be inverted-coating on bottom-if using the microscope lenses to 
view) 
4. Draw a line starting from the bottom of the live feed to between 100 and 150 um (the macro 
will cut off anything below 150um to remove the interface and substrate) 
5. (View-> Analysis Controls-> Annotations and measurements) select the Vertical length tool and 
draw a line- measurements will be shown to the right 
6. Open LUT panel (View-> Visualization Controls -> LUT’s) 
7. Adjust the light level on the microscope until the peak of the green channel in the LUT Panel 
reaches a value of 200 
8. To start taking a series of pictures open capture multipoint (Acquire -> Capture Multipoint -> 
Capture Manually) this will bring up a capture screen next to the live image. 
9. Starting at the left edge of the coating with some of the mount visible to the left begin taking 
images by hitting the next button. 
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10. After each image shift over to the right so between 10-25% of the image will overlap the 
previous image (this allows the macro to stitch the images together) 
11. Continue taking pictures in this fashion until the other side is reached- around 10 pictures is 
standard for a normal sized sample 
12. Hit finish to finish taking pictures which will open the multipoint file containing the pictures just 
taken 
13. Add a scalebar to the image using the scale bar button on the right of the screen 
14. ***Position the scale bar on the bottom left of the first image*** and press y to burn the scale 
bar into the image(failure to move the scale bar will cause errors in the stitching process) 
15. Export the image (File->import/export->export ND Document) 
16. Save these images inside of the samples folder inside of a macro folder (EX …\Group 
8\8.XXB1CX\Macro) 
17. The image type is Tagged Image Format 
18. The name follows our naming convention - sample numberB1CX@Z10X@toptical@uporosity@r 
Using the Macro 
1. After taking images open ImageJ/FIJI distribution  
2. Open the most recent Porosity macro- available in LACS ORGANIZATION/MACRO 
(plugins->Macros->run) (currently Porosity macro 5) 
3. Then choose the outside folder that contains all the samples you want analyzed (usually a group 
number) 
4. The Macro will first stitch the images for a while and begin analyzing. No user input is required 
for a while - feel free to leave running 
5. If any errors occur let Steven know 
6. Once it has completed porosity, surface roughness, and cracking it will need user input to do 
linear porosity. 
7. Once prompted place points starting at the left of the coating and placing additional points on 
the transition from coated to uncoated and hit ok 
8. Repeat this for each sample 
9. Macro will then finish and have data for everything in a corresponding text file named 
SampleNumberMountedSpecData.txt 
Macro Methods Employed 
1. Stitching 
a. run("Grid/Collection stitching", "type=[Sequential Images] order=[All files in directory] 
directory=&dir2 output_textfile_name=TileConfiguration.txt fusion_method=[Linear Blending] 
regression_threshold=0.30 max/avg_displacement_threshold=2.50 
absolute_displacement_threshold=3.50 frame=1 subpixel_accuracy 
computation_parameters=[Save memory (but be slower)] image_output=[Fuse and display]") 
b. This uses the FIJI built in plugin Grid/Collection stitching and stitches images taken in a 
sequential order with sub pixel accuracy. (Preibisch et al., Bioinformatics (2009)) 
2. Porosity 
a. Porosity is measured by analyzing area of pores divided by total area of coating from the fused 
image generated in the stitching process 
b. In order to separate the substrate and coating from the background the magic wand tool is 
used with a threshold of 40 to select the entire metal area. 
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c. The selection is then enlarged by -5 pixels to get away from any edges that are present and the 
substrate is cropped out by removing the bottom 150um as specified in the image taking 
process.  
d. The area outside of this selection is then cleared and set to white so the threshold to select the 
pores will not pick up on this area 
e. From here the image is thresholded twice- once to get the pore area and once to get the 
substrate area 
3. Surface Analysis 
a. After competing porosity the image is analyzed for surface roughness again using the fused 
image.  
b. The magic wand tool is used to select the metallic area with a threshold of 40 and this selection 
is converted into a series of points that are filtered to be only the top edge of the coating 
c. From these points the root mean square of these generates a surface roughness value 
corresponding to the average distance from the average height of the coating. 
4. Crack Analysis 
a. The crack analysis aims to quantify the number of cracks, the size of the cracks, and the spacing 
between them. 
b. Using the threshold from the porosity images the individual pores are selected.  
c. Then using the analyze particles command in FIJI the pores are represented by ellipses 
d. These ellipses are then filtered with the following criteria: 
i. Major axis > 100um 
ii. minor axis <  30um 
e. Any pore with these characteristics is defined as a crack and is further specified as vertical or 
horizontal based on its angle 45-135 degrees was defined as vertical 
f. Using these cracks their average length, distance apart and number was measured and 
recorded. 
5. Linear Porosity 
a. Linear porosity is the measurement of what percentage of the surface is covered by coating 
b. The full stitched image is opened and user input is required to place points where the coating 
transitions from not covering to covering the substrate 
c. These points are then used to determine the percentage that is covered by coating by 
measuring the length between placed points compared to the overall length.  
Challenges with Image Analysis 
While the methods proposed above are effective for a single specimen geometry and material, there are 
challenges with multiple materials, particularly with varying thicknesses and levels of porosity. To help 
combat this, the macro was modified to force a grid wise stitch, which means that the position of every 
image in a sample is known a-priori from the file name. This method was still insufficient to properly 
stitch all images together because samples that have low levels of porosity have no features from which 
to stitch images together. Since images are not taken at even distance intervals, there is no effective 
way to merge these images together. Exact examples of this are discussed below. 
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The stitching and analysis macros have been modified and area nearing the point where they are 
capable of handling all possible images and exceptions, however they have not been fully tested and 
thus are not used in this thesis.  
 
 
The set of images above represent three of an entire array of more than 15 images that must be stitched 
together. Because the sample/mount interface is apparent and there are significant features along this 
region it is easy to stitch the images together. 
 
This set of images are three from a sample that has more than 45 images in total, spanning 5 rows. These 
images are extremely difficult to stitch together because there are no features to capture with the 
stitching algorithm. An alternative technique would be to record porosity or cracking information for each 
individual image, but the result is that major features such as cracking, delamination, or surface roughness 
cannot be extracted because these features will tend to span multiple images.  
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APPENDIX E Validation Studies 
I. Investigation of Optical Porosity Measurement Techniques 
Porosity is an often-used metric for evaluating both coatings and large scale parts. Unfortunately, being 
an optical technique, there are dozens of variants for methods by which to capture and analyze the image. 
This specific study focused on using cross-sectioned metallographic specimens prepared via LACS. There 
were three areas of evaluation: time, accuracy, and repeatability. Unfortunately, only time is truly able to 
be extracted as the other two are extremely dependent on the definition of ‘true’ porosity. Is true porosity 
the porosity at which a sample was previously evaluated, or is true porosity a measurement of the entire 
coating at 100x, repeated multiple times? 
The truth is that using an optical technique over a given cross-section it is impossible to gain a truly 
accurate measure of porosity. For this a method such as CT would be needed. However, Table 43 covers 
a number of variants covering both image capturing and image analysis methods. The rows represent 
different samples that were analyzed, while the columns are different imaging and thresholding 
techniques. The major categories used are different magnifications (10, 20, 50, 100) and different filters 
and image compressions (green vs. white and compressed vs. uncompressed). Realistically, the most 
accurate results should be those images captured at 100x, however the danger to that method is that 100 
times as many images are needed at 100x than 10x, meaning that capturing the true porosity area will be 
much more time consuming. An alternative method is to just capture images at intermediate 
magnifications at random positions across the surface. These are listed as WPI ImageJ and IPG ImageJ. 
Unfortunately, the results tend to overestimate the 100X magnification results. Nikon has a built in tool 
called the “pixellizer,” which enables detection of various color regions, however this method requires 
selection of the appropriate RGB levels for each sample. The results for the pixellizer tend to function 
better with the white light than with the green filter. This is likely due to the fact that the pixellizer depends 
on all three channels instead of just one as in typical thresholding practices.  If, in particular, the full image 
capture at 100X is the ideal target then the best sample for comparison is 5.31B1NX, where the results 
showed the full 100x porosity to be 0.2393. All of the pixellizer and threshold methods captured using the 
local Nikon software tended to overestimate the porosity values. Naturally, the porosity levels increased 
as the magnification increased for those Full ICE methods (final 5 columns), but also the speed of analysis 
and stitching is vastly improved. Ultimately it was decided that the best balance of accuracy and speed 
was for a full image capture with ICE compression at 10X magnification. This enabled most coatings to be 
imaged in a single row, but because of the limited compression enabled a much greater accuracy due to 
the high digital resolution. 





















































5.16B1 Porous area n/a 0.1120 0.1520 0.0570 0.0870 0.0460
Metal Area n/a 0.4550 0.3590 0.3390 0.4640
Result n/a 0.2504 0.1370 0.2042 0.0902
5.31B1NX Porous area 0.3300 0.2970 0.3500 0.3880 0.3200 0.3470 0.3540 0.2920 0.2670 0.2560 0.2400 0.3030
(Cropped 
out border) Metal Area n/a n/a 0.6520 0.6120 0.6800 0.6530 0.6410 0.7090 0.7360 0.7460 0.7630 0.6990
Result 0.3300 0.2970 0.3493 0.3880 0.3200 0.3470 0.3558 0.2917 0.2662 0.2555 0.2393 0.3024
1/4 size 1/4 size 1/4 size
5.9B2A Porous area 0.0990 0.0910 Did not open 0.0840 0.0990 0.0800 0.0890
Metal Area n/a n/a 0.9160 0.9010 0.9200 0.9120
Result 0.0990 0.0910 0.0840 0.0990 0.0800 0.0889
8.45B1CX Porous area 0.0160 0.0170 0.0140 0.0240 0.0220 n/a
Metal Area n/a n/a 0.9940 n/a 0.9140 n/a
Result 0.0160 0.0170 0.0139 0.0240 0.0235 n/a
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II. Microstructural Analysis of Ti-6Al-4V powder for cold gas dynamic spray applications 
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III. Microstructural Analysis of Cold Sprayed Ti-6Al-4V at the Micro- and Nano-Scale 
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IV. Statistically Guided Development of Laser-Assisted Cold Spray for Microstructural Control 
of Ti-6Al-4V 
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APPENDIX F Independent Analysis of Results 
I. Powder Size, Cermets, and Cermet Grain Size 
A very interesting study, shown in Figure 88 and Figure 89 shows the comparison of powder size to the 
binary classifiers cermet and grain size respectively. The first, Figure 88, shows the different size fractions 
(10, 50, and 90) in each subplot, with the actual micrometer size values plotted on the y-axis. The plot on 
the left of each subplot are those powders that didn’t adhere while the right plot in each subplot are those 
powders that did adhere. Finally, the green curves are the metallic powders and the orange curves are 
the cermet powders. The basic features that are being investigated here are if any large curves 
(corresponding to a high sample density) also correspond to just ONE specific adhesion property (1 vs 0). 
One obvious result here is that there are consistently a large number of cermet powders with large particle 
sizes that tend to fail (left plot, orange). This corresponds to some of the experimental results which have 
shown that large cermet particles tend to be more porous, and thus will carry less momentum and greater 
drag resistance. There are also some interesting results corresponding to the lower sized metallic powders. 
For some reason, those particles that have a tight, small size range seem to be generally adhered, whereas 
the medium sized particle ranges (10, 28, 47 µm) tend to be fairly consistent in terms of the fraction 
adhered vs. not adhered. The same is largely true for cermet powders again generally indicating that 
smaller, tighter ranges may be better for deposition.  
 
Figure 88: Violin plots of powder size separated on the x-axis by whether or not the powder is a cermet (1=yes, 0=no), with 
each individual plot split by binary adhesion (green=no, orange=yes). 
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With so much interesting data present for the cermet powders it is possible to further divide the cermet 
powders into the coarse and fine grained structures, shown in Figure 89. The plots are the same as above, 
except no the green curves are coarse cermets while the orange curves are fine cermets. Immediately it 
is obvious that for the fine grained cermets there is a specific zone in which adhesion occurs. For all three 
size subplots there is a fairly narrow peak corresponding to fine grained cermet adhesion, while there is a 
much broader peak associated with failing the binary adhesion test. The coarse grained cermets, 
meanwhile, seem to generally have a much broader overall adhesion range, but tend to have certain size 
ranges that are much more likely to fail. 
 The basic interpretation of these plots is that for fine grained cermets, there is a narrow range of powders 
that can be used to effectively achieve adhesion. Meanwhile, for coarse grained cermets the opposite is 
true and there are a few size ranges which tend to cause failure. Finally, for metallic powders, it seems 
that tighter size ranges may provide slightly better adhesion results, however these results need to be 
evaluated relative to other material properties that may be confounding the results. 
 
Figure 89: Violin plots of cermet powder size separated on the x-axis by whether or not the powder is a fine grained cermet 
(1=yes, 0=no), with each individual plot split by binary adhesion (green=no, orange=yes). 
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II. Powder Conductivity, Powder Compressibility 
Figure 90 shows a comparison of apparent density to the compressed pressure. This apparent density is 
reported in the thesis work as “PowderDensity###_Avg” where the numbers correspond the compressed 
pressure shown here. Each powder is labeled on the right end of its curve and can be cross-referenced to 
the PowderIDs shown in Appendix C. There are two major trends to analyze in these curves. The first tends 
to be the increase from tap (0 pressure) to 500 PSI density. Most metallic powders tend to have a very 
small change in density during this region while cermets both fine and coarse grained tend to have a much 
larger initial slope. The next major distinction is in the change from 500 to 2500 PSI compression. Metallic 
powders have relatively little improvement over this region. Coarse grained cermets have a fairly 
significant gain over this region, however fine grained cermets have the largest slope over this period.  
Using these two sloping zones in conjunction with the initial density it is fairly simple to evaluate whether 
a powder is metallic, coarse cermet, or fine cermet.  
The mechanism behind this distinction comes from the fundamental formation of the various powders. 
The metallic powders used here are all spherical and solid, so the initial apparent density will be very close 
 
Figure 90: Plot of apparent density vs compressed pressure for a wide range of powders. Dotted lines represent fine 
grained cermets, solid lines represent coarse grained cermets, and dashed lines represent metallic powders. 
 
(g/cc) 
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to the true apparent density, roughly 64% if all the spheres are the same size. In this case, the deviation 
from .64*𝜌 where 𝜌 is the true material density, will represent a combination of the packing factor of the 
whole powder size range and the level of internal porosity present. The cermets, on the other hand, all 
tend to be agglomerated powders and thus can be well-spaced during tap density. However, once 
compressed these powders will be able to slide past one another resulting in a much better packing factor 
than is possible for perfect spheres, hence the greater slope during compression. The initial tap density 
shows that generally the coarse grained cermets will have the highest starting apparent density, even 
though powders of similar metal:ceramic ratio will have similar 2500 PSI apparent densities. These two 
notions are rather contradictory, however one possibility is that there may be greater internal porosity in 
the fine grained cermets, where the compression actually causes them to break apart and thus accounts 
for the extremely high increase in density under pressure.  
Similarly to the compressibility, conductivity vs. compression shown in Figure 91 has three major trends. 
First is the change in conductivity from 0 to 500 psi. All powders start at a conductivity of 0, corresponding 
to what is essentially an open loop. However, metallic powders have a large slope going from 0 to 500 psi, 
at which point there is a significant decrease in slope from 500 to 1500 PSI, and sometimes even a slight 
decrease from 1500 to 2500 psi. Cermets, on the other hand have two primary behaviors. First are those 
that remain at low conductivities even at 500 PSI, but then begin steadily increasing in slope from 500 to 
1500 and 1500 to 2500. The other trend are for those cermets that spike at 500 PSI, but then decrease in 
conductivity with greater compression. This is a common trend for some of the finer grained cermets, 
which may correlate to the break-down behavior discussed as a possible mechanism for the rapid increase 
in density discussed previously. 
The general takeaway from these two plots is that a great deal of information can be extracted from 
treating powders with a simple technique over a range of compression conditions. Ideally, this method 
should be repeated a minimum of 5 times per powder, per loading pressure in order to generate some 
error for the measures as well. However, both the models produced and the physical interpretation of 
these plots strongly indicate that these methods are extremely useful for not only powder identification, 
but also quality control of powders. A change in deviation, value, or slope may be an easy indication that 
a powder is somehow different than before without going through the need of fancy equipment, sieving, 
or optical microscopy. Further categorization of the powders by cross referencing the density with the 
conductivity or looking at the change in absolute values will likely reveal even greater interpretations, but 
are beyond the scope of this present work.  







Figure 91: Plot of apparent density vs compressed pressure for a wide range of powders. Dotted lines represent fine 
grained cermets, solid lines represent coarse grained cermets, and dashed lines represent metallic powders. 
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APPENDIX G Scientifically Engineered Features 
I. Powder Velocity, Temperature Thermofluid Model 
The thermofluid model uses one dimensional isentropic nozzle equations, stepping forward in Mach 
number, to determine the gas velocity and temperature throughout the nozzle. Upon exiting the nozzle, 
gas flow is assumed constant over the 20-40 mm standoff distance to the surface. The Billig approximation 
is used to determine the distance from the substrate at which a horizontal shockwave appears [28]. 
Beyond this shockwave lies a compressed subsonic layer that typically ranges from 1-3 millimeters thick 
[24].  
 
Figure 3: Representative nozzle geometry (in mm) for isentropic nozzle scheme. A) Convergent region B) Choke point C) 
Divergent region D) Exhaust region E) Normal shock wave F) Compressed layer. *Not to scale. 
Gas in region (A) of Figure 3 is considered to be at stagnation conditions. The area at this point (A1) in Eq. 
(1) is calculated by assuming that A2 is the critical, known area of the choke point and M2 is the Mach 
number corresponding to choke flow, Mach=1. M1 is considered to be a very small, subsonic Mach number. 
The Mach number is increased and the new area is solved using Eq. (1) until the choke point is reached 
(B). At (B) the Mach number is 1 and from this point forward (C) the area is increasing, assuming the nozzle 
wall to follow a linear geometry. The position of the stepped Mach number is calculated from the known 
geometry of the nozzle. Equations (2) and (3) are then calculated at each point to determine the steady 
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Once the gas exhausts from the nozzle (D), the velocity of the gas is assumed constant despite the 
expansion and compression waves present as the current investigation focuses only on the centerline 
exhausting across a very short distance, with particles larger than 10 µm [23]. During these subsequent 
regions, the model is stepped forward in position, rather than Mach number.  The gas continues 
constantly until the shock (E), calculated by Billig’s approximation. The normal shock relations in Eqs. (5), 
(6), and (7) are then used to calculate Mach number, temperature, and pressure on the downstream side 
of the shockwave. After the shockwave (F) there is a compressed layer through which gas temperature, 
Mach number, and pressure relative to the direction of motion are considered to be constant. Throughout 
these calculations, temperature and pressure dependent properties for the gases are used. After fully 
calculating the temperature and velocity profile for the gas, the velocity and temperature of a single 
particle are calculated assuming lumped capacitance heat transfer through convection only with the 
convective coefficient calculated via a Nusselt correlation for relative flow over a sphere. The velocity is 
calculated by assuming that the particle is completely entrained in the gas and has no effect on the fluid 
flow, which has been found to be true for mass flows less than 3 g/s [24]. Velocity is then simply due to 
drag force accelerating the particle, where drag is an empirical Stokes drag law developed by Carlson and 
Hoglund to account for rarefaction and compressibility effects [29]. This action is described for particle 
acceleration using Eqs. (8)-(9). Heat transfer to the particles is calculated with Eqs. (10) and (11) where a 
lumped body assumption is assumed. In this particular case, the assumption is based on a calculation of 
the Biot number Bi=h*D/K<<0.1. Note that there are regimes where the Bi number approaches 0.1, 
however for simplicity the lumped body model is assumed throughout the entire particle flow regime. 
Particle material properties are assumed to be constant over the temperature range experienced in LACS. 
Note that much of this work has been described previously by many other authors, however it was 
necessary to implement it in a new scheme to couple it with the one dimensional heat transfer model 
[13,17]. 





(𝛾 − 1) ∗ 𝑀2 + 2
2 ∗ 𝛾 ∗ 𝑀2 − (𝛾 − 1)
 (5) 
𝑃1 = 𝑃0 ∗




[2 ∗ 𝛾 ∗ 𝑀2 − (𝛾 − 1)] ∗ [(𝛾 − 1) ∗ 𝑀2 + 2]







Figure 92: Example of results from predicted 1D thermofluid model 
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II. Substrate Temperature Conditions (1D Heat Transfer Model) 
The one dimensional non-steady state heat transfer model is an explicit finite difference numeric scheme. 
However the implementation of the algorithm during heating and cooling of a single element requires a 
bit of description. Figure 4 illustrates how the current scheme is segmented. First, the model has been 
developed largely assuming the substrate is a solid rod, however the method can easily be adopted to 
other geometries as well. The scheme below assumes that the laser (red) and powder spots are fixed in 
x-space at (G) and have a spot the same area as the area of interest for the 1D model. The dark grey is 
considered one half of the rod with symmetry at (A). The light grey is the deposited material thus far, and 
the dashed-box region represents the area that will be filled by the deposited material. Point (E) will be 
the last layer to be filled.  
Powder is initially deposited to the surface of the substrate at (B), a thickness Δ𝑥  is deposited. This 
thickness is defined as the thickness of mass deposited in a single pass. Note that the rod will be indexed 
in the x direction at a distance less than the size of the spray spot so that the same spot may be covered 
multiple times in a given pass. As new layers are deposited the point (G) steps one thickness in the positive 
Z direction to maintain a constant standoff distance. The rod will then move to point F, away from the 
elements of investigation, while the rest of the rod is sprayed. Then the rod will return to point (G) and 
the next layers will be sprayed. This process will repeat until the dashed-box is “full.”  
 
Figure 93: Schematic of one dimensional heat transfer model in the substrate/deposit. A) Symmetry point at center of rod B) 
Interface layer of substrate C) Surface layer of deposit D) Next layer deposited E) Last layer deposited F) Travel point G) Fixed 
spray position. 
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The numerical scheme used for the elements in Figure 4 is as follows. Initial temperatures are all defined 
at t=0. At the exposed point (C) there is a Robin-type boundary condition with a constant flux from the 
laser and convective heat transfer. As powder is deposited (D) fills with material to a thickness of Δx that 
is calculated by determining the thickness of mass deposited during the time of a single pass and assigned 
the particle impact temperature from the isentropic fluid flow model. This sets the initial temperature for 
(D) and simultaneously allows the laser and gas flux to adjust the cell temperature. The particles are 
assumed to have no interaction through attenuation or heating prior to impact. Heat is then conducted 
through the deposited material and substrate material with no additional interface resistivity. Point A is 
considered to be perfectly insulating as it is the center of a solid rod. After all of the elements have been 
calculated, new temperatures for the next time step are calculated based on the current one. The time 
step is calculated to be the limiting stability criterion for each of Eqs. (12) to (16) when considering both 
substrate and powder materials in convection and conduction. 
When the spot rotates away from the surface element as defined by W, the boundary condition changes 
to a modified heat transfer coefficient; note that radiation is assumed to be zero even at relatively high 
material temperatures. This process repeats until the index moves the spot beyond the elements 
portrayed here. Then the rod moves from (G) towards (F) and the boundary condition again changes to a 
modified heat transfer coefficient. As the spot returns to G, powder is deposited and laser/gas heating 
occurs. This process repeats until the grid is filled. Equations (12) to (16) were developed using a first order 
Taylor expansion, assuming the second derivative terms zero where needed based on the squares of the 
time and position steps being very small.  It is assumed that all material properties are constant. While 
the step size for the deposit is defined, the step size for the substrate can be altered somewhat 
independently to reduce the resolution in the substrate. 
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Figure 94: Example of results for 1D Heat transfer model with the thick green line representing the interface temperature. 
Each peak corresponds to the laser/spray spot moving over top of the 1D array of nodes. 
III. Substrate Volume 
Let T=thickness, W=Diameter/Width, L=Spray length 











∗ (𝐿2 − (𝐿 − 𝑊)2) 
𝐵𝑎𝑟: 𝑉 = 𝐿𝑥𝑊𝑥𝑇 
IV. Expected Thickness 
𝑥𝑇 =
?̇? ∗ 𝐷𝐸 ∗ (
𝑑𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒
𝐼 )
𝑣𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑑 ∗ 𝜌𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒 ∗ 𝑑𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒
 
V. Critical Velocity 
𝑣𝑐𝑟 = 667 − 14 ∗ 𝜌 + 0.08 ∗ 𝑇𝑚 + 0.1 ∗ 𝜎𝑢 − 0.4 ∗ 𝑇𝑖 
𝑣𝑐𝑟 =
√





− 𝐹2 ∗ 𝑐𝑝 ∗ (𝑇𝑚 − 𝑇𝑖) 
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 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑛 𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝑠𝑒𝑔𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 
𝑓(𝑣𝑝 > 𝑣𝑐𝑟)𝑖 =
(𝑝𝑖 − 𝑝𝑖−1)
∑ 𝑝 5𝑖=0
 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑝 𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 
VII. Critical Velocity for Substrate 
𝑣𝑐𝑟 = 667 − 14 ∗ 𝜌𝑠𝑢𝑏 + 0.08 ∗ 𝑇𝑚𝑠𝑢𝑏 + 0.1 ∗ 𝜎𝑢𝑠𝑢𝑏 − 0.4 ∗ 𝑇𝑠𝑢𝑏 
VIII. Critical Velocity For Laser Temp 
𝑣𝑐𝑟 = 667 − 14 ∗ 𝜌𝑝 + 0.08 ∗ 𝑇𝑚𝑝 + 0.1 ∗ 𝜎𝑢𝑝 − 0.4 ∗ 𝑇𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑟 
IX. Time on Part 
𝑡𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡 =
𝑅𝑎𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 ∗ 𝑡𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠 ∗ 𝐿
𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥
 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑡𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑖𝑠 𝑔𝑒𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑦 𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡 
X. Average Thermal Energy 
𝑄𝑇ℎ = 𝑚𝑝,50 ∗ 𝐶𝑝,𝑝 ∗ (𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑝 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓) 




∗ 𝑚𝑝,50 ∗ 𝑣
2 
XII. Total Energy (Kinetic + Thermal) 
𝑄𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 𝑄𝐾𝐸 + 𝑄𝑇ℎ 
XIII. Stress from thermal expansion differences 
𝜎𝑇ℎ = (𝛼𝑝 − 𝛼𝑠) ∗ (𝑇𝑎𝑣𝑔 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓) ∗ 𝐸𝑝 
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APPENDIX H Supplemental Images 
  
 
Figure 95: Basic layout of a materials workspace, where each axis represents a primary feature that is inherently 
discontinuous. In the case of LACS, this might be a powders and substrates. Each circle represents the set of all possible 
parameters for that specific feature combination. 
 
Figure 96: Design of Experiment (DoE) layout for a uniform, full factorial type approach where a defined set of 
parameters in each feature space are evaluated. 
 





Figure 97: Basic layout of a materials workspace for a randomized design of experiments, where each primary feature 
combination is randomly evaluated. An alternative approach would be to also randomize the selection of primary feature 
combinations. 
 
Figure 98: Design of Experiment (DoE) layout for an orthogonal type approach, where a set of features and levels are 
evaluated using orthogonal arrays to guarantee uniformity of sampling. A primary method of this would be Taguchi type 
analyses. 
 





Figure 99: DoE layout for active learning methodologies where each plot represents a stage of the process wherein first 
(top left) a set of parameters and feature combinations are evaluated. Next, a set of models are used to predict a new set 
of features. The point of greatest disagreement between the models (indicated by the highlighted points in each plot) 
would be the next sample produced. This would iterate until all models reached agreement. 
 
Figure 100: DoE layout for application clustering, where the goal in each cluster is to develop an optimized set of processing 
conditions. In the lower left, a factorial approach is used to achieve an optimum in a single cluster. In the others, either a 
scientific intuition approach, or true optimization routine (such as genetic algorithms) could be used to optimize.  
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APPENDIX I Alternative Data Set and Modeling Techniques 
Several methods for improving the results of the modeling efforts are available.  
I. Cermet Data 
i) Binary Adhesion—Cermet Data Set 
Considering that the nature of data generation for these models relied upon application clusters it only 
makes sense to utilize those clusters as potential models. The two largest clusters consist of cermets and 
titanium powders respectively. Thus these will be the focal points for one such investigation will on a 
single material model. The results of the binary adhesion fitting initially show promising results, with the 
top end of the model scores reaching an accuracy of 0.8894. However, the error on the cross validated 
results here tends to be higher than for the full material data set. (0.0415 vs. 0.0298). Additionally, the 
positive response rate of the cermet dataset is 83.8%, so the total improvement in accuracy over simply 
guessing an adhesion response is 0.051, whereas for the full model the positive response rate was 0.7997 
and the final model accuracy was 0.8801 resulting in an improvement over guessing of 0.0804. This 
difference in accuracy improvement is confirmation of one of the very first modeling assumptions that 
the results of one application will actually help to increase the accuracy of predicting results from another 
data cluster. Further investigation of binary adhesion prediction for cermet powders using the current 
feature sets will not be considered, however consideration for a different method of feature selection 
may still be relevant. 
 
Figure 116: Results of analysis for data sets (y-axis) and specific model types (x-axis) after 5-Fold Cross Validation where the 
color represents the average of the scores and the size of the square represents the standard deviation of the scores. A large, 
dark square indicates a model/data set intersection that has low model error and low cross validation standard deviation. 
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ii) Coating Thickness—Cermet Data Set 
The thickness results in Figure 118 are initially fairly troubling, considering that the max r2 value falls in 
the neighborhood of 0.3. From a general perspective, the PCA results seem to generally outperform the 
normalized and non-normalized models, except in the case of ANN. Interestingly, some of the best 
predictions for this data set are ANN and SVR. Whereas with 
other models random forest has shown significant promise, in 
this case it doesn’t seem to be any more effective than many of 
the other models. Generally the more complex the data set, the 
better the r2 and CV standard deviation seems to be.  
Of the top ten performing models random forest is ranked 
number 10. Four of the top five are KNN, the top is a tree 
model, and the remainder are SVR models. Because of this 
distinction and the realization during the core of this work that 
discontinuous models perform poorly during testing of 
continuous results, SVR will be used for optimization here. 
The results of optimization for support vector regression using 
the third dataset with a PCA preparation are shown in Table 44 
with the plot of predicted versus actual thickness values shown 
in Figure 117. Clearly there is an issue with overfitting in this 
model. The model is able to very accurately predict training error, however when it comes to testing error 
there seems to be a response that almost seems biased to some degree. The plot in Figure 117 shows a 
predicted response that almost seems to follow a completely different response line than does the actual 
data. 
 
Figure 118: Results of analysis for data sets (y-axis) and specific model types (x-axis) after 5-Fold Cross Validation where the 
color represents the average of the scores and the size of the square represents the standard deviation of the scores. A large, 
dark square indicates a model/data set intersection that has low model error and low cross validation standard deviation. 
 
 
Figure 117: Plot of predicted versus actual 
thickness response from SVR optimized 
result with C=1000, epsilon=10. 
Gamma=0.1. 
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Table 44: Error results from thickness predictions reported in r2 and RMSE for the cross validated grid search results of cermet 
only dataset number three after PCA preparation, the training error of the fully fitted model, and the testing error of the fully 
fitted model. 
 CV Training Error Full Fitted Training Error Final Test Error 
r2 .248 .930 .212 
RMSE --- 17.44 93.3 
 
Because of the seemingly poor performance by the models for thickness of cermets, the dataset was re-
evaluated using the comboGT1 method. The results are shown in Figure 119, with the most accurate 
models being SVR (0.288) and ANN (0.254) for normalized data sets. While both ANN and SVR were tested, 
neither performed particularly well, with extreme overfitting still resulting. Instead, an approach was 
taken using recursive feature selection with lasso followed by evaluation using SVR with a radial basis 
function. 
 
The results of this lasso reduced the feature set from 121 down to 38 and after an optimization routine 
with C=10000,epsilon=10, and gamma=.001 are shown in   
Table 45. Obviously the issue with model overfitting has been eliminated, however the overall results are 
still relatively poor compared to the full model scores. Figure 120 shows the actual and predicted 
responses where the model has clearly improved its ability to predict the results accurately but doesn’t 
perform well at predicting outlier results. The results seem to indicate that, in particular, there is some 
data missing for extracting a genuine understanding from the cermet based powders. One key area of 
interest is perhaps the fact that all of the predicted calculations assume solid, spherical powders, which 
obviously these are not. Additionally, many of the fundamental material properties such as yield strength, 
 
Figure 119: Results of analysis for data sets (y-axis) and specific model types (x-axis) after 5-Fold Cross Validation for coating 
thickness using the modified pass group with predicted multi-pass group values introduced where the color represents the 
average of the scores and the size of the square represents the standard deviation of the scores. A large, dark square 
indicates a model/data set intersection that has low model error and low cross validation standard deviation.  
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thermal conductivity, etc. are dependent upon a perfectly dense powder and moreover are not entirely 
relevant given the difference deformation mechanisms associated with a cermet versus a typical metallic 
powder.  
Table 45: Error results from thickness predictions reported in r2 and RMSE for the SVR model after lasso based feature selection 
and followed by a cross validated grid search results of cermet only dataset number three after normalization preparation, the 
training error of the fully fitted model, and the testing error of the fully fitted model. 
 CV Training Error Full Fitted Training Error Final Test Error 
r2 0.377 .354 .139 














As a comparison, the RMSE of the thickness results was compared to the 1D Heat Transfer predicted 
thickness. The end results was an RMSE of 85.6 µm. While this is worse than the case of the Lasso result, 
it is actually an improvement over the testing error for the overfitted result of the pure SVM test. 
iii) Coating Hardness—Cermet Data Set 
The results of coating hardness, shown in Figure 121 again show fairly poor performance in terms of model 
response. Almost no PCA based data sets perform well and the CV standard deviation for these models is 
extremely high as noted by almost no large, dark scores. In all likelihood these models are overfitting the 
results, however given that no optimization has been done yet, it may be that there are specific learning 
parameters that can help reduce the error and increase the r2 value. For hardness, nine of the top ten 
models are random forests with an r2 in the range of 0.30 to 0.34 with CV standard errors of around 0.24. 
The 9th model is actually a ridge regression model with a score of 0.30 and a standard error of 0.188. The 
reduced error of this model, as well as the seeming success of lasso with the normalized datasets for data 
set 3 encourages the use of these models in an optimization routine.  
 
Figure 120: Plot of predicted versus actual thickness response from 
SVR after lasso feature reduction, optimized result with C=10000, 
epsilon=10. Gamma=0.001. 
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After evaluating the ridge regression hardness model using the normalized dataset three, the best results 
have been found to be for an alpha value of 50, resulting in a cross validated r2 value of only 0.268.  
 
The final testing results for ridge regression are shown in Table 46 and clearly indicate that the model is 
simply not capturing sufficient information from the features to effectively predict the results. This is very 
likely related to the measurement methods where thin coatings could be extremely variable in terms of 
their hardness.  
Table 46: Error results from hardness predictions reported in r2 and RMSE for the cross validated grid search results of cermet 
only dataset number three after normalization, the training error of the fully fitted model, and the testing error of the fully 
fitted model. 
 CV Training Error Full Fitted Training Error Final Test Error 
r2 0.30 0.56 0.288 
RMSE --- 220.1 271.3 
 
Figure 121: Results of analysis for data sets (y-axis) and specific model types (x-axis) after 5-Fold Cross Validation for coating 
hardness where the color represents the average of the scores and the size of the square represents the standard deviation 
of the scores. A large, dark square indicates a model/data set intersection that has low model error and low cross validation 
standard deviation. All entries were left without modification to the feature pass group  
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Figure 122 shows the plot of actual and predicted values for the 
optimized ridge regression. The results show a strong 
correlation between 800 and 1000 Hv, but much greater 
deviations below 800 and above 1000. On the lower end, 
hardness tends to be underpredicted correlating to the poor 
measurement methods of thin coatings corresponding to low 
hardnesses. On the upper end, the model underpredicts the 
results, which may be linked to the sparsity of data at the upper 
end of these results. It also may be due to the fact that a small 
set of cermet samples were produced using a powder that had 
not been as carefully evaluated as some of the others. This 
powder generally produced some of the hardest coatings, but 
the characterization of this powder may not have effectively 
captured the reality. Results from an optimized Lasso approach do not increase model performance. 
II. Titanium Data Set 
i) Binary Adhesion—Titanium Data Set 
Binary adhesion is one of the first data sets in which ANN actually performs extremely well. The initial 
data set chosen here is the third data set with a normalized preparation this model/set combo had a score 
of 0.813 with a CV standard deviation of 0.0388. However, after optimization the fitted and optimized 
model with one hidden layer of 100 nodes results in a testing accuracy of 65.8% and a confusion matrix 
as shown in Table 47. Obviously this model struggles with detecting the negative responses even in the 
training set. This is despite the fact that the set has nearly 50% negative responses in the training set.  
 
Figure 123: Results of analysis for data sets (y-axis) and specific model types (x-axis) after 5-Fold Cross Validation where the 
color represents the average of the scores and the size of the square represents the standard deviation of the scores. A large, 
dark square indicates a model/data set intersection that has low model error and low cross validation standard deviation. 
 
 
Figure 122: Plot of predicted versus actual 
response from Ridge regression optimized 
result with alpha=50. 
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ii) Coating Thickness—Titanium Data Set 
The results for thickness evaluation of titanium data are shown in Figure 124, which reveal that random 
forests are again the top models. Interestingly, the best random forest model uses the PCA prepared data 
set number four, but it also happens to have a cross validated error of 0.52. Generally PCA models tend 
to reduce the total error, but in this case the results seem to make the cross validated error significantly 
worse.  
iii) Coating Hardness—Titanium Data Set 
The dataset for hardness of titanium powders only was prepared with the comboGT1 method. The result, 
shown in Figure 125, shows a moderate response from the trees, random forests, and ANNs, but several 
SVR, KNN, Lasso, and Ridge regressions perform surprisingly well, particularly for data sets 4 and 5 with 
no other preparation. In fact, the top 6 models are ridge and lasso type models for data set 3 with a 
 
Figure 124: Results of thickness analysis for titanium data set prepared via comboGT1 approach for data sets (y-axis) and 
specific model types (x-axis) after 5-Fold Cross Validation where the color represents the average of the scores and the size 
of the square represents the standard deviation of the scores. A large, dark square indicates a model/data set intersection 
that has low model error and low cross validation standard deviation. 
 
Table 47: Confusion matrix for testing and training results of ANN classification for binary adhesion of the titanium data 
set. 










True Negative 72 4  True Negative 6 3 
True Positive 21 59  True Positive 10 19 
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normalized preparation. Lasso will be evaluated further using feature selection followed by cross validated 
optimization. The results of this feature selection are shown in Figure 126, with significant oscillation in 
results up until around 17 features. However, the top cross validated score came for a 3 feature response 
that used the average peak deposit temperature, the time on part, and the powder flowability. These 
three features actually make perfect sense in terms of predicting the hardness of titanium powders. The 
flowability is one of the few powder characteristics 
that changes between titanium powders of 
different types, and titanium properties (hardness) 
are inherently dependent on microstructure which 
are dependent completely on the time spent at a 
given temperature. 
The results of this optimization use an alpha value of 1E-06, 
with the testing results shown in  
Table 48. Interestingly, the r2 results for testing are 
negative indicating an extremely poor correlation, 
while the RMSE is actually fairly reasonable given 
the known error associated with hardness 
measurements, especially in porous samples as 
many of the titanium deposits are. Figure 127 
shows the actual vs. predicted responses from this 
model, which provides fairly reasonable 
distribution of results. 
 
Figure 125: Results of hardness analysis for titanium data set prepared via comboGT1 approach for data sets (y-axis) and 
specific model types (x-axis) after 5-Fold Cross Validation where the color represents the average of the scores and the size 
of the square represents the standard deviation of the scores. A large, dark square indicates a model/data set intersection 
that has low model error and low cross validation standard deviation. 
 
 
Figure 126: Results of feature selection using Lasso based 
approach with final result using 3 features. 
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Table 48: Error results from hardness predictions reported in r2 and RMSE for the cross validated grid search results of titanium 
only dataset number three after normalization with Lasso based feature reduction, the training error of the fully fitted model, 
and the testing error of the fully fitted model. 
 CV Training Error Full Fitted Training Error Final Test Error 
r2 0.656 0.794 -0.294 










Figure 127: Plot of predicted versus actual thickness response from Lasso after lasso feature reduction, optimized result with 
alpha=1E-06. 
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APPENDIX J Code Base 
Digital copies of code available upon request. Full set contains the following broad categories: 
 Initial Data/Editing 
 Feature Modifiers 
 Model Blocks 
 Top level operator to control all features/modifiers 
 Top level iterator to iterate through multiple data sets using the top level operator 
 Analysis code to extract information from models 
 Figure production codes 
 Knowledge production codes 
Analyze Results 





Purpose is to plot an extracted data array containing column titles "Name" "Error" 
"ModelType" and "STD". Plot will return create a subplot for each of a set of unique 
values in the name column 
 
inputs:  
df: a dataframe consisting of a many model prediction results as produced by LACS top 
level op iterator 
name:the name used to save the resulting plots 
         
outputs: 
a saved plot of model type (ann, trees, etc) versus error metric (accuracy, rmse, etc) 
  plt_df_results: 
purpose is to produce a barplot of one output from the LACS Top Iterator function with 
extracting from a larger dictionary 
inputs: 
df: a dataframe consisting of an individual set of results from the LACS Top Level 
Operator Script/Function 
name: the name used to save the resulting plot 
outputs: 
a single bar plot of model on the x and error on the y, CURRENTLY SET UP FOR 
ACCURACY not rmse 
extractData: 
Purpose of the data is to take data from the compiled dictionary and return it in one 
long dataframe that can be plotted or analyzed instead of looping through different 
layers of the dictionary 
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inputs: 
data_dict: a dictionary of all the data produced during LACS Top Level Op Iterator, 
which contains many individual trials of LACS Top Operator 
this is the data used in plt_err_results and extracts only the name of 
the model, error of the model and STD 
 
ouputs: 
dataframe that can be used in plt_err_results 
 
sepData: 
function iterates through an array of splitters in a dataframe column and collects 
all of the rows from the statement and collects them in a dictionary. 
The function then iterates over that dictionary then and continues to split 
each statement on the next splitter 
inputs: 
df: A dataframe that contains the column 'col' 
col: A column in df 
splitters: an array of values that could be found in the column of df to split on 
split_data: Leave blank--this is for the recursive function 
final_data: Leave blank, this is for the recursive function 
columns: Leave blank, this is for the recursive function 
ouputs: 
split_data:A dictionary tree containing data for each split 
final_data: A dataframe containing a column for each split 
 
extract_key_var: 
Function takes the Eigenvectors of an "Emat" dataframe and extracts the top n 
components and views what the top n variables are for those components. This is 




emat: a matrix output by the do_Cust_PCR() function 
df: The dataframe used to produce the emat, used to extract column headers 
n_comp: The number of components that are viewed 
n_var: The number of variables that are viewed in each component 
 
outputs: 
data_out: a dataframe containing 2 columns for each component with 
n_var rows in each column where one column lists the name of the relevant 
variable (from df.columns) and the other lists the weight of the variable 
from the eigenvector 
render_mpl_table: 
A function for rendering a dataframe as a table figure in python that can be 
saved/copied 
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inputs: 
data: The dataframe containing data you want to produce in table form 
col_width: width of each column (default 3) 
row_height: height of each row (default .625) 
bbox_inches: boundaries (default tight) 
dpi: resolution of figure produced (default 125) 
header_color: Color of headers aka column names 
row_colors: Color of alternating rows 
edge_color: Boundary of box color 
ax: The actual axes on which to plot, can be added if desired 
outputs: 
fig: Returns the actual figure object that can then be saved or altered as desired 
FunctionModels 
I. LACS_linear 
Performs a simple linear regression on a set of testing/trainin data 
Inputs: 
X: a dataframe of testing data 
Y: a data series of testing data 
x: a dataframe of training data 
y: a data series of training data 
desc: a description used to trail through a series of function operations 
error_metric: the error criteria desired (commonly ‘mse’ or ‘cv_accuracy’ 
Outputs: 
String: LACS_Linear 
Error_metric: same as input 
mse_test: the mean squared error of testing data 
mse_train: the mean squared error of training data 
lr: the fit linear model 
desc: An updated description including the fact that a linear model was performed 
cv_test_class 
Given a training data set, it cross validates the set and performs a series of classification 
models 
Inputs: 
x: the data frame containing training data 
y: a data series containing output (target) data 
Error_metric: the error metric used (for classification, most commonly cv_accuracy) 
Desc: imports, updates, and returns a description on alterations of data 
Outputs: 
Models: Dataframe containing columns with model type, description, error, STD, etc.  
Desc: imports, updates, and returns a description on alterations of data 
 
cv_test_reg 
Given a training data set, it cross validates the set and performs a series of regression 
models 
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Inputs: 
x: the data frame containing training data 
y: a data series containing output (target) data 
Error_metric: the error metric used (for regression, most commonly r2) 
Desc: imports, updates, and returns a description on alterations of data 
Outputs: 
Models: Dataframe containing columns with model type, description, error, STD, etc.  
Desc: imports, updates, and returns a description on alterations of data 
 
select_error_metric 
Given a string error metric, from cv_test_reg and cv_class_reg inputs, it returns the 
proper formatted error metric for actual use in the data fitting 
Inputs: 
Error_metric: the text input 
Outputs: 
Scorer: the actual scorer value used 
cv_accuracy: outdated, replaced by my_err.cv_acc 
A diy scorer that measures accuracy of a classification algorithm 
Inputs: 
Estimator: the actual fit model used 
x: the predictor dataframe 
y: the target data series 
Outputs: 
Scorer: return the actual accuracy score value 
 
my_err 






estimator: fitted model 
x: predictor dataframe 
y: target data series 
 
clfy_inputs 
Function that selects only either the substrate or powder data from the full raw data 
input frame. It runs PCA on the dataframe and outputs the classified and labeled PCA 
plots as well as tables with the most influential variables in the PCA components. 
Typically the label used here is also the output value 
Inputs: 
Df: Dataframe, commonly raw data or slightly modified 
Select: {powder, substrate} 
Drop: array or single item of columns that you wish to drop 
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Drop_alloy: True to remove alloy/element, false to not 
Select_special: [column, {equals, not equals}, value]; takes 1d x 3 array and selects rows 
of a column in the dataframe that do or do not equal the selected value. Used for 
selecting specific powder or substrate ids 
Lbl1:the column name by which you want to label your PCA results 
Lbl2: a secondary label for PCA, if desired (not used often) 
N: the number of classes to use when labeling PCA components 
Save: {‘all’,’ None’} current saving options 
Outputs: 
Df_comp: The original dataframe with the labels appended to the end 
Keyvar: dataframe pulled out using extract_key_var() function with n components and 
nn variables to indicate most influential predictors 
InitialDataEditingScript 
This script contains a lot of functions for modifying data, cleaning, and categorizing. It 
also contains functions for converting to different interaction parameters 
I. loadData 
Pulls in raw data output from the LACS database 
Inputs:  
Input_csv: {mystr} pulls in data from mystr, defined at start of script 
Desc: Updates description string with actions taken 
Outputs: 
data_col_clean: returns dataframe with fully missing columns removed 
desc: Updates description string with actions taken 
df_select 
selects all of the inputs up until PowderElement6Percent and then additionally selects 
an output parameter if chosen from the inputs 
inputs:  
df: a dataframe from which to select  
selector: [0,1,2,3] 0 for only inputs, 1 for inputs and 1 output, 2 for powder inputs, 3 for 
susbtrate inputs 
out: the output column that you want to use (target) 
desc: Updates description string with actions taken 
Outputs: 
Rt: Dataframe of selected data 
Desc: Updates description string with actions taken 
df_clean_col 
clean any columns with all the data missing in a column 
Inputs: 
Df: a dataframe that you want to clean 
Outputs: 
Out: a dataframe with columns that have fully missing data cleaned 
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df_clean_all 
cleans columns with all data missing and rows with any data missing 
Inputs:  
Df: dataframe you want to clean 
Desc: Updates description string with actions taken 
Outputs: 
Out: cleaned dataframe 
Desc: Updates description string with actions taken 
df_drop_common 






Df: a dataframe from which you would like to drop the items listed above 
Desc: Updates description string with actions taken 
Outputs: 
Df_c:dataframe with common columns dropped 
Desc: Updates description string with actions taken 
df_drop_alloys 
drops any reference to alloys or elements in the column headers 
Inputs: 
Df_a: dataframe from which you would like to drop alloy and element information 
Desc: Updates description string with actions taken 
Outputs: 
Df_a: dataframe with all alloy element information dropped 
Desc: Updates description string with actions taken 
df_sub_pred 
Alloys you to select the desired substrate hardness and roughness types 
Inputs: 
Df_s: Dataframe containing substrate hardness and roughness columns 
Hard: {‘HRB’,’Vickers’,’’} Choose which hardness you want to KEEP. If blank, keep both 
Rough: {‘SDQ’,’SDR’,’Sa’,’’} Choose which roughness you want to KEEP. If blank, keep 
both 
Desc: Updates description string with actions taken 
Outputs: 
Df_a: Output dataframe with roughness and hardness columns selected as desired 
Desc: Updates description string with actions taken 
df_drop_sample_id 
drops any identifying sample information from the dataframe, currently includes 
[‘MountSpecID’, ‘SampleID’] 
Inputs: 
Df_i: dataframe from which you would ike to drop sample identifiers 
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Desc: Updates description string with actions taken 
Outputs: 
Df_out: dataframe with sample identifiers removed 
Desc: Updates description string with actions taken 
df_drop_pred_id 
drops predictor identifiers presently including 
[‘SubstrateID’,’PowderID’] 
Inputs:  
df_p: dataframe from which you would like to remove predictor ids 
Desc: Updates description string with actions taken 
Outputs: 
Df_out: dataframe with predictor ids removed 
Desc: Updates description string with actions taken 
norm_std 
normalizes a dataframe based on the mean and standard deviation (ie mean converts to 
zero with variance of 1 standard deviation. Function tests for any binary predictors and 
will not normalize those. Function also drops all columns with all missing values 
(happens if only 1 or 2 different levels in a column) 
Inputs: 
Df_in: dataframe that you want to normalize 
Desc: Updates description string with actions taken 
Mode: Deprecated 
Outputs: 
Df_s: dataframe with all columns normalized 
Desc: Updates description string with actions taken 
count_na 
Counts and outputs the number of na/missing values in every column. Reports as a data 
series 
Inputs: 
Df: a dataframe that you want to count na values 
Outputs: 
Na_array: a data series with indexes containing column names and values containing the 
number of missing values from the dataframe (df) column 
df_elim_groups 
will take a dataframe and eliminate any samples that have more than one pass group 
(but not one with multiple passes). Operating in gt1 mode will allow all samples to 
remain, with only the passes with a pass group greater than 1 eliminated. However, a 
binary predictor is added to note whether the base sample is multi group or not. 
Inputs:  
Df_e: dataframe from which you want to remove samples that possess multiple pass 
groups 
Mode: {‘full’,’gt1’} Select full to remove any sample with more than 1 pass group. Select 
gt1 to remove only the rows with a pass group label more than 1. Please use this 
selection carefully. 
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Desc: Updates description string with actions taken 
Outputs: 
Df_out: dataframe with multiple pass group samples removed 
Desc: Updates description string with actions taken 
df_elim_multi_mount 
typically used after df_elim_groups, it eliminates any duplicate mountspecids. Note, do 
not use if you are leaving multi-pass groups in the sample. Additionally, only the first 
sample value will be stored so if two samples are different but have the same id, the 
latter one will be removed 
Inputs: 
Df_m: Dataframe from which you want to remove any samples with multiple identical 
mountspecid values 
Desc: Updates description string with actions taken 
Outputs: 
Df_out: dataframe with duplicate mount spec id values removed 
Desc: Updates description string with actions taken 
do_Hist 
takes a dataframe and converts every column to a histogram, classifying the different 
histograms based on a “classifier”. Note that the histogram won’t run without the 
classifier even though it is relatively unneccesary.  
Inputs:  
Df: a dataframe that possesses columns for histogram plotting. Note string-type 
columns will nto be plotted 
Clfy: the column over which you want to classify the individual histograms 
Outputs: 
Rt: “histogram complete” 
Plots histogram in output window 
do_Cust_PCR 
Should actually be called do_Cust_PCA but the function is already embedded in multiple 
others. This will take a dataframe and convert it to a covariance matrix (x-mean).T*(x-
mean)/(n-1). We then grab the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the covariance matrix 
and analyze the cumulative and individual contributions of each component 
(eigenvalue) and plot the variance explained 
InInputs: 
Df: A dataframe that you want to perform PCA on 
Save_varplot: Boolean value if you want to save the variance explained plots 
Outputs: 
Rt: Dataframe of the eigenvalues, eigenvectors, var explained, and cumulative variance 
explained 
Plot of cumulative and variance explained 
proj_PCR 
Projected PCR (truly PCA) takes a dataframe and eigenmatrix and converts the 
dataframe from the original N components system to the PCA n component system 
Inputs: 
Df: A dataframe with values you want to convert to PCA coordinates 
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Emat: the outout of do_Cust_PCR that has eigenvalue and eigenvector columns 
n_comp: the number of PCA components that you want to convert to  
Desc: Updates description string with actions taken 
Outputs: 
Projdf: a dataframe containing original df, but in PCA space 
Desc: Updates description string with actions taken 
plt_PCR 
Takes a projected matrix from proj_PCR and plots it, typically using only 2 components 
(ie xy plot). It can color coordinate the inputs based on a classifying series (like your 
output) 
Inputs: 
Projdf: the projected dataframe from proj_PCR with at least 2 components used 
Clfy: A data series containing values by which you would like to classify your results. It is 
not necessary that the clfy be in the df. 
Save_opt: Boolean to determine whether or not to save a set of results 
Outputs: 
Plot of PC1 vs PC2 of projected matrix 
cust_complete_PCA 
Takes all of the PCA (PCR) functions and implements them under a single function 
header. This will take a dataframe, perform PCA, project the PCA onto selected number 
of components, and then plot the variance plot and the final (labeled) PCA plot of 2 
components. Note that if output1 is part of the dataframe, it will be removed from PCA 
operations and only used as output/label metric 
Inputs: 
Df: The dataframe containing data that you want to perform PCA on 
Select: Boolean if true then will select the output in output1, otherwise will select inputs 
only 
Clean: Boolean if true it will perform cleaning functions (col, all) 
Output1: the primary output used to select data 
Compare1: the primary column that you want to label the data by 
Compare2: the secondary column that you want to label data by 
N_comp: the number of components used in PCA and plotting 
Save_varplot: Boolean to determine whether or not to save the variance plot 
Save_pca: Boolean variable to determine whether or not to save the PCA-labeled plot 
Outptus: 
Df_proj: The projected matrix containing n components 
Df_pca: the eigenmatrix containing the eigenvalues, eigenvectors, variance, and 
cumulative variance 
plt_PCR_multicomp 
another iteration of plt_PCR that enables you to compare label with multiple columns 
over the standard plt_PCR function here.  
Inputs: 
Projdf: a dataframe of data projected into pca space with n components 
Clfy1: a data series that should be used to label the pca data 
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Clfy2: a secondary data series that should be used to further segregate and label the 
PCA data 
Save_opt: a Boolean variable to determine if the labeled plot should be saved or not 
Outputs: 
A labeled (and optionally saved) PCA plot 
intparam 
The function for a few basic interaction parameters. Given a selection (via string) these 
interaction parameters will be calculated and then their parent values (the original 
predicots) will mostly be removed 
Inputs: 
Df_p: the dataframe that contains all of your columns, including the ones that you want 
to modify 
Cls: the ‘class’ of interaction parameters that you want to modify 
{‘temp’,’mass’,’diam’,’output’} 
Desc: Updates description string with actions taken 
Outputs: 
Df_out: The dataframe with the interaction parameters added in 
Desc: Updates description string with actions taken 
df_volume 
Converts geometric properties of length, width, thickness and categorical property 
geometry into a volumetric value (total volume of substrate). It then removes all parent 
predictors 
Inputs: 
Df_v: the dataframe containing all of your columns, including the ones relevant for 
volume conversion 
Keep: a Boolean value, true to keep the parent parameters, false to remove parent 
parameters 
Desc: Updates description string with actions taken 
Outputs: 
Df_c: dataframe with parent parameters removed (or not) according to keep, and the 
new variable assigned to “Substrate_Volume” right near where the substrate geometry 
would have been before its removal 
Desc: Updates description string with actions taken 
clfy_angle 
A function to convert spray angled position to a binary classifier (angled=1, not 
angled=0) in order to eliminate sparsity of data 
Inputs:  
Df_a: dataframe that contains the full data set you want to convert, including the 
“SprayAngle” and “LaserAngle” columns 
Desc: Updates description string with actions taken 
Outputs:  
Df_out: dataframe that contains the binary conversion with parent values (LaserAngle, 
SprayAngle) removed 
Desc: Updates description string with actions taken 
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clfy_position 
A function to convert the laser position (x and y) to three classifications: -1 for trailing, 0 
for on spot, and +1 for leading laser. This is again to reduce sparsity in data for varying 
laser positions 
Inputs: 
Df_p: Dataframe containing all columns including those for LaserPositionX and 
LaserPositionY 
Desc: Updates description string with actions taken 
Outputs: 
Df_out: dataframe containing all columns including new ternary position (which should 
subsequently be converted to individual binary using cat_to_binary_conv function) 
Desc: Updates description string with actions taken 
clfy_geometry 
Converts the susbtrate geometry to two alternative geometric evaluations, rotational 
versus linear and round versus flat (GeometryRound, GeometryRotational). Note it does 
NOT delete the SusbtrateGeometry predictor. Also note that there is a try, catch 
statement here so errors will not throw halts 
Inputs: 
Df_c: The data frame containing all columns including the SubstrateGeometry column 
Desc: Updates description string with actions taken 
 
Outputs: 
Df_g: Dataframe output that includes all original data plus GeometryRound and 
GeometryRotational 
Desc: Updates description string with actions taken 
convert_to_binary_cat 
function looks at every column in a dataframe and will convert each column with less 
than 10 unique values into dummy columns with each individual unique value 
representing 1 binary column. Several columns are prevented from joining this based on 
the variable noncat_array which is defined at the beginning of the 





Features: a dataframe containing all of the features that you are interested in, including 
those that are not necessarily “categorical” and those that are. 
Desc: Updates description string with actions taken 
Outputs: 
Df_out: Dataframe with all columns<10 unique values converted to dummy binary 
columns and any of the parent columns removed from the dataframe 
Desc: Updates description string with actions taken 
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convert_to_cat 
function takes any string based columns and converts them to “unique” numeric values. 
This is a mostly DEPRECATED function that is largely replaced by convert_to_binary_cat. 
However, it is still useful if you want to, for example, perform a histogram on your data 
without removing the string data 
Inputs: 
Features: dataframe containing all of columns, including those that are string types that 
you want to convert to numeric 
Desc: Updates description string with actions taken 
Outputs: 
Features: the dataframe with ALL string columns not in the “noncat array” from above 
converted from strings to numeric values 
Desc: Updates description string with actions taken 
splitData_frac 
A function to split data into testing and training data. It takes in your dataframe and 
spits out an array of testing and training data. Note you need to input a target variable 
that should be in your dataframe 
Inputs: 
Df: a dataframe that contains all data including your target 
Frac: the fraction of rows that you want in your testing block 
Target: the output variable that you are predicting 
Shuffle: do you want the function to randomly select the desired fraction? (True if yes) 
Desc: Updates description string with actions taken 
Outputs: 
x: Dataframe of training predictors 
y: Data series of training target 
X: Dataframe of testing predictors 
Y: Dataframe of testing targets 
Desc: Updates description string with actions taken 
series_v_df_cols 
Returns the name of a column regardless of data series or dataframe so that no error is 
thrown for requestiong “columns” from a data series 
Inputs: 
X: a dataframe or data series containing your data 
Outputs: 
Cols: a list of columns or the name of your data series (ie the name of all data that you 
passed into the function) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
